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“Evil Empire” Tests Out 
EXTERMINATIOlV By 
Groundwater Contamination 

By Dr. Edwin M. Young But not to fear, though -- a learned groundwater supplies by “Profes- 
Editor-In-Chief group of . . . ahem . . . “foxesl’ from the so? Soltec be re-run herein from 

Centers For Disease Control “den” have the 9/ 15/ 92 issue of THE PHOE- 
All of you have been hearing, EVEN on been sent to investigate what’s wrong at NIX LIBERATOR. 

the controlled media news, about the this “henhouse”. Sure they will. How Some of you longer-time readers may 
astrangea *flu” that has suddenly and comforting. And I have a “Bridge Over remember that we devoted almost that 

lethally appeared from “nowhere”. This Troubled Waters” for sale, too. entire 9/ 15/ 92 LIBERATOR issue to the 
mystery illness has already affected an The clues suggest (I) that the Elite subject of water, It’s important stuff! 
alarming and growing number of other- Controllers are conducting a test before Setious diabolical scheming was and 
wise healthy people in the “Four Cor- more widespread deployment of a new is afoot by the Satanic Globalist Elite and 
ners” area, where New Mexico meets with extermination critter, (2) that whatever their stooges to poison our nation’s water 
Colorado, Utah and Arizona. A goodly “bug” they have engineered even supplies, and in so doing incapacitate 
number of the afflicted are members of outdoes theirusualflairfordeprav- We-The-People from weeding out those 
the Navajo Reservation in Northwestern ity, and, most importantly (3) the “bug” crooks in high places. 

New Mexico. was either airborne-distributed or in- By the time of the uproar last 

Even though all these various victims traduced into the water supply, with the September, there was a local contamina- 
may live many miles apart, these people latter being the more likely method. tionproblem with the water in a Tehachapi, 
are all dying --from something. For regu- Thus, as a matter of some CA suburb which was making several 
lar readers of the CONTACT and, before educational urgency, Commander thousand residents both sick andfirious 
that, THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR, that Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn asked that overlongstanding denials and coverups. 
“something” is not asmysterious as the the following dissertation on the The latest version of the overall plan 
media would lead us to believe. subject of our drinking water and Please see GROUND WA TER, page 46 
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Space Shuttle Mission #3 
The RF’L Storv Continues 

J 

(Editor’s note: In recent weeks we have We are running this important informa- been a Russian outpost. There were seven 
been reviewing some of the astonishing tion because what went on at that time has (7) manned long-range particle beam in- 
preparations that were put into play for the a lot to do with what is going on RIGHTNO W stallations on the near side and at least one 
secret nuclear war with Russia originally -not onlywiththecun-entSh.uttlelaunches large base on the far side. In the past, 
set for September of I 982. When thatpar- but, even more importantly, with the overall regular missions were flown to and from 
titular event had to be called off at the last precarious balance in which theplanet IWW the Moon in order to resupply the bases 
moment, an incredible story in itself, more hangs as behind-the-scenes “war dancesB and rotate crews, and slowly but surely, 
elaborate war plans have been “continu- continue.) the Kremlin was inching its way toward 
ing” ever since. breaking the news about its control of the 

Some of the media events we’ve dis- S/5/90 #l HATONN Moon. They were already beginning to 
cussed in recent CONTACT issues, that were drop hints about it as in the example of a 
actually preparations for this nuclear war, THE THIRD SPACE SHUTTLE publication circulated in the U.S. called 
were matters like: (1) the so-culled ‘%ult Soviet Life in February, 1982. It stated: 
suicide” at the Jim Jones People’s Temple in For those of you who just might still Today spaceships shuttle between the 
Guyana on Thanksgiving Day in I 978 which think that Bush couldn’t have known about Earth and the Moon with greater frequency 
the recent Waco, Texas massacre closely the Shuttle lies, think again. On February than did the firstvoyages to the New World.” 
paralleled, (2) the Falklands Islands ‘War” 5, 1982, the entity, Vice-President Bush, At the top of the page was a nighttime 
in April-May of 1982 that had to be “fought” made himself consDicuous by a trip to photo of a moonship ready to blast off from 
to couer the REAL Southern Hemisphere Cape Canaveral, Florida. He was photo- a Russian Cosmosdrome. Below was a 
secret war, and (31 the massive amzy of graphed with astronauts inside the Euro- picture of the Earth as seen from space, 
secret underground military bases strategi- pean-orbital science laboratory called and in between was a statement in bold 
tally placed all over this country and else- ‘SPACE LAB”. It was planned to place type designed to give another hint about 
where forpurposes ofthe Elite Controllers. Space Lab into orbit by Space Shuttle in the moon flights which stated: “From a 
Some of the mad and disgusting scientijic late 1983. Bush also announced that distance of 70,000 kilometers above the 
things going on at those secret installations Space Shuttle flight No. 3 was scheduled Earth, the planet looks peaceful and even 
fll in the tisingpiecesto thepuzzles about for March 22, 1982. It was supposed to be defenseless. The common goal is to protect 
thesubjedsof%ttlemut&ztions”and%ttle a week in duration. our blue and green home.” 
gmy aliens’. For public consumption, NASA spokes- Dear ones, ‘satellites” are not used at 

Our efirts over&past weeks to outlay men were continuing to pretend that the altitudes of 70,000 kilometers. The high- 
all those matters gaue some insight into the Shuttle was merely carrying out leisurely est orbit that is generally useful for Earth 
?.4nderground” and aon the surj?uze” she- test flights. You were told that the Space satellites is the geosynchronous orbit for 
rwGgans of thepower-cmzy Elite. But that Shuttle Program was basically a peaceful stationary satellites over the equator. Sev- 
still lefi the *up in the sky” story to be dealt civilian program in spite of the all-military enty-thousand kilometers is almost twice 
with crews flying the Shuttles. But the peaceful that far fi=om the Earth. The only time 

so,twoweeksago*webeganco mmander image of the Space Shuttle Program was a when a spacecraft reaches that far from the 
Gyeoryos Ceres Hatonn’s outlay of the early total lie. The fact was that the Space Earth is when it is on its way to or from the 
SpaceShuttle Missions, withthe anail biter” Shuttle flights under way were a part of a Moon or another planet. 
TRuTHabout Shuttlejiasco # 1. We contin- crash program by the U.S. to regain a 
ued last week with equally unbelievable military toe-hold in space. OTHER RUSSIAN INTENT 
Shuttle Mission #2. The United States had been virtually 

We here pick up the story with Shuttle locked out of the military use of space by Russia’s interest in space extended far 
Mission#3. This namztiveisextracted~m the Russians since late 1977. Russia’s beyond military factors. The plans of 
PHOENlXJOUZ?NAL# 18, calledBLOODAIKD domination of space for those prior four Russia’s new rulers were for the coloniza- 
ASHES, pages 122-I 75. As Commander years and longer had been highlighted by tion ofyour solar system. Those plans were 
said at the time of beginning this Shuttle numerous manned space flights. Those moving ahead steadily; in fact, at that time 
dissertation, ‘Your entire first four Shuttle included cosmonauts from nine countries there were two Russian spacecraft ap- 
launches were lies... . why? A couple of other than Russia. Meanwhile, the U.S. proaching the planet Venus and sending 
reasons: (I) To completely hi& the milita~ went more than five years without admit- back a steady stream of reports from the 
nature of the mission; and (2) to make sure ting to any manned space flight attempts. men aboard. 
the mission looked like a total szxcess, no The Russian long-duration space spec- Why didn’t the Russian people tell? 
matter what tight happen in secret. At the taculars in Earth orbit were sufficient to Come now, little innocents, the Russian 
time the Bo&s~tiJcs in the federal govern- build Russia’s prestige in the public eye people were not allowed to question any- 
ment were depending heavily on the Space but the Soviet Space Program involved far thing and were just waking up to the fact 
Shuttle Pmgmm to get ready for a nuclear more than was revealed publicly. that they were, indeed, people oppressed. 
jirst strike war against Russia. * Since mid-October 1977, the Moon had Vodka ran more copiously than water and 
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there was extremely “limited* media cov- their Viking ancestors of old was alive and of the third Shuttle was the same as that of 
erage so cover-up was even easier for them well in the Russian Space Program. The the first Shuttle almost a year earlier. Its 
than for you. The Russians wanted “you* only real prayer of equality for the U.S. was payload was a heavily armored laser-firing 
to know about their prowess, but not nec- to somehow bring Russia to her knees robot battle station designed for space 
essarily did they want their own country- economically and hence you now experi- reconnaissance over Russia. Russian space 
men to know. ence a stand-off and orchestrated civil weapons finished destroying allofAmerica’s 

The Russians settled on Venus first, not wars. Spy Satellites nearly four years prior. That 
Mars. It was the first target beyond the Are you beginning to see that which has meant America’s war planners would be 
Moon for experimental colonization. Now come upon you? The Russian leaders who shooting almost blind at Russia if they 
do you better understand the inability of were going to bury you are still around and began a war without somehow acquiring 
your government to allow a “Hubble Tele- still ready to bury you but they are not your new reconnaissance data. The Space 
scope* into space? The Russians first enemy, as such, for you have fallen into the Shuttle was trying to solve that problem by 
started landing unmanned craft on Venus total entrapment of the Zionists as out- getting a new hardened satellite into orbit. 
in 19751 They learned some key facts that lined by Kissinger as the American/Zionist That was what the Space Shuttle flights 
were yet unknown to the U.S. in 1982 when ‘front”. That, dear ones, is simply the way were all about-attempts at reconnais- 
the Shuttle Program was in upstart. it is and the sooner you face it, the sooner sance. 

In 1978 the Russians began a series of you can move into some type of defense. After each Shuttle would take off from 
increasingly long-duration manned orbital Do you think Israel is not prepared? Florida it followed a long, swooping curved 
space flights which were widely publicized. Precious lambs, they even have one-to-one launch into the north in order to immedi- 
Those were gradually extended to six gas masks in case the assault is chemi- ately fly over Russia. The American Bol- 
months and more to learn how well crews cal-you had better believe they are pre- shevik military planners believed that if 
would stand up to interplanetary space pared to survive and again-you helpless they could once get their new superspy 
travel. Late in 198 1 those long-duration people without survival facilities have sup- satellite into orbit, it would do the job. They 
orbital flights were completed. The Rus- plied theirs in great luxury and abun- were confident that it could survive any 
sians had learned everything they really dance. attacks by Russian space weapons long 
needed to know. enough to radio back large amounts of 

On October 30 and November 4, 198 1, SPIRIT OF TRUTH IN AMERICA? reconnaissance data and once they had 
two Russian spaceships blasted off for that information, the Pentagon would be 
Venus. Both ships were manned by Rus- Your own leaders know the Spirit of ready to take America to war. 
Sian cosmonauts, and both were prepared Truth is still alive in America or they would In the spring of 198 1 the Columbia was 
to land on Venus by early February (the not go to such lengths to sell you on the destroyed before the Spy Satellite could be 
first week) of 1982. very aspect of the Space Shuttle Program deployed. Likewise, the makeshift ‘Enfer- 
: The comparison between thespace pro- being one of great adventure and peaceful prise” mission in November was a failure, 

gram of the U.S. and Russia was aktudy,in exploration. But the Bolsheviks in the U.S. but the military Shuttle planners believed 
tragic ironies. Americans were being told who controlled America’s Space Program it would be a different story with their 
that the Space Shuttle was primarily a did not care about adventure or exploring Shuttle No. 3 preparing for launch. 
civilian-oriented project, but it was actu- the unknown or inspiring the human spirit. In the cargo bay of this Shuttle there 
ally military. You were being told that it They cared only about power, control, in- was a new robot reconnaissance battle 
was the world’s first reusable spacecraft, trigue, revolution, and war and their plans station like the one previously described. 
but a Shuttle was actually being lost on for war were shaping America’s Space There wasalsoan additionallaser mounted 
.every flight. You were being told that the Shuttle Program while you watched in in the forward end of the cargo bay just 
Space Shuttle had put you years ahead of wide-eyed and patriotic wonderment. behind the crew compartment. It was a 
Russia, but you had actually slipped years On February 16,1982, the Space Shuttle hydrogen fluoride gas dynamic laser 
behind. You were often told that your was moved out to the launch pad at Cape mounted vertically, aimed upward. It was 
Rulers wanted only peaceful activities in Canaveral, five days ahead of schedule. equipped with a swiveling head consisting 
space, but they were shutting down almost This would be America’s third Shuttle that of mirrors that could aim the beam around 
all of the entire civilian scientific space was being used. The first, of course, was a wide range of angles. The hydrogen 
program. Funding was continuing for one the real “Columbia” and was destroyed in fluoride laser in the cargo bay was in- 
or two peaceful projects which were too the prior April. It was replaced by the tended mainly to protect the Shuttle while 
visible to cancel without an uproar, such training Shuttle “Enterprise” which landed it climbed toward orbit. 
as the space telescope. The follow-on pro- at Edwards Air Force Base and was taken The Columbia had come under fire 
jects to explore your solar system were to Florida. The Enterprise flight in the shortly prior to reaching orbit. Intelligence 
being lopped off and discarded because previous November was simply a stopgap analysts in the U.S. had eventually ob- 
they contributed nothing to your leaders’ measure while a third Shuttle could be tamed enough information about what 
plans for war. extensively modified. happened to decide on installing the cargo 

You were told constantly that the Rus- bay laser. 
sians had nothing but war and conquest THE THIRD SHUTTLE As a Shuttle climbs, the air grows thin- 
on their minds; but it was the Russians, ner and thinner, dwindling to almost noth- 
not the Americans, who at that moment The new Shuttle at Cape Canaveral was ing long before rocket engines shut off. At 
had two teams of spacemen ready to land one of the three secret Shuttles from White the earliest possible moment, the modified 
on Venus. They were going there for rea- Sands. It had undergone extensive modi- cargo bay doors which had no hinges on 
sons which had nothing to do with war. flcation since the first Shuttle disaster ten the third Shuttle, would be blown off by 
The Russians were exploring the land of months prior. It looked the same as the special explosives. As the cargo bay doors 
Venus. They were going there to explore original Columbia, at least from adistance, would flutter away from the Shuttle, it 
the solar system simply because it was but the Shuttle was actually far, far differ- would leave the upper half of the bay open. 
“out there”. Russia’s new rulers believed ent. The cargo bay laser would be ready to fire 
that it was man’s destiny to,.move into The Shuttle sitting on the pad was armed from that moment onward. It was equipped 
space. The urge to explore’that motivated ‘to the teeth” for battle. The’basic’mission with the same system called CEIR as pre- 
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viously described. 
Since a laser thusly equipped success- 

fully shot down a Cosmosphere in Jan- 
uary, the Shuttle planners believed the 
Shuttle would reach orbit safely. Once in 
orbit, planners believed that the main 
threats to the Shuttle would be Russia’s 
orbiting Cosmos Interceptors. Those 
manned killer satellites were responsible 
for sweeping the skies clear of American 
Spy Satellites. In order to deal with that 
threat, there were truly radical modiflca- 
tions to the third Shuttle. 

would be destroyed or the nuclear laser ran 
down, which could be a very long time. It 
would constitute a very dangerous nui- 
sance in space, and the Russians would 
have little choice but to destroy it. The 
American Bolsheviks hoped the Russians 
would lose a lot of spaceships and men 
before they succeeded in doing so. 

Whenever the Space Shuttle was dis- 
cussed, it was always emphasized that 
Shuttle astronauts could work in their 
shirt sleevesno need for space suits be- 
cause riding in a Shuttle was almost like 
riding in an air .liner. Not so this time. 

If the military Shuttle planners were 
right in their calculations, the third Shuttle 
mission could turn into a battle royal in 
space. If they were wrong, they planned to 
try again. The fourth Shuttle mission was 
already scheduled for the Fourth of July. 
After that, no matter what happened with 

When Col. Jack Lousma and Col. C. 
Gordon Fullerton would lift off in’ this 
Shuttle, they would be in spacesuits. 
What’s more, they would be depending on 
their spacesuits because their crew cabin 
would not be pressurized. The whole lower 
front portion of their ship below the flight 
deck had been turned into a weapons bay. 
As soon as the Shuttle would reach orbit, 
the nose would open up to the vacuum of 
space, the nose would fold downward and 
back, somewhat like certain cargo aircraft 
whose noses fold upward to load and un- 
load. As soon as the nose opened up, a 
complex laser system would emerge. The 
system had five tubular sections aimed up, 
down, to each side, and straight ahead. 
Each laser tube had a swiveling mirror- 
head for beam aiming like that of the cargo 
bay laser mentioned earlier. Once de- 
ployed, the Nose Laser System would be 
able to fire in almost any direction, the only 
exception would be a narrow corridor to 
the rear of the Shuttle. 

The Nose Laser System was described 
as a nuclear punt helium plasma laser 
with five resonators. The nuclear power 
pack could fire any one of the five laser 
tubes at a given time. It was not so 
powerful as the cargo bay laser but, unlike 
the cargo bay laser, the Nose Laser System 
could operate for a long time on an inter- 
mittent basis and the Shuttle planners 
believed it would be powerful enough to 
disable the manned Russian killer satel- 
lites. 

Under the protection of the Nose Laser 
System, Lousma and Fullerton were to 
deploy the robot Spy Satellite. As soon as 
it was deployed, they were to return to 
Earth in a small Gemini-type re-entry cap- 
sule. That part of the plan was the same as 
previously pointed out for the first flight. 
Meanwhile, the. Shuttle would remain in 
orbit. 

the Space Shuttle, they were planning to go Congress. The public at large neither knew 
ahead anyway in setting off Nuclear War nor cared about obscure financial legisla- 
Number One. tion at that moment. Everyone was too 

At our next writing we will consider the busy thinking about Satan Claws, parties, 
shortening timetable for that Nuclear War, and Christmas dinner. And so as its 
but we shall close this chapter and have Christmas gift to America in 19 13, a small 
respite, please. group of men-less than a legal quorum in 

Thank you and Salu, Congress-slipped through the Federal 
Hatonn to clear. Reserve Act! Further, as you might guess, 

it was your anti-Christian brothers for they 
8/6/90 #l HATONN had no moral or personal emotional tie-in 

with the holiday. Ever since that time the 
It is requested that I go back and pick up United States economy has suffered con- 

some pertinent information regarding tinuously from that Christmastime act of 
things which were going on with the U.S. total betrayal and treason. 
and Israel, in view of the above ‘American/ In military affairs, too, the Christmas 
Zionists’” intent. I do not wish to move holiday seasonis alwaysadangerous time. 
back too far lest we lose the continuity of That is when you are most likely to have 
the Space Shuttle Program as I have set out your guard down, vulnerable to surprise 
to explain the first four catastrophes. There- attack. On December 6, 194 1, thousands 
fore, I shall only go back to just prior to the of American Servicemen attended pre- 
Second Space Shuttle launch. There was Christmas parties in and around Hon- 
a secret war plan of a joint military junta- olulu, Hawaii. Everything was peaceful 
U.S. and Israel. and life was good. There were no military 

alerts and all was calm. After all, it was 
THE CHRISTMAS CRISES, 1981 almost Christmas and there were many 

vacation leaves to be enjoyed. But the 
Before we launch off into the subject let following morning, Sunday morning, De- 

us look at “Christmas” for just a moment. cember 7, 194 1, more than 2000 of those 
In your world “Christmas” means far Servicemen lost their lives. From that day 

different things to different people. To onward the name “Pearl Harbor” has been 
most it is just an excuse or ‘unwanted seared forever into the mind ofevery Ameri- 
responsibility” of sorts, to give gifts and can. 
receive gifts without any deeper meaning. Therefore, it is not unreasonable that 
To others, the Christmas season is mainly once again the holiday season of 198 1 
a chance to make money from the bonanza would be utilized against your best inter- 
of gift buying. There are some among you ests. You were especially vulnerable that 
to whom Christmas is indeed a time of time because your usual holiday preoccu- 
sadness-parents who cannot afford gifts pation had been compounded by mount- 
for the children, children who have no ing economic worries. During that holiday 
parents, lowly shut-ins to whom no one season, not one, but three major crises had 
brings a word of Christmas cheer. All of been set in motion. All three were helping 
you know about those things for they are to bring the world a step closer to all out 
the facts of life. It is rare when Christmas war. 
honors the simple man from Galilee what- 
ever might be the real day of his birth. BESIEGED 
Therefore, in this dissertation I may as well 
leave the beauty and wondrous implica- During that holiday season of 1981 
tions from the conversation. froma.roundThanksgivinginto 1982, three 

Christmas, like the rest of life, is largely major crises had besieged you. First, there 
what you make of it, and in your modern were stories about the alleged Libyan “hit 
world there are evil forces who have learned men* bent on assassinating top leaders of 
to use the season to do YOU harm. It has the U.S. Government; secondlv there was 

The Nose Laser System was programmed 
to keep right on zapping any Russian Cos- 
mos Interceptors that would come within 
range. It would continue doing so until it ~~ 

happened many times before and it shall 
continue. Those who bear you ill will know 
they can always count on you to be preoc- 
cupied and vulnerable during holiday sea- 
sons. 

This use began to be thrust at you as far 
back as in your 1913 when the U.S. Con- 
gress passed the legislation creating the 
FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM. There was 
intense opposition to thisunconstitutional 
privately-owned central banking system, 
but no matter. Those who wanted it simply 
waited until just before Christmas. Most 
Congressmen had gone home, including 
most of the opponents to the plan within 

d 
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the military crackdown in Poland; and 
thirdly, as soon as world eyes were riveted 
on Poland, came Israel’s illegal annexation 
of the Svrian Golan Heights. 

On the surface these three crises might 
appear to have been unrelated, but they 
were all closely related indeed, and were 
certainly not what they appeared to be. 
Each was a consequence of the complex 
secret war plan of the joint military juntaof 
the United States and Israel! 

Ever since early spring of the year 198 1 
this war plan was reported to you, the 
public, but the big cover-up would sweep 
over you and it would be buried for no one 
would listen and the bringers of the truth 
were incarcerated, put up for ridicule or 
simply killed and none of you citizens 
seemed to notice-worse, you didn’t care in 
the least to get rid of those war-mongers. 

The conflicts were intended to gradually 
escalate until the time would be ripe. Then 
an American nuclear first strike would be 
launched against Russia. Nuclear war 
would breakout in such away that it would 
appear to be accidental. America’s nuclear 

Thanksgiving, the beginning of the holiday by poisoning and replaced by a *double” 
season in America, that Libya suddenly on November 2 1, 1978. The new “actor 
became the lead story in American news pope” then began issuing a steady stream 
reports. By early December you were being of stiff statements against alleged Russian 
told that a group of three to six “hit men” repression of Poland. 
were thought to be in the United States. It The American Bolsheviks fully planned 
was claimed that they were gunning for the to use their power in the Vatican to set off 
President and several other top Government what would be known as the ‘Pope’s Revo- 
officials. You were told that the threat was lution” in Poland. The key to that plan was 
expected to be greatest up until Christmas, to be a visit by the actor pope to Poland the 
and there was a big display of increased following May. The highly emotional 900th 
security for possible targets. anniversary of St. Stanislaus’ martyrdom 

Up to that time, the alleged Libyan was to be used as the perfect occasion to 
assassination threat had not been carried set off revolution. The Russian and Polish 
out but that did not mean that the Libyan authorities were able to head off the Pope’s 
crises was over. Libya’s Colonel Kadhafi Revolution plan almost at the last minute. 
could be programmed to behave like a Russian Intelligence was able to replace 
madman. That is exactly what was being the Bolshevik actor pope with their own 
done at the time. Supposedly, Kadhti “double”. Immediately the Vatican agreed 
wanted revenge against the U.S. for two to a one-month postponement in the papal 
Libyan jets which were shot down the prior trip. That eliminated the emotionally- 
August by jets off the supercarrier U.S.S. charged atmosphere of the original date 
Nimitz. All well laid to precipitate the exact and the trip went off without the proverbial 
response planned. “hitch”. 

The controlled major media were deliv- ItoZdyou, cheZus,thatTRuTHisfar, 
ering a clever dose of psychological condi- far stemget and intdguing than is the 

forces would not realize that they were tioning to you all in a constant barrage of 
firing the first shots of nuclear war. In- misinformation and no information. What 
stead, they would be given false informa- they seemed to be telling you was to watch 
tion that would trigger all-out retaliation out for a possible assassination of top 
against a non-existent Russian attack! I American officials but, at the subconscious 
TRUSTYOUAREPuTTrmGTHEDAlLYNEWS level, they were slipping in other major 
ovn> PROPER CONTEXT AS YOU READ ideas. One ideawas: Watch out for Libyan 
THIS PLOT FOR lT IS NO DIFFERENT m revenge of some kind for the Nimitzepisode 
REALITY TODAY-ONLY IN INTENDED of the prior August. With revenge as the 
MAGNmE! excuse, Libya’s Kadhafi could be pro- 

The prelude to all-out nuclear war was grammed to do almost anything and what- 
planned to include war in the Middle East. ever it was, it would be big and it would 
In the joint war plan of the American help push you closer to nuclear war. 
Bolsheviks and the Israeli military plan- As the days passed, however, Libya was 
ners, the Middle East war was the respon- pushed a bit into the background in most 
sibility of Israel. This was making Israel the American minds. The Libyan crisis had not 
eye of a growing hurricane of violence. run its course, but it had been upstaged by 

The crises continued to expand and a seemingly greater crisis-the military 
grow outward without seeming control. crackdown in Poland. 
Close to Israel, the top priority was to do 
everything possible to destroy the Camp POLAND 
David Peace Accords, so called. That was 
why the entity known as President Sadat of For the prior three years or so the old 
Egypt was assassinated on October 6, just Bolsheviks from Russia who had gained 
weeks prior. Likewise, the Camp David control of America’s military policies had 
Accords were the real target in the Golan been trying to trigger revolution in Poland. 
Heights annexation. We shall look at that They first attempted to do so by subverting 
at another sitting. the Roman Catholic Church and already 

Moving farther out from Israel, the whirl- turmoil was stewing in the Vatican. An 
pool of trouble had engulfed Libya to the attempt was about to be made to turn the 
west and Poland to the north. Soon you Catholic Church strongly anti-Russian in 
would see new flare-ups of major trouble to its policies. Barely a month later the newly 
the east of Israel in Iran, and to the south elected pope, John Paul I, was murdered 
of Israel in Saudi Arabia. and you were told he died in his sleep. 

His replacement, who became known 
LIBYA as Pope John Paul II, was the first ROR- 

Italian pope in some 455 years, and he 
The first of three Christmas crises to came from none other than POLAND! The 

erupt was the one over Libya. Actually the Bolsheviks within the Vatican who engi- 
first trial balloons about possible Libyan neered his election wanted only his poten- 
assassination teams were floated in early tially anti-Russian image, not the man 
November but it was not until around himselfand so he, too, wasdone awayrvith 

trite fiction. 
Having had theirvatican intrigue spoiled 

for the moment, the Bolshevik planners in 
America started down a different route. 
Their agents within Poland started agita- 
tion for an independent labor union to be 
known as SOLIDARITY. In the old days 
when the Bolsheviks themselves controlled 
both Russia and Poland, an independent 
labor union would have been unthinkable 
but things had changed and were still 
changing in Russia and in Poland. Soli- 
darity was granted a charter by the Polish 
government in August, 1980. The Bolshe- 
viks in America had hoped that the de- 
mand for a union charter would, in itself, 
lead to confrontation with the Polish govem- 
ment. When that did not happen, Solidar- 
ity then began a relentless drive of de- 
mands, strikes and more demands with- 
out letup. 

Solidarity had only one purpose-that 
purpose was not to serve the Solidarity 
rank and file but rather to use them. 
Solidarity was created solely for the pur- 
pose of making conditions steadily worse 
in Poland until an unavoidable con- 
frontation would be created with the gov- 
ernment. In January it finally happened. 

On December 12 the Solidarity ruling 
council called for anation-wide referendum 
by January 15. It was to decide, in effect, 
whether the present government of Poland 
would be allowed to continue at all and the 
head of Solidarity, Lech Walesa, was quoted 
as saying, “I now favor confrontation with 
the government.” In effect, Solidarity had 
dared the government to either clamp down 
or cease to exist. Barely 24 hours later 
martial law was declared in Poland. 

In the United States news reports and 
official statements were making the Polish 
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situation look as bad as possible even Even so, it did carry the seeds of real 
though it was actually easing up. trouble if allowed to get out of control. 

The conflict consisted mostly of 
POLAND-LEBANON COMPARISON kidnappings, both real and rumored, 

sabotaging of roads with oil and nails 
In important ways the situation in PO- and always the threats and 

land was about the same as what had counterthreats arising out of old family 
happened in Lebanon in 1958. There was feuds. There were also a few scattered 
a flare-up of trouble at that time which snipers, and some rumors of torture but 
appeared to threaten the pro-Western gov- those were never proven to have taken 
ernment there. President Eisenhowerended place. No pitched battles took place. The 
up sending in the U.S. Marines at the real problem was a growing atmosphere 
height of the crisis. The 1958 Lebanon of fear and distrust with no major sabo- 
crisis was big news. News reports con- tage evidence, Much as with Panama- 
veyed the impression of amajor crisis with in a REAL WAR, the canal would have 
widespread violence and the very fate of been the first to go and don’t you ever be 
Lebanon hanging somewhere in the bal- in the forgetting of it as you struggle to 
ante. Martial law was declared in Leba- absorb all these things we are uncovering 
non, just as it was in Poland and just like for you in truth. 
Poland, Lebanon in 1958 was under a Lebanon had never maintained a 
dusk-to-dawn curfew. standing army of any significance what- 

Based on the major media news re- so-ever. For that reason, Lebanon’s then 
ports, most Americans were led to be- President Chamoun appealed to the U.S. 
lieve that the 1958 Lebanon crisis was a for help in keeping order in Lebanon. 
virtual reign of terror but that impres- President Eisenhower responded by 
sion was far from the truth. It was the sending in the Marines. 
result of deliberate overdramatization by The landing of the Marines was totally 
the media-exactly as Iraq/Kuwait this without opposition and was, in fact, com- 
very day. Yes, there was a crisis of sorts- pletely peaceful. As a matter of fact, as 
that much was true, but the grain of Marines waded ashore they were greeted 
truth was all but lost among the scare on the beach by young peddlers hawking 
tactics and the reports by the controlled Coca-Cola; the Lebanese didn’t even 
major media in the U.S. It is worth know they were having awar. But for the 
taking a few minutes to describe what public consumption back home to you 
really happened in Lebanon in 1958 and sleepy-heads, scenes like that were ed- 
how a false picture of it all was painted ited from television and photographic 
by the American media because today news coverage. Instead, the situation 
the same kind of overdramatization is was tremendously dramatized. United 
taking place and you are blinded totally States news agency photographers and 
by it. You are surely going to end up in TV crews got groups of Marines to pose in 
total war if you fall for it. dramatic, menacing gestures. They 

The CIA knew well in advance about pointed theirgunsat imaginary enemies, 
the Lebanon plansand word spread that and in some cases even fired them to 
a crisis was brewing. Briefings were please the media crews. Civilians stood 
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eryone on constant alert. 

HOW THEY MANAGED TO 
DISSOLVE THE ISSUE 

It was resolved very simply by dollar 
diplomacy. By disbursing $15 million dol- 
lars among the leaders of the so-called 
warring factions, the U.S. snuffed out the 
conflict. As one factional leader said, “For 
another $15-million I would start another 
war.” Well, the identical thing is going on 
right now before your very noses; further, 
it was identical to the Polish mess. The 
controlled major media, working hand in 
glove with your Bolshevikgovernment, were 
seizing like vultures on every scrap of 
negative news-every ugly conjured rumor 
and lie that they could produce or dredge 
up, every unconfirmed statement, specu- 
lation and outright lie. All this was in order 
to create the impression in the U.S. of an 
extreme crisis and inhumane oppression 
in Poland. The American Bolsheviks were 
trying to goad Russia into invading Poland. 
Meanwhile, they were so frustrated that 
they were trying to convince you that you 
ought to consider martial law as the same 
thing as a Russian invasion. Are you 
beginning to see the evil unfolding? 

In it all the entity, Reagan, was making 
matters worse and scaring non-Bolshevik 
government officials in Washington; night 
after night on the news you would hear a 
drumbeat of Poland, Russia, Poland, Rus- 
sia, Poland, Russia. You were being brain- 
washed for war and, as in all brainwash- 
ing, facts do not matter in the least. It is 
only the impact that counts-and the 
perception! The pictures are shown of 
crying mourners and mangled bodies- 
from which war or file tapes makes no 
difference-for ‘they all look alike” is the 
media truth. Can any American citizen 

given operatives on the situation to the 
extent that the operatives were able to 
piece the whole plan together in order to 
function in proper manner. There was 
indication that a full-fledged civil war 
was definitely a possibility. The U.S. 
wanted to prevent that, partly because of 
the very major investments in Lebanon 
by American business and banking in- 
terests. Tensions’were building rapidly 
between two opposing Lebanese factiohs. 
The basic disagreement between them 
had to do with Egypt’s then President 
Nasser. Nasser wanted the Arab world to 
unify and throw off all vestiges of West- 
ern colonialism. To do that he had turned 
east for help, to Russia. Nasser’s ap- 
peals to his Arab brothers were very 
powerful. In Lebanon this led to conflict 
between -a pro-Nasser faction and an 
anti-Nasser group who preferred the sta- 
tus quo. It was a conflict between mi- 
norities. Most of the people of Lebanon 
were not actively involved on either side. 

around on the beach watching it all after change from the local ballgame to recog- 
being shooed away from camera range. nize whether acorpse is Iranian, Lebanese, 
Some locals brought their cameras to Iraqi or Kuwaiti? Does an Ml tank not 
take snapshots of the goings on but were appear the same in Iraq or Arabiaas it does 
brusquely told that their cameras would in the Mojave? 
be confiscated if they took pictures. They This does not mean that the situation in 
actually thought a motion picture was Poland was not bad nor grave or that there 
being filmed and kept looking for a Hol- was no crisis there. Of course there was a 
lywood star so they could capture him on crisis there but it didn’t have one iota to do 
film. with you the people of the U.S.-you should 

One reporter who thought he was have had no business involved what-so- 
telling a wondrous story even said that ever-it was none of your business in the 
the worst menace which the Marines had slightest! The stage was simply being set- 
encountered was diarrhea until they up for the impending and well-planned war 
learned not to drink the local water. He about to spring forth on you and you would 
also described how the Marines were be well involved in that little play. 
spending a lot of their time on the beach The situation in Poland seemed to have 
sunbathing, reading novels and eyeing been stopped just short of outright revolu- 
the beautiful girls in bikinis. That is how tion at the moment in point, but the revo- 
it really was but that is not what was lution would be essential in order to bring 
allowed to filter back to you the people. on Russian intervention or compromise at 
By the time stories got back to you the some point for someone had to be pulled 
pictures were paintings of violence, tor- into war to allow the entire scenario to 
ture and a warlike atmosphere with ev- come to fruition. By the way, ifat first they 
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fail, they simply try, try and try again-1 unfolding. sending U.S. Marines into Lebanon was 
hope you nice children remember that little Thank you for your attention. We shall issued, and only six days later the Ustinov 
proverb. Nothing has changed-nly the now break for a rest period. Thank you, warning against an American nuclear first 
script and the actors. Dharma. strike was issued. Does this surprise you? 

More hay was made with the new Hatonn to clear. Don’t you remember that little tid-bit of 
“double” pope than you can imagine; why, news? 
it hasjust about opened the world, wouldn’t 8/9/90 #2 HATONN Russia’s anti-war warnings included 
it seem? I hope some of you will investigate not only words but also deeds, my friends. 
that also for we simply are too short of time BACK TO LEBANON, 1982 The Kremlin was run by men who knew 
to do so at this outlay. that words without deeds were useless 

The best way to give you a comparative against the American Bolsheviks. That is 
GOLAN HEIGHTS ANNEXATION picture of that which is happening in Iraq why you were given warnings a month 

this very day [in August of I 990, when this prior to this that Russian preemptive mea- 
The news of martial law in Poland was written., when United States involve- sures must be expected to start taking 

reached the West early Sunday, December ment was getting hot and heavy in the place. Those pre-preemptive measures got 
13th. The very next day the Begin govern- Desert Storm “War” to rescue the Kuwaiti underway promptly, in the form of warning 
ment in Israel launched the third Christ- prince’s pink palace, among other Elite strikes to send a clear, clean message. 
mas crisis. On that day the Israeli gov- agenda items] is to take you a bit further 
ernment announced its surprise decision within the workings of the situation in WARNINGS 
to annex the Golan Heights. Lebanon in July of 1982. Please under- 

The Golan Heights lie along the north- stand, however, that by taking things out The first of those warning strikes took 
east corner of Israel’s border with Syria, of order as is necessary, you will lose place on Sunday morning, June 27. Mil- 
and is Syrian territory. They have been continuity of surrounding events. How- lions of Americans watched the launch of 
occupied by Israeli troops ever since the ever, it deals with sending in troops to a Space Shuttle No. 4 that morning on tele- 
1967 war and then by Israeli civilian settle- given area such as Saudi Arabia. vision. You watched until the two solid 
ments, but under every rule of intema- On July 6,1982, the “ISRAELI” govem- rocket boosters separated and fell away 
tional law the Golan Heights area belongs ment announced that American troops from the Shuttle. Moments later a Jumbo 
to Syria. would be sent to Lebanon, if necessary. Cosmosphere, whichwaspacingthe Shuttle 

As always, the Begin government de- Hours later the entity, Reagan, announced from a distance, fired two quick blasts at 
fended its actions in arrogantly self-r@- that, Yyes, in principle, he was prepared to the falling boosters which were no longer 
teous terms as it made a mockery of the send in the Marines as part of a ‘truce visible on your televisions. The 
rule of law! agreement’., Cosmosphere’s beam weapon blew a hole 

World-wide, the reaction was universal For public consumption, assurances in the side of each $18,000,000 booster 
condemnation of Israel, and within Israel were given that this would be done under shell. An Air Force C-130 aeroplane was 
itself there was also bitter criticism. The certain comforting conditions. Suppos- tracking the boosters and saw their para- 
U.S. wasin amost difficult position ofwhat edly, if the Marines are sent in it will only chutes open, but when the spent boosters 
face to show publicly. Time slipped by be temporary to police a truce, not fight, hit the water they just kept right on sink- 
while urgent secret decisions were made and only if all sides agree to their presence. ing. Thanks to the holes which had been 
about how to handle the situation publicly. Doesn’t it sound like a rerun- “We arejust neatly blown into their sides-they cer- 

Then, on December 18, the United States there to insure Iraq doesn’t invade our little tainly didn’t float. Recovery teams watched 
half-heartedly announced that it would brother, Arabia?” IRAQ HAD NO INTEN- helplessly as $36,000,000 worth of space 
suspend “indefinitely” the allegedly new TION OF INVADINGSAUDI-ARABIA-THEN hardware sank in several thousand feet of 
strategic cooperation agreement with Is- OR NOW! HUSSEIN WAS ‘CALLED IN’TO water. 
rael. In response Israel canceled altogether KUWAITTO PROTECT THE INTERESTS OF Embarrassed NASA officials tried to 
the new agreement with America. By THE KUWAITES FROM BEING ABSORBED explain away the loss of the two Shuttle 
MUTUAL AGREEMENT BEHIND CLOSED BY THE U.S. INTERESTS AND A COL- boosters with the lie that the parachutes 
DOORS, THE U.S. AND ISRAEL STRUCK LAPSE BROUGHT ON BY A CALLING OF did not open (on both of them?). The odds 
AN ARM’S-LENGTH POSE FOR PUBLIC NOTES FOLLOWING DEFAULT BY THE are astronomical against the parachutes 
CONSUMPTION. THIS WAS SPECIFI- KUWAITES, TO THE BANKERS. “DIRTY failing that way on TWO boosters, but they 
CALLPFOR THE PURPOSE OF FREEING POOL”, I THINK YOU ONES MIGHT CALL had no other excuse that they dared make 
ISRAEL’S HANDS TO ACT WITHOUT IT. public. Meanwhile, the Russian message 
RESTRAINT LATER ON. It all sounds very safe but to those who was indeed clear. Had they cared to, the 

Israeli Prime Minister Rabin summed it knew the reality of conditions in Lebanon Russians could have destroyed the Shuttle 
up with the words, quote: “Annexing the the proposal to send in the American troops itself on nation-wide television, no less, 
Golan Heights is the beginning of the end had the ring of sheer insanity. That’s about instead of only the boosters. They were 
of Camp David.” like trying to smother a fire by dousing it saving your government’s ‘face” to use 

Well, dear ones, at that time all the with gasoline. Itwould be a situation made more advantageously during the ensuing 
plans of the American Bolsheviks and the to order for explosive incidents to widen the years. They certainly have managed to do 
Zionists in Israel were still on track. They war. that very nicely, at your expense. 
were shooting for Middle East war to break The following day a letter of warning 
out before the end of the summer of 1982. against sending in the Marines was de- THIS IS CALLED THE GAME OF 
From there, step by step, they planned to livered to Reagan from Soviet President “TIT FOR TAT” 
make the conflict escalate with other crises Brezhnev. It was a cryptic warning con- 
continuing to multiply world-wide. taming no specific threats. In diplomatic Next came the Aerofot crash in Moscow 

I think that I will leave this particular language it simply said, “Don’t do it.” followed by the reprisal on July 9 against 
subject at this point but it is necessary Anti-war warnings from Moscow were the Pan Am jet in New Orleans. Both 
that you ha= insight Qs b world events becoming increasingly urgent and frequent. events were acts of war-the secret war 
as your Space Shuttle Prrognam was On July 7 the Brezhnev warning against which both sides were beginning to men- 
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tion openly in public. The Russian mes- as the jet flew westward at 39,000 feet a rain destruction on America itself. 
sage to the American Bolsheviks here was: Russian Cosmosphere was stationing it- I always urge you ones to watch and 
“You’re not as secure as you pretend you self to intercept it. The Cosmosphere hov- listen most carefully and you will see that 
are.” ered several miles off to one side of the jet’s which is “really” happening and most cer- 

Six days later the Russians reminded flight path and a few hundred feet above it. tainly will be able to discern the fabri- 
the Bolsheviks in the U.S. of their corn- The charged particle beam weapon of the cations. You will even begin to watch with 
bined capabilities in geophysical warfare, a Cosmosphere was aimed horizontally to predetermination the events as they un- 
widespread sabotage here. (We shall cover fire a shot across the bow of the speeding fold. 
weather control in another writing but we DC- 10. As the jet approached, the We know these TRUTHS are stunning- 
will mention the hard evidence of sabotage Cosmosphere crew charged up the beam mostly shocking-even hard to believe, but 
as you recognize it.) As far back as 1977 weapon for a maximum energy blast in a THETRUTH speaksforitself. You have had 
you had been warned that the Russians defocused mode. This produces a violent enough incidents up to now which prove 
were on a campaign of planting nuclear air blast like those heard that winter along the intent of your conspirators. The cre- 
mines where they could destroy countless America’s east coast and elsewhere. At dentials are present to allow you to accept 
dams around the United States. Those precisely the right instant the Cosmosphere TRUTH. 
devices are still there, little sleepy ones, fired its shot across the bow of the oncom- What will happen in the Middle East? I 
waiting for use at the press ofa button from ing DC- 10. The tremendous air blast just wouldn’t even begin to spoil your lessons 
a detonator trigger well out ofyour reach or above the DC- 10’s altitude created a huge by telling you such a thing-look and see, 
ability to control. How could subversive shock wave of downward-racing air. An read the JOURNALS and you will know. 
workers get within your boundaries with- instant later the DC-10 flew into it. Pas- Further, you had better hurry up with your 
out your knowing? They can’t. There are sengers later told reporters that they had homework because it is really getting to 
as many Russian KGB agents in your CIA heard a big bang, then the whole plane serious confrontation. Why don’t YOU 
as Americans. Your government thought, shook as it was squashed downward as if start making your news ‘MAKE SENSE” 
at the time, the mines were a big bluff by a giant hand. Everyone not wearing a from all the absolute drivel flung upon you 
because it was the Russians themselves seat belt was thrown to the ceiling, which in serious tones or, in fact, disinterested 
who announced their presence to your is a long way on a DC-IO. Many people monologues. In your recent thrust on TV 
government. Even if they were present, the were hurt, several seriously; then the epi- the news carried is immeasurable by im- 
attitude was, the Russians wouldn’t dare sode was over as quickly as it had started. portance--a Middle East war is announced 
use them. So be it. The jet flew on to Los Angeles without with the same intonation and within the 

On July 15, 1982 the Kremlin said, further incident-but to certain individu- same paragraph as a flea infestation or 
Think again* to the Bolshevik Pentagon. als on the plane, the air-borne shot across another finding of a Med-fly, or announce- 
That day Northern Colorado was reeling the bow was meant as a clear warning! It ment of a thunder storm in Kalamazoo. 
from incredible rainstorms, the product of certainly meant something to the military Let us leave this, Dharma, as it is time 
Russian weather modification. Dams in and government personnel because they for journalist arrival. Thank you, chela. 
the area were straining to hold back the had been warned it would happen. It 
onslaught of water. Then a low-yield clearly said, “Halt now in your war plans or 8/ 15/90 #l HATONN 
underwater mine was detonated at the you will be destroyed.” 
base of the Lawn Lake Dam. The dam blew BACKGROUND FOR 
open, and the flood waters rampaged down MORE WARNING SHOTS ACROSS UNDERSTANDING 
the canyon and through the resort town of THE BOW 
Estes Park. The government frantically I had set forth to simply give you a 
tried to cover its tracks by saying they had The next warning shots took place on rundown of the first four sacrificed Space 
been worried about that dam, but the July 22. This was aimed squarely at the Shuttles but I find that you are not having 
disaster actually came with absolutely no weapons specialists among the American understanding of the whole and I create 
warning because the dam was ruined in- Bolsheviks in the U.S. That day the first more questions than I am able to answer. 
stantly by the explosion. full-range test flight of the Army’s new Therefore, you will please abide with me 

Pershing-2 missile took place at Cape while we continue background informa- 
A SHOT ACROSS THE BOW Canaveral. The Pershing-2 is the nuclear tion regarding those things taking place 

missile which the Reagan Administration about your globe. I felt that to bring 
The very next day there was still an- wanted to place in Europe where it could current the events which you must know to 

other Russian warning shot. This time it attack Russia. Europe would be used as a understand the present actions would be 
was couched in the centuries-old language launching pad. A few seconds after the most important, but I find things happen- 
of naval warfare, updated to the Space Age. Pershing-2 lifted off from Cape Canaveral it ing so quickly and so widespread in nature 
When confrontations take place at sea was bathed in neutron radiation from a that my people are becoming bogged in the 
there are times when a warship will fire a Russian Comsmosphere high above. Re- work load. Please bear with us and be 
shot across the bow of another ship The member, neutron radiation totallyderanges patient. 
shot is aimed to barely miss the ship, all kinds of electronic equipment. As a Yes, I can tell you that Saddam Hussein 
whistling past just in front of it. A shot result, the Pershing-2’s guiding system is basically working in concert and con- 
across the bow is perhaps the most unmis- went crazy. The climbing missile flopped tract with you ones and I would simply lose 
takable military message on the face of the .over on its side, then started cartwheeling you all; however, that is, in truth, what is 
Earth. It means: “Halt immediately or you through the lovely Florida skies. Seven- coming down the pike, my dear ones. The 
will be destroyed.” teen seconds after lift-off, the Range Safety only way out, and still leave massive troops 

On July 16 a United Air Lines DC- 10 Officer pushed the self-destruct button in Saudi-Arabia, is to orchestrate the crisis 
took off from Boston bound for Los Ange- and the missile blew up. The Russian now under way in Iraq and Kuwait. Much 
les. Among the passengers of the big jet message to the Bolsheviks in your U.S. was of the war games prior to now have been the 
were certain key members of the Bolshevik very plain indeed. The plans to use mis- direct work of the Zionist Israelis. 
ruling group here in America. For a while siles to help destroy Russia would not Oh, you believe this to not be true? 
the flight progressed without incident but succeed. The attempt to do so would only Well, I have terrible news for you-does 
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anyone remember the U.S. ship, Liberty? crises, and more to come, to pave the way the intelligence obtained from the Soviet 
Do you remember the attack on the Liberty for war. Suddenly, certain crises would generals while it was still fresh and changes 
of June 8, 19673 combine to trigger achain of events leading could not be made in the Soviet Union who 

That torpedoing, machine-gun strafing to NUCLEAR WAR ONE. The joint military would suspect treason. Therefore, the new 
and napalm attack upon the Liberty re- junta of the United States Pentagon and deadline to attack the Russians was re- 
sulted in the deaths of 34 crewmen and the Israel were working on a fast timetable for scheduled. 
maiming of 171 others, as the ship sailed all of this. They were aiming for deadline If the U.S. had realized and “listened”, 
off the coast of Israel. Now the attack by the time of mid-summer 1982 for the final war you would have all realized that the fourth 
Israelis remained virtually hidden through sequence to begin; fulfillment of the plan launch was a crossing line to countdown to 
cover-up until some eight years later when was set for September. W&l-. 

it was brought to light and the Israelis at This would involve regional conflicts in 
first denied the attack and later said it was the Middle East and elsewherewhichgradu- s BROKEN RECORD 
Yaccidental”. ally would escalate to engulf the superpow- 

It was staged by Israel in order to blame ers. The whole thing was being set up to We were giving forth concurrent infor- 
their enemy and draw the U.S. into military make nuclear war appear unavoidable. At mation at that time just as we are now 
conflict in behalf of Israel but there were last all-out nuclear war itself would break doing, not to panic you, but for the opposite 
surviving eyewitnesses who finally came out between the United.States and Russia. reason. We want you to be able to under- 
forward and told the truth of the incident. It would be made to appear accidental, but stand events for yourselves so that you can 
Unfortunately for Israel, the ship did not as we have detailed in the past, Nuclear take actions to protectyourselvesand your 
sink as planned. Prior to the attack there War One would actually begin with an families. 
were many overflights of Israeli aircraft American nuclear first strike against Rus- I cannot emphasize strongly enough 
who could easily see the U.S. flag and sia! that what we are reporting to you are the 
acknowledged same. More importantly, at Up to that point, the secret war-plan- plans of MEN! If you see certain things 
the time of the attack Israel had no such ners in the U.S. had been expecting that it happening, you can know that these war 
power in the U.S. as today and did not would take many months for the final war plans are succeeding and you are again on 
desire witnesses to the war-staging instal- build-up to run its course. For example, a a fast track countdown. You are, today 
lations, etc., being set-up in Israel. It had Mideast war might be triggered by the [ 19901, playing a rerun, only this time, with 
everything to do with the Israeli planned summer of 1982, but it could take until the total information and cooperation in nec- 
attack on Syria. Now, I believe you get the spring of 1983 for the resulting nuclear essarily strategic places. Israel, for in- 
picture enough for us to move forward to war to actually erupt. That plan had stance, is able to start the whole scenario 
1972 and the shortening timetable for actually been changed and by winter of with one bomb - and it is hydrogen. 
Nuclear War One and your Space Shuttle 1982 drastic changes took place in the 
Program. We will simply effort to give you secret war planning under way in America. THERE ARE ALWAYS POSSIBLE 
some confirmations along the way and we “SNAGS” 
WILL give you a rundown of the “Liberty” THE COUNTDOWN OUICKENS 
incident following this chapter, if time per- Know that there are always possible 
mits. The timetable for Nuclear War One was snags which can occur for there is much 

speeded up by many months in order to greed and corruption in the higher levels of 
SHORTENING TIMETABLE render the oncoming winter an ally. This planners. 

was when the target date was set for mid- In early 1982 there was a tremendous 
You must begin to get the coalition of September 1982. That was little more than hidden struggle for power that was dividing 

the AMERICAN BOLSHEVIKS and THE six months from the third Shuttle launch the U.S. Government. On one sidewere the 
ZIONISTS into your minds. Their basic and thus the desperate need for intelli- American Bolsheviks whose chief Govern- 
plan was simply a modernized version of gence surveillance information regarding ment operative was Secretary of Defense 
the one that was successful in setting off the Soviet Union. Well, then a major Caspar Weinberger. On the other side was 
World War I. The prelude to that war intelligence coup was scored by the Ameri- the Rockefeller cartel whose chief 
involved ever-widening, uncontrollable cri- can Bolsheviks.which would allow for fairly Governmental spokesman was Secretary 
ses in the Balkans. Likewise, in the late accurate targeting. of State Alexander Haig. Weinberger and 
sixties and early seventies the whole world Two high-ranking Soviet generals were Haigwere constantly at each 0thers’throat.s 
was being Balkanized by means of Bolshe- spirited out of Russiaand brought to Wash- in the news, and worse in private. That was 
vik-Zionist intrigues. You would be wit- ington. Those two men were Bolsheviks only a pale shadow of their intrigues be- 
nessing more and more simultaneous cri- whom Russia’s new non-Bolshevik rulers hind closed doors! Caught in the middle 
ses in the world as the’fever for war rose. failed to detect and weed out. In Intel- was the puppet entity, President Reagan. 
Those simultaneous crises were now upon ligence parlance, they remained as”moles” Your puppet President was installed by 
you, right on schedule, just as Global Plan in Russia’s military apparatus. Now they the Rockefeller cartel but came to be largely 
2000 is right on schedule, as outlined in had been brought to America, and they under Bolshevik control ever since the 
JOURNAL # 13, called SKELETONS IN THE brought with them a wealth of data about assassination attempt in March of ‘8 1. 
CLOSET. Russia’s current military posture. Thanks Like the marionette, he danced according 

El Salvador and the rest of Central to those two former Bolshevik Soviet gener- to whatever strings were being pulled at 
America were aflame with internal up- als the secret war planners in the U.S. now the moment by either side; By February of 
heaval. Poland was under martial law, had enough information to plan a nuclear 1982 the American military was domi- 
while America tried to transform Poland’s first strike against Russia. If they could nated by the Bolsheviks, but that had not 
troubles into a complete bloody disaster. refine the information from data from Space always been so. 
In the Middle East, not one but several time Shuttle flights Nos. 3 and 4, so much the The Rockefeller cartel had been regain- 
bombs were almost ready to go off since better, but if neither of the those two flights ing power and was now preparing to try to 
spring was coming. were successful, the war planners intended regain control over the military. As far 

The Reagan-Begin Axis of Bolsheviks to wait no longer and go with ground back as 1963, Rockefeller insiders set up a 
and Zionists intended to manipulate those intelligence. They wanted to make use of contingency plan for an eventual military 
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coup d’etat against a puppet&d Presi- daily. He also traveled almost continu- would be visible to all, and that event 
dent. This was revealed to you over five ously to help pave the way for the coup would be the sudden “death” of the entity 
years prior, but you citizens were REALLY d’etat to be accepted abroad. Most impor- known as President Ronald Reagan. Is it 
sleeping then. 

Early stages of the plan were actually 
tantly, the Russians were informed of the any wonder Nancy was a nervous wreck 

set in motion against then President Carter, 
impending coup during the Haig-Gromyko because she was being fed bits and pieces 
talks in January, 1982. Part of the new 

but events later that year caused the plan 
of the plans through what she thought was 

quid pro quo between the Rockefeller cartel 
to be aborted. By 1982 the plan for a and the Kremlin had to do with the coup 

a simple astrologer. 
On the other hand-if something hap- 

Rockefellercartel-backedmilitarycoupwas being planned in the U.S. The Rockefeller pened to Secretary of State Haig by that 
being again set in motion, and this time it group were afraid that the Kremlin would time, it could well mean that the Bolsheviks 
was a crash program intended to be carried interpret a military coup as a sign that an 
out within a matter of months. 

had foiled the coup. Of course you all now 
The attack on Russia would follow quickly. know that that is exactlywhat happened and 

Rockefeller cartel could not afford to let Haig had assured the Russians that this it happened during the time of the Falkland 
their Bolshevik enemies succeed in setting would be an anti-Bolshevik coup and that 
off nuclear war; therefore, the military coup 

Island/Antarctic happening when Haig got 
the Bolshevik war plans would be termi- 

d’etat must take place before the American 
instantly “fired”. 

nated. Gromyko was very dubious in his 
Bolshevik surprise attack against Russia. 

Interestingly enough, while all the plans 
talks with Haig. He expressed fears that wereunderway, two manned Russian space- 

If possible, the coup would be carried out the whole plan would backfire and cause craft were approaching Venus. America’s 
before the fourth Space Shuttle flight the American Bolsheviks in the Pentagon Space Program had dwindled to a last-ditch 
plannedforthesummerof’82, becausethe to push the button, but Haig finally ex- military stab at space. The war timetable was 
war was scheduled immediately following tracted an agreement that the Russians 
that flight. 

being speeded up with nothing in sight at the 
would not interfere with the coup nor use time but a military coup d’etat to stop it. It 
the opportunity to attack the United States. was serious and it was balanced on the brink 

ALEXANDER HAIG What was actually brewing was really a of disaster--JUST AS YOU ARE THIS DAY IN 
countercoup. HISTORY, AUGUST 1990, AND ON COUNT- 

The man who was in charge of the Three years prior, the Rockefeller cartel DOWN1 
military coup preparations was a four-star lost its power over the U.S. Government in If you remember nothing more than this, 
Army General. That in itself is unusual a Bolshevik coup d’etat. Some of those make no mistake about one thing: The United 
because coups are usually carried out by details have already been revealed to you States ofAmericxz ums born in war, and the 
lower-ranking officers, but this time the and others will be outlaid for you but all UnitedStutes, asyou kmwher, tiUdieir~war. 
circumstances were very unusual also. were generally hidden from all public view. What the outcome will be is up to wu the 
The General in charge of the coup to come It was now time for the Rockefeller cartel to people” and I wonder, what will you do? 
was General Alexander Haig, who was at try to take back the power they lost. 
that time Secretary of State. How handy a If the military take-over took place it, THE L.LI3m 
position from which to work! too, would be hidden in its details from 

Haig was on major TV programs almost public view. Only one event in the plan The Liberty was conducting operations 

“I see the Dodgers defeating the Yankees in the World Series 

-whatevei that means.” 
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off the Gaza Strip, about 13 miles off the then the ship was barely able to get under located. 
coast of Israel in international waters, on way due to severe damage to ship and crew. What was so profound about what they 
June 8, 1967. did to you that day was that the four planes 

The U.S.S. Liberty was an intelligence- ANTENNAS KNOCKED OUT that attacked you had no markings, what- 
gathering ship. They monitored radio trans- soever. So you couldn’t identify who was 
missions. The ship was unarmed and A very strange thing took place at onset brutalizing you. 
unescorted, simply cruising the region try- of the attack. Right up front, within the Later, after the torpedo boats came on 
ing to find out what the Israelis and the first quarter hour, all of the antennas were the scene, you identified who they were. 
Arabs were doing. knocked out to prevent transmission of a You thought the planes were the Egyptians 

Everything was top secret, but they “Mayday” call. Therefore, one of the sur- who were attacking you. 
were trying to find out whether the Israelis vivor witnesses, himself, jury-rigged an So the Israelis deliberately killed 34 of 
planned an invasion of the Golan Heights- antenna in order to transmit the word. your crew members by breaking Geneva 
an invasion of Syria. That message was received by the Convention Rules which require identifica- 

The invasion was planned for the fourth Saratoga, one of your aircraft carriers that tion of all military forces. This was eventu- 
day of what became the Six Day War, but was supposed to be providing you lo- ally pointed out by the naval Law Review 
the invasion was postponed for 24 hours minute cover. out of Washington, D.C. How many of you 
while the Israelis tried to decide what to do Now the story really gets nasty. Captain readers even remember the incident, much 
about the Liberty, since the Israelis were Joe Tully of the Saratoga later said that he less any follow-up of this incident? You 
not supposed to use American aid in their had readied 14 aircraft to come to the certainly remember the Six Day War to 
attack on Syria. Liberty’s aid when he found out that you some vague extent but most of you will not 

The Liberty certainly expected no attack were under attack, but that the nlanes even be able to tell me anything about that 
from the Israelis. They were your friends- didn’t even get over the horizon when thev war. You continue to ask me for informa- 
your allies-and you arrived on the scene were recalled BY ORDERS FROM WASH- tion on a daily basis and yet you never 
about 6 o’clock that morning. The attack INGTON. bother to even remember any of the de- 
started about 2 o’clock in the afternoon. The Samtoga had radioed back to the tails-right within my closest group of edi- 

During that morning you had over a Liberty that the planes would have arrived tors and writers, you don’t get your facts 
dozen overflights by Israeli surveillance in about 20 minutes from the time they correctwithin one hour much less some 12 
aircraft, so you knew that they knew you were dispatched. years. How about this morning? What, if 
were there and you felt a little safer, in fact. If the planes had not been recalled anything, have you learned this morning 
They knew who you were and where you FROM WASHmTGToN, either by President from the news? And what do you conclude 
were located. (I speak of ‘you” as the Lyndon Johnson or Secretary of Defense after hearing the lies they give you? Well, 
U. S. S. Liberty for simplicity.) Robert McNamara, then they could have Dharma, we are going to return to the top 

Everyone on board-all of the survivors prevented at least half of the machine-gun of the chapter and write on today’s hap- 
who testified in the court of inquiry-spe- strafing attacks by the planes and the penings for you have no access to the 
cifically emphasized that the flag was flying torpedo attack. information. So you who read this portion 
at ALL times as it always did. The Israelis, Off and on during the entire day there now, might go back and see how much you 
of course, claimed there was no flag in were overflights of Israeli surveillance gleaned from first reading. Then we will 
view. Not only did you fly the flag of the planes. The flights had begun at the time come back and resume the ‘Liberty”. I 
U.S., but you had a nice big, oversized flag of the Liberty’s arrival. request that you stop after rereading and 
flying, in addition to the usual banner. M wm 13 mconnaissancejZights ponder the things given for a while and see 

For a brief minute or two during the w the ship during 41 six-hour period if you can begin to sort it out instead of 
attack-during the frst part of the attack, before the attuck. Those pZanes ruerre simply inquiring of me. 
which lasted, in total, nearly two hours-a c-b marked with the star of&&d, 
regular-size flag was shot down, but you which is very hard to miss on brueli BACK TO THE LlBERm 
immediately ran up the oversized flagwhich pbtes. Some oftheplanes wozdd open 
was 9 X 13 feet. THERE WAS NO WAY theirdoors,sotheyhadvisuaZcontact, The men killed aboard the Liberty were 
THATTHE FLAG WAS NOTVISIBLE AT ALL which exp&ins how precise thgl we= deliberately taken-out, fcr the most part. 
TIMES. when they knoclced out a22 the co-- The ones at the gun mounts were the first 

There were four different communica- nications. In other words, thoseplanes removed. There was practically no way of 
tions to the ship, ordering you to pull back we= right on the deck and had a good protecting the ship, at any rate. You had 
farther from the coast, but those commu- &ok at the Liberty and could ZitetvrZZy only four 50-caliber machine guns, which 
nications mysteriously.,failed to reach the take out the most stmtegic antennae were useless against anairplane, anyway. 
ship or were secreted aboard ship by corn- m Only two of them actually worked at all. 
manding officers-I choose to allow you to They hit your antennae on that first During the first strafing runs, or shortly 
discern which took place. strafing run. There were eight 40-foot thereafter, those men who were manning 

There were orders to pull back which antennae that looked like flagpoles to send those guns would be instantly blown away, 
were, likewise, never received-nor, in fact, out signals. You looked like a porcupine so, finally, no more crew were sent to the 
sent in the first place. Those orders would since there were other antennae, as well, to guns. 
have been noted because to puH back pick up incoming signals. Remember, the THEISRAELIS HAD QUITE CLEARLY IN 
would have severely hampered your ability ship was for the specific purpose of radio MIND THE FULL INTENTION OF PUTTING 
to monitor what was going on. The orders surveillance. THESHIPONTHEBOTTOMOFTHEMEDI- 
were sent by the Defense Department, but On the first pass they knocked out TERRANEAN SEA! 
they never reached the ship, or so it was seven of the eight antennae. The one that About midway during the attack three 
claimed. They were supposedly somehow they didn’t knock out was disabled, and it torpedo boats arrived on the scene. They 
misrouted to places like the Philippines, wasn’t up and operational, so that’s why fired five torpedos, one of which hit on the 
Crete and Morocco. Finally, later that they missed it. They were professional starboard side, killing 25 men below decks. 
night+ight or nine hours later-the or- fighting forces. They knew exactly what They then held off for a little bit but, 
ders fmally limped through to the ship. By they were doing and where everything was since you didn’t sink they circled the ship 
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firing into the hull, trying to strike the effort was made to have it appear like the wounded, it was well over 19 hours from 
boilers and firing at anyone who was on attacks were from another country. And, onset of the attack. 
deck fighting the fires. You would never they would pull the sham off for many 
witness more brutality than that of the years because the top American leaders TOP SECRET ORDERS 
Israelis shooting at your firefighters and were part and parcel of the plan. 
stretcher bearers. It was shoot on sight A strange thing which ultimately led to It was all but impossible to keep the 
with no mercy. They were within easy the “it was an accident” admission was Liberty afloat and did, in fact, require some 
eyesight, and they managed to wound 17 1 that the torpedo boats were marked with five days to just make Malta. It was impos- 
men. Ninety percent of those men were little stars of David on them. They obvi- sible to patch the ship holes and the craft 
wounded so badly that it terrified the res- ously thought the planes had done ajob of could have gone down at any moment. 
cuers to even look at them. eliminating witnesses with the strafing and Before the ship pulled into Malta, Adm. 

Of course you kept waiting for that rockets and cannons along with the na- Kidd and some other high brass had come 
aid from the Saratoga for there was no palm dropped on the Liberty. It was simply over to begin the court of inquiry. The crew 
way to know the Saratoga had been re- the job of the torpedo boats to sink the ship was mustered out on deck by Kidd and he 
called. This is all most reminiscent of and ruin the life-rafts to insure no survi- told them that the preliminary findings of 
the rescue mission of the Hostage Situ- vors. the inquiry were that it was an “acciden- 
ation in Iran. The Israelis had dropped napalm all tal” attack by the Israelis, that the Israelis 

The Liberty stayed afloat simply be- over the ship and two of the planes blew hadformallyapologizedand that theunited 
cause of a determined crew for it was holes in the ship. The other planes would States Government had accepted the apol- 
given absolutely no help from the Ameri- then drop napalm into those holes, allow- ogy. 
can fleet. Doesn’t this make you feel ing that jellied gasoline in napalm to flow He then said that because of the top- 
secure and trusting of your government? into those holes onto whoever was inside. secret nature of the operations of the ship 
Ask Col. Bo Gritz about loyalty to troops! Those napalm tires are next to impossible and the sensitive nature, in that it was one 

The Liberty and crew were left out to extinguish. of your allies who had attacked you, the 
there wide open and under attack-in men were ordered not to grant ANY inter- 
order to have no survivors to tell and no OFFICIAL ISRAELI STORY LINE views and not to talk to any friends or 
ship left for evidence. Nothing was done family and not to talk about it among 
to assist-absolutely nothing. When it was established that it was themselves. In other words, keep the 

The Liberty was totally abandoned undeniably Israeli attackers, they came up mouths completely shut under order of 
and no-one came closer. The crew had to with instant ridiculous stories. One of silence and penalty of death. 
spend the night fighting to keep the ship their official responses was that they didn’t The crew members of the other Ameri- 
afloat and to tend to over two-thirds of know who we were. They also said there can vessels were given the same orders of 
the crew who had been killed or wounded was no flag on the ship. They also claimed silence. 
and to make way farther out to sea in they thought the ship was a disguised All the crew were brainwashed, young 
order to find the fleet. The Israelis calcu- Egyptian vessel. The stories were abso- kids who were now threatened with impris- 
lated on the ship going down long before lutely wild and yet were touted all over by onment or worse as well as threats made 
reaching the fleet. It was some 19 hours yourown militaryandgovemmentleaders. against families so it was obvious that 
later that the Liberty rendezvoused with Another thing which points out the there would be a lot of silence and hardly 
the fleet. connection with all goings on of the Israelis any mention of truth. There were constant 

is that the Naval Court of Inquiry that daily reminders not to say anything about 
MACHINE-GUNNED THE investigated the attack was a complete it and the penalties would be repeated. 

LIFE RAFTS lack of inquiry as to whether or not the By the time the Liberty pulled into Malta 
attack was deliberate. All the court there were high-ranking people all over 

The rendezvous came some two hours looked into was why the ship never got that ship and there wouldn’t be any speak- 
after the Israeli torpedo boats circled the its pullback orders. They also looked ing out against orders. 
ship and machine-gunned all of the life into the performance of the crew. The crew members actually only began 
rafts-which is also against the Geneva One of the Navy’s responses to the speaking out since 1985 because someone 
Convention. Israeli claim that they didn’t see a flag on finally realized he could do so. It was found 

The Israelis even took one of your life the ship was that the flag “probably that your government did things which 
rafts on board. The raft was clearly hung limp on the mast on a windless werereprehensibleand honorable citizens 
marked u U. S.S. LIBERTY’. They needed day”. could no longer hold the truth and it was 
evidence later to, claim that they had This, when all of the testimony by all realized that the Israelis got by with pre- 
searched for the ship in order to give the crew members and by the weather meditated murder which was totally de- 
assistance and only found debris. log on the ship pointed out that there fended and covered by your own gov- 

When the ship did not sink and was was at least a lo-knot breeze at all times emment. No one should walk away free 
getting dangerously close to the mother which was completely sufficient to keep from the horrendous crimes unto man- 
fleet, the Israelis pulled back. But then, the flag unfurled and in plain view. There kind -the Israelis or anybody else. They 
they sent helicopters over the ship. They was a breeze blowing over the deck at all did it to you, deliberately, andyourgovem- 
were clearly marked. The only reason times. Not only that, but the ship had ment should settle it and admit what hap- 
they let you go was because the Israelis just been freshly painted, and there were pened and you of the public must face the 
had gotten caught. Everybody knew lo-foot hull markings on the ship, in- truth of it. There is proof all over the map 
then that it was the Israelis who had eluding the name, U.S.S. LIBERTY. now, to prove these things we bring unto 
attacked you. When it was obvious that It was the following day when the you-will you seek and find or shall YOU 
they knew that you knew who they were Liberty rendezvoused with the American simply continue the “bury the head” game? 
and there were enough survivors, along naval vessels (the fleet). When you fi- VIN WEBER is a well-known Israeli agent 
with a battered ship, it was then that nally got close enough to the U.S.S. who leads the forces in Congress trying to 
they came and said, ‘Are there any ca- America, an aircraft carrier, which sent sweep the Israeli attack on the U.S.S. Lib- 
sualties? Can we help you?” A last ditch helicopters over to offload the dead and erty under the rug. VIN WEBER is a 
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Representative (R-Minn). This is a con- Liberty and there was aMAJORcontroversy being used for secret military preparations 
tinuing and constant barrage to silence the over that. They cared greatly about the for war itself. 
story, even to this day, in order to not blow U.S.S. Liberty but they cared about America The American Bolshevik planners had 
your cover as to your total working rela- more. Israel wanted the matter buried speeded up the war plans. If their plans 
tionship with Israel in today’s arena. It is forever; they didn’t want the Liberty to be would succeed, the time left prior to the 
up to you citizens as to what you will longer around. They should have sunk the ship to outbreak of all-out nuclear war was being 
tolerate. begin with. It would have been a lot easier measured in weeks and at that time the 

The Captain of the Liberty, William for them. Then the Egyptians would have plans were totally succeeding. 
McGonagle, has seen fit never to come to been blamed as planned. All around the world the flames of crises 
the aid of his crew in this unfoldment. He Now, a funny thing has happened on were continuing to spread. In Central 
is letting down the crew who dare to speak the way to TRUTH. The Captain of the America the initial crisis in El Salvador was 
UP. However, if it were not for Capt. U.S.S. Pueblo, Commander Lloyd Bucher, now expanded to’ include Nicaragua, Hon- 
McGonagle, none of the crew would be alive whose ship was captured by the North duras, and Guatemala. In all those areas 
today to tell the story. He was excellent Koreans, is ready to speak out about the theIsraeliMossadwasbusilytrainingrebels 
under tire and was later given the Con- Liberty. He has said that if he had known to insure things would go as planned in the 
gressional Medal of Honor, which he de- about what happened to the Liberty and governments and governmental elections. 
served. It was given to him by the Presi- heeded its lessons, the heblo incident On the day after Space Shuttle No. 3 
dent. There was no ceremony. It was given would have never happened. What a brave, took off, a military coup took place in 
to him aboard a ship by the Under Secre- genuine human being he is. Bucher said Guatemala-and the worst was yet to come. 
tary of the Navy. He was ordered to keep that he never knew what had happened. Soon you would be hearing of new threats 
his silence and he has remained quiet just What can you do? Hard to say, since to your life line through the Panama Canal. 
as others of the military with knowledge. Vin Weber is one of the major recipients of And the Carter Administration’s give-away 
They are given great honorary-type medals money from the pro-Israel lobby and he of the Canal wouldn’t become final for 
and citations and then warned about the says an investigation is “inconsistent with nearly 20 more years. At the time the 
silence ‘or else”. This has happened within Republican ideals”. Canal remained a potential new Pearl Har- 
some of your own families-constant re- Hundreds of letters have been sent from bor for you. It was never planned that the 
minders of consequences of speaking out. members of Congress and at least 90% of Canal would actually change hands and 

them say that the case is closed and it control-NEVER. 
THEN COMES THE NAME would be unwise and detrimental to re- Overseas, other crises were also con- 

CALLING open it. Nobody will stick out their necks tinuing to simmer and spread. In Iran the 
to help you because they don’t want to lose plans for a new explosion of turmoil was 

Now what happens? When any of the their well-paying jobs. They are ALL influ- right on track. New developments in the 
witnesses-the people who were there and enced by the Israeli Zionist lobby. Iran-Iraq War were paving the way. An- 
experienced the attack-come forward and You, the people, can get more informa- other factor, as we have mentioned, was to 
say that they saw your ally shoot you and tion and confirmation of this story by writ- be a revelation that Ayatollah Khomeini 
murder your ship’s crew, they are auto- ing the U.S.S. Liberty Veterans Associa- was dead. Earlier in March there had been 
matically labeled as “Jew haters” and tion, 3 Bums Ave., Hicksville, N.Y. 1180 1. harbingers of things to come in the news, 
‘Nazis” and “anti-Semites-# These are the Thank you for your support unto TRUTH. especially overseas. For example, on March 
ones who got attacked, saw the enemy eye Let us close this chapter for it has 6 the BBC quoted a London Times article 
to eye with full identification and finally, become quite long. questioning whether or not Khomeini was 
acknowledgment from that enemy in pub- Hatonn to clear. still alive. The article expressed suspicions 
lit, yet, the participants who were bloodied that fake pictureswere being used showing 
and intended for murder are called bigots. 8/ 16/90 R2 HATONN the ‘double” for Khomeini. And you 
Do you see the plan of action in the dis- thought my idea about =doubles” was 
counting? THIRD SPACE SHUTTLE - untrue. 

It was so blatant that the Israelis com- CONFLICT IN EL SALVADOR Another boiling crisis was the contrived 
mitted the atrocity that they paid $7 mil- ELECTIONS flap between the U.S. and Libya. The Libya 
lion over a period of 20 years for a $20 crisis was one of the time bombs which the 
million ship. Funny thing-even that pay- In February and March of 1982 there Bolsheviks in the U.S. could use to help set 
ment came out of American taxpayer’s were a couple of stories making headline off the big war to come. Even then it was 
pockets. news in the U.S. One was the conflict in El realized the initial origin of the war needed 

As the crewmen were discharged from Salvador surrounding national elections, to come from the Middle East. In that 
the military services, they were told em- which were held on Sunday, March 28, regard, there were two major developments 
phatically; ‘Get out of here and keep your 1982. The other was the third Space in March 1982 which went almost un- 
mouth SHUT!” The money was paid by Shuttle Mission which ended on the 30th. noticed in the news, and they were syn- 
American aid to Israel. The total amount On the face of it, those two headline chronized perfectly with the over-all war 
paid also included the money paid to the events would seem to have little in corn- timetable.’ 
survivors and to the people who sustained mon. The brutal civil war in the jungles of First, on March 3 Libya’s Colonel Kadhafi 
injuries. What a handy insurance pro- Central America seemed part of an entirely drew a line in the dust against the U.S. In 
gram-‘pay-it-yourself in every direction” different world from that of America’s Tripoli, the Libyan capital, Kadhafi deliv- 
policy. newest space ship, but the fact was that ered a fiery speech to listeners gathered for 

those two news stories were related greatly a rally. He reminded them of the Nimiti 
WHAT OF THE GROB BROTHERS to one another. El Salvador and the Space episode ofthe prior August when two Libyan 

AND THE U.S.S. PUEBLO? Shuttle were both involved in the complete jets were shot down, and he said, quote: 
program leading up to Nuclear War One. El “If America enters the Gulf of Sidra, war 

Oops! Those nice Grob brothers, Ben Salvador was just the one hot spot in the in the full sense of the word will begin 
and Ted, donated money to establish a growing caldron of deliberate world crises between us and them-war with planes, 
library named in memory of the U.S.S. to bring on war, and the Space Shuttle was navies, missiles, everything.” 
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Within two weeks the U.S. promised, in 
effect, that it would soon walk across 
Kadhafi’s line in the dust. On March 16 
Navy Secretary John Lehman declared that 
the United States would conduct naval 
exercises again within the Gulf of Sidra 
and, “We will do so within the next six 
months.” Lehman’s statement was a vir- 
tual promise of war to come. It was re- 
ported that day by the BBC, but went 
unnoticed in America! Does it ever seem 
strange to you Americans that you would 
be having naval training exercises in the 
Gulf of Sidra? You have the entire Atlantic 
and Pacific and Gulf of Mexico to do your 
training exercises. 

Crises within the Soviet bloc were also 
heating up. The war in Afghanistan con- 
tinued to drag on and on, thanks to ongo- 
ing heavy involvement by the CIA. Poland, 
too, was an explosion waiting to happen. 
Martial law had removed the spark for the 
explosion by jailing the leaders of Soli- 
darity. Solidarity was the main tool of the 
American Bolsheviks in trying to set off a 
revolt in Poland, but soon the Bolshevik 
war planners were expected to provide a 
nice new spark for revolt in Poland. In 
the prior fall the Bolsheviks re-estab- 
lished the covert influence within the 
Vatican which they held briefly some 
three years prior. The Bolsheviks were 
trying to revive their old plan called ‘The 
Pope’s Revolution” to occur in Poland. 

As a reminder, that plan was built 
around a planned papal visit to Poland 
on a highly emotional occasion, the 900th 
anniversary of the martyrdom of St. 
Stanislaus. The original ‘Pope’s Revo- 
lution” plan was foiled by changing the 
date of the Pope’s visit, but now a new 
papal visit to Poland would be solidly in 
the works. The occasion would be the 
600th anniversary of the Black Madonna, 
the most revered shrine in Poland. The 
anniversary was to take place in the 
summer of 1982. 

BACKDROP: EVEN MORE CRISES 

In addition to the existing crises, new 
crises were also.’ being intentionally 
stirred up-with more to come. These 
would be developing in both East and 
West. Right then a major new crisis was 
building up between two NATO mem- 
bers, Greece and Turkey. The new govem- 
ment of Greece wanted to extricate itself 
from the war maneuverings of the Bol- 
shevik-controlled U.S. and NATO. Wash- 
ington was responding with military 
blackmail. Turkey’s harsh military dicta- 
torship had designs on sea and land 
controlled by Greece-and the U.S. was 
egging them on! 

Bulgaria and Romania, Soviet bloc 
neighbors of Greece and Turkey, were 
also targeted for turmoil. American Bol- 
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shevik agents were hard at work there to We shall touch on the military success of 
create a serious dispute between those the Space Shuttle a bit later. 
two Warsaw Pact members. If they suc- 
ceeded, it would be just one more Po- S/20/90 #2 HATONN 
land-style headache for Russia’s new 
anti-Bolshevik rulers. I hope you are THE MANHATTAN PROJECT 
finding it interesting to look back on 
recent history and see how things have On December 6, 1941, President 
come to be relative to today’s state of Roosevelt authorized the spending of funds 
affairs. to begin a supersecret weapons project. Its 

The American Bolsheviks in the U.S. goal, to develop a giant bomb so powerful 
were pressing ahead fast in their efforts that it would make all lesser weapons 
to bring on Nuclear War One. In this obsolete overnight. It was the beginning of 
they were joined totally by their Zionist what was later called the “Manhattan 
partners in Israel. The Reagan-Begin Project”. The project was intended to 
axis was moving the world steadily closer develop a bomb to fight a war that did not 
to nuclear war. Neither government was yet exist, but as you know, the very next 
making the slightest effort to act in the day, December 7, 1941, Pearl Harbor took 
true best interests of its own citizens! place. Just one day after the A-bomb 
The situation was a secret in both coun- project began, America was at war-right 
tries. It was as much a mystery to most on schedule, my dear friends. 
Israelis as it was to most Americans. The Manhattan Project to develop the 

In both countries there was growing atomic bomb was the largest, most com- 
alarm over the locked step toward war. plex and most costly military project in 
In America this was taking the form of history up to that time, and yet it was 
mounting demands for a nuclear weap- conducted in total secrecy. The money 
ons freeze. In Israel the Begin gov- spent on the atom bomb project dwarfed all 
ernment was facing repeated “no con- other weapons programs, yet it was spent 
fidence” votes over its repressive poli- without the knowledge of Congress! Entire 
ties toward Palestinians, but both gov- new laboratories were built, thousands of 
ernments were bent on war and they people were involved and yet fewer than 
expected to bring it about before they 100 persons knew what the Manhattan 
could be stopped. Project was all about. The Manhattan 

The Begin Government repressions in Project was to develop a superweapon, 
the occupied Arab territories had been something straight from the pages of Sci- 
calculated with care. They were intended ence Fiction. If most people had been 
specifically to shatter the shaky Middle asked they would have said that an atomic 
East peace. For one thing, Israeli re- bomb was impossible but, in matters such 
pression of Palestinians within their ju- as this, public opinion counts for nothing 
risdiction was intended to stir up PLO at all. A small handful of scientists knew 
activity in southern Lebanon. In addi- that it could be done. They did the seem- 
tion, Israel’s suspension of political rights ingly impossible, and they did it in well 
for Arabs in the occupied territories was under four years! Of course, they utilized 
a violation of the Camp David Accords. the German production run and, actuallv, 
Instead of negotiating increased auton- the bomb used on Japan was constructed 
omy for the Arabs, the Begin government in Germanv. Nonetheless, the A-bomb 
was taking away what little autonomy project, no matter how it was managed in 
they already had. Those things were actuality, went from a standing start in 
intended to produce a chain reaction of December, 194 1, to the attackon Hiroshima 
events-that is: PLO raids on Israel, and in August, 1945. 
Israeli invasion of Lebanon, war between Well, in 1982 anew program was started 
Israel and Russia, disintegrating peace similar to the Manhattan Project (which, 
ties between Israel and Egypt, an inci- by the way, was semi-successful in ways 
dent in the Sinai involving America’s other than A-bomb building, and now wit- 
buffer troops there, ensnarement of Saudi nesses and participants in that project are 
Arabia in the collapsing peace-on and coming forth to witness publicly). Like the 
on, wider and wider, %eeming” totally atomic bomb over 40 years ago, the new 
out of all control. 

The third Space Shuttle was success- 
ful in its secret military mission as to 
gaining a bit of intelligence information. 
More importantly, however, the most 
ambitious crash-weapons project was 
beginning to bear fruit. The U.S. had 
developed a new superweapon, as revolu- 
tionary as the atom bomb was some four 
decades prior. The loss of one more 
Shuttle was well worth the investment. 

weapon was something straight from the 
pages of Science Fiction. Like the Manhat- 
tan Project, the new project was carried out 
in utmost secrecy. Vast amounts of money 
were spent on it without the slightest hint 
to the public or to Congress; and, just as 
happened with the atomic bomb, the new 
weapon was intended to make its debut in 
war itself-and not before. 

The crash weapons project had been 
under way in the U.S. for over four years in 
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response to Russia’s surprise military take- You were told that ways were being devel- you were not aware of computers in those 
over of space in late 1977. oped to make a bomber undetectable by days. Even the most advanced scientific 

radar. You were also led to believe that a calculations had to be done basically by 
VENUS AND YOUR SPACE Stealth Plane would not be operational hand with help from slide rules, adding 

PROBE until 199 1. The fact was that these were machines and mathematical tables-cer- 
only cover stories to hide a far more radical tainly even the Secret Government had 

You ones query me daily, now, about weapons program, and it would be opera- nothing to even resemble the later, very 
the interrupted signals from the Venus tional not in far-off 199 1 but in the actual high speed “Cra-y” computers. 
probe. Dear ones, don’t be foolish. Russia year 1982-surprise, surprise. By contrast, today you can go to a store 
has multiple bases on Venus and the abil- The Stealth program was structured and buy a hand calculator that will outper- 
ity to interrupt anything they choose. It is very much like the Minuteman TX program form anything that was available to the A- 
NOT as it appears and the information is which was structured to focus on the MX bomb Project as first set into action, and a 
not coming public in full nor in correct- missile and, in fact, work was underway to hand calculator like that is a mere dispos- 
ness. I arn not yet at liberty to tell the entire develop a missile called MX, but all of that able toy today. High-speed computers are 
TRUTH of it but shall do so when the focus was set up primarily as a cover for the common today in many households. In 
of attention is away from this scribe, for the secret MinutemanTX program. It provided other areas, too, the technology of the 
information is expected to flow from here a way to camouflage research, develop- 1980’s was a far cry from that of the 1940’s, 
and surveillance has been “beefed up”. ment and manufacturing of the TX. Now so just ask yourself: if we could develop the 
Just stay tuned to this station and be a bit that the TX mobile missile system was atom bomb using pencils and slide rules, 
patient. virtually deployed on your railroads, the what might we develop today using these 

MX was gradually fading from the scene as new computers? And if it took less than 
OTHER PROJECTS far as publicity. The furious debate over all four yearswith the primitive toolsof 1940’s 

those ridiculous MX race tracks out West (even with a bit of theft and copy-work), 
In “Operations Desk Top”, ICBMs were was gone, having served the purpose of why should a crash program in today’s 

planted in supposedly invulnerable loca- distraction. There even came talk of cut- climate take any longer? 
tions on the ocean floor. In the secret ting out funding for the MX in the 1983 The most secret branch of the Stealth 
“Minuteman TX” mobile missile program Budget. All the while full intent was to keep Program was developing aircraft that would 
a large number of small ICBMs were shut- utilizingthenationalrailroadswithoutyour be invisible to more than just radar. They 
tling around the U.S. in special railroad knowledge. Nice little toys to have stalled must be invisible even to the eye. These 
cars. Meanwhile the phony MX missile at your track crossings, don’t you think? invisible*Phantom”warplaneswouldcarry 
controversy had been used as a cover for ‘Anywhere, U.S.A.!” special electromagnetic gear. You see, 
the newest secret project. Then there was It was all very much the same with the there was already the capability, for Russia 
the high-power Laser program which led to Stealth Program. Various companies and had the know-how to cause the Cosmos 
anumber of laser weapons. And, of course, laboratories were experimenting with ways Interceptors and Cosmospheres to be in- 
there was the Space Shuttle Program-a to foil radar-among other gadgetry. These visible. All that was really needed was to 
desperate attempt to regain a military toe experiments included special aerodynamic get defectors and most defectors have a 
hold in space. shapes, coatings, electronic counter-mea- “price” under which they will bargain. 

While you were being shown entertain- sures and so forth, but all of that was The equipment included superconduct- 
ing space movies on TV by NASA, you were important mainly as a cover and a funding ing magnets which were maintained at 
never shown what was really happening on channel for the really secret work. One temperatures close to absolute zero. This 
any of the flights-NEVER! We have given product of the covert Stealth projects was cryogenic equipment creates an enormously 
you many details about those secret weap- called a “Submersible Aircraft”, or powerful electromagnetic field around the 
ons programs and shall go back and give “Subcraft”, for dubbing. Flight tests were aircraft. The field is designed according to 
you more as we have opportunity to move begun in late summer of 1978. In January, the principles of Einstein’s “Unified Field 
backward. However, you now need current 1980 there was an attempt to actually use Theory”. 
attention to more recent matters. them against Russia-with disastrous re- Einstein never completely finished his 

In 1982 the crash military program sults. The first public leaks about the Field Theory, but it was studied by nu- 
which was shrouded in the deepest secret Stealth Program took place six months merical techniques using computers and 
of all was an Air Force project involving later, in the summer of 1980. 
technology which was most revolutionary 

integration became a simple game. By this 
Up to that time nothing better than the method, enough could be learned, coupled 

in the same perspective as the atomic unsuccessfulSubcraft had been produced, with stolen information, to apply the Uni- 
bomb was over forty years ago. ,This secret but the situation changed. The biggest fied Field Theory to the new ‘Phantom” 
super-weapon project was the basis for an gamble of all in the Stealth Program in- war planes. 
entire new nuclear war strategy of the volved a scientific leap forward as dramatic This is why the Government must keep 
American Bolshevik war planners. It was as the atomic bomb-and there seemed to secret the Stealth aircraft and Congress 
a renegade program totally unknown both be a measure of success. does not know of the secret capabilities for 
to the public and, again, to Congress. Even It may have sounded impossible to some they remain a ‘national security” secret. 
within the military the weapons program people but, if so, stop and think about the This is one of the reasons for the recent 
was known only within very limited circles. things that seemed impossible years ago need to act in the Middle East-to keep the 
You will understand the reason for this and today are taken totally for granted: jet Stealth program from being scuttled. Now 
extreme secrecy when you hear how it was airplanes, world-wide television, men in “they” will show you 22 planes going into 
to be used in the upcoming planned war. space and on other planets, local weather action-forget it-you won’t =see” the real 

forecasts utilizing satellite pictures, lasers, force but this will allow the planes to inter- 
PROJECT “2” photocopy machines, frozen food and com- act without public notice. They simply will 

puters, just to remind you of a few. never allow more than 22 planes to be in 
Since the summer of 1980 there had Think what a giant leap in technology any one place at any one time and even the 

been vague reports in the news about what was taken in the Manhattan Project to military troops will not be aware-nor will 
was called the Stealth Bomber Program. develop the atomic bomb. For example, 99% even know there were supposed to 
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only be 22. And where, might I ask you, did 
22 come from? Don’t be foolish, just count 
the number they have announced and the 
crashes they have projected to cover other 
sightings etc., and it takes no computer to 
detect a lie afoot. Are you aware that they 
are already well under way with a “more 
sophisticated model?“--even spoken most 
highly of in your national press sheets this 
very week. 

When the invisibility field would be 
turned on, a ‘Phantom” war plane would 
be encased in a sort of electromagnetic 
bubble. Light that strikes the field from 

“air-quakes” which give greater sonic 
report), this is it-this is the testing run 
of the aircraft in some strategic places. 

RUSSIAN INFRA-RED SEES 
THROUGH 

A “Phantom” war plane is invisible to The “Phantom” war plane had one rec- 
the eye and to ordinary types of radar ognized major drawback. In a way, its 
surveillance, but not to all. Radar is like greatest strength would also be its greatest 
light except for wave length, and behaves weakness. When the invisibility field would 
the same way when it hits the invisibility be turned on, incoming light waves would 
shield-it just divides, flows past the not strike the plane; instead, the light flows 
plane, converges on the other side and around the plane. That is what makes the 

any direction divides, passes around the continues onward. It does not bounce 
plane, comes together again on the other back so there is no radar return. How- 
side, and goes on. The effect is like a ever, the Russians can =seen right 
boulder in a stream-water flowing to- through all these trappings with utiliza- 
ward the boulder divides, goes around it tion of infra-red beams of more sophisti- 
and then comes together again on the cation. The planes could be most well 
other side. shielded, however, in areas such as the 

To understand why this makes the Middle East where the tracking systems 

plane invisrble to observers at a distance 
but, at the same time, the field prevents 
light waves from the outside world from 
reaching the cockpit of the plane. In other 
words, the pilot cannot see anything out- 
side the invisibility field. He is required by 
physical law to fly blind. 

plane invisible, stop and think how you on the ground are not so technologically 
“see” objects. Suppose you look across updated. By the way, a lot of “strikes” 
the room at a chair. Light bounces off have been made in secret and blamed on 
the chair in a certain pattern, travels others in order to cause orchestrated 
through the air and strikes your eyes. incidents as in chemical war blame place- 
Your eyes then recognize the light pat- ment. 
tern as a chair. Now suppose someone Invisibility would be the most impor- 
walks between you and the chair. Light tant value in use as protection against 
bouncing off the chair is stopped by the Beam weapons. A *Phantom” war plane 
person who is in the way so you no longer would, hopefully, be totally immune to 
see the chair; instead, you see the per- lasers because a laser beam is just in- 
son by reflected light. tense light. An invisibility field also 

Now consider a new situation. Sup- would give protection against the Rus- 
pose that the person were encased in a Sian Particle Beam system in tracking 
special bubble like that of a “Phantom” ability but the plan backfired because 
war plane. He steps between you and the the Russians had already developed anti- 
chair. The light waves from the chair invisible shield technology. Ordinarily, 
strike the bubble, flow around him, come charged particles are far easier to deflect 
together again and continue to your eyes than light, so the charged particle beam 
so you still see the chair. But because of is no match for the light-deflecting shield. 
the bubble, no light is reflected back Ah, but when you get into pulsed neu- 
from that person, so you cannot see tron beams-you have a real handful of 
him-in other words, he is invisible. He troubles. 
is there all right between you and the And so that leaves only neutron beam 
chair, but because of the way the light weapons. Russia’s neutron beam would 
behaves around his protective shield you penetrate the invisibility shield, but ways 
cannot see him. This is basically how the were thought to have been found to shield 
invisibility shield works on a “Phantom” against neutron radiation well enough to 
war plane or on any vehicle with shield make neutron beams ineffective in stop- 
capability-for instance, a ship. The ping a “Phantom” war plane. This was 
only difference is that the field is not as conceived as true because extremely ef- 
sharply defined as a bubble. It is strong fective shielding would be part of the 
close to the plane and grows weaker with basic design of the ‘Phantom” war plane 
distance. From a distance the plane is whereby the plane would have to first be 
totally invisible when it is air-borne. “located” in order to be fired upon. The 

A ‘Phantom” war plane is invisible to basic design would require such sophis- 
the eye and also to radar. Radar is like ticated shielding in order to prevent 
light except for wave length, and behaves derangement of the electronic instru- 
the same_way when it hits the invisibility ments as well as the crew, if it were a 
shield-it just divides, flows past the manned craft. 
plane, converges on the other side and So the result of the Project-Z Program 
continues onward. It does not bounce would be craft which would be unde- 
back so there is no radar return. tectable by conventional means, and it 

For you who continually ask me about was believed to be invulnerable to all of 
sonic booms when there appears to be no Russia’s beam weapons. Those beam 

There was only one technique known in 
the West by which a ‘Phantom” war plane 
could be navigated. It is called ‘Inertial 
Guidance”, a technique used for ICBMs. 
In Inertial Guidance, a computerized sys- 
tem keeps track of all the forces and ma- 
neuvers experienced by the vehicle. By 
adding these up over time, the system 
calculates where it is without reference to 
the outside world. For a ‘Phantom” war 
plane, the Inertial Guidance problem is 
very difficult. The guidance system must 
operate for as long as several hours while 
the plane flies to its target. That gives lots 
of time for errors to build up which would 
send the plane off course, but the problem 
was thought to be solved sufficiently to 
utilize the “Phantom” planes in the attack. 

New Inertial Guidance technology had 
been developed using lasers in place of the 
old mechanical gyros used on ICBMs, and 
so the supersecret ‘PhantomA war plane 
project had basically succeeded in con- 
cept-and, for all intents and purposes, 
you had a new superweapon. It was revolu- 
tionary, prototypes were flying and a rush 
production program was already under- 
way by the early 1980’s. The secret war- 
planners expected to have an operational 
fleet ready by summer, 1982. This was the 
‘pacing item” in the short war timetable. 

BACK TO THE SHUTTLE 
PROGRAM SURVEILLANCE EFFORTS 

Absolutely accurate reconnaissance 
data on Russian targets was totally critical 
to the war planning. When “Phantom” 
war planes would take off to attack Russia, 
they would have to know ahead of time 
exactly where the target would be. Flying 
blind on Inertial Guidance leaves no ability 
to ‘look around* and change course to 
locate a target. 

Therefore, for a year the Space Shuttle 
had been making a desperate attempt to 

plane present (not to be confused with weapons had been the key to Russia’s obtain the needed target information from 

military superiority since late 1977, so 
the cLPhantom” war plane was the hoped- 
for weapon to attack Russia in the up- 
coming planned nuclear strike. 

THE MAJOR DRAWBACK 
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space. It would be the first new data since Government computers. This included not 
Russia destroyed your Spy Satellites in only Pentagon data banks but also the 
1978. The first two Shuttle flights were computer files of all other Government 
NOT successful in their secret military agencies. 
mission, but in February, 1982, Shuttle By May the Project 2 planners had 
No. 3 was more successful. The war plan- already arrived at the broad outlines for 
ners now obtained the most crucial target their master war plan. Countless details 
data needed for a “Phantom” war plane 
attack against Russia. As a result, awhole 

and refinements still lay ahead, but the 
basic strategy was already decided. That 

new war plan was being prepared for the strategy bears looking at herein. 
coming planned nuclear war. 

America’s war strategists were eager for STRATEGY 
war because they believed they could / 
achieve victory over Russia-the concept The Project 2 strategy for Nuclear War 
of victory, however, DID NOT INCLUDE One was a three-phase plan-that is, the 
YOU LOVELY PEOPLE. THE SECRET WAR war planners intended for the war to pro- 
STRATEGISTS WERE PREPARING TO SAC- teed in three distinct phases known as: 
RIFICE AMERICA AND MOST OF HER Phase l-Initiation; Phase 2-Attrition, and 
PEOPLE ON THE ALTAR OF WORLD Phase 3-Domination. 
DOMINATION-ANDONLYTHETIMEAND We have spoken of some of the process 
PLACE HAS CHANGED. LITTLE SLEEPY- which would lead up to the upcoming war. 
HEADS. The major process was based on ever- 

We will continue this thought flow at increasing world crises, like those that led 
the next sitting, Dharma. Thank you for up to World War I. You were seeing that 
your attention. There are too many other process in full swing all around you. It was 
necessary tasks this day to continue at this planned that these crises escalate for about 
sitting. six additional months and finally the spark 

Saalome, would be set off. The Project 2 war plan- 
Hatonn to clear, please. Good-day. ners were concerned with the military acts 

from that initial spark onward and there- 
S/21/90 #2 HATONN fore we shall begin this segment on that 

note. 
PROJECT 2 

PHASE NUMBER ONE 
The radically new ‘Phantom” war plane 

caused an equally radical revision of the In their plan, the Initiation Phase would 
master war strategy of the U.S. Elements begin with an American surprise attack 
of several past strategies were being blended against Russia. The surprise attack would 
together to create a new and grander plan. use the new ‘Phantom” war planes. They 
It was the new grand master strategy which would be the key to the outcome of the rest 
America’s war planners were counting on of the war. 
to bring them victory in Nuclear War One, In the summer of 1978 America had 
and they planned to use the war plan very begun major shifting to a first-strike nu- 
quickly-by autumn of 1982, with or with- clear strategy against Russia. It would be 
out the proper surveillance hoped for by a frrst strike. It would be to knock out the 
Shuttle flight No. 3. Earth bases for Russia’s space triad of 

Strategicnuclearwarplanningin Wash- strategic weapons. If that could be done, 
ington was being carried out under the Russia’s overwhelming military power in 
code name “Project 2”. The letter “2” was space would soon wither and perish. That 
chosen because it is the final letter in your would leave the U.S. and Russia on more 
alphabet. The war planners were confident equal terms for the rest of the war. The 
that this would be the last war plan they 
would need against Russia. War planning 

plan was to use a combination of Subcraft 
and unmanned aircraft called RPVs for the 

under Project 2 was so secret that it was initial attack. That plan was actually at- 
not being done at the Pentagon itself; in- tempted some two years prior but ended in 
stead, an elite group ofwar strategists were total failure because Subcraft and RPVs 
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China!) Already, high-powered lasers were 
being moved into those areas. They were 
equipped with the new aiming device called 
CEIR (see-er). Those lasers had the proven 
ability to shoot down Cosmospheres. They 
would be used to protect the ‘Phantom” 
war planes from destruction on the ground 
by Cosmospheres. 

The “Phantom” war planes which would 
be used were unmanned. They were 
equipped with robot pilots which would be 
programmed to lIy each plane to a preas- 
signed target. Each would be programmed 
for a one-way trip. The invisible robot pilot 
and aircraft would fly through Russian air 
space, invulnerable to any beam-weapon 
attacks. Anti-aircraft missiles fired at them 
would be unable to home in on them, and 
so the Project 2 planners believed that the 
robot “Phantom” planes would reach their 
targets. 

Those targets were Russia’s four 
Cosmodromes for rockets plus several 
Cosmosphere installations in Central Si- 
beria. The invisible robot planes would 
crash like kamikazes into their targets. 
Seemingly out of a clear blue sky, all of 
Russia’s Space bases would suddenly van- 
ish in thermonuclear fireballs. In addition 
to Russia’s Space bases, the Phantom war 
plane assault would also be directed at one 
other category of prime targets. Those were 
the bases for Russia’s flying Anti-missile 
System. The system consisted of a fleet of 
TU- 144 Supersonic Transports equipped 
with particle-beam weapons. They were 
supposed to provide Russia’s final line of 
defense against incoming missile warheads. 
American ‘Phantoms war planes would be 
programmed to destroy the TU- 144 bases. 

Phase # 1 was continuing on a very tight 
timetable by May, 1982. If the invisible war 
plane attack would succeed, a furious 
counterattack by Russia was guaranteed. 
Project 2 called for the U.S. to beat Russia 
to the punch. The entire U.S. nuclear 
arsenal was to be fired at Russia. It would 
be done by creating a false indication that 
America was under nuclear attack. The 
method which would be employed was 
known as “Electromagnetic Pulse” or EMP. 
EMP is a phenomenon associated with 
nuclear blasts at the fringes of space. Your 
Strategic Forces were programmed to con- 
sider an EMP episode to be positive proof of 
a Russian attack. Under those circum- 

assembled at a special war room in down- were no match for Russia’s Cosmospheres stances, they were instructed to counter- 
town Washington. The war room was with their beam weapons, but the new attack against Russia without waiting for 
hidden away in a building which would Phantom war planes were almost ready any further orders. 
never be suspected for the purpose. It was and the plan was being revived in updated In the Project 2 timetable, the ‘Phan- 
practically within the shadow of the White form. tom” war plane explosions in Russiawould 
House. “Phantom” war planes were intended be followed moments later by nuclear deto- 

The elite war planners for Nuclear War to be based in at least three countries on nations over North America. These would 
One were aver-y small group. Their job was Russia’s doorstep. These basing areas be the warheads of American high-speed 
to think in terms of the big over-all picture. were: Northern Norway; Eastern Turkey; missiles called ACM’s. They would be 
They had at their finger tips computer and most critical of all, Sinkiang Province launched into the sky from various loca- 
terminals with which they could access in Northwestern China. (You see, business tions around the U.S. to create a violent 
any information they needed from other activities are not the only thing going with EMP episode. Your Strategic Nuclear 
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Forces, obeying orders, would launch what Gradually, over a period of many months, weaker, disarming unilaterally, closing 
theywould believe to be a retaliation against they fully expected the conflict between military bases, and so on, but that was only 
Russia. Russia and the U.S. to sputter out. Both for public consumption. The secret side of 

As the American ACMs would be sideswould beexhaustedand ruined, both the strategy involved an actual buildup of 
launched into the sky over your heads, still would lose the capacity to carry the war armaments, in secret. Nothing haschanged 
another event was to be underway. Keep in any further. In Russia, the wound would has it? 
mind the episode of January, 1982 whereby be grievous-up to 50-million dead and When the Bolsheviks/Zionists in the 
a Russian Cosmosphere had been shot millions more injured and dying, but in the U.S. seized power from the Rockefellers, 
down for the first time-over New Jersey. U.S. the wounds would be mortal. The they continued the stockpiling of secret 
In the same way, high-power lasers located Project-Z war planners had figured it out reserves of armaments world-wide, and 
in many places around the U.S. would be on their computers. Ifyou were lucky, from especially in Israel. It was well planned 
shooting down as many Cosmospheres as 40 to 50-million Americans mtaht survive that, as the,war began to sputter, all these 
possible. By the time your ICBMs were at the end of the war. All the rest would armamentswould be brought into the open. 
launched a few minutes later, it could be have been killed ou&ight in nuclear at- Even if the entire populations of the U.S. 
expected that many of the threatening tacks or would have died of injuries and and Russia were gone, that would still 
Cosmospheres overhead would have been disease. Nuclear War One would leave leave 95% of the world’s population alive. 
destroyed. They would be unable to blast medical care virtually non-existent in what With the world’s only surviving major mili- 
all of your missiles as they were launched, would be left of America. tary force, they believed world domination 
and many would survive to be on their way The American Bolsheviks intended to would be theirs at last. You see, the 
to Russia. Thanks to the initial”Phantom” ride out the war after setting it off. They Bolsheviks and the Zionists despise and 
war plane attack, Russia’s flying ABM Sys- would wait until the stalemate point would loathe both the Russians and the Ameri- 
tern would also be out of action. Stripped be reached with both sides unable to fight cans and world domination could only 
of all her defenses against missile attack, any longer. That would mark the end of come to the bankers and Global cartel 
the Soviet Union would soon be afiame Phase #2, the Attrition Phase. through massive damage and/or destruc- 
with a sea of nuclear firestorms. tion to both major powers. 

In the Project-Z war plan, the arrival of PHASE NUMBER THREE Well, Russia has beefed up her SUP 
American ICBMs on Russian targets would viva1 shelter systems and filled her 
mark the end of Phase #l, the Initiation Finally, the Project-Z war plan would sfZos with your grain aguinst that day* 
Phase. move into the third and final phase. That What does that teZ2 you, dear ones, 

phase, of course, would be world domina- about what is planned for you as a 
PHASE NUMBER TWO tion by the Satanic Bolsheviks/Zionists rtutforzal population? And whene is 

who already controlled and control the your aZZy, Great Britatn-ah ha, I 
This is the Attrition Phase. During U.S. Military. Oh yes, I see the concern thought you might notice the probkml 

Phase #2 the war planners envisioned ex- rising, chelas, and I am indeed grateful to It is you and Russia who ane destined 
treme damage to both the U.S. and to be making impact. The plans only shifted, for the destructio-nd then LoOk at 
Russia, with the war gradually running dear friends, and the stage relocated-‘& WHO walks outfime and clear in domi- 
down. First there would be a rain of serious, indeed, this day. nation of the world! 
Russian missile warheads on the U.S. There In the final phase as planned for 1982, This is enough to chew for one sitting, 
would also be missile attacks on certain the Bolsheviks/Zionists in America would Dharma, so allow us to close this segment. 
other targets around the world where Ameri- be taking advantage of secret preparations I’m sorry to bring these things to your 
can Military Forces were located, but the which began long, long prior. attention but remember, I did not write this 
real destruction would be right in the U.S. I have already discussed the plans of scenario, I am only bringing forth the truth 
itself. the Rockefeller Brothers launched in 196 1 of it that you might open your eyes and 

The Project-Z war planners did not ex- for world domination but we will, of course, defend yourselves. Let us see whether or 
pect America, as you know it, to survive a refer to it again as we pick up more of the not you shall hear and see. Good-day! 
nuclear exchange. Unlike Russia, the U.S. background pieces. It is, however, criti- 
has no Civil Defense worthy of the name, tally important that you realize you are 8/21/ 90 Wl HATONN 
let alone hardened blast shelters and, be- now on the verge of it all blowing up before 
cause of the need for total surprise in the you can get a grip on the situation in time FIRST MILITARY SUCCESS OF 
attack against Russia’s Space bases, the to take actions as citizens. All you can do THE SPACE SHUTTLE 
ensuing nuclear exchanges would come is press ahead diligently and pray for guid- 
without warning. Vacationers would be on ante. It is time to turn unto God and pray On March 30, 1982, one day behind 
beaches, businessmen would be making for His mercy and protection for all have schedule, you got to see a Shuttle land- 
deals, housewifes would be in super- ignored these warnings which have been ing at the White Sands Missile Range, 
markets, children would be at play, etc. poured upon you and ignored by you, for New Mexico. White Sands is the true 
Suddenly air raid sirens might start to two decades. Did it have to require move- nerve center of the Space Shuttle Pro- 
blare, as they did on a summer day in ment ofyour preciouschildren into foreign gram, regardless of what is projected 
Hiroshima years ago, but it would be too sands to cause you to pay attention? I otherwise. 
late. The America you know and love would suppose so, for here we are in a worse and The third Shuttle flight, regardless of 
die in a thousand Hiroshimas. The war infinitely more serious scenario with your which Shuttle did what, represented an- 
schemers have planned for all that and troops already in foreign placement to pro- other ‘first” and that one was not visible 
have only updated the plans to suit changes tect them for ground fighting and mop-up on television. For the first time a Space 
in happenings. While you and your chil- in the foreign lands. Yes, you certainly did Shuttle had succeeded in it’s secret mili- 
dren vanish from the face of the Earth, they need that shelter system-you most cer- tary mission. By so doing another bar- 
fully intended and intend to be riding out tainly did. rier was removed in the path to nuclear 
any attack they have caused in Govern- One arm of the prior plan had been war. 
ment war bunkers built with your taxpayer strategy which required the U.S. to give the The Third Shuttle Mission took place 
money. impression that it was growing steadily nearly a year after the first flight of April, 
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1981. A comparison between the first out, the preparations paid off and, 
and third flights is a study in ironies. In through the radical new maneuver al- 
the April fiasco, publicity about the first ready discussed, the Shuttle did at least 
flight was designed to give the impression reach proper altitude. 
that it was unnaturally perfect. Mean- When the Shutt.le No. 3 took off, it 
while, the secret military mission-which headed into the northeast. Long-dis- 
you did not see-was disaster. With the tance cameras followed it until the two 
third flight, it was the other way around. solid rockets separated and fell away. 
From start to finish the publicity ema- Then, as the Shuttle disappeared from 
nating from NASA gave the impression sight, it started its long sweeping turn 
that the Shuttle was plagued with prob- into the north. It was heading toward a 
lems. NASA wanted to be able to explain near-polar orbit so that it would pass 
it away if disaster should strike again over Russia. This much of the flight plan 
but, as it turned out, the military mis- was the same as in the past, but this 
sion in space, hidden from your eyes, time a critical new feature was added. 
was a success and the loss of one more Less than 30 seconds after the Shuttle 
Shuttle was not so detrimental to the disappeared fromTV cameras, the cargo- 
program as a whole. bay doors were blasted completely off. 

Space Shuttle No. 3 was supposed to This opened up a field of fire for the 
orbit a special new Spy Satellite. It was defensive laser at the front of the cargo- 
hardened against attack from Russia’s bay. Then the Shuttle and its giant 
space weapons and armed with a robot- external tanks started rotating slowly in 
controlled laser that could shoot back. a space-age version of a barrel roll. 
In addition, the Shuttle itself was armed In World War II, Fighter pilots made 
with lasers on this third try. use of the “barrel roll” to avoid bullets 

The public image of a troubled, from enemy airplanes. Likewise, the 
plagued Shuttle flight actually got un- Space Shuttle used a barrel roll to pro- 
derway several days prior to launch, tect itself against probable attack from 
thanks to the weather. Drenching rain- Russian Cosmospheres. By rotating like 
storms turned Edwards Air Force Base acorkscrew, the Shuttle made it impossi- 
in California, used for the prior two land- ble for a Cosmosphere to approach safely 
ings, into a wet bog. The tight military from any direction. The barrel roll ma- 
schedule of the Shuttle Program required neuver was a very risky one, however, for 
that the flight take off on schedule any- the Shuttle. The Shuttle and tank were 
way, so for public consumption a 23-car not designed with “aerobatics” in mind 
railroad train loaded with equipment was but calculations showed that it should 
sent from California to New Mexico. survive a slow roll, and somehow it did. 

Ostensibly, NASA was setting up a One of the biggest questions about 
spur-of-the-moment landing sight at the the barrel roll stunt was what it would do 
White Sands Missile Range. This was to the astronauts Lousma and Fullerton. 
done so that the central role of White They were required to withstand these 
Sands Missile Range in the Shuttle Pro- dizzying gyrations for about six minutes. 
gram would not be suspected by the At the same time, the Shuttle was still 
public and would also delete the need for accelerating with up to three times the 
substitute Shuttles in the landing itself force of gravity; and because of the pecu- 
because it is publicly closed. liar design of the Shuttle and fuel tank, 

Space Shuttle No. 3 lifted off from the gyrations were sickening indeed. 
Cape Canaveral only an hour behind Military space doctors knew that at best 
schedule on Monday morning, March Lousma and Fullerton would be very 
22nd. Beginning at the moment of lift- sick for some time after reaching this low 
off, NASA started laying the basis for a orbit. Their wild, bruising, spinning ride 
cover-up story should the military mis- would end abruptly in weightlessness. 
sion fail. First you heard the pre-re- That is a combination guaranteed to 
corded voice of Shuttle Commander Jack derange the equilibrium of even the 
Lousma saying unexplained white flakes toughest astronaut. Nothing remotely 
were flying past the windshield. Later, like it had ever been done. Doctors were 
after the Shuttle was out of sight, you rightly worried that even if the two sur- 
were told that one of the power packs vived the mission and returned to Earth, 
called an APU was not functioning. These there could be permanent damage to 
initial hints of possible trouble had been their equilibrium. 
E-recorded f or broadcast during the When orbit was reached, they did 
launch-for a -reason. There was fear indeed become violently ill. That is why 
that the Shuttle might be destroyed by you heard those reports about nausea 
Russian space weapons before reaching striking both men. NASA wanted to pave 
orbit altitude. Had that happened, the the way for a plausible public explanation 
Shuttle managers wanted to be able to if they should not appear well when they 
initiate a coverup which would not reveal returned to Earth. At the same time, the 
the military situation; but as it turned Shuttle planners knew perfectly well why 
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they were sick. That is why NASA spokes- 
men acted so unconcerned when dis- 
cussing the space sickness with report- 
ers. When they called it “motion sick- 
ness’@, they were making a gross under- 
statement. 

Note that a simple change of words is 
often employed to change perception of a 
situation to the public. For instance, 
George Bush simply changed from de- 
tained to hostage in the situation in 
Kuwait and the whole world knew war 
had actually been set into motion. “De- 
fensive” to “offensive” stance and the 
war is on. You are so manipulated that 
you, as the public, respond in perfection 
to each word pronounced upon you. As 
another example-changing perception 
of “rapid weight loss” to “toxic trauma” 
makes infinite difference in perception 
regarding Dharma’s status-even if the 
results are actually the same. 

ASTRONAUTS’ IMMEDIATE 
ACTIONS 

Lousma and Fullerton were to begin 
work immediately upon reaching proper 
orbit-sick or not. Their extensively 
modified crew compartment was to be 
depressurized already-automatically, 
with the two men depending upon their 
space suits. This plan had to be modified 
slightly when the barrel roll was added to 
the flight plan. 

When the Shuttle reached orbit the 
astronauts were in space suits, but the 
cabin was still pressurized. They were 
allowed several minutes to get from the 
flight deck to the Gemini-type escape 
capsule stored below. Once inside the 
escape capsule they then depressurized 
the cabin; then the Nose Laser System 
deployed automatically to protect the 
Shuttle against any attacks by Russian 
space weapons. This allowed Lousma 
and Fullerton to recover from space sick- 
ness while inside the capsule. 

For the ensuing two days or so, get- 
ting well was their main task. It was a 
period of total vulnerability, of depend- 
ing on the untried Automatic Laser sys- 
tem for protection. The Shuttle planners 
wanted to have the excuse ready later 
should the Shuttle be attacked and de- 
stroyed. So the day after the launch you 
were shown TV pictures of missing tiles 
on the nose of the Shuttle. According to 
those pictures at least a dozen tiles in 
the black area were lost. 

If that had really happened, it would 
have been cause for extreme alarm. Later 
a NASA spokesman downplayed it, say- 
ing the tiles were noncritical. But there 
is no such thing as a noncritical black 
tile. The black tiles supposedly lost are 
to withstand temperatures above 1500 
degrees Fahrenheit. Under the tile there 
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is nothing but a piece of felt called a The secret military mission was a space. Determination, ingenuity, and 
‘strain isolation pad” which would not success, so the pretended mission which sheer boldness carried the day. But it 
last five seconds in those temperatures, was cooked up for TV was declared an was a black trip indeed, for its purpose 
and under the felt is the metal skin of the overwhelming success, also. was heinous. The designers of the plan 
Shuttle. It is made of aluminum, which Late Friday night, March 26th, were not doing all this for exploration or 
loses its strength above 350 degrees. If Lousma and Fullerton finished deploying to prevent war-it was for the sole pur- 
exposed to 1500-degree heat by a few the new Superspy Satellite. It had taken pose of getting on with Nuclear War One. 
missing black tiles, the Shuttle could not longer than planned, but it was done. With the military surveillance necessary 
possibly avoid very severe, crippling dam- The Shuttle was left in orbit. The as- and critical for the planning, you moved 
age or destruction by rupturing. tronauts re-entered their Gemini-type es- one step closer to dooms-day. 

The nice NASA space movies you saw cape capsule, fired its retrorockets, and 
on TV were a pre-recorded hoax to pro- dropped out of orbit to an Indian Ocean SOME SOBERING THOUGHTS 
vide an excuse if something went wrong, splashdown. From there they were flown 
but it didn’t. The astronauts recovered, nonstop to the White Sands Missile For years your Lord Christos has held 
went to work, and deployed the new Range, New Mexico. back the holocaust that threatens to 
military satellite. Meanwhile NASA The Shuttle directors took advantage engulf you. Time after time you have 
spokesmen waved aside the alleged tile of a sandstorm at White Sands to delay come to the very brink, only to be pulled 
problem as minor. It had served its the public landing for an extra day while back and spared once again and given 
purpose and was no longer needed. the astronauts recuperated. Then the additional “time” and “chance” to 

Throughout the remainder ofthe week next morning they boarded one of the change. 
you heard about one problem following two remaining secret Shuttles at White Your Lord is not willing that any 
another. Supposedly the cargo-bay doors Sands. The Shuttle took off from the should perish, most surely in the ab- 
would not close and I guess not, since north end of the immense White Sands sence of God-balance and knowledge of 
they were blown completely away, the Range, using small solid rockets. Just Truth, and He has shown mercy over and 
toilet would not work, three out of four moments before 11:OO A.M. it made its over again. Have you mendedyourways? 
communications channels went out, one appearance on TV. They swooped in Have you returned unto Him? Have you 
of the three crucial data display screens from the north, dropped down over the revived the values that made America 
in the cockpit failed, etc. None of these mountains, and touched down in a cloud great? Have you efforted to return unto 
stories was true; all were devised to ofwhite dust. Finally, after a respectable His Laws and the Laws of The Creation? 
provide blather material and cover story wait, out stepped Lousma and Fullerton Have you basically moved away from or 
for possible problems with the secret all rested and refreshed. toward correction of your path unto God 
military mission, but in the end none of You need to give great honor to the Truth and actions? So be it. 
them was needed and so NASA spokes- entire situation because success was Jeremiah, Chapter 5, says it very well 
men just waved them aside as unimpor- achieved against incredible odds, in the indeed: 
tant. face of Russia’s overwhelming power in 

“We have spoken falsely of the 
LORD, and have said He will do 
nothing. No evil will come upon 
us, nor shall we see sword or fam- 
ine. 

“Behold, I am bringing upon 
you a nation from afar, says the 
LORD. It is an enduring nation, it 
is an ancient nation, a nation whose 
language you do not know.” 

Well, as you were sitting while the 
American Bolshevik SATANIC leaders in 
the U.S. were intending to destroy the 
ancient, enduring nation of Russiawhose 
language you do not know-you could 
not know that you, too, were planned in 
the destruction. I cannot see a way to 
warn you more critically as you watch, 
now, that which goes forth in the Middle 
East for this is truly the location in 
which the final war scenario is to be 
staged. 

Will it happen? Well, God and the 
Christos see all-and He alone repays 
that which is sent forth. But it is well 
worth the pondering and prayerful peti- 
tion for insight that you might take posi- 
tive action to change thine plight. 

Allow us to leave this writing for a rest 
please. Hatonn to stand-by, thank you 

“‘1‘0 []11!1ji 0111* fiillcl trij) il! !‘11ysI(‘S I \\;lS 10 il l)oilt~l. 1’llt’t 01’V.” 
for your service; and to you readers, for 
your kind attention. 
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Another Fabulous Fable From 

“Honest9S George Green 
5/26/93 #l CERES ‘ATONN 

If both thepast and the exter- 
nal world exist only in the mind, 
and if the mind itself is con- 
trollable-what then? 

- George Orwell 

He who has no inclination to 
learn mote will be vety apt to 
think that he knows enough. 

- Thomas Powell 

And perhaps more thought provoking 
of all-the observations of Elizabeth 
Wright regarding economic weapons and 
races of people: 

“Black leaders and white liber- 
als have kept black Americans so 
focused on superficial indications 
of racism, that we overlook the most 
pernicious and ruinous use of race, 
that is, as an economic weapon- 
not just to deter one’s employment 
in companies created by others, but 
to hamper the ability to create em- 
ployment for oneself. m 

IMPORTANT! 

*** 

is called ‘virtual reality” in which you 
can further robotize yourselves-simply 
plug into an electric outlet with a ma- 
chine and experience holographic par- 
ticipation in everything from murder to 
mental masturbation. It is KNOWN by 
your puppet-masters that only the 
“thinking” beings will maintain any type 
of independent thought expression-so 
where does this leave YOU? It is hard to 
say for, if you teeter on the edge of giving 
away your soul expression into the ma- 
nipulated mental control of those pup- 
pet masters, it is of your own doing and 

As we sit to write on this glorious day 
in May of your year 1993 and as the 
swirls of confusion focus on each in a 
time of inability to have clear thought 
process-let us do a bit of reminding in 
the Light of God Truth in what it is we 
(you) are about here. .’ 

You are now flooded with that which 

IT WILL DESTROY YOUR CIVILIZATION ONE say that we have damaged any 
IF NOTHING ELSE HAPPENS TO YOU AS entity or being or institution by causing 
SOCIETIES OF HUMANOIDS. ones to attend the subiect in point? 

I am continually amazed and amused 
at the majority of contact with me which 
reaches through in the spiritual expan- 
sion expecting God or Hosts to stop this 
or that, intervene with this or that and/ 
or simply protect YOU without any par- 
ticipation on your part other than to go 
forth and join the crowds in their mind 
control games. So be it. 

Further, IF our work has been misrepre- 
sented in some way by publishers and/ 
or distributors-that is not my problem! 
I (we) have NEVER claimed first rights to 
ANYTHING. Moreover, we have only one 
COPYRIGHTED work-Sipapu Odyssey 
by Dorushka Maerd (Dharma), a ‘fan- 
tasf or ‘novel’. 

CONTACT, THE PAPER 
AND, JOURNALS. THE BOOKS 

Yes indeed, the PHOENIX JOURNALS 
are literally, books. But everyone who 
has participated seems to forget some- 
thing-they are FIRST of all, a compila- 
tion of information first beginning public 
circulation in 1989. So, we have dated, 
regularly released journals (logs, reports, 
information compilations) of material in 
printed format and REINTRODUCTION 
to the public of “old” writers and valid 
scientists, mathematicians and philoso- 
phers-in a compiled lump so that you 
can have a resource already “thought” 
about for your information input in the 
most rapid possible intake resource. WE 
ARE NOT HERE AS GURUS, WRITERS 
OF GREAT NOVELS OR BOOKS, BRING- 
ERS OF “NEW” INFORMATION-SIM- 
PLY SENT TO REMIND YOU THAT YOU 
HAVE THAT WHICH YOU NEED TO 
“SAVE” SELVES IF YOU GET IT TO- 
GETHER-IN SPITE OF THOSE WHO 
WILL CONTINUALLY EFFORT TO STOP 
YOU FROM DOING SO. 

ings that I WOULD GNE YOU NOTHING 
WHICH IS NOT ALREADY KNOWN AND 
PUBLISHED OR SPOKEN OFPUBLICLY IN 
SOME MANNER-SOME WHERE! This 
means, readers, that the information we 
offer is already given forth-IFYOU FIND 
IT AND UTILIZE IT. Ones such as Dr. 
Tesla are all but unknown to the public 
citizens. Walter Russell is even less 
KNOWN, How many, if we ran a poll, will 
have even heard of one Walter Russell 
until we wrote on the subject-giving Dr. 
Russell FULL honor for the scientific 
output????? Therefore, how could ANY - 

I have stated from ONSET of our writ- 

Mr. Green, who knew all along that 
this is fact, now states “infringement” 
on other works and authors? Come now, 
do you claim this from your daily Times? 
Is the Waco incident a somehow 
“copyrightable” story? Are these things 
truth and already “public” or what are 
we dealing with here? Did Mr. Green 
think somehow to make money off our 
work by misrepresenting our intent? 
Through Dharma, alone, there have been 
now 75 JOURNALS. These in some 45 
months. That means that there has been 
a (LJournaln published about every 3 
weeks or less!! Does this ACTUALLY 
sound as if we are in competition with 
great authors for the thieving of their 
work? Would it not be more likely even 
in “reason” that we offer resources for 
all but unknown works-such as 
Russell’s?? You have become a greedy 
civilization run by thugs, bankers and 
scum-sucker lawyers! 

MOST REMARKABLE 

In this very situation under discus- 
sion, how is it that we write, Dharma 
does almost nothing else of human joy 
and, still, Greens get any and all rewards 
and demand more and more and more! 
How can this be? Easy-GREED hidden 
behind the stated need “to get the WORD 
out”! 

Then this same man comes up with 
an idea for an Institute, now changes all 
his claims while another took it and kept 
it running legally and soundly and now 
sets forth to destroy it and the ones 
doing the work therefor INCLUDING all 
who came (mostly at his representation) 
to participate. 

Now this same man has gone a step 
deeper into the mud of deceit. He IS 
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NOW SELLING THE UNIVERSITY OF 
SCIENCE AND PHILOSOPHY (for the very 
ones suing him [or are they?]) and still 
riding on the coattails of our own work- 
while actually misspelling the very word 
Pleiades in his letters of garbage. 

I enjoy the way in which Mr. Green 
advertises the “newA material he carries 
for US&P: y . . . .which has all the original 
thoughts from Germain. If it was good 
enough for Germain to give to Russell, 
then it must have validity.” 

I should also point out here as in 
reference to “using another’s workn and 
that it would have been fine if credit had 
been given-THE MAJOR COMPLAINT 
WAS THAT WE GAVE CREDIT AND THE 
US&P u . ..don’t want E.T.‘s to use any of 
the material.” Well, bad news, US&P- 
the ONLY material we used is scientific 
in nature and was already in PUBLIC 
DOMAIN!! 

Worse yet, the letter we shall use 
herein is directed to a person (as an ‘old 
buddy”) and uses the WRONG NAME1 

PROMISED COVERAGE-WILL GET 
COVERAGE 

The CONTACT editors have promised 
coverage to Mr. Green and therefore HE 
WILL GET IT. He claims you readers only 
get ONE SIDE of the issues and after 
reading the last barrage of garbage I 
understand why he would suppose that 
to be true. 

I think, however, that a “sleeping 
giant” has been roused from her nappy- 
time and Mr. Green is about to meet his 
physical counter-dealer. DORIS Ekker 
is about filled to overflow with these 
attacks and lies. 

our own people did every word of the 
work to %zamera ready” FOR him. I want 
all of you to look most carefully at the 
letter printed here. I also want you to 
look at the’“checks” he has supplied to 
this party for confirmation of his pay- 
ments to Ekkers. Interestingly enough 
there was to have been an advance of 
$3,000 for EVERY JOURNAL-in ad- 
vance, monthly. Do YOU see any check 
representing same? At least one of the 
four drafts represents (finally) after 
months of non-payment, reimbursement 
for setting up corporations FOR MR. 
GREEN PERSONALLY. 

I, further, find nothing AFTER March 
1, 19901 What happened to all the 
agreements to date? 

WHERE ARE THE CANCELLED 
CHECKS IN THE AMOUNT OF 
$125,000, $100,000 AND A QUARTER 
OF A MILLION DOLLARS HE CLAIMED 
HE PAID FOR THE “EKKERS’ GOLD” 
(OVERTON’S GIFT)?? HE HAS TOLD 
CALLERS THIS AND CLAIMS HE HAS 
THE CANCELLED CHECKS TO PROVE 
SAME. 

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW CENTER 

Note Mr. Green further states that 
Mr. Dixon claims it takes $13,000 a 
month to run the Law Center! He further 
indicates that the Institute pays that 
(correct). He forgets to say that through 
his dealings against the Institute and 
through the “otherA Anderson/ Green 
Constitutional Law CenTRE-funds for 
the CLC were stolen. He further forgets 
that the lawsuits (ALL) are ones concern- 
ing HIM and his graft! Under the circum- 
stances there should be full outpouring 
of complaint against Mr. Dixon for not 
spending 100% of his time on these 
affairs-ALONG WITH HIS OLD BUDDY, 
MR. TIPS! 

IF there is ever allowed hearing, it will 
be a rude awakening for deceitful per- 
sons I can well assure you. 

Meanwhile, I continue to remind her 
that the beast will see to his own de- 
struction. Just in the packets he is 
again mailing out to the “mailing lists” 
he gives himself AWAY! Note, all you 
readers, that he has claimed that America 
West Distributors is NOT HIS CORPO- 
RATION (COMPANY) and yet he adver- 
tises his old enemy’s books and study 

When he first met the Ekkers, they 
needed money, he said. Well, what do 
you think NOW after his manipulations? 
By the way, ANY AND ALL FUNDS com- 
ing in, even as donations to or through 
the Ekkers-have been backed by gold 
for the benefit of the gifter-even if at 
some point it is handled for that person 
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WITH THE GIFT OF $350,000 IN COINS. 
You should note that of the $70,000 of 
Hinson-Rider, Mr. Green got all but (self- 
stated) $15,000 which WAS a gift but it 
too went into the Institute against the 
purchase of gold to back it. Actually, the 
entire $70,000 is backed by gold in the 
Institute. 

Does it really smack of helplessness 
from what George Green has bragged 
about in his business affairs to date- 
that he “wasn’t consulted” on any Insti- 
tute business? Poor dear, he and Desire6 
were just so busy running around on the 
road and so busy publishing that they 
just never were allowed to know any- 
thing! He surely didn’t object to spend- 
ing money from the Institute on HIS 
architects, etc., with whom he has now 
built a competitive business. 

Next he states that the note from 
Qverton to Desiree indicated that he was 
sending the gold ‘as a gift”3313 Why 
would he do that? Would it not be 
possible (especially since D.O. stated so 
in deposition) that it was sent in appre- 
ciation of the work and information be- 
ing presented by Hatonn and the work of 
the Institute? Does it seem *reason- 
able” that a man in Texas would just 
dump $350,000 in gold coins all over 
DesireC for her “bills” of which most are 
at Neiman Marcus, etc.? 

The factsare that Green is right about 
the LIBERATOR going in the hole every 
week-SO DOES THE CONTACT BY 
TWICE THE $S-$7,000 WHICH COMES 
FROM THE INSTITUTE! THAT IS WHAT 
THE INSTITUTE PROJECTS ARE, AMONG 
DOZENS OF ONGOING PROJECTS IN 
BEGINNING OR FULL SWING PROJEC- 
TION. 

He says the banks didn’t want to loan 
against Krugerrands and Sovereigns? 
Come now, Green! Also, who cares 
whether or not you had priorily opened 
the boxes in point-you knew what was 
in them for you had a list of every last 
quarter ounce. You, by your own state- 
ments-BORROWED AGAINST IT! 

Boy, this is getting to be fun. The next 
thing about which we can chuckle is that 
Ekkers did purchase a set of the study 
course from US&P along with some other 

course (University of Science and Phi- as a donation. For instance, the $10,000 things-NONE OF WHICH WERE SE- 
losophy) while Dharma is accused in “donation” to the Holy Light Network CRETS OF LIGHT OR ATOMIC SUICIDE. 
court of CONTEMPT through HIS own Church to be used for legal fees by Ekkers Therefore, if there are =checks” then 
actions as being from uAmerica West (mentioned in Mr. Green’s letter) is se- they do not represent something 
Distributors, GEORGE GREEN”. Good- cured by gold in the Institute. “Ekkers” bought-even the set of study 
ness, where is de judge who ruled in his Now we move to ‘his friend” Hinson- materials were NOT purchased by or for 
favor over the lies-now??? Rider (I shall spell it correctly, even if he Ekker but rather for another entity for 

did not). Green is not going to continue which Mr. Ekker acted as a voluntary 
LETTER IN POINT the old lie of setting up a non-profit corporate person and semi-manager until 

corporation in California. Number one, such time as the entity could have full 
(Sic, sic, Mr. Green): The letter I ask to it was NEVER considered-security for establishment. Mr. Ekker handles a 

be run as is [seepages 25 - 281 because participants was not to be set forth as whole bunch of business-ALL VOLUN- 
if this material represents the work of a donations and “gifts” for the very pro- TARY, Mr. Green, and YOU know it. Just 
PUBLISHER, then I am very happy that tection against WHAT MR. GREEN DID for information, SECRETS OFLIGHTwas 
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purchased at a used book store in Glen- then you should not have represented teresting: ‘By the way, our settlement 
dale, Calif. for $35.00, Mr. Green, as was THAT YOU DID! The owner and distribu- agreement was to pay the University the 
ATOMICSUICIDE. Could you have eaten tors of Bantam Books would not repre- legal fees $50,000.” Of course that had 
too many beans, Mr. Green, and the sent spokesmanship for every volume never been so much as mentioned to the 
effluent clouded your thoughts? P.S.: they publish! Institute or Ekkers by either you, your or 
Is US86P in the business of selling semi- Why, further, do you say that “The the Ekkers’lawyer(s) and/or the University 
nars and books or not? Would it be attorneys that represent othersare seek- or their lawyers. How is it, Mr. Green, that 
unreasonable, if we wish a book from Mr. ing a receivership for the Institute to try Ekkers had to take the brunt of attendance 
Mullins, TO GET IT FROM MR. MULLINS to salvage as much as possible.“??? in court, the contempt charges and yet 
IF WE ARE GOING TO “PUSH” THE YOUR court documents claim that YOU YOU ARE THE ONLY ONE WHO GOT ANY 
TRUTH AND WORKS OF ONE EUSTACE want to insure YOU GET YOURS! This INFORMATION?‘?. “...plus,paytheprinter, 
MULLINS? also means that everyone else LOSES pay the Hinson-Riders $70,000, give them 

You speak of being liable for publish- THEIRS!! Moreover, you don’t have any- 110,000 books which we paid for. That 
ing the information of US&P? Nope, we thing in the Institute!! Therefore, you would leave us with about $100,000 and 
only used a bit of the scientific work of are simply trying to break the backs of thereby only losing about a half million 
one Dr. Walter Russell-we even took everyone else AND KEEP THE STOLEN dollars on the deal and go away. GREED, 
great exception to all ofthe metaphysical GOLD! MANY HAVE NOT ASKED FOR only from the Ekkers.. They got a house, 
drivel offered by the University. We ANYTHING, EXCEPT A TINY FEW YOU new car, and lots of other goodies.” 
placed it into JOURNAL format just as MISLED, BROUGHT IN AND NOW WANT You fail to mention that in return for the 
the other report editions, giving full and THEIR ASSETS FOR YOUR FURTHER “above” you would get all the money and 
wondrous credit for same. IF YOU MIS- WORK AND GAIN. YOU WILL FIND THAT gold you had secreted away! In other 
REPRESENTED the volumes-then it is MANY ARE GOING TO SUE THE DAY- wordsyou WOULD GETITALL. Iamallbut 
not our concern for your indiscretions. LIGHTSOUTOFYOU,AS WELLASYOUR embarrassedbecausetheEkkerswerewill- 
The liability is in the fact that YOU con- ATTORNEY, FORYOUR RECENT OPERA- ing to settle for that-AND YOU GOT AN- 
tinued to sell books after the court had TIONS. IN FACT, BY THE TIME YOU GRYATMR. DIXONANDREFUSEDTOGO 
put them on hold until such time as they RECEIVE THIS WRITING-YOU WILL THROUGH WITH IT. WELL, IT IS AS WELL 
could be “heard in trial” as to content. NOTE THAT QUITE A LARGE NUMBER BECAUSETHE INSTITUTE ISTHE ONE IN 
That has not yet been done and when it HAVE DECIDED TO TAKE THIS LEGAL POINTTO BE HURT-AND THEY ARE NOT 
is established that we COULD NOT HAVE MATTER INTO THEIR OWN HANDS TO LONGERWILLINGTO SETTLE. YOU HAVE 
DAMAGED anyone and that the material INSURE NOTHING HAPPENS TO THIS DESTROYED THE VALUE OF THE JOUR- 
is PUBLIC DOMAIN and we only offer INSTITUTE AND GOOD-STANDING COR- NALS AND OLD EDITIONS OF MAGAZINES 
PERIODICAL-TYPE DATED JOURNALS PORATIONl ARE NOT WORTH VERY MUCH, ARE 
(magazines) then you and “they” will [Editor’s note: See the letter we are re- THEY? 
have egg-on-face disease. nmning on pages 29 - 34 for all of you Now for the Ekkers’ greed? They got a 

Further, we did not care that the readers who may have missed it in last house, new car and lots of other good- 
books were impounded-it hardly mat- week’s CONTACT.] ies.“??? The RTC not only got their home 
ters out of all the other regular issues to You most certainly DID say that but SOLD IT TO PEOPLE IN ARIZONA!! 
get impatient over nine volumes, only Hatonn had gone to Nevada with you- New car? They have a GMC pickup from 
four of which were even in question to ON NATIONAL RADIO1 You also had 1968 and a GMC “Jimmy” from 1976. I 
any extent other than an occasional ob- private meetings with ones such as Bo could swear to the fact that it was the 
jection. Gritz and reported the same and he Greens who had a nice silver Mercedes and 

If it would have been easier “just to directly reported same to Ekkers. got a nice wondrously beautiful Chrysler! 
sell the books (we assume the Russell I note that you claim, “The Ekkers get Other goodies? You mean like =lost every- 
material)” WHY DID YOU NOT DO IT? more crazy and leave out documenta- thing” and therefore wouldn’t have so much 
YOU were in the book selling business, tion.” I believe you will find that the to ‘pack to move”? Doris shops at 
Mr. Green-WE were and are in the in- Ekkers are not even involved in the larger McFrugals and Pit and Save--where do 
formation bringing business. I told you portion of YOUR TROUBLES. And, fur- you shop? 
from onset of relationships that WE ARE ther, if they have gone ‘crazy” it would By the way, friends in Carson City and 
NOT TO EVER PLAN TO MAKE WEALTH be most understandable! You want ones surrounding territories (for you keep your 
ON THESE JOURNALS OR THE PAPER!! to look up ‘Avarice” in the JOURNAL dwelling place a BIG SECRET), that 
WHERE WERE YOU?? THE POINT IS TO #27 called PHOENIXOPERATOR-OWNER SANANDA MESSAGE WAS FOR ONES 
SELLTHEAUTHOR’S WORKS OF WHICH MANUAL? Good grief, I touched that DESIRE& AND GEORGE GREEN! 
I DO NOT CLAIM TITLE IN ALMOST ALL book, too, George! Is the Truth in that By the way-you also send ‘proof” of 
INSTANCES. GERMAIN IS DIFFERENT volume somehow valid while all others thelossesyou have sustained on the books 
AS FAR AS THE RUSSELL MATERIAL IS are not? Could it be that DesireC had and paper-then WHY do you fail to get rid 
CONCERNED-HE GAVE IT FORTH IN more to do with that one than others? of them? You COULD HAVE settled your 
THE FIRST PLACE1 By the way, old Why do you push that one and why not whole problem by simply releasing the 
buddy, I don’t believe you will find even just look up “avarice” on the word ma- JOURNALS and not owe a cent on any note 
one reference on those “Hold Harmless” chine? to the Institute. That is no longer enough 
agreements to which you refer-to Definition of AVARICE: GREED! because what you HAVE PROVEN is that 
Ekkers. If you go forth and misrepresent Ekkers??? YOU had the stolen gold! the books aren’t worth anything so this 
something-then contents ‘hold harm- YOU are the ones jeopardizing the Insti- has to be considered by the Institute in the 
less” is not going to hold water, friend. tute! YOU act as if all the ones involved name of GOOD BUSINESS practice for 
LOOK at the material! We have always in the Institute are somehow unwilling to obviously the product you offered as cover- 
given credit IF WE HAD THE REFER- throw everything away and give you the age for the Institute return is not worth the 
ENCES AT THE TIME OF WRITING!1 If, pot at the end of the rainbow and are paper it is printed on. 
and it seems this way, you did not know somehow crazy! WHO MIGHT BE CRAZY? I become incensed, sir, that you con- 
what was in the books you published, Now your last paragraph is most in- tinue to treat the ones to whom you write 
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and “prove” yourselves innocent as if they 
are stupid morons. God’s people are NOT 
STUPID NOR ARE THEY BLIND MORONS 
and they see through you like a transpar- 
ent glass lens. 

The ‘UNCOVERING” is out of my 
scribe’s hands now as it pours in from 
everywhere and, yes indeed, we will most 
surely give credits for that uncoveringwork 
for we want no-one TO THINK WE ARE 
GIVING LITTLE SECRETTID-BITS OFFOR- 
TUNE TELLING INSIGHT! If YOU have 
been had by the baiters, Mr. Green, then 
sympathy is fully rested upon you-BUT 
OTHERS WILL NOT BE GIVEN INTO LOSS 
FOR YOUR OWN “AVARICE” AND IGNO- 
RANCE. 

Perhaps you are seeing the answer to 
prayers from ones intent upon God’s help 
in this matter and who are asking for help 
to insure that their families do not lose and 
God’s Truth DOES go forth? Ah indeed- 
lessons in Truth. 

You suggest that There are lessons of 
discernment for everyone.” Indeed, and I 
believe our readers are getting a whole 
heck of a lot of THAT, sir. 

Ekkers are crazy? Perhaps, they cer- 
tainly have a right to be under these kinds 
of totally focused attacks-BUT DON’T 
COUNT ON IT, SIR. FOR ANY SLIPPAGE 
ON THEIR PARTS-THERE ARE MARVEL- 
OUSLY TALENTED AND GIFTED PERSONS 
TO TAKE UP THE TASK AND YOU ARE 
SIMPLY NOW GETTING TO MEET THEM! 

I believe that the next step by the Insti- 
tute Directors and participants will be to 
take out public bill-boards and “copy” the 
Associated Press in Carson City and 
Minden-you see, we have access to ‘OUT- 
FOX THE FOXES” also, Mr. Green-and 
they quote some of OUR OWN WORK in 
their most timely book. Perhaps smarter 
than we, however, they give no authorship 
to give trouble unto. So much for that 
service intelligence-WE NEEDED TO PULL 
YOU ONES OF FUZZY COVERINGS OUT 
OF THE WOODWORK! You had better 
understand something here-1 DO NOT 
MIND THE ASSAULTS--THE MORE THE 
BETTER. NOW, ITIS NOTONLY MY SCRIBE 
TO TAKE THE TARGETED SLINGS-SO I 
BELIEVE WE CAN HANG ON QUITE A BIT 
LONGER, SIR. GOD DOESNT QUIT! THE 
SERPENTS-ONTHE OTHER HAND-WILL 
ALWAYS TURN WHEN THEY MEET THE 
WALL OF LIGHT! ITIS ONLY A MA’I’TEROF 
PATIENCE AND ‘TIME”. You, Greens, are 
proving that your word through actions 
are not worthy of acceptance as valid in 
ANY FORUM-you will turn upon your 
“friend?’ in the flicker of an eyelid and 
strike him in his back but it always is 
found-out, my friends-always in the end- 
ing it is found out for, even if Earth is left 
behind-THERE SHALL ALWAYS BE THE 
ACCOUNTING TO SOUL SELF AS YOU 
MEET YOUR CREATOR. 

CONTACT: THE PHOENIX PROJECT 

Tapes, Transcriptions & Videos 

In addition to audio tapes of meetings with Commander Hatonn and written 
transcriptions of some taped topics, mf WORZ) also offers other tapes and 
videos on selected topics. 

Donations to cover the costs of tapes are 44.00 for one tape, $6.00 for two 
tapes and $2.50 per tape for three or more, except where otherwise noted. The 
transcriptions are $3.00 each. (Mexico or Canada add 40.25 and other foreign 
countries add SO.50 per tape or transcription.) Postage is included in tape and 
transcription prices. 

Please send check or money order to: 7X2 WOIEIJ, P.O. Box 6194, 
Tehachapi, CA 93582 or call 805-822-4176 if you have questions or you 
wish to use your Visa, Discover or Master Card. 

lfyou desire to automatically receive tapes from future meetings, please send 
at least a $50 donation from which tape costs will be deducted. We will try to notify 
you as your balance reaches zero. 

Special Ordertapes are noted below by * and are not automatically sent since 
this material is usually either already in print or will be soon. Available written 
transcriptions are noted by #. 

The following is a complete list of meeting dates with the number of tapes 
in bold in parentheses and mentioning if the meeting has a special focus: 

2/22/92(4); 3/l 4/92(4); 7/26/92(3); 

3/2 l/92(2); 3/28/92( 1); 4/4/92(3); 8/3/92(2) radio program, KTKK; 

4/l 2/92(2) a talk at local Community B/8/92(2); 
Church; 8/31/92(2) Anti-Christ Banksters; 

4/l 3/92(l) # “What is a Semite?“; W/92(2); 

4/l 7/92(l) # “Who Were the First 9/l 2/92(2) radio program, KTKK; 

Christians?” 1 O/4/92(3); 1 O/l O/92(2); 

4/25/92(2)* # “The Photon Belt”; 1 O/l 7/92(2) radio program, KTKK; 

4/26/92(3); 5/l /92( 1) “L.A. Riots and I O/24/92(2); 1 I /I /92(2); 
The Bigger Plan”; 11/1/92(l) radio program, New Mexico; 

vmm; 11/8/92(2);11 /14/92(3);11/22/92(2); 

S/8/92(2) radio talk show; 11/25/92( 1) radio program, Gallup, NM; 

wv92(4; 
11/29/92(2);12/6/92(2); 

5/l l/92(3) * “Silent Weapons For 12/6/92(2) Cosmos Patriot Group-I; 

Quiet Wars”; 12/7/92 (1) Cosmos Patriot Group-II; 

5/l 3/92(3) meeting with European 12/l 2/92(2) Cosmos Patriot Group-III; 

visitors over lunch; 12/l 3/92(2); 12/20/92(2); 

5/l 6/92(3); S/23/92(2); 12/3 l/92(1)* Constitutional Law Center; 

S/30/92(3)* “The Divine Plan and l/2/93(2); 

Places In Between” tapes 1-3; l/l 4/93(2) Seminar speech by Retired 

6/l /92(3); 6/4/92(2); 6/6/92(4); Police Officer Jack McLamb; 

6/l 3/92(3); 6/2 l/92(3); 6/27/92(2); 1 /16/93(2); l/23/93(3); l/30/93(2); 

6/28/92(2) radio program, KTKK, Salt 2/6/93(l); 2/l 3/93(2); 2/l 8/93(2); 

Lake City, UT; 2/20/93(2) radio program on KTKK 

6/30/92(3)* “The Divine Plan and featuring Soltec with Hatonn; 

Places In Between” tapes 4-6; 4/4/93(3) including Soltec and Sananda 

7/4/92(2) radio program, KTKK; 4/l O/93(2) radio program KTKK; 

7/l 2/92(3); 
4/24/93(3); S/2/93(2); 5/l 6/93(2); 

7/l 8/92(2) radio program, KTKK; 
S/23/93(3). 

#l- #4 Corporation Lecures ($5 each tape) 

mz WORD NOW ACCEPTS VISA, DISCOVER OR 
MASTER CARD 
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‘. ;Tritlil~..5 for your note. Unfortunately, only one side of the 

L 
,p~-:t~se .is ever shown In the Contact. I am not sinking the 
’ ins’;: itutt3, 

; -? 

rt .IS sinking because of not being managed at 
,i! . . ircd self dealing ! Fox in the henhouse) 

r- YVC~ 3i-trj!.lld have some more information. This is all on file 
wit-k) the courts, so we will leave it unravel. 

I first met the Ekkers, they needed money. They deny 
PIT getting it rrom us. See attached ADVANCES to the Ekkers 

nthia Hays donated $20,000. to the Ekkers $10,000, 
oly Light Network Church (The Ekkers) dnd’$lO.OOO 

lile Phoenix Institute, Then my friend JOY Hinsonrider 
dc.,riated $15.000, to the Ekkers, and then we (EJ & I) discussed 
sG+:.ng tip d NON PROFIT CALIFORNIA CORPORATION, which had strict 

It ing rules I I trusted the Ekkers to handle this, and 
at- “_h-& time the Hinsonriders then advanced moneys totaling 

see attache9 to this Institute. 
~:tf. $:,I on this, 

I never had a meeting 
did sign the bank account, as I be’lieved that 

5 1-i Ci i.2 0 r 1 5 could be trusted, and he would ‘set the accounts 
%Q+ had sgme account balance and someone else to WATCH that 

c!& .r?~p~;ed tc: the rules 
.I: ‘::i ;,’ corporation; 

THAT NEVER HAPPENED. EJ opened up 
c ;1 r 0 f 1 t and then began spending money like 
CL‘C.; 2 &II every concievdble project that he could (He did not 
c(?r-!zCit with me! dnd so fdr millions dre gone, Gene Dixon 
n? +hQ Constitutional law center, says it takes $13,000. a month 
+ _- ‘..YI and he spends over 90% of the time defending all the 
;i.,;- r;dJli‘S of the Ekkers . We unfortunately never had any control 
dnb x’rdrikly didn’t know what wds going on ds we were on the road 
5 n 2 ii t-15 yj publishing. If YOU notice the notes from the Hinsonriders 
*a(!yQrrsiep that the notes dre personally guaranteed by me. EJ 
SIC’ Dw:!s were fully aware of this. I also guaranteed more 
.r(:?,e~ .2nd. when the gift to Desiree dnd I (Letter was submitted 
ti?ti t Ihe sourtsr of the gold EJ wds dware of same. I then had 
%mE! security and then b$#>dn liquidating my other assets to 
continue to keep the mission going and keep the gold. I should 
have sold same, as I had authority to do it, but elected to 
keep it instead of my other assets. See the amount of money 
we put into the project. This does not include 89 or 90. 
A few months ago, EJ called dnd wanted more investors. 1 WdS 
dwdre of many HUNDREDtOF THOUSANDS of dollars going into the 
INSTITUTE dnd only was dwdre of the $150,000 advanced to us for 
publishing the Liberator ( It goes in the hole about $5 to 7,000 
pa? week. 

“The Truth Will Set You Free” 
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E? wa5 awars the the gold consisted of Krugerdnds and also 
5 *2,i'Pr' 1 gns tdhich the banks did not want to loan against, dnd 
d?.% !:emember 1 had ddvndced over a quarter of million dollars 
t f’ “he Project dnd EJ knew about this. By the way, we never 
0 p :?I I Q 12, the packages of gold, nor d&$# I know until the judge 
recently opened the PdCkdgeS the real contents, 

r.4 i+ I 'I, 3xng came University of Science. The Ekkers ordered two 
b<:i,pb 2 from them H Secrets of Light” dnd also Atomic suicide, 
f 7) T %ro. 00 sach. They submitted the Ekkers checks, orders 
t I: t:ne court _ My agreement was to publish the material ds 
it Ai. coming out e I supposedly had a guarantee that if I wds 
cLd r 3ed GT brought ot court for Copywrite Infingement, that 
the Ekkers edould Stand the legal fees. That happens to be in 
b:<(:es:: \- 9f $50,000 nok, The court ruled that the Pleides 
f~-~Gr!~‘!QCt i i.Jri series were taken from Russell’s work, and therefore 
I .ill, SaDie for the consequences of publishing sdme. It 
WC.LM hdve been easier to just sell the books and or get permission 
f~.o~r the author ’ s ~ which is the onlt correct thing to do as 
it * scanddrd in the industry, to pay a royalty, get permission 
0’ 2!atever is necessary, 
b&y5 .d‘; 

Hatonn could have referred to the 
the material is taken WORD FOR WORD from their books 

of !‘:ourse .along with the commentary, 

I SdXER SAID TO ANYONE, thdt Hdtonn came with us. You know 
T'irji!i _ ___ *hm writings thdt uatonn is in contact with lots of people 
dr.L %E, !Aere tOtdlly blown dWdy about the dcCUSdtiOnS, SO We 
asked. Xhers who claim to be contact, dnd we came to the 
conclusion thdt something was wrong. 

i;t thir time, of course more keeps coming out, and we have 
tr 1 etj not to get involved, but MANY people have asked for 
the i r mmey back, dnd of course it is gone. 

WHEM GW WHAT HAPPENED TO THE MONEY?? The attorneys that 
repre%znt others are seeking a receivership for the Institute 
tn yrt as salvage ds much ds possible. 

Our attorneys !in cdliforia and here dre trying to get this 
beh i nd .F. as each week, the Ekkers get more crazy and leave 
out do(xmentdtl on, nor do they tell you whdt they are doing 
with the Institute money. LOOK UP AVARICE in the Op/OWner manual 
d!Xj then ask for guidance from within. There is much truth 
ir; "he ournals, but we now know what wds told to us is also 
true: There dre lessons of discernment for everyone, 

b.y t.he way, our settlement agreement wd- s to pay the University 
the legdls fees $50,000. plus, pay the printer, pay 
the Hinsonriders $70,000. give them 110,000 books which we 
paid for. That would leave us with about $100,000 and thereby 
Only iosing about a half million dollars on the dedl dnd go 
dW3)‘. GREED, Only from the Ekkers, I They got a house, new car, 
2nd lots of other- goodies. I am enclosing Sdnandd's message for 
you to reread. I think this will give you more to go on. 
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Post Office Box 2208 
Carson City, NV 89702 
(702) 8850700 

PI L=i ‘i' 18 1993 FAX 88-S-0713 

3edr T-erw: 

! v:‘ tinclS3sing the ~ildges ruling, from ~1 if for your 
plJ!,rir;ija ‘; r -Irn no\J making available the complete works of 
F id :;r j p j. i W’~TOMIC SUICIDE and Secrets of Light, see attached 

> iQt.+eT if you krant to get the complete school of lessons, 
/;,;-~g -;;ear*s .,,orth, the cost is $200, which has all the original 
tb~~hts from Germain. If it was good enough for Germain to 
gh-9 to Russell, then it must have validity. 

Remember the first law; GAIN ALL KNOWLEDGE... a. 

Reqards:. 

.’ 
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AMERICA WE5 c DISTRIBUTORS 
b. 0. .,0X 4280 

\ 
LEUCAOI; CA 92924 

AMERLCA WL ;T DISTRIBUTORS 
P. BOX 4280 

LEUCA A. CA MU24 

GEORGE iREEN 220 
W EL CA:.#INO RUL SJflE I- 
CARLSEUO. CIA PPOD 

IWlflD 
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Letter To 
Green 

And His Crooked Cohorts 
(Editor’s note: Again this week we are 

sharing thispower- and comprehensive 
letter statement with all of you wonderful 
readers out there who, through your 
constant messages pouring in, have ex- 
pressed concern for and support of THE 
TRUTH amidst the attacks from George 
Green and associated puppets of the Sa- 
tanic Elite Controllers. 

We share this firstly because you 
have - sometimes with great and agi- 
tated emotion - expressed a sincere de- 
sire to “do whdever we can to help” so 
thatJustice may prevail overthe shenani- 
gans that George and cohorts have been 
up to. 

We also share this letter with you be- 
cause many of you may not realize how 
important the Phoenix Institute For Re- 
search And Education, Ltd. has been 
and IS to the very existence and survival 
of this paper and its relentless message 
of TRUTH. 

Since the Phoenix Institute subsidizes 
the considerable financial shortfalls of a 
weekly publication like this, which ac- 
cepts no advertising, the equation is quite 
simple: no Institute means no paper. 
So, whether you realized it or not, you 
enthusiastic CONTACT readers have a 
genuine interest in the Phoenix Institute 
NOT falling to the atiacks 6f the Evil 
Empire’s puppets. 

And that’s where this letter comes into 
the picture. After reading this, if you find 
yourself in agreement and wish to add 
qour own voice to the chorus of incensed 
ind growing protest, DON’T- WASTE 
EVEN A MINUTE!! DO IT TODAY11 

HOW? There’s a separate insert page 
included wit& this CONTACT to grant 
permission to the Constitutional Law 
Center to send a copy of this letter, in 
YOUR name, to the parties identified 
below. We are also reproducing that CLC 
letter-request form within this CONTACT, 
after the letter itself. because we know 

how many of you share the CONTACT 
with others. This way, at any copying 
machine, you can generate as many CLC 
letter-requestforms as necessary, should 
the CONTACT you’re now reading not 
have the form still enclosed. 

Remember, the continued stability of 
newspaper depends a lot Z/our CONTACT 

on how effectively u oppose the 
adversarial forces trying to silence THE 
TRUTH. Just how much shall you allow 
the adversary to get away with?) 

<YOUR NAME> 
C/O CONSTITUTIONAL 

LAW CENTER, INC. 
3132 West Post Road 

LAS VEGAS, NV 89118 
Resident Agent: 702-896-700 1 

May 24, 1993 

TO: George 86 Desiree Green, 
T. David Horton, 
Luther (Luke) F. Perry, 
Leon Fort. 

RE: Counterclaimant George W. Green 
(Green) vs. Phoenix Institute for Research 
& Education Ltd. (Institute), a Nevada 
corporation, et al...(Ninth Judicial Dis- 
trict Court of Nevada, Case #29507). 

Dear Mr. Green: 

Since I have a vested interest in the 
Phoenix Institute, and since there ap- 
pears to be no way in which truth and 
information can be presented in a court 
of law, I am now directly serving notice 
that I will no longer tolerate your ac- 
tions. 

The Institute’s and other’s claims against 
you are for embezzlement and con- 
spiracy, along with several other civil 

and criminal actions in violation of 

Nevada and federal law, including viola- 
tion of a federal court order. (Ref: U.S. 
District Court, Eastern District of Cali- 
fornia, Case #CV-F-92-543 l-REC.) 

With reference to the above mentioned 
fedel’al case, you and your associates are 
the only ones who acted in full contempt 
of that federal court order, and yet, you 
sought to join forces with the opposition 
to deal secretly and to collaborate with 
the University of Science and Philosophy 
and its counsel. Books which were un- 
der protection of the court, until such 
time as hearing could take place regard- 
ing their disposition, were set aside. The 
writer, her husband and specifically you 
the Greens, America West Distributors, 
Inc. and America West Publishers, Inc. 
(both Nevada corporations) were ordered 
not to sell those volumes. You first 
showed your intent to sell these books 
when you sent a bill to Tehachapi Dis- 
tributing, Inc. (a Nevada corporation) for 
$86,277.98, and then later served said 
corporation with a suit for same. You 
then PROVED your intent of sale and 
open contempt of court by actually sell- 
ing (with provable credit card trail) over 
$12,000 of the enjoined books. You 
know that Tehachapi Distributing, Inc. 
was functioning fully within the law at 
all times. How is it, Mr. Green, that you 
have avoided scrutiny by the federal court 
when, in fact, you are the publisher of 
record for not only the books which have 
been enjoined, but for the newspaper the 
PHOENIX LIBERATOR? 

Furthermore, you thrust the full blame 
onto the writer who not only sold NONE 
of the books but received absolutely no 
remuneration from the sale of any books. 
The proceeds, as you well know, have 
never come back to her in any form. How 
is it that the writer, Mrs. Ekker, who 
lives on food-stamps in Tehachapi, Cali- 
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fornia, is held accountable for your ac- regarding asset placement with the In- those lines of planning and-except for 
tions in Nevada? stitute and you advised the parties to your own disservice, illegal activities, 

purchase gold (from your resources). You and mis-utilization of project strategies 
The writer did, while you were present in then had them send gold to you (which and structure while still an active Direc- 
Tehachapi, California, sign over all pro- they did in abundance) so that you “could tor and Officer of said Institute-it is 
ceeds and royalties to the Institute. roll over the gold ‘silently’ without note running superbly, well and sound, both 
Greens, you have gleaned ALL proceeds or IRS notification.” Many, many pack- corporately and financially. And now 
fromallwritings referred to as the PHOE- ages were received by you, personally, you demand to place the Institute into 
NIX JOURNALS (JOURNALS) as well as and immediately secreted away to your receivership and bankruptcy to protect 
all returns of value from the papers, property. This is criminal! your criminal acquisitions and behav- 
PHOENIX EXPRESS and THE PHOENR ior? 
LIBERATOR. You advertised constantly, When Mr. Overton, owner of the $350,000 
in person and in the media, that YOU (in coins), raised questions about his gift NO ONE knew of the gold embezzlement 
were the sole publisher and had full and to the Institute, your secret became until contacted by Dave Overton, other 
total rights to this material. Even your known to the Institute’s Board. You than you and your colleagues in crime. 
own son, Mr. Green, claimed that YOU were then required to admit to holding It is positively evident that, at least, your 
were Hatonn (the extraterrestrial author this asset. You, further, admitted that claimed-to-be wife, Desiree Stevens 
of most of the JOURNALS)! the gold was buried in your yard and (Green), knew of these activities. We 

would have to be dug up. Is this not note, however, that she is conveniently 
Mr. Green, you continually claim that hiding property with the intent of not omitted from as many court documents 
the author of this material no longer having it known? You recently stated as you can arrange. I have a highly 
writes through the secretary in that somehow you now believe you “de- vested interest and I demand that she 
Tehachapi, but had, in fact, moved with serve it” for your prior voluntary efforts also be held accountable for these un- 
you, the Greens, to Nevada in June of and service. More recently you stated ethical, destructive, deceptive and, ac- 
1992. You sent over a thousand letters that you paid for the gold with checks. tually, criminal activities. 
making this claim and falsely stated that Where are these alleged checks? Which 
you had nothing to do with the Institute, is it, Mr. Green? You can’t have it all At the same time as your relocation, I 
THE PHOENZ LIBERATOR, the Consti- ways! Your actions represent, to me, not now understand that you contractually 
tutional Law Center and other entities. only blatant lies and the intent to steal, agreed with one known as Dr. John 
These are lies, Mr. Green, and this is but the actual theft of property which Coleman, for an amount ofapproximately 
known by you and all parties named was meant for the Institute. My vested $75,000 to be paid to him in exchange 
above. There are documents proving interest is at risk through your singular forAmericaWest Publishers, Inc. to have 
your participation. In spite of this, At- actions. the rights to three books. The first book 
torney Horton has continued this false was completely done, edited and printed 
testimony to the court. This is a viola- I know, further, that you also received with Institute funds, without knowledge 
tion of federal laws which are the guide- silver bullion and Krugerrands from a of either this contract or remuneration. 
lines for all courts in the state of Nevada. party near Los Angeles, along with at The only sure return to the Institute at 
It is intended that Mr. Horton be caused least one treasure coin from a Dutch the time was from the sale of books and 
to defend his actions for it is known that Galleon. You, furthermore, possibly in periodicals. 
he knows the truth and did deliberately conjunction with others with whom you 
hide and misrepresent the same directly now associate, hold at least $182,000 in Representatives of the Institute tried to 
to the bench. Canadian Maple Leaf coins. These were recover computers and equipment loaned 

also obtained through misdirection of to Dr. Coleman (now known to be a 
I, further, understand there is solid evi- funds intended for the Institute and In- foreign agent by the name of Josef 
dence and documentation that there are stitute projects. Pavlonski) only to find that you had 
banks involved in deceitful misdirection of given him the equipment as l part of the 
funds in several states. At least one high From the onset of the Institute you were deal” -this in your own written state- 
level bank official in Kirk, Colorado, has both a Director and an Officer-having ment, Mr. Green. The Institute lost 
been badly used. Whether this be by bank account access and signatory greatly in this maneuver for Dr. Coleman 
‘accident” or knowing misdirection of rights. YOU HAVE GROSSLY VIOLATED left in the middle of the night owing 
funds, transferring accounts, etc., this in- YOUR FIDUCIARY RESPONSIBILITIES! everything from rent to utilities, and 
formation remains Institute property to with all of the Institute’s equipment. 
reveal as necessary if and when these You have publicly stated that you are a: 
actions are given their ‘day in court”- ‘Registered FINANCIAL PRINCIPAL, Na- It is also known that Dr. Coleman did, in 
with your DEMANDED JURY! ’ tional Association of Security Dealers fact, journey to Carson City, Nevada, to 

(NASD); Registered Broker/Dealer, search for housing as he was intent on 
A gift to the Phoenix Institute of $350,000 NASD; Licensed Insurance Broker (all moving with you to that location. Thou- 
in gold coins was secretly accepted and lines, including life, accident and health, sands of dollars were diverted through 
hidden by you. Depositions were taken of annuities, casualty, and bonds); Licensed you to him. 
the sender and his intent of the gift to the General Contractor; Registered Mortgage 
Institute was proven. You now claim that Broker, and Investment Planner.” (Your I also know that you, as a publisher/ 
“others” knew of your embezzlement. exact statement.) You, further, struc- distributor, have outstanding indebted- 
Actually, you secreted the treasure, delib- tured the very plan which you now claim ness to several other authors whom you 
erately garnered the assets, and secretly to be a uPonzilD scheme. I participate in owe thousands of dollars. Yet, even after 
moved it to Nevada from California (stolen aspects within this Plan in the Institute publication of their materials, they re- 
property) in June of 1992. because of the outlined plan drawn up ceive NOTHING. One author paid YOU 

directly by you. The operation of the over $50,000 and has seen no return. 
You received countless other contacts Institute has continued exactly along Eustace Mullinsisowed around $10,000 
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and still you advertise and push his has proposals drawn and accepted for boasted to many of his dealings in illegal 
books and he receives NOTHING, living funding. automatic weapons. You and your asso- 
hand-to-mouth without income. In all of ciates diverted monies intended for the 
the now 75 JOURNALS and years of I now find that you have, in conjunction Constitutional Law CentER, through re- 
weekly paper publication, the Ekkei;s, with actual criminals and previously con- sponse to the Institute, which is the 
the Institute or any other associated victed felons, come to deal in ‘trusts”, in primary funding resource of the Consti- 
entity have RECEIVED NOTHING. YOU skiving-off funds from the Institute and tutional Law CentER. There are so many 
have traveled internationally and other Nevada corporations, and in build- other now known and similarly decep- 
many times to Hawaii at the expense ing development projects wherein the tively labeled corporations and trusts 
of the JOURNALS wherein you sold original plans and architectural services throughout the U.S., but mainly in the 
just about every screwy UFO story and were paid for and drawn up through the state of Nevada, as to be too lengthy to 
publication, economic drivel, pushed Institute. list for this document. These are KNOWN, 
other books and the one or two JOUR- Mr. Green. 
NALS primarily written by Desire&, I understand that you are STILL, as of a 
your wife, as Druthea for “higher ener- few weeks ago, stating on national radio Your attorney, Mr. Horton, has corrupted 
gies” such as: Sananda, Jesus Christ, that you are an ‘expert” on the subjects his own reputation in defense of your 
Lord Michael, Hatonn, Aton, Germain, of financial status, how to protect your- actions. It is difficult for me to under- 
etc.... You even touted, for sensational- self in these hard times, domed housing stand why he would act to devastate his 
ism, pictures acquired from Billy Meier, structures and you broadcast that you own state’s regulations and protection 
which were published in a book on the have owned banks and are a millionaire. policies of corporate structure unless, I 
Pleiades by prior ‘friends” of yours. Recently, during a Pennsylvania radio assume, there is some promised gain for 
Some of those pictures were false and station interview, you claimed that you him by you. Since Mr. Horton is recog- 
ridiculous. get your information directly from ones, nized as a “Constitutional Attorney”, it 

Hatonn and Soltec, who “hover above would seem most inappropriate that he 
Moreover, I note, according to your own me at all times giving me verification of be involved, as he apparently is, with 
statements, that you have well into the my inside information”. You, further, such unconstitutional activities. Mr. 
thousands of photographs from the Billy have told thousands that you have Udi- Horton, who took the deposition of Dave 
Meier collection. Strange: Billy Meier rect contact” with extraterrestrials, and Overton regarding his gift of this gold TO 
had most of his photographs STOLEN now, with one on Earth known as Kroton. THE INSTITUTE (not to Greens), filed 
and has only a pittance remaining. Is a Come now, Mr. Green. Kroton? I do not legal documents on your behalf, Mr. 
pattern emerging? Further, he stated surmise thisinformation, Mr. Green, this Green, which misrepresented Mr. 
bluntly that he wanted nothing to do has been heard and reported by reliable Overton’s sworn testimony. This was 
with you, Mr. Green, or ‘your” JOUR- and outraged first-hand listeners. done in the presence of many represen- 
NALS. tatives of Nevada corporations and many 

You claim that you are ‘innocent” and private individuals with vested interest. 
It is, further, interesting to note that that somehow ones named the Ekkers This remarkable deception occurred in 
there were covert thefts (by ones in your started the problems. How so? With the courtroom in front of astounded and 
past association) in the form of priceless substantial backup proof, I know the indignant witnesses to the perjury. This 
artifacts flown from Mexico, Central Ekkers to be ones who serve as worthy deception was not only allowed by Mr. 
America, etc. These were hidden in the Directors of the Institute who have re- Horton, but he covered and encouraged 
linings of airplane interiors, smuggled sponded instantly, and with integrity, to it. On the basis of such testimony this 
into the U.S. and sold. We have no proof stop your activities and recover property did, indeed, cause the justice on the 
that you were a participant, but the for we who trusted YOU, bench to be unable to make proper rul- 
possibilities look pretty bad now as to ings in ANY matter presented before him. 
the chronic pattern of deceit and crimi- I remind you, and all in possession of This is not hearsay, Mr. Green. Many 
nality. this document, that this is a sworn corporate (Nevada) persons and many 

statement documenting truth. I am private individuals were present and wit- 
You came in a most boastful manner, utilizing the services of the Constitu- nessed these actions without there being 
claiming that you had associated with tional Law Center, a Nevada corpora- the opportunity to cause the truth to be 
the greatest of the Elite. You claimed tion. You, Mr. Green, are a Nevada brought forth. 
that you were a multi-millionaire; had citizen and I EXPECT THE SECRETARY 
grand resources; had even been asked OF STATE, THE ATTORNEY GENERAL, It strongly appears that Mr. Horton has 
by Paul Volcker to head the Campaign AND THE STATE OF NEVADA TO PRO- knowingly and conspiratorially misrep- 
Finance Committee for Jimmy Carter; TECT THE PEOPLE AND OUR RIGHTS resented the facts as well as Mr. Overton’s 
had sat in meetings with ones such as UNDER THE LAW! sworn testimony. This is an obvious and 
Bush of Silverado; were known as the glaring attempt to divert justice and the 
“Mall Man” for developing shopping I understand there is proof in your own law and this will not be further tolerated 
malls; had great contacts in the motion documentation that you, in conjunction by those of us involved with the Insti- 
picture industry and so many other con- with ones who set up a trust by the name tute. Surely the Nevada State Bar can- 
tacts that we shall not list them here. It of Constitutional Law Cent= (which not condone this type of behavior by one 
was on these touted credentials that I just “happened” to house itself in the of their own attorneys. By united ap- 
was persuaded to enter into participa- same building as the well-respected Con- peal, I also support the bringing of 
tion with the Institute. I now find that stitutional Law Centm) had an ‘ar- charges by the Institute through the law 
only you have deceived and failed to rangement’ through you with one Gary enforcement agencies in Kern County, 
produce anything. Further, you have Anderson. Mr. Anderson is a known California, where this particular gold 
nearly brought destruction, deliberately, felon, who was incarcerated for bilking coin theft originally occurred. 
to the Institute which is doing good busi- investors in a multi-million dollar scheme 
ness, has many projects under way and. in 1986. He is also known to have Ihave no interest in your personal ‘spiri- 
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tual” attitudes, Mr. Green. You claimed 
to be a millionaire expert investment 
authority. It is for that reason that I 
became a participant with the Institute. 
I do not accept that you are owed Insti- 
tute funds for your voluntary financial 
support, if that was the case. It is 
difficult to believe., after being informed 
of the, records of the Institute, that you 
“volunteered” anything, but did TAKE 
many, yet to be completely accounted 
for, funds. 

Your “spiritual” needs to communicate 
with E.T.s and get YOUR word out to the 
public is not impressive to me who de- 
sires to see projects completed through 
sound business management and pro- 
duction. I, as a participant in the Insti- 
tute, INSIST on an investigation into the 
cause for no funds from the sale of the 
PHOENIX JOURNALS to be returned to 
the Institute in which I have a vested 
interest. 

I INSIST that the Institute, a Nevada 
corporation, BE PROTECTED BY THE 
NEVADA STATE AUTHORITY FROM THIS 
ATTACK FROM APPARENT CRIMINAL 
ASSAULT. As a beneficiary of the Insti- 
tute, the agents of our government both 
must protect us to the fullest extent 
of the law and prosecute these bla- 
tantly criminal actions. 

Your latest assault has been to FORCE 
the Institute into receivership and invol- 
untary bankruptcy. Mr. Horton told Mr. 
Fort that forcing the Phoenix Institute 
into involuntary bankruptcy or receiver- 
ship (through fabricated and 
unsubstantiated accusations) would 
benefit George Green O1 GREATLY”, and 
would cause untold damage and loss to 
all other associated parties of interest in 
the Institute. I understand that Mr. Fort 
is still in full association and conspiracy 
with you even after being given full op- 
portunity to withdraw his participation. 
He claims to be “only seeking truth and 
God”. Your conscience would be twing- 
ing you, Mr. Gre.en, if, .in fact, you had 
one. I am not, however, interested in his 
or your “spiritual” ideas or searching. I 
understand that each and every citiken 
has the right to pursue any yreligion’ or 
belief desired. Corporate business, how- 
ever, has no such policy and stands 
accountable for actions regarding busi- 
ness-not religious hoopla or voodoo 
dancing. 

It has further been forced into my atten- 
tion that you, Mr. Green, and others are 
offering plans for developments which 
would seem on the surface to be “cult- 
like”. It is understood that you also have 
been associated with Special Forces (In- 

telligence) and have been under close ment in this ordeal is through ‘silent” 
scrutiny by the Anti-Defamation League Nevada corporation holdings or as pri- 
(ADL) and the Cult Awareness Network vate individuals. It is now evident that 
(CAN), and you have been touted in news Luke Perry was given confidential credi- 
articles as having “followers” or ‘dis- tor information to be able to contact 
ciples”. This is a term utilized by Mr. these parties. Mr. Green, you had full 
Perry through the Associated Press to access to that information. Only ones 
account for the activities of your opposi- having activities with the Institute prior 
tion. to your relocation were contacted. 

I understand, from an in-depth investi- 
gation, that Luke Perry HAS NO ASSO- 
CIATION, INVESTMENT, OR INTEREST 
OF ANY KIND IN THE INSTITUTE. I also 
understand there is proof that Mr. Perry 
is working in conjunction with you and 
your associates, Mr. Green, to force 
changes in the Nevada corporation laws, 
as well as assist in your attempted ef- 
forts to destroy the Institute. The attack 
is in the form of assault on two senior 
citizens who volunteer their services to 
the Institute, to other corporations, and 
therefore, to ones such as myself. The 
Associated Press has aided and abetted 
the lies and false statements issued forth 
by Luke Perry, who shall face charges by 
Nevada corporations and persons in- 
volved with the Institute. Luke Perry 
states that HE GOT HIS INFORMATION 
FROM GEORGE GREEN AND DAVE 
HORTON! Damages done by Mr. Perry’s 
claims in and through the major busi- 
ness news entities, such as the LosAnge- 
Zes fimes Business Section-via the As- 
sociated Press must be rectified. There 
was no contact with any persons in- 
volved with the Institute prior to the- 
running of those false and damaging 
articles-exhibiting irresponsible and 
incredibly unprofessional journalism- 
some of which even bore Mr. Perry’s 
picture. This attack through the inter- 
national Associated Press has been irre- 
versibly damaging to the Institute and it 
is necessary to have legal attention by 
the state of Nevada into this matter. 

You have also instigated the destruction 
of several of the business projects under 
way, including having a contaminated 
product sent through the mail to Minne- 
sota and to Texas. This is now docu- 
mented and prior to the *resultsA of your 
demanded testing of the product, you 
were already on the phone calling every- 
one you knew and telling them exactly 
what would be found--“Do not take the 
product; it is dirty water and is contami- 
nated with viruses and bacteria and will 
make you sick!” The product in point is 
directly from one known very well to you, 
Mr. Green. You and your associates had 
the full intention of exploiting a l sistef 
product and other touted ‘healing” for- 
mulation among your own projects. 

Since B seem to direct all others in 
this conspiracy, Mr. Green, yea bring 
this to an immediate halt or all attend- 
ing persons shall be equally charged 
under the law for these activities of which 
they may or may not be aware. 

This further requires a DEMAND on au- 
thorities and law enforcement officers as 
to why you would take the lead in the 
DESTRUCTION of the Institute, a NEVADA 
CORPORATION IN GOOD STANDING, 
WHILE STILL AN OFFICER AND DIREC- 
TOR OF THAT CORPORATION! This is 
top-of-the-line CRIMINAL ACTIVITY. 

Mr. Green, YOU signed demand promis- 
sory notes for loans FROM THE INSTI- 
TUTE, as the President of America West 
Publishers, Inc., using America West’s 
ENTIRE inventory of JOURNALS as collat- 
eral for those notes. The amount owing the 
Institute is now over $175,000. In Febru- 
ary, 1993, the Institute rightfully demanded 
immediate payment of the money OR rec- 
lamation of the volumes in inventory. How- 
ever, I now note that with YOUR damaging 
and publicly degrading statements about 
the information in those JOURNALS, they 
may well be WORTHLESS. I must see 
equal return to the Institute of the invest- 
ment value of those notes, with or without 
the inventory. The value of the notes will be 
reduced in an amount established by the 
remaining value of those publications if 
they are returned. 

Also, it was found through investigation 
that Mr. Per1 y has made continued and 
blatant attempts to gain control of his 
Father’s estate which was meant to at- 
tend the needs of his Father’s wife. Luke 
Perry has no claim to anything in that 
estate. I understand, from Mrs. Perry, 
that this is a modest estate which can 
sustain her in her final years. Luke 
Perry’s harassment has been constant 
and it must cease! 

Mr. Perry has contacted creditors of the 
Institute and begged them to withdraw 
all their funds from the Institute. Mr. 
Green, you supplied the contact infor- 
mation. Utilizing this, he attempted 
through coercion and harassment, as a 
conspirator with you, to cause incredible 
suffering to persons whose only involve- 

CONTACT: THE PHOENIX PROJECT 

Now, however, in a court of law you have 
declared that the JOURNALS in point 
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belong, not to America West Publishers unknown related parties, i.e., Anderson, instance. THE FACTS ARE OVER- 
with whom the note was contracted, but Gritz, trust selling, domed building WHELMING AND JUSTICE SHALL PRE- 
to America West Distributors, Inc. This projects, etc. I demand a full accounting VAIL. 
is a company owned by your wife, Desire& of your activities for you remain (al- 
but one you had earlier claimed to con- though in bad standing) a Director of the I have found no mismanagement or 
trol and wherein, you were the found- Institute in point. impropriety of the Phoenix Institute 
ing Treasurer and a Director. I de- except as perpetrated by you, George 
mand an accounting for these suspi- I DEMAND, as a beneficiary of the Insti- Green, and your associates. I have 
cious actions. You claimed, in court tute, that these Directors and Officers found the Institute personnel and ac- 
under oath, this was not an alter-ego continue to represent the interests of the tivities to be impeccable in integrity 
corporation. You signed a legal docu- Institute’s creditors and beneficiaries by and professional in operation. If, there- 
ment, using for collateral for that note, diligently taking any and all actions nec- fore, my interests are damaged fur- 
books which you now claim belong to essay to expose your attempts to thwart ther I shall take comprehensive legal 
another company. If that is true, then justice und cause great ZossfinanciaZZy or steps beyond those of current recov- 
you disposed of collateral without ar- otherwise to myself and other parties ery actions. I know that there are 
ranging so much as notification to the and corporations with vested interests hundreds of Nevada corporations, and 
Institute (note holder). Further, if the in these activities. other individuals, who fully intend to 
inventory in point was “sold” to another take legal action. As to the damages 
corporation, you have not made agreed I and all others who stand to lose by your to the consumers of some of the prod- 
payments to the Institute for the sale of activities must have protection by the ucts from ongoing “projects” of the 
those books. One way or the other, you STATE OF NEVADA as well as the full Institute, I shall further join and bring 
have acted in an intentionally fraudu- protection of our federal government with a class action suit. 
lent manner to deprive the Institute of and under those laws. I have confidence 
its rightful assets. that those laws and our government agen- I am working through the capable aus- 

ties will indeed protect my (our) inter- pices of the outstanding and highly 
As for Leon Fort, I, as an individual ests in the Institute from your unfounded reputable Constitutional Law Center, 
participant, do not have evidence of any criminal attacks and your on-going legal Inc. I DEMAND FULL RECOGNITION 
wrongdoing. Although I do understand attempts to bring good business enter- AND PROTECTION UNDER THE SHEL- 
that one closely associated with Mr. Fort prise down into receivership and bank- TER OF NEVADA’S CORPORATE LAWS. 
stated, herself, that she is your “emis- ruptcy. Your attacks are unfounded and 
sary from Arizona”, Mr. Green, and your attempts to deflect the focus of I am sending copies of this document to 
that “your phone call was expected”. impropriety away from yourself(s) are, at all the parties listed below. I ask that 

the least, disgusting and criminal in this be considered a formal petition for 
It is further known that Mrs. Desiree nature. Moreover, your placing of your these “copied” parties to investigate the 
Stevens-Green is fully involved in know- wife into jeopardy and at ridicule is even 
ingly making phone calls, and has coop- 

activities of you and your associates. 
more tasteless and unmanly. You would 

erated fully with the most obvious dis- bring destruction to hundreds to cover I understand the Institute is in control of 
tortion of the truth regarding the above your own indiscretions and criminal far more information and documenta- 
America West manipulations. (Ref: First activities. 
Judicial District Court of Nevada, Case 

tion than presented here as to your other 
questionable activities which I consider 

#93-00322A) IT IS MY EXPECTATION THAT THE LAWS detrimental to my best interests. Since, 
OF THE STATE OF NEVADA WILL PRE- however, this is not a legal case under 

It has become clear that your assump- VAIL IN PROTECTION OF ITS CORPORA- hearing, that shall be held in security 
tion was there would be no opponents TIONS UNDER THE SHELTER AND CITI- until such time as it is required. I 
sophisticated enough to counter these ZENSHIP OF NEVADA. IT IS BECAUSE EXPECT IMMEDIATE RESOLUTION OF 
deceptive shenanigans by you and your OF THE STRICT AND WELL-STRUC- THE AFOREMENTIONED MATTERS. 
conspirators. Wrong! I am sophisticated TURED PROTECTION OF INCORPORA- 
enough to know exactly what is taking TION IN NEVADA THAT I HONOR THE You and your associates have efforted to 
place! STATE AND THE PERSONS WHO STAND place my activities and involvement with 

IN PROTECTION OF THE CORPORATE the Institute as some sort of ‘cult” ac- 
I DEMAND under penalty of law that the AND INDIVIDUAL CITIZENS. 
Directors and Officers of the Phoenix 

tion, %ommunaI’ activity and all man- 
ner of other insulting and atrocious la- 

Institute for Research & Education, Ltd. THESE INTERESTS MUST BE RE- bels by inference and lie. What I actually 
continue to defend that corporation, with SPECTED AND FULL ATTENTION BE have here, Mr. Green, is a healthy busi- 
all resources available. I, further, DE- GIVEN TO THIS MISCARRIAGE OF JUS- ness relationship for the advancement of 
MAND its rights for the return of funds TICE, IN A FULL AND OPENATTEMPTTO GOOD BUSINESS ACTIVITIES in which 
and properties unlawfully taken or held DAMAGE AND DESTROY MULTIPLE you were once afforded FULL participa- 
and that all activities damaging to the NEVADA CORPORATIONSAND NUMER- tion in ALL facets of the working opera- 
Institute through business ventures, OUS NEVADA AND U.S. CITIZENS, tions. YOUHAVEBETRAYED MYTRUST, 
projects and/or subterfuge be brought THROUGH SUCH A FORCED RECEIV- AT THE LEAST, AND I DEMAND RESTI- 
into the open court for consideration of ERSHIP OR INVOLUNTARY BANK- TUTION FORTHE DAMAGESYOU HAVE 
damages. This is not limited to the RUPTCY. DELIBERATELY AND CRIMINALLY 
Greens, America West Publishers, BROUGHT TO MYSELF AND TO THE 
AmericaWest Distributors, David Horton,, You Mr. Green, Mrs. Desiree Stevens- REPUTATIONS OF ALL PARTIES IN- 
Luther Perry and Leon Fort. I DEMAND Green, Mr. Horton, Mr. Perry and Mr. VOLVED-IMMEDIATELY. Others who 
an accounting of all activities and rela- Fort are facing the significant active op- 
tionships underway by any and all of position of hundreds of Nevada corpora- 

have allowed you to %se” them in your 
endeavors must stand the consequences 

these parties and all other known and tions and many other individuals in this of their own choices for they have united 
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with you in legal actions against the 
Institute and, thus, my interest in same. 

I further demand that the Associated 
Press have all information regarding 
these actions. It is unacceptable that 
this kind of activity be allowed to con- 
tinue and neither is it acceptable to 
assume that you can bring such a well- 
run Nevada corporation as the Phoenix 
Institute into destruction through such 
shoddy and deceitful actions as you have 
perpetrated. I EXPECT YOU TO RE- 
SOLVETHESE MATTERS IMJKEDLATELP 
and I expect the LAW to consider further 
actions. I demand return of property to 
the Institute, clearance of reputations, 
recovery of damages and retraction of all 
disparaging communications and media 
presentations. This is NOT personal, Mr. 
Green. For an individual, this is good 
business and the only acceptable stance. 

To maximize my effectiveness, I have 
authorized the Constitutional Law Cen- 
ter, Inc. to represent me in this matter. 

This document is hereby signed on 
this day of , 1993 
by a duly authorized Officer of the 
Cotistitutional Law Center, Inc., a 
Nevada corporation. This signature is 
affixed under oath that aII of the above 
information is true and correct to the 
best of my knowledge through fuIIy 
substantiated documentation and fuIIy 
investigated evidence, under penalty 
of Pw=Y* 

(signed) C. Gene Dixon 
Constitutional Law Center 

cc: Zip code 

George Abbott, Attorney-at-Law 
(for Leon Fort) 

Nevada State Bar 

The Honorable Cheryl Lau, 
Secretary of State of Nevada 

The Honorable’ Frankie Sue Del Papa, 
Attorney General of Nevada . 

Nevada Corporate Headquarters, 
Resident Agent 

Phoenix Institute for Research 8s Educa- 
tion, Ltd., a Nevada corporation 

LETTER OF AUTHORIZATION 

I/we the undersigned do hereby authorize the Constitutional Law Center, 

Inc., a Nevada corporation, (CLC) to sign and mail on my/our behalf the letter as 

printed in the CONTACT dated June 1, 1993 to George Green, and other 

addressees including those who are copied at the end of the letter and any other 

individuals or entities deemed necessary. I support the content of the letter and 

hope that this action encourages the recipients thereof to correct these matters 

through whatever lawful means are available. I support the Phoenix Institute for 

Research & Education, LTD., a Nevada Corporation, and find no fault with that 

institution except for the activities of Mr. Green and his associates. Should the 

CLC find it necessary or advisable to initiate a class-action lawsuit relative to the 

matters addressed in the letter, I authorize them to represent me in that matter as 

well. 

I am not a minor. Signed and Dated this of day , 1993. 

Signature Name printed 

Signature Name printed 

Return mailing address (necessary for legitimate authorization) 

Street number and name OR P.O. Box 

City and State 

After proper authorization, please mail to the: 
Constitutional Law Center, Inc. 
P.O. Box 27740 
Las Vegas, NV 89 126 

America West Publishers, Inc., 
a Nevada corporation 

America West Distributors, Inc., 
a Nevada corporation 
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Where Are We As 
A Nation Today? 

S/28/93 #l CERES ‘ATONN 

Sit with me a minute, Dharma, for I 
know that you are suffering from total 
overload and ‘mushbrainitis”. My people 
are weary unto breaking-but they WILL 
NOT-THEY WILL NOT EVEN PAUSE IN 
THEIRTASKS. It does mean, however, that 
Dharma needs a break today, perhaps. 

Now, as to ones such as Theresa Dawn, 
etc., who have an ongoing direct line to 
me-please notify those few that they can 
still reach me through this address-but 
we are NOT going to play favorites and 
continue to bury my scribe because others 
want attention. This is not the fact in some 
instances, and this is one, so don’t misread 
these words. I simply have to have a break 
for this human being. 

People are not even able to get a paper 
a week read-Dharma has to cover the 
amount of 10 of those papers every week in 
addition to piles of correspondence and 
documents including thousands of pages 
of legal confusion from a dozen lawsuits. 

I, too, don’t know what we can do about 
the paper and content-but we have to do 
something other than dump the load onto 
her and yet, yes indeed, I INTEND TO 
MONITOR IT m AND IT IS THROUGH 
HER EYES AND EARS THAT IT MUST BE 
DONE BECAUSE THIS IS THE FOCUS. 

forehead and faint in foolishness? You are 
going to have to have SOMETHING and get 
SOMEONE who can focus a nation. THE 
MAN CAN BE CHANGED IF DIRECTION IS 
WRONG-YOU CANNOT CHANGE THE 
BEAST IN POWER!!! Do you think you will 
miraculously pull Gritz from the hills of 
Idaho and push him forth and a miracle 
savior is born? No, you take what you have 
and build. Perot will HAVE TO LISTEN 
BECAUSE HE HAS ACTUALLY GIVEN HIS 
WORD TO DO SO-AND HI$ WORD IS 
STILL WORTHY OF AT LEAST HIS OWN 
PERCEPTION OF HONOR. 

‘But he is one of the Elite!” you say. 
OH? What difference does that make? Are 
you not also misled by the Elite? What 
makes YOU so smart and wise? Oh, you 
got intelligence and smartness? DON’T 
YOU THINK HE CAN TOO, IF PUSHED 
INTO IT-POSSIBLY? AND IF HE DOESN’T 
WHOSE FAULT IS IT? THE ELITE THINK 
THEY ARE PLAYING HIM ALONG FOR 
BACKUP WHEN A NEW HORSE HAS TO 
BE SHOWN-OOPS! WHAT IF THAT 
HORSE IS NO LONGER ON “THEIR 
TEAM”? AREY OU GOINGTO LIMIT GOD- 
AGAIN? Yes, I thought so. 

don’t have it and the goodly Russians DO- 
what have you? If Cosmos Seafood Energy 
Marketing - - - et al. has one (or the ability 
to simply sign on it and buy the world)- 
why dqn’t they hook up with ones who can 
change the world? I’m sorry, chelas, I have 
no time to =prove myself” or play “intelli- 
gence service” games. I don’t mind the 
paper being used to carry messages but I 
will not jeopardize the credibility of the 
paper to play silly children’s games. 

’ Yes indeed,, the mail is tapped, the 
phones are tapped and every confounded 
thing in your lives is ‘tapped”-so what?? 
If you want to change your world you are 
not going to do it through more and more 
and more deceit and silliness. 

We are NOT some forum for titillating 
the public ‘cop-out” systems. But no, we 
had not received the March 20, 1993 letter 
from Cosmos Seafood Energy Marketing 
Ltd. to “Mr. President”. I’m sorry, I would 
not have printed it if1 had it. Whywould we 
not run it and share with the people? 
Because, for instance, we can’t ‘rewrite” 
the letter for it is covered with ‘seals” and 
yet I will not allow something as misleading 
as this letter to go out to our readers. In one 
place the amount of value attached to that 
‘gold certificate” of $400 Quantillion. 
THERE IS NO SUCH NUMBER! Literally, 
there IS NO SUCH NUMBER! 

Is there such a certificate? Yes indeed. 
Is it valuable? Yes indeed! But, there is 
also a solid gold Buddha belonging to one 
Roxas of the Philippines-taken by Marcos. 
What difference ifyou have diamonds, gold 
and certificates IF YOU USE THEM NOT? 
So-you have a mountain of gold--go ahead 
and tell me about that! I can MAKE gold- 
what is YOUR asset? 

MONEY 

MY ENEMY IS SATAN AND EVIL-I WILL 
HANDLE THE FIRE UNDER THE POT ANY 
WAY THAT I DEEM APPROPRIATE- 
QUICKLY AND DECISIVELY. YOU CAN 
CATCH UP WITH HOW YOU “FEEL ABOUT 
IT” AT YOUR OWN LEISURE AND NOT AT 
THE EXPENSE OF OTHER PARTICIPANTS. 
IF .SQUASHING A VIPER, REQUIRES 
SQUASHING ONE OF’HIS SCORPIONS TO 
GET TO HIM-WILL I DO SO? YOU BET- 
INSTANTLY OR SLOWLY, WHICHEVER 
COMES MOST APPROPRIATELY-FIRST. 

“But is there enough money to do such 
a thing?” Who knows-there is abun- 
dance if ones who CLAIM such wealth put 
it into proper circulation. 

I am not going to run the letter from 
“Durham” regarding the “Gold Certifi- 
cate* . Why? Because it has been tam- 
pered with and secondly, it offers incred- 
ible wealth to a non-functioning bunch of 
idiots who will destroy you through their 
evilness. If ones who have such a ‘gold 
certificate” cannot see as much then the 
game is worthless as is being played at any 
rate. 

You blast our people for trying to serve 
and infer that somehow wrong things going 
on are a bit their fault-THEY PUBLISH A 
NEWSPAPER-NOW CALLED CONTACTfor 
the’LIBERATOR couldn’t make it with the 
assaults against it and new you advertise 
that paper to the very “President” enemy 
himself. Well, friends, he already reads it 
first on Tuesdays so we won’t help any 
further than that. This I say to our tapped- 
in friends on this line right now. 

As we bring things which seem contra- 
dictory to you-to the paper forum and you 
think we should soften the outlay a bit- 
think again as to ‘why” you think that. 
Are you afraid you will lose readers? Spon- 
sorship? What causes you to drag your 
feet? 

GOLD CERTIFICATES 

IF you have something to offer and do in 
fact feel we are worthy somehow to assist- 
fine. However, to insult the President is not 
among our thrusts of action. YOU put the 
man into office so why now assault him? IF 
you have wealth to share to turn this 
nation around-either use it wisely or pre- 
pare to lose everything in the games at 
hand. ALL THE MONEY IN THE WORLD 
CANNOT PURCHASE ONE SOUL! 

GO FOR PEROT- AGAIN 

When I tell you to ‘go for Perot” again, 
are vou all rroinrr to nut vour hand to d 

Does anyone remember in months past 
a little thing about some Russians showing 
up in London with gold certificates valued 
at such an amount as to break the world 
bank? The Swiss interest rate went up 
400% overnight and panic hit the streets! 
I believe that little certificate came around 
through the Ukraine! Now. if the ‘Soviets” 

I realize that all the corporate ‘seals” 
plastered on the papers makes it appear 
valid. Forget such antics for it looks like 
something out of a B-Grade James Bond 
(et Smud) series. ANYONE can get a 

v v * d -0 duplicate SEAL. Furthermore, half the 
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letters we receive from “Durham” are NOT! wherever you get it-with about 7 drops of goes on? Lots, and besides, WE have to get 
Now, if you get angry at this truth-then 35% FOOD GRADE hydrogen peroxide, READY TOO! When that big one goes on 
you are not valid at any rate! readers. [Seepages 66- 68 foradiscussion the San Andreas, and it looks like to me 

If, further, you have such a certificate of hydrogenperoxidepurificatio~] You are that it could well be around the second 
and “if” Clinton doesn’t ante-up in 60 
days-you will “sell it to the highest bid- 

UNDER ATTACK by your own government week in June if something isn’t relieved 
and they PLAN TO KILL THE WHOLE LOT 

der”? Sounds really sincere in intent to 
before then, you can expect that one to be 

OF YOU ONE WAY OR ANOTHER. 
save your nation doesn’t it? Just whose 

upwards of 10 pointsany way you count it. 

side are YOU on? Further, you were given 
I ask that herein, no matter how many You are shaking constantly to the point 

pages in this paper, RERUN the Ground that I don’t see how you can tell the differ- 
a SAFE place through which to route your Water material [see sturtingonFront Page]. ence in a reported “quake” and the con- 
correspondence-WHY DID YOU NOT USE We will hold off on all other things such as stant jello-effect except that you still 
IT? Didn’t get it? Well, perhaps then you money, Certificates, etc. YOU MUST “SEEM” to be alive and somewhat func- 
can now see the problem facing our own HAVE THIS INFORMATION! 
crew! WE offered you help if we could be of 

tioning in normal patterns. Will it happen? 
What can you do for protection? Well, it Yep-one of these days IT IS GOING TO 

assistance-we are not out to save any- is hard for me to recommend anything HAPPEN AND PLEASE REALIZE--YOU 
thing-if you want your selves saved- because the law hits us at every turn of the HAVE BEEN WARNED AGAIN AND AGAIN 
YOU WILL DO IT! YOU INSIST ON PROOF roadway. But, the only thing I see to save AND STILL NOT A TENTH OF YOU ARE IN 
AS TO WHO “I” AM? I WOULD LIKE TO your lives is to get your self immune- THE LEAST PREPARED! 
SEE EVEN THE MOST TINY FLICKER OF system ready. This means that you are Contaminated water supplies in the 
PROOF AS TO WHO YOU ARE! I don’t like going to have to get on Gaiandriana [see midst of Earth upheaval is going to be 
hostage gold certificates, vanishing corpo- next-to-last pages for ordeting infomatiod about the end of it. Even Los Angeles is 
rate stock certificates OR games played by and, frankly, Crystal Life. I effort to work now planning to come around to water 
cute smoke-screens. IFYOU WANT HELP, with the Crystal Life people and they don’t purification USING HYDROGEN PEROX- 
NEED HELP OR WISH TO DO SOMETHING even get my mail-we just get threatened 
WORTH WHILE-FINE-UNTIL THEN WE with more lawsuits. 

IDE AND OZONE! Will it get changed over 
in time to save the water holding tanks, 

NEED THE SPACE IN THE PAPER TO TRY WE ARE NOT PLAYING AT GAMES OF etc? I doubt it-so why don’t you just get 
TO SAVE A LIFE OR TWO-LIKE MAYBE HOP-SCOTCH-WE ARE EFFORTING TO your own little bottle and save your life? 
WEAVER’S, AND A GLOBE FULL OF BE- TELL YOU HOW TO SAVE YOUR VERY Hatonn is irritated and frustrated to- 
INGS WHO DONT KNOW WHAT HAS HIT LIVES!! AND WE GET LAWSUITS-SOME- day? YES. 
THEM. TIMES I, TOO, WONDER WHY GOD BOTH- 

NEW FLU 
ERS. 

By the way, the above information about 
BO GRIT2 

this ‘strange” illness sweeping villages in I am told that Mr. Gritz is really XXXXXX- 
LISTEN to that which they TELL YOU. New Mexico came from a frantic friend in off over our little writings in the CONTACT. 

The Centers for Disease Control is telling New Mexico and it (the story) had broken in Oh? And you think it alright to label the 
you bunches if you but listen. They are the Associated Press night before last. Hosts of God-Satanic? I would guess 
ADVERTISING for you to get your “flu Stop the “fooling around”-get those Colonel Gritz is not the only one a bit 
shotspI Why? Because “there is going to vipers off our backs so we can get on with irritated! Is it possible that it isn’t alright 
be a massive outbreak of untreatable flu.” our work or we shall not be ready for for the Goose toget the same as the Gander 
It will have no treatment and it is a “mu- anything except the coffins. I am not gave forth? God wouldn’t work that way? 
tant form of Beijing flu.” Is everybody with supposed to frighten you? Good grief-I’m How do YOU know how God would work? 
me so far? How do “they” know this? scared into shuddering over you-what Who told you so? If YOU don’t think 
When is this all supposed to take place- does it take to get your attention? yourself worthy of meeting God and serv- 
this week? Nope-next winter! And, Our people here are shackled into help- ing in this time of wondrous revelation- 
furthermore, you must get ready to get 1essnessuntiltheInstitute”thing”issettled then why don’t YOU get out of the way of 
your shots NEXT SEPTEMBER! IF YOU for the projects are sitting on “hold”-that those who do and stop PROVING your 
DON’T START THINKING, READERS, YOU means we can’t perfect the Gaiandriana unworthiness. 
ARE DEAD DUCKS. process and, further, will likely be closing THINK! Think in all generalization and 

the very operation within the week (and possibilities. ONE cannot do all of this for 
TODAY’S SUPER “FLU” this is Friday;. We shall effort to continue all of you. I do NOT ‘just” answer through 

in some sort of “business” in the interim one Dharma and yet most of the rest are 
Worse than the above-TODAY is upon but we are pressed under the load of legal waiting for that to happen-some just to 

you and the testing has started!!!!! In New attacks. However, DO NOT UNDERSELL denounce. Many ones just want to pick 
Mexico, in a village, people were suddenly GOD’S ABILITY TO CREATE ALTERNA- and snicker and insult while not expecting 
hit with massive illness-all at once. Of ten TIVES WHEN NECESSARY WITH AND to hear from anyone on anything anytime 
who had early symptoms of ‘flu* six were THROUGH WILLING HANDS. WE HAD TO no-how! 
dead in 48 hours. What else can this tell CLOSE THE LIBERAmR AND WE ONLY Neither, though, may you go forth in 
you? Well, a set of parents of a baby both HAVE BETTER. HOWEVER, WITHOUT separation from me and dive off into shal- 
perished while the child had symptoms but ANY FLOW OF RESOURCES IT IS BLEAK low water and break your necks when it 
recovered. Ah-that means this infection INDEED FOR THE NEAR TIME. affects so many beings if YOU make wrong 
had to come from the WATER SUPPLY or actions. However, hold the intent of ‘high- 
airborne substance. The PLAN is to con- EARTHOUAKE IN BAKERSFIELD est cause” always in your focus and the 
taminate the WATER SUPPLIES. “THEY” rest will only be tools toward ac- 
have crossed a form of E-Coli with virus What about it? Yes it was a nice hefty complishment of that ONE GOAL. IMPOR- 
DNA and you have amutation which KILLS shaker AND it was accompanied by the TANT items must be considered always- 
in a very few hours-and can be called an now typical”explosion”. Aftershocks? Not “Important’ being that which affects the 
“act of God” and a bad “flu epidemic”. yet? Come on now1 There are no notable most numbers ofpeople, placesand things. 

I suggest you treat your own water from after-shocks from a 5 point quake? What This does not even mean ‘good” as in 
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“importance toward good”-it means that 
which affects the most and largest body of 
God creation. Hitler, for instance, was a 
most important man-that does not mean 
by any stretch of the imaginings that he 
was necessarily “good”. Stop thinking in 
terms of simply your own “little” focus and 
expression and your “druthers”! Neither 
can you simply put up your hands and say 
‘God will take care of it!” Why? Because 
in the domain of physical expression- 
YOU are going to have to attend things 
physical. God shows you HOW! FUR- 
THER, HE WILL ONLY DO IT THROUGH 
MIND THOUGHT! 

HOW CAN YOU TELL FALSE 
SPEAKERS? 

Easy-the Truth fails to be brought 
forth. Truth is the same and there is 
ultimately only ONE Truth in any given 
circumstance ‘toward wholly the Holy 
Light”. So, how can you tell that in the 
instance of George Green and other blasts 
against your own expression-who is 
telling Truth? For one thing-twelve 
truths never make a ‘one” right. It 
usually makes for 13 lies! George changes 
HIS story every fifteen minutes and doz- 
ens of ‘different” stories come back from 
every direction on your map. So-at 
least all but ONE, and in this case ALL, 
are not Truth. 

So, as Wes Miller says-are there other 
speakers for Hatonn? Yes indeed-but 
NONE of the ones recommended by Green 

are valid! How can you tell? READ AND 
LISTEN! THEPROJECTIONSAS OFFERED 
IN SUBJECT MATERIAL ARE FOOLISH 
AND ILLOGICAL-GOD IS LOGIC IN ITS 
PUREST FORM-ALWAYS IN “REASON”. 
IF YOU “ASCEND” THERE HAS TO BE 
“REASON” FOR SAME AND CAPABILITY 
FOR SAME FOR THERE IS UNIVERSAL 
PHYSICS TO CONSIDER HERE IN YOUR 
RECKONING. PHYSICAL MATTER CAN- 
NOT EXIST AS PHYSICAL MANIFESTED 
MATTER IN AN ETHERIC SETTING-SO 
TO TAKE THAT PHYSICAL BODY “WITH 
YOU” SOMEWHERE INTO AN ETHERIC 
HIGHER WORLD-YOU HAVE TO BE 
ABLE TO TRANSFORM MATTER INTO 
ENERGY, ETC. INDEED MIGRATIONS 
WILL HAPPEN BUT NOT THE WAY 
“THEY” TELL YOU AND THEREBY YOU 
CAN KNOW TRUTH! 

Now, you who disagree with this- 
WHY? Somebody told you differently? 
Why isTHAT ONE more trustworthy than 
am I who told you in total logic, reason 
and years of outlay of Truth? So, why are 
you uncomfortable with Truth? Because 
you do not wish to handle the RESPON- 
SIBILITY of actions in the Truth of know- 
ing. Does it matter? NOT UNLESS YOU 
ARE ACTUALLY EFFORTING TO GET 
OFF THAT DANGEROUS PLACE AND 
INTO GOD’S SECURITY AND EXPRES- 
SION OF ONGOING POSITIVE EXPERI- 
ENCE. IT CERTAINLY MATTERS NOT 
IN THE LEAST TO ME! YOU will get 
your lessons one way or another PRIOR 
to making that wondrous transition. 

Praise To APFN 
Weaver - Harris 

Trial Update 
5128193 Wl CERES ‘ATONN CAN DO IT ALONE! WE CAN HARDLY 

KEEP THE PAPER ALIVE AND PUB- 
THE WEAVER CASE LISHED-BUT-TOGETHER WE CAN DO 

AMAZING THINGS WITH INFORMATION 
The following again comesvia the Ameri- PASSAGE, THE TRUTH SHALL PERHAPS 

can Patriot Fax NeZwork (APFN) and KEEP SERVEYOU WELL ENOUGHTO HARVEST 
AMERICA FREE. ANOTHER YEAR. 

Readers-we must help if ones are to 
survive. 

GOD BLESSES YOU, SON (Kenneth L. 
The group here will gather up Vardon, founder of APFN), FOR YOUR 

enoughtoatleastpaythephonebillforour UNSTINTING SERVICE UNTO YOUR 
friends there at APFN. That is almost BRETHREN. You can reach him at 3790 
$2,000-but ‘I” as Chairman and Advisor Hazlewood # 11, Las Vegas, NV 89 119. His 
to the Board of the Institute-do ask that rent is around $500 and, brothers, it is 
these funds be made available. NO ONE hard to serve brothers, nation and God. 
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Others are serving at personal cost be- 
yond the counting, the ones ACTUALLY in 
prison. I do not ask for welfare here, 
readers-just be sure your priorities are in 
order for, as the adversary attacks and 
attacks relentlessly-it is hard indeed to 
keep the news going forth. It is even harder 
when ones flaunt trillions of dollars in your 
face while you are simply desperate for an 
hour’s rest. So many of you have given 
against all odds, all you have and it does 
not go unnoticed and THIS is the “unity” of 
which I speak-not groups and cults- 
UNITY OF MANKIND! 

So now, to Day 26 of (quoting, APFN): 

RANDY WEAVER/KEVIN 
HARRIS TRIAL 

BOISE, IDAHO.. . TODAY, BEFORETHE 
JURY WAS BROUGHT IN, THE PROSECU- 
TOR ASKED THE JUDGE FOR AN ORDER 
PERMITTING THE SHIRT THAT SAMMY 
WAS WEARING WHEN HE WAS SHOT IN 
THE BACK TO BE SENT TO AN EXPERT 
FOR TESTING. THE JUDGE AGREED. 
THE PROSECUTOR SAIDTHATTHEY HAD 
MYSTERIOUSLY FOUND 150 PHOTO- 
GRAPHS OF THE GATHERING OF EVI- 
DENCE WHICH WAS DONE WITHIN A 
WEEK OF AUGUST 21, 1992. HE WILL 
TURN THEM OVER TO THE DEFENSE. 

THE JURY AND MARSHAL RODERICK 
WERE BROUGHT IN AND SPENCE ASKED 
RODERICKIFIT WAS JUST COINCIDENCE 
THAT WHEN HE MADE A CLEAR PLASTIC 
OVERLAY OF THE MARSHAL COOPER 
DIAGRAM THAT IT WAS A PERFECT COPY 
OF HIS DIAGRAM WHEN THEY HAD BOTH 
TESTIFIED THAT THEY MADE THEIR DIA- 
GRAMS INDEPENDENTLY OF EACH 
OTHER. HE LAID THE OVERLAY OF 
COOPER’S OVER RODERICK’S AND THEY 
WERE A PERFECT MATCH IN EVERY WAY 
EXCEPT TWO ARROWS WERE SHORTER 
BUT SHOWED THE SAME DIRECTION. 
RODERICK DIDN’I’ HAVE A GOOD AN- 
SWER. 

HE TESTIFIED DIFFERENTLY ABOUT 
WHAT RANDY WAS SAYING AT THE 
SHOOT-OUT THAN WHAT HE HAD SAID 
AT THE PRELIMINARY. HEARING LAST 
SEPTEMBER. HEALSOTESTIFIEDABOUT 
SEEING EMPTY RIFLE CASINGS AT THE 
SHOOT-OUT SITE AT A WALK-THROUGH 
THREE DAYSAFI’ERTHE SHOOTING. HIS 
TESTIMONY NOW DOESNT AGREE WITH 
WHAT HE TOLD THE FBI AGENT IN 
CHARGEATTHATTIMEABOUTTHEPLAN 
TO KILLTHE DOG. HETOLD THE GRAND 
JURY, “THE DOG RAN TOWARD ME AND 
I SHOT HIM.” YESTERDAY HE TESTIFIED 
THAT STRIKER’S (DOG) BACK WAS TO- 
WARD HIM WHEN HE SHOT THE DOG 
AND THE AUTOPSY BEARS THAT OUT. 
SPENCE ACCUSED HIM OF SHOOTING 
THE DOG AS IT AND RANDY WERE RUN- 
NING AWAY FROM HIM SO THAT RANDY 
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MIGHT REACT AND SHOOT AT HIM AND WAS NEVER MEASURED FOR WIDTH. SHOWING THE ‘TRACK” MARKS OVER 
THEN HE WOULD HAVE AN EXCUSE FOR WHEN QUESTIONED ABOUT SOME OB- HIM. THIS WAS NOT ‘TIRE” MARKS, BUT 
SHOOTING RANDY. HE DENIED THAT. JECTS, HE STATEDTHATTHEY APPEARED TRACK MARKS FROM A TRACKED VE- 

RODERICKSTILLMAINTAINSTHATHE TOBENEARTHEMIDDLEOFTHEROAD. HICLE OF SOME TYPE. BENKUS 
DIDN’T KNOW SAMMY HAD BEEN SHOT, THAT WAS AS CLOSE AS THEY COULD THOUGHT IS WAS AN ARMORED PER- 
UNTIL SEVERAL DAYS LATER, EVEN COMET0 THE ORIGINAL LOCATION AF- SONNEL CARRIER THAT MADE THE 
THOUGH SAMMY WAS LAYING IN THE TER THEY WERE MOVED. TRACKS. THE VIDEOS WERE MADE 3 
ROAD RIGHTIN FRONT OF HIM IN BROAD ‘GERRY SPENCE TOOK 2 EXTENSION DAYS AND 7 DAYS AFTER THE SHOOT- 
DAYLIGHT. HE STILL MAINTAINS THAT CORDS BEING USED IN THE COURT- ING. 
HE DIDN’T SEE RANDY,VICKI, AND KEVIN ROOM AND SHOWED THE JURY HOW AN AFTER THE AFTERNOON RECESS 
COME DOWN RIGHT IN FRONT OF HIM OBJECT COULD BE RELOCATED BY SPENCE CAME BACK IN AND SAID HE 
AND PICKUPSAMMY’SBODY AND CARRY MEASURING FROM 2 POINTS INSTEAD HAD JUST FOUND OUT THAT NOT ONLY 
IT UP THE HILL IN BROAD DAYLIGHT. OF ONE. WITNESS AGREED WITH HIM. HAD THE MAGIC BULLET BEEN MOVED 

SPENCE ASKED HIM 13 QUESTIONS THE WITNESS DID NOT HAVE ANY IDEA AROUND BEFORE BEING PHOTO- 
THATCAPTAINNEALSUPPOSEDLYASKED WHAT MIGHT HAVE BEEN DONE OR GRAPHED, BUT ALLTHE PHYSICAL EVI- 
HIM THE NIGHT OFTHE SHOOT-OUT. HE COULD HAVE BEEN DONE WITH OR TO DENCE AT THE SITE OF THE SHOOTING 
COULDN’T RECALL BEING ASKED 12 OF THE EVIDENCE BETWEEN AUGUST 21, HAD BEEN GATHERED UP AS THERE 
THEM. THE DAY OF THE SHOOTING AND AU- WASNOTAPHOTOGRAPHERAVAILABLE 

SPENCE ASKED, “YOU HAD A DEAD GUST 24, WHEN THEY STARTED THEIR AT THE TIME OF THE SEARCH, AND 
BOY AND A DEAD OFFICER AND YOU OFFICIAL INVESTIGATION. BROUGHT BACK AND PLACED AS IF TO 
HAD BEEN TOLD NOT TO HAVE A CON- AFTER LUNCH, WITHOUT THE JURY, APPEAR THAT THEY WERE IN THEIR 
FRONTATIONANDYOUANDCOOPERHAD SPENCE SAID THAT HE HAD JUST BEEN ORIGINAL LOCATION AND PHOTO- 
12 HOURSTO DEVELOP AN EXCUSE FOR HANDED A PACKAGE OF PHOTOGRAPHS GRAPHED AFTER A PHOTOGRAPHER 
KILLING A LITTLE BOY, ISN’T THAT SO?” OFTHE SHOOTING SITE AND A HANDFUL BECAME AVAILABLE. 
QUICKLY OBJECTED TO AND NOT AN- OF NOTES THAT WERE TAKEN LAST OC- GERRY SPENCE SAID HE DOESN’T 
SWERED. TOBERANDWITHHELD UNTILNOW. ONE LIKE WHAT IS GOING ON. HE WAS FIRST 

SPENCE ASKED, “CAN YOU TELL ME OF THE PICTURES WAS OF THE ‘MAGIC TOLD ABOUT CAPTAIN NEAL OF THE 
ONE GOOD REASON TO SHOOT A 13 BULLET” AND HEHAD FOUND OUTTHAT IDAHO STATE POLICE LAST FRIDAY. 
YEAR OLD BOY INTHE BACK? QUICKLY IT HAD BEEN COLLECTED AND THEN FIRSTTOLD ABOUT MARSHAL COOPER’S 
OBJECTED TO AND NOT ANSWERED. BROUGHT BACK AND PLACED WHERE LONG LOST NOTES LAST FRIDAY. THE 

THE NEXT WITNESS WAS MARKTHUN- THEY WAHTED TO PHOTOGRAPH IT. NOTES CONTRADICT COOPER’S TESTI- 
DERCLOUD, SPECIAL AGENT FBI WHO SPENCE CONTINUES TO DEMAND MONY AND HE WANTS HIM RETURNED 
WORKED FOR THE FBI 15 YEARS. HE THAT HOWEN TAKE THE STAND (HE HAS FOR QUESTIONING. 
MADE A SKETCH OF THE AREA OF THE BEEN MAKING THIS REQUEST SINCE THE PROSECUTOR WAS AT THE SITE 
SHOOT-OUT. IT WAS NOT TO SCALE, LASTYEAR). THE JUDGE CONTINUESTO ATTHETIME OFTHE EVIDENCEGATHER- 
AND NOT PRECISELY DRAWN. AT THE DENY THE MOTION. ING AND SHOULD BE MADE A WITNESS. 
BEST THE SKETCH WAS VERY CRUDE. SPENCE STATES THAT IN 40 YEARS IN THIS ISTAMPERING WITH DUE PROCESS. 

HE WAS SENT TO RUBY MOUNTAIN THE COURTROOM, HE HAS NEVER SEEN THE FBI IS A PRINCIPAL PARTY AND THEY 
AREATHE NEXT DAY AFTERTHE SHOOT- THINGS DONE LIKE THEY ARE BEING HAVE WITHHELD EVIDENCE. THE JURY 
ING, BUT WAS NOT TAKEN TO THE AC- DONEHERE. THEY ARENOTSUREWHEN IS ENTITLED TO KNOW EVERYTHING. 

. TUAL SITE UNTIL 3 DAYS AFTER THE THE PICTURE OF THE MAGIC BULLET SPENCE WANTS TO TELL THE JURY OR 
SHOOTING TO START LOCATING AND WAS TAKEN OR WHO TOOK IT. THE THEJUDGETOTELLTHE JURY,ANDPUT 
GATHERING EVIDENCE. RONALD JUDGE SAIDATTHE END OFTHEDAY HE THE PROSECUTOR ON THE WITNESS 
HOWEN, THE CHIEF PROSECUTOR IN WOULD DECIDE WHATWASTO BE DONE. STAND. 
THIS CASE, WAS ATTHE SHOOTING SITE THE JURY AND WITNESS WERE AGAIN THE JUDGE DOESNT THINK ANY OF 
THE NEXT DAY AFTER THE SHOOTING, BROUGHT IN. SPENCE PRODUCED AN- SPENCES SUGGESTIONS SHOULD BE 
AND MADE HIS OWN INVESTIGATION. OTHER DIAGRAM MADE AFTER THE FBI CARRIED OUT. THE PROSECUTOR WILL 
THE JUDGE HAS CONTINUALLY RE- HADGONETOTHEMOUNTAINLASTAPRIL NOT BE A WITNESS. MOTION DENIED. 
FUSED TO ALLOW SPENCE TO CALL AND SURVEYED THE AREA. THE ONLY JURY AND WITNESS BROUGHT BACK IN. 
HOWEN AS A WITNESS TO TELL WHAT REFERENCE THAT THEY HAD TO SUR- SPENCE SAYS THAT THEY CAN SAVE 
MIGHT HAVE BEEN DONE TO THE AREA VEY FROM WAS THE CRUDE DIAGRAM. AT LEAST 2 DAYS IF THE DEFENSE AND 
PRIORTO THE OFFICIAL~INVESTIGATION THEY MADE A NEW DIAGRAM THAT WAS PROSECUTION GET TOGETHER AND 
AND EVIDENCE LOCATING AND GATH- DIFFERENT FROM THE ORIGINAL ONE STIPULATETO MUCH OFTHE MATERIAL, 
ERING. MADE BY THUNDERCLOUD. THE JUDGE GOES FOR THAT. COURT IS 

THEY BORROWED A 300 FOOT TAPE THE NEXT WITNESS WAS JOSEPH RECESSED AT 4:lO SO THAT THE DE- 
MEASURE FROM THE IDAHO STATE PO- BENKUS, FBI SPECIAL AGENT, 3 1 YEARS FENSE AND PROSECUTION CAN GET TO 
LICE. HE WAS DIRECTED TO USE A WITHTHE FBI. THIS WITNESS HAS BEEN WORK. 
STUMP FOR A REFERENCE POINT AND SITTING IN THE COURTROOM FOR THE 
MEASURE ARTICLES OF EVIDENCE FROM ENTIRE TRIAL, AND IS NOW CALLED AS A DAY 27-RANDY WEAVER/KEVIN 
THAT ONE POINT WITHOUT ANY TRI- WITNESS. HE WAS NOT ON THE PO- HARRIS TRIAL 
ANGULATION FROM A SECOND POINT. TENTIAL WITNESS LIST. THE JUDGE 
HE ADMITTED THAT ONCE ANYTHING ALLOWED IT. HE WAS IN CHARGE OF (BOISE, IDAHO). . . TODAY, CHIEF 
WAS MOVED THERE WOULD BE NO WAY THE ENTIRE SEARCH AND GATHERING PROSECUTOR HOWEN SAID HE KNEW 
FOR ANYONE TO EVER AGAIN COME UP OF EVIDENCE AT THE SHOOTING SITE. ABOUT SOME OFTHE RECONSTRUCTED 
WITH A CORRECT LOCATION EXCEPT AT THE FBI AND BOUNDARY COUNTY EVIDENCE A LONG TIME AGO BUT 
SOME POINTOFTHEARC, WHICH COULD SHERIFF’S OFFICE EACH MADE A VIDEO WOULD NOT INTRODUCE THAT EVI- 
BE OFF BY QUITE A BIT. THE DRAWING OF THE AREA. THEY DIRECTED THE DENCE. PROSECUTION AND DEFENSE 
WAS MADE FREE HAND AND THE ROAD CAMERA TO “STRIKER” ABOUT 6 TIMES AGREED ON STIPULATING MUCH OFTHE 
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SMALL EVIDENCE LAST EVENING. MOST 9MM, WHICH MIGHT ACCOUNT FOR THE initial “Rules of Engagement” which was: 
EVERYTHING BUT THE “MAGIC BULLET”. UNIDENTIFIABLE CASINGS FOUND. SUP- Any adult seen outside the Weaver house 

THE JURY AND WITNESS (JOSEPH POSEDLYNONEOFTHEHANDGUNSWERE with a weapon would be subject to deadly 
VENKUS-YESTERDAY HEWASREPORTED EVER FIRED. force. 
AS BENKUS) WERE BROUGHT IN. MUCH WHEN HE INTERVIEWED MARSHAL FBI team leader Dick Rogers allegedly 
OF THE SMALL ARTICLES OF EVIDENCE COOPERTHE DAY AFTERTHE SHOOTING, stated, according to one of the documents 
WEREDISCUSSEDANDADMI’ITED (SHELL COOPER SAID DEGAN NEVER FIRED ANY referred to, ‘I therefore propose that the 
CASINGS, BULLETS, BULLEI’FRAGMENTS, SHOTS, BUT HIS GUN HAD BEEN FIRED 7 Rules of Engagement, any adult with a 
EIC.). VENKUS SAID WHEN HE RECEIVED TIMES AND THE 7 CASINGS WE= LAY- weapon outside the house would be and 
MARSHAL DEGANS GUN, HE SIGNED FOR ING BY HIS BODY. should be shot.” 
20 ROUNDS WITH IT, BUT SEVERAL TOMORROW HEIST0 RETURNWITHAN He stated that he had never discussed 
MONTHS LATER WHEN HE COUNTED AERIAL PHOTO THAT HE SPOKE ABOUT with anyone the,Weaver’s right to self de- 
THEM, THERE WERE ONLY 19 ROUNDS. AND THE AUDIO TAPE OF HIS INTERVIEW fense after their son and dog had both been 
WHEN HE RECEIVED THE GUN BELONG- WITH COOPER. shot iu the back. 
ING TO MARSHAL THOMAS, HE NEVER GERRY SPENCE HAD AN ENLARGED He called Henry Hudson, (director of the 
RECEIVED A MAGAZINE OR AMMO. HE PICTURE OF’STRIKER” PASSED AROUND Marshal Service) and received approval for 
DOESNT HAVE ANY IDEA WHAT BECAME FROM ONE JURORTO THE RESTOFTHEM, the Rules of Engagement. 
OF THEM. IT WAS ALLEGEDLY LOADED SOTHATTHEY COULD GEl- A GOOD LOOK He and three FBI people took off in a 
WITH 27 ROUNDS BEFORE THE MISSION AT THE TRACK MARKS. chopper, circled, but did not go near the 
THAT ENDED IN THE SHOOTING. WHEN 
ALL THE GUNS WERE SENT TO THE FBI 
TESTING LAB, THE THOMAS GUN CAME 
BACK WITH THE RODERICK MAGAZINE, 
AND THE RODERICK GUN CAME BACK 
WITHOUT A MAGAZINE. THESE WERE 
M16A2, .223 CALIBRE FULL OR SEMI AU- 
TOMATIC RIFLES (THEY CALL THEM MA- 
CHINE GUNS). 

WHENTHE GUNSWERETURNED OVER 
TO HIM THE NEXT DAY AFTERTHE SHOOT- 
ING,ONEOFTHEM16A2sWASMISSING. IT 
SEEMS THAT THEY HAD FORGOTTEN IT 
AND LEFT IT AT THE RAU HOUSE UP ON 
THE MOUNTAIN. 

WHEN HE RECEIVED THE 9MM COLT 
COMMANDO SILENCED SUB MACHINE 
GUN, HE SAID HE WAS GIVEN 19 SHELLS 
WlTH IT. THE BAG OF AMMO NOW CON- 
TAINED 20 SHELLS. AGAIN NO EXPLANA- 
TION. 

HE WENT BACK UP TO THE SHOOTING 
SITE AGAIN IN APRIL, 1993, SOME 8 
MONTHS LATER, AND THE STAKES THAT 
HE HAD DRIVEN IN THE PRIOR AUGUST 
WERE MISSING, BUTHE SAID HEVMDLY 
RECALLED THE AREA”. 

THERE WERE SUPPOSEDLY 2 THREE- 
ROUND BURSTS FIRED FROM THE COLT 
SUB MACHINE GUN. THEY COULD ONLY 
FIND 5 9MM CASINGS AND ONLY 3 COULD 
BEBALLISTICALLY MATCHEDTOTHECOLT. 
TWO ROUNDS C0ULDN.T BE IDENTIFIED. 

FROM THETIME OFTHE SHOOTING ON 
AUGUSI 2 1, UNTIL HE STARTED THE EVI- 
DENCE SEARCH ON AUGUST 24, HE HAD 
NO IDEA OF HOW MANY PEOPLE OR VE- 
HICLES HAD BEEN RUNNINGAROUNDTHE 
SHOOTING SITE, OR IF ANY OR ALL THE 
EVIDENCE HAD BEEN MOVED OR TAM- 
PERED WYIH, AS THE SITE WAS NEVER 
SECURED. 

VERY INTERESTING...MORE TOMOR- Weaver house on August 23, 1992 to famil- 
ROW, JERRY iarize themselves with the area. 

It was alleged that since they could not tie 
S/9/93 W2 CERBS ‘ATONN Vi&i in with the shooting at the ‘Y”, they 

could not get awaxrant for her so the Rules of 
DAY 29-RANDY WEAVER/KEVIN Engagement were changed to: Any male 

HARRIS TRIAL adult outside the house with aweapon would 
be subject to deadly force. The orders were to 

[C: This uretleasen is not written in not shoot into the house. Vi&i was shot in 
capital letter format which I believe the house by FBI sniper Len Horluchi while 
(this) to be more suitable and less COP- she was holding her lo-month-old baby in 
fusing to readers so we shall utilize the her arms. 
same copy style. Please realize that as OnAugust22,1992 Smithestimated that 
we place a bulletin to disc we effort to he probably had about 70 marshals fmm the 
reproduce as nearly to the original as we Special Operations Group on Ruby Ridge, 
can offer. An “ALL CAPITAL” letter and he didn’t have any idea of how many 
presentation is one of the specific meth- other troops were there. 
ods of causing a reader to lose interest in He testified that their rules called for them 
the subject-s offered by attorneys and to have a *call out”, where they would order 
legislative writers. It is simply a good everyoneinthe houseto surrender(theywere 
thing to remember, especially when re- waiting for a couple of armored personnel 
viewing legal “foreign language” (which carriers so they could get close enough to call 
all legal docum ents intentionally ARE). out the people). After the *callout?, any adult 
The intent is to causeYOU to THINK you that didn’t surrender would be subject to 
can’t seme self or understand anything deadly force. Randy, Kevin, andVickiwere all 
presented in such a forum. Not so, but shot before the ‘call out”. Marshal Hunt 
it works 99% of the time!] reportedly told him that Kevin had killed 

Degan. He told the FBI that Vi&i was as 
(Boise, Idaho). . . Duke Smith (#2 man of radical as Randy was, from hearsay. 

the Marshal Service) was recalled as wit- When he first arrived at the command 
ness, today. Everything today concerned post below the shooting site about midnight, 
August 2 1 and 22,1992. The 2 days of the August 2 l/22, 1992 he testified that about 
shootings. 150 troops were already there before he 

He furnished the FBI with information arrived. He had not been told that the 
that had been provided to him. He had no marshals had already f at least 14 shots. 
first hand knowledge of anything, includ- His information did not include that the 
ing the mis-information that he had been marshals had fired at all. 
given about the shooting at the “Y”. He Even after being shown reports in the 
gave them the psychological profile that documents from his own agency, he was 
the Marshal Service had ordered done by pretty much afflicted with “selective recall’. 
someone who had never met any of the Court will be recessed until Tuesday... 
Weavers, but made the profiles from Jerry. 

HEBELIEVESTHATHELEARNEDABOUT 
THE MAGIC BULLET FROM FBI AGENT IN 
CHARGE, GREG RAMPTON, BUT DOESNT 
RECALL WHEN. 

NONE OF THE SIX SIDEARMS WERE 
EVER COLLECTED OR THE AMMO AC- 
COUNTED FOR, SOME OF THEM WERE 

information given him/ her by the Marshal 
Service. He/she knew so little about the 
neonle that the profiles were being made SUBSCRIPTIONS TO 
&,-that he/she-referred to Randy-as Mr. 
Randell. 

On the plane from Washington, D.C. 
with the FBI, they laid out their plan and 
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Dr. George Merkl 

Super Scientist 
S/29/93 tl CERES ‘ATONN 

RETRACTION AND LE’ITER 
TO GEORGE MERKL 

As we sit to pen this day I find my 
secretary totally at a loss as to what in the 
world”retraction” we are expected to make 
regarding one George Merkl and his prod- 
uct “Crystal Life”. We are told that it is 
expected and yet the assumption must 
always be that somehow our paper or 
someone in our group (OR ME) has made 
some derogatory allegations regarding this 
personage or the product in point. 

I believe that all of our old PHOENIX 
LlBERAToR readers, as well as all CON- 
TACTreaders, will attest to the fact that we 
have honored both this man and his 
product(s). So, since our team cannot find 
the problem, I shall state the problem and 
hopefully relieve the tension which has 
arisen. 

Just as with George Green in point-I 
used the word ‘greed” in partial explana- 
tion for lack of participation %vith” an- 
other who offers to even build a facility for 
the persons in point! I apologize if that 
word offend-but, English-speaking citi- 
zens, this language offers no meaningful 
alternatives to the word as “avariceA seems 
even more distasteful to me. 

George Merkl is NOT a greedy man- 
Merkl has efforted to GIVE his products 
and knowledge to the Elite government for 
the benefit of mankind since his realization 
of his great gifts. He discovered and per- 
fected a substance that could quadruple 
(or more) the production of oil (crude) from 
long dead ‘stripper” wells; He then offered 
a solution and substance to place in the 
exhaust systems of vehicles and smoke- 
stacks which would reduce effluent products 
to ‘0” (zero)Izven, in fact, offering a good 
“battery acid” by-product which would also 
be saleable and permit better storage of en- 
ergy. 

However, be this as it may-the man has 
been ripped-off, stolen from and generally 
denounced (or his talents buried) for as long 
as he has offered products. There are others 
of the same pattern-they are those who 
produce that which could bring balance 
aud wondrous harmony and better tech- 
nologkalachienmn ent to your world. He -- -- 

but is, in fact, one afthe few great Y.uven- 
tars” ofyour time-to be placed with the 
other buried works of ones such as Tesla, 
Russell, etc. 

I used the term “greedy” for several rea- 
sons as regards the man and product. I’m 
sorry. Lies are not my line of best effort so I 
repeat-there has been greed involved, if not 
by him directly, then it be by those in associa- 
tion for MOST OF THE COMMUNICATIONS 
OFFERED TO G.M. HAVE NOT REACHED 
HIMORHAVE,MOREIMPORTANTLY,BEEN 
TOTALLY IGNORED BY HIM-I BELIEVE 
THE FORMER OBSERVATION TO BE THE 
FACT. 

Crystal Life product is worth every cent 
and quadruple the price of anything charged; 
however, as we efforted to gain product to 
offer to our readers, the price continually 
increased-ifnot in product, then in ability to 
keep shipping to reasonable rates. Our littIe 
team-workers were spending MORE to get 
the product than was being charged to the 
recipients and, yet, I had to get product to 
THE PEOPLE! I have no interest in your 
pocketbook~1 have a mission to prepare a 
place for the great arrival of your Christed 
leader and make sure a remnant of souled 
beings are available for that great cycle 
change-AND to insure that souled humans 
be preserved in that remnant. 

I further observed that Mr. Merkl was 
being set up to be destroyed along with his 
product- the dangerous claim of “cure” 
keptbeingusedwiththeproductdistribution 
in point. Whether real or false, the end 
results are THE SAME-as the Elite bear 
down to prevent you-the-people from having 
anything to assist your well-being or free- 
dom. 

We are going to have to come to under- 
standing of purpose here. Gaiandriana and- 
or chondriana is NOT a new product-it is as 
old as life itself. This, in addition, is not even 
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human under attack. I FINALLY COULD 
WAIT NO LONGERTO MAKE INTEGRATION 
WITH THIS OUTSTANDING AND GIFTED 
CREATOR OF LIFE SUSTENANCE (MAINTE- 
NANCE). ITSEEMSTO ALWAYSREQUIREA 
TWO-BY-FOUR TO GET ATTENTION AND, 
FOR THIS, I DO SURELY APOLOGIZE. 

The remainder of this will be focused as 
“information” directly to one I honor by your 
term “Doctor” for it matters not what man 
has honored-WE honor with a label of dis- 
tinguished knowledge”Doctor”. 

Not only, sir, have we wished neither to 
lessen your recognition nor utilize your prod- 
ucts in any manner whatsoever different 
from you directly-we have long ago had 
drawn up a fully funded proposal for a mag- 
nificent facility from which you could not only 
perfect the Life Crystals but also bring into 
full flow, energy production of a type which 
will not be jeopardized in the open speaking. 
(You, however, know exactly of that which I 
speak.) Further, we are speaking of multi- 
millions of dollars-not ujustn the $30 mil- 
lion needed for a Crystal Life facility. 

We did, in provable fact, meet with one 
who was asked to bring this to your attention 
a year or so ago-in San Diego, California- 
to ask participation with US (me, Hatonn of 
Higher Command) in this venture now of 
criticaI importance if you are to survive as a 
species of souled beings in a non-destroyed 
environment. If this did not take place then 
it was inadvertent on the part of that person, 
for he reported that you were not interested 
for you were going to have facilities in Hawaii 
and Mexicoand‘WERENOTINTERESTED” 
in our offer. 

Since that time, the funding had to be 
refused until a later date-that date is again 
arrived although it will be a bit time-consum- 
ing to AGAIN make arrangements for its 
availability. THE OFFER REMAINS, but God 
does not force nor does HE coerce-the final 
participation is solely up to you, Sir. 

Ones continually denounce the possibil- 
ity that there could be an available ‘Com- 
mand” of God at hand. I find that statement 
most interesting since all ‘revelation” tells 
you that you are in the ending times if 
something doesn’t happen in Higher integra- 
tion. I marvel that, when approached, man 
will deny the very existence of that which he 
himself touts to be true. 

‘Chondriana” is a fine term for that which 
you have isolated and fired with life. _ _ 

in quarrel point. Mr. Merkl is considerate of ‘Ga.ian&iana” is the term used by our own 
copy-cat products which will damage the scientists as most suitable in definition to 
populace from lack of stable control of pure yourplanet. Eachmanisolatinganunlabeled 
product. or ‘new” item has every right and respond- 

There is a dual problem here, in play, for bility to give it a name for definition. This, 
it is a fact that the chondriana will not even however, is WHY we have not used the term 
come “alive” until confronted by *foreign” “chondriana” except as related TO YOUR 
substance such as bacteria or virus, etc. This PRODUCT. However, know that anydescrip- 
proves how totally safe and natural in perfec- ticm of the chondriana has been as accurately 
tion is the product entity itself. However, the given to our readers as we could make it from 
Crystal Life is not a fully perfected product your own projections and findings...TO IN- 
that meets the ever increasing NEEDS of the SURE THAT WE COULD UNDERSTAND 
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EACH OTHER THIS DAY. Water). It has been packaged by reputable Together we can build and, if other things 
We could have continued in effort after product manufacturersunder rules and regu- properly evolve, bringthis wondrous creation 

thwarted effort to make contact with you, sir, lations and within facilities recognized as of God Creator back into His Holy Perfection 
but time becomes of extreme importance, as above standard. The person who has served as the debris of evil contamination is peeled 
just this week a strain of a cross between a uswell hasbeen the brunt of so many attacks away like layers of an onion skin-but with 
“coli” and avirus has been tested with deadly that I shall herein protect both his identifica- perfection reinstituted from within the very 
results in several places. This is far more tion and location, He has given “healing? core helix of God’s wondrous Creation and 
deadly than any such thing as a I- HIV capabilitytohundredsofthousandsoftermi- according to HIS wondrous and perfect blue- 
virus and kills within hours. Once- intro- nal brethren and I shall notjeopardize him in prints. 
duced into water supplie+milIions upon any manner whatsoever. This is JUST THE Ah indeed, the experience of mankind is 
millions of hapless people will perish. This is SAME AS I OFFER UNTO YOU! unlimited IF we can restore functional perfec- 
under-way and we had to act rapidly with fill- You know and I know that the key to tion to hismechanism. Thiswill further allow 
in product since you, yourself, refused to evolution is buried (hidden) in the enzyme as his movement into higher expression and 
send any further product to this resource. I Mother Nature continually adjusts the op- frequency of unlimited participation. Man, 
WILL NOT LEAVE MY PEOPLE WITHOUT erations and functions of those enzymes to however, (be it you or any man) must have 
RESOURCE, DR. MER$L, FOR ANYONE environmental conditions. If this process is only the goal of perfection within Creator, as 
SAVE GOD HIMSELF. steered in the correct directron, health and intent, to be allowed perfection of such in- 

The most important one item, however, environmental problems could be behind credibly portentous manufacture. Man will 
has not been given to our own beloved con- you-permanently. Thiswould allowTIME to not, as he has now been TRAINED and 
txibutors-the ability to instill the LIGHT restructure,rebalanceandreclaimthatwhich PROGRAMMED by the sinister evil forces of 
resource into the product. We could manage is God’s balance and harmony of structural God’s adversary, WILL NOT BE GIVEN THE 
quite nicely without it until such time as you perfection. This could give you “time” to GIFT OF SUCH MAGNITUDE. There are 
choose to participate-IFTHAT BE NOTTOO clear out the garbage of evil unbalance hundreds and hundredsof thousands, how- 
LONGINCOMING. Chondriana(gaiandriana) brought upon you by a physical political ever, who are worthy recipients of such 
has every capability of producing its OWN system prevalent in your dimensional ex- ‘miracle” of life and together we can see to 
light, WHICH IS MANDATORY, for applica- pression. the making of it possible. In separation and 
tion within the cellular structures of the By presenting these wondrous building opposition we shall simply waste time and 
body, especially when enlivened by presence blocks within the human body to rebuild or opportunity. 
of, say, vi12.I alien entry. refurbish, if you will, you can have individual Our people already have a uproposal” 

I, sir, have no greater pleasure than re- production factories for the restoration of which could begin your intercourse on the 
t.ractingANYTHINGwhichmighthaveseemed individualhealth and, infact,youcan rejuve- facilities needed. Our people will ask no 
derogatory to your self. WE recognize your nate. This is imminent-not a long sought- ‘controlm over anything save ‘right actions 
presence and your burden of positive author- after metaphysical dream. This becomes a and some alternative return of investment 
ship. I would petition that you also recognize reality of ‘physics” within your own progres- (but even this is not as you at present per- 
our awesome task at this time of’transition” sive ascension processing. Your human ceive). If we can arrive at proper understand- 
and reclamation. You will not have trouble, bodies are capable of building your own ing, the funding shall not be the deciding 
as do others, of recognizing the truth of our pharmaceutical facilities and healing selves factor and the amount shall need to be larger 
meaningful presence. But, to be sureof%ith from ANY so-called disease or ailment. You than you at present realize. If we cannot get 
whom you are dealing MUST be always can, in fact, reproduce missing arms, teeth, our “act” together, then it all becomes moot 
uppermost in your mind and within yourvery legs, etc., if you but realize as much. You can at any rate. Remember, many corn-few are 
soul beinefor the false proclaimers are have defense against any invader and, as you chosen. Of those *chosen’, few indeed are 
swarming the globe to STOP exactly that perfect body structure, you can realize de- able to stay the path! Salu. 
which is our very mission. fense against ‘outside” forces who would I would await your response in eager 

1amNOTgoingtogiveyoumagical’show- move against you as a souled (energy) cm- expectation ofan open mind adequate to give 
and-tells” for God needs no magic shows. ation. foundation to further interchange. Sir, you 
YouwillgowithinyourverybeingandLISTEN These tiny t&tories can be domestically actually have waited for my contact for aveiy 
and you shall be given to KNOW and hear. programmed to give unto mankind his very long timeplease do not shut a door before 

Every project we shall build wilI be both source of life, food energy. In conjunction you investigate the possibilities of that which 
sound and protected by exceptional business with proper nutrition-such as a bit of algae may be within the room. Good day. 
practices-beyond reproach by either your (chlorella, blue-green, spirulina), non-hybrid I am most sincerely yours in friend- 
Elite enemies or our own C@nmand of integ- grain (triticum spelta, also having vitamin B- ship, 
rity. We wish to take nothing FROM any but 17), red lentils-you can live FOREVER in /s/Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn (‘Aton’), 
to offer facility for the flourishing, in the most that human mechanism-with good water. IGFF, PSC and other things which would 
productive manner possible, your own gifted This doesnot mean that other things can’t be mean nothing to you at this time. All you 
fulfillment. This is, I realize, a totally ‘alien” utilized and/or ENJOYED-but this would need to hold forth in uppermost mind- 
concept-but nonetheless true. No one here be all you would actually NEED. I realize that is the UNLIMITED expressions of LIGHT. 
wants todoother than participateunderyour you ones refer to these little engines as P.S. We have one of the most brilliant 
direction for no one here understands a ‘enzymes” but that term connotes some- scientists in the field of evolutionary 
confounded thing about either you or the thing you get in health food stores” as “light energy” ready, willing and able to 
product in point-but they ARE efforting to supplements. However, just as with other work with you. He is tootling around in 
serve in the capacity of their own ‘jobs” of misused words, we are stuck with imperfect this ‘paper” WAITING to combine tal- 
making contact with OUR teammates. definitions. ents with you, Sir. I believe you will find 

The product as you have been shown and So, the question might be raised by you his credentials most impressive and 
called ‘contaminated swamp waters is, of and those around you: ‘Why doweneed yar, sprinkled with important relationships 
course, NOT. However, it is not somehow Old Big Boy?” Well, you are sent to do this as well as Doctorate degrees. 
thrown together in the bathtub somewhere job-WITH ME, not in spite of me. Perfection So-any time you are ready, Sir! How- 
and poured into canning jars and sent forth willnot comewithoutmeforthat simplyisthe ever, please know that patience is ‘MY” 
as some willand Water” (no offense to WillanI way it IS. virtue and not Dr. Young’s! 
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Tutorial On Volcanos 
And Related Geophysics 

(Editor’s note: We are reprinting this magma movement below the surface. most closely your Earth Changes in a “geo- 
very readable outlay on the subject of “The Long Valley CaZdera is approxi- physical” attitude and, hopefully, allow you 
volcanos and related volcanic activities mutely 20 miles in diameter, and the area ones to have knowledge regarding these 
by Commander Ceres Anthonious of magma uplift within the caldera is ap- changes and ‘possibilities” involved. I can 
“Toniose” Soltec, geophysicist proximate2y 7 l/2 miles in diameter. The also tell you what to look for relative to agiven 
extraordinaire, at Commander Gyeorgos magma chamber lies at a depth of up- action as follow-on. Please do not ask me to 
Ceres Hatonn’s request, because of the proximately 5 miles, but it is rising con- define explicitly in “Earth-timeframe”. We 
recent series of earthquakes near the tinualfy. The new round of earthquakes calculate possibilities and probabilities by 
Bishop, California area - midway along recently is cause for concern in this place, “sequence of events”. I shall also make it as 
the length of the State of California on the as the urea is riddled with manyfaults as simple for general understanding as I can 
Nevada border at a popular vacation area. well. As yourpart of the world moves into find words to fit descriptions. 

From a volcanic point of view, this its avacation” time of year, the concernfor The relatively small quake in point was 
location is also known as the Long Valley this area should be tinging loudly, as this experienced in California to the coastal 
Caldera and there have been over 200 is a very popular vacation site, and many area near and around San Francisco as 
aftershocks from the initial media-recog- could be caught there unaware of the wellasthroughoutportionsofNevada(most 
nized 6.0, 5.2 and 4.5 Richter scale a&iv- potential hazard that exists. 1o important indeed). To allow understanding 
ity of a few weeks ago. The writing below originally appeared to the “lay” public, I must first speak of 

“Professor” Soltec is requesting that on pages I 7-26 in JOURNAL ##2 1 called vulcanism in general. Therefore, I ask ones 
this tutorial be read and digested BE- CREATION, THE SACRED UNIVERSE as who know all this information to please be 
FORE tackling his current wn’ting for this there had been, according to the media, patient, for we find that 99.9% of the 
week, which sits on pages 59-61. an “insignificant n rash of small earth- human masses do not have the foggiest 

To quote from Soltec’s writing on this quakes in this same Long Valley Caldera idea of that which we outlay unto you. 
matter in last week’s CONTACT, “You area at that late-October 1990 time.) 
ones in California and Nevada, especially, VULCANISM 
need to be very aware of that old volcano 10/24/90 #l SOLTEC/HATONN 
in the Mammoth and Mono Lakes area, The term “vulcanismA implies vol- 
because you have been experiencing a TODAY’S WATCH canes-and they are, to be sure, a spec- 
great deal of renewed activity there. Not tacular product of it. But vulcanism in- 
only are there earthquakes, but you also Hatonn present in service unto Cod and volves much more than mere volcanos. 
have a lava dome that has been building Man-within the Light of Truth. So be it. I Any invasion of the Earth’s crustal zone by 
for quite a few years, and this is not ask, Dharma, that you avail yourself and magma from below is properly called vul- 
something to be ignored. service, briefly, to Comman der Ceres An- canism If the magma pushes its way far up 

“As you should be aware, I have given thonious Soltec for, before we write this day, into the crustal strata but does not reach 
instruction on this area several times in I must call urgent attention to you ones. the surface, it is termed in~~vulcan- 
the recent past, and the information was There has been a rather small Earthquake ism, but if the magma flows out onto the 
given for apurpose. This sleeping giant is within the past 12 hours in northern Califor- surface via volcanic or other vents, it is 
awakening, chelas, and you ones are niawhich bearsgreat importance. It isasign called extrusilfe vulcanism. (These, of 
most likely going to experience, in your to you ones who will “see” and “hear”. The course, are Earth/English words and will 
lifetimes, an eruption of this volcano. quake itselfis not ofgreat importance; it is the need translation for other language groups.) 

“This is not some little insignificant fact that it is in the area of Lee Vining (close The question may well be asked, “Why 
volcano, but one that, during its last enip- to Yosemite) but that is not the point. It does molten material from the Earth’s inte- 
tion, made Mount St. Helens look like a epicenters in the area where the radioactive rior force its way into and through the hard 
little toy. The ash cloud at that time “bulges of molten matter made radioactive rock of the crust?” This is one of the 
spread us fur east as Nebraska and Kan- byyourNevadatestingis’comingtoahead*. questions that has vexed your geologists 
sas, as fur south as Old Mexico, and as This quake has two pointsofinterest-it tells for many years-not only, ‘Why does 
far north as Wyoming. The ash within a you where first the toxic material might sur- magma invade the crust?” but, ‘Where 
I OO-mile radius of the volcano could accu- face and also relieves a bit of pressure from precisely does the magma originate?” It is 
muhzte to as much as 3 to 4 feet in depth, the “cone” itself. I move to stand-by, thank obvious to you ‘close’@ observers that re- 
and there would also, most likely, be hot you. lease of pressure on the interior of the 
pyroclastic ashflows, which could extend ***** Earth by deformation and fracturing of the 
as far as 150 to 200 miles from the vol- Soltec present to speak of general infor- crust triggers the outward movement of 
cane itself. So, as you can see, this is not mation regarding the type of quake just magma, but whether it originates initially 
a volcano to be taken lightly, and this new experienced in this most important area. I at the Earth’s core, the mantle, or even the 
frurry of seismic activity is symptomatic of am responsible for the Command following crust itself is difficult for you to determine 
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for you have not enough knowledge or nental epidermis, because of lessened pres- DIKES: 
ability to research those pressures and sure as a result of diastrophism. As for 
temperatures to reach valid, provable size, a stockis simply indication of “size”. 
conclusions. There is not “reason” of two terms other 

If the invasion of the surface layers is 
in the form of a thin sheet cutting sharply 

It depends on the ?TPE of w&m& than somebody felt it helpful to describe across all horizontal strata but falling 
activity. Most volcanos tap only relatively the “bulging” or ‘hat” under the surface short of intersecting the surface, then 
shallow source regions; however, this does as a batholith if over 40 square miles in you have a dike. Visualize a sill turned 
not obviate the deep-seated sources for area and a stock if smaller. Both will be on edge, except in the case of a dike it 
certain types of volcanic activity. 

Nearly all major mountain masses are 
found in the same “bulge”. draws magma from its entire lower edge 

The batholith and stock are coarse- rather than from a bore or conduit. Dikes 
underlain by intrusive masses, and fre- grained igneous or plutonic rock that has often occur in swarms, most frequently 
quently there is some sort of extrusive obviously cooled slowlydeepunderground. radiating from, a volcanic vent. If the 
vulcanism in evidence as well-simply At their point of contact with the stratum resulting igneous rock is harder than 
through visual observation. Mountain- 
building mechanisms such as folding and 

above isametamorphosed aureole or baked that which surrounds it, erosion may lay 

faulting cause vulcanism, but vulcanism, 
zone where the combination of heat, pres- bare the solidified magma in the volcano 

once set in motion, can be a potent moun- 
sure, magmatic fluids and gases have com- 
monly given rise to concentration of useful 

conduit as a neck or pZug and the radi- 

tam-building mechanism in its own right. minerals. 
ating dikes as long narrow ridges. Ship 

Massive intrusions may lift and warp the 
Rock, New Mexico, is an outstanding 

surface layers, and extrusive magma, find- 
For practical Earth purposes you may example. One can see the radiating 

as well regard these as essentially “bot- dikes exposed at the surface and Ship 
ing its way to the surface through faults, tomless” structures, and intrusive rock Rock itself is a volcanic plug. 
can build huge piles of volcanic rock. Also, 
intrusions may be exposed by the wearing 

has not been “seen” to actually crystalize 
as extrusive lavas have. You are, as usual, PEGMATITES: 

away of the softer overlying strata by ero- 
sion, and the hard igneous mass will stand 

dealing again with conjecture on your place- 

up as highlands. The Adirondacks and 
ment and it serves well enough in concept. Note that although the originally mol- 

mountains of New England, for instance, 
ten rocks involved in intrusives are prop- 

LACCOLITHS: 
are of this type. 

erly classified as plutonics and should 

Please understand that I am speaking 
therefore display a coarse granularity, only 

On amuch smaller scale than the batho- the batholith or thick sill is highly typical. 
of the United States in this instance for this lith are several other kinds of magmatic Generally, the smaller intrusives isolate 
is where the scribe can have association intrusions. One of these, the ZaccoUth, 
and this is where the subject in point has 

the magmatic melt into such thin or limited 
has some of the character of a small batho- 

and is occurring. The information is valid 
quantities that cooling is quite rapid and 

for all Earth locations geographically. 
lith or stock except that it is fed from below crystal formation is impaired. However, it 
by a tube cutting across the overlying is possible that a long intrusive finger may 

Other examples are the smooth lava strata like the conduit of a volcano. How- keep its contact with the molten mass 
flows in Alaska’s Valley of the Ten Thou- ever, where the volcanic bore gets into the below and selected gases and fluids will 
sand Smokes which poured out of a volca- 
nit vent just a few ofyour decades past and 

surface rocks, magma rising up the lacco- 
lith feedpipe loses some of its impetus and 

find their way into this backwater (pegma- 
ffte]. Occasionally, crystals will grow to 

still have the appearance of motion as spreads out between two flat-lying rock huge size under these unusualconditions. 
observed. Today the area, Katmai National layers, eventually forming a lens-shaped In South Africa mica crystals have been 
Monument, as you have named it, has only mass that lifts and bows the surface into a encountered measuring 10 to 15 feet in 
about 100 smokesactive. It is, however, an dome and this is indeed most important to width. 
area only in the “sleeping”. 

Another great example of a landscape 
the subject in point. 

EXTRUSIVE VULCANISM 
filled with volcanic plugs, the Kapsiki Moun- SILLS: 
tains in Cameroon, is far different in VOLCANOS: 
visualization. Where each great ‘protru- Similar to the laccolith but much more 
sion” (plug of rock lava) was once a live common is the StZZ In this case the in- 
volcano, its vent filled with molten lava. As vading magma spreads out as a flat sheet, 

Volcanos are, of course, of particular 

the volcano expired and eventually eroded 
interest not only because of their un- 

away, only the solidified igneous rock, rela- 
often for many miles, but does not throw predictable explosive habits but because of 
up the overlying layers. Sills come to your their impressive structure. They tend to 

tively harder and more resistant, has sur- attention when erosion exposes an edge as follow fault lines, and thus the world’s 
vived for your modern-day viewing. a sheer wall, often darker and harder than great seismic zones. Faulting, Earthquakes, 

INTRUSIVE WLCANISM 
the surrounding rock. The down-cutting and volcanos go together, and faulting is 
Hudson River, as example, has revealed a the basic cause for the other two. The 

BATHOLITHS AND STOCKS: 
sill in the Palisades that is particularly Pacific’s unstable margin is often popu- 
striking because of the columnar jointing larly referred to as the “PC@& Rw of 
of the cooling magma. Another major Flmm because of its extensive volcanic 

The largest of the intrusive masses is feature standing out in a moderately sub- activity. 
the 

Everywhere, cones of all sizes, 
batitith, found to underlie every dued landscape is the Great Whin sill of both active and dormant, are evidence of 

major mountain system and frequently Northumberland, England. The black es- continuing vulcanism. 
exposed at the surface as the roots or cores carpment describes a loo-mile crescent It is foolish indeed to ever refer to any 
of ancient mountains that have eroded from the Pennines to the sea, and since its volcano as ‘dead”. Dormant is your word 
away. But the batholith is not merely the steep side faces northward, it was seized most suitable for use and should be used 
upper margin of the monolithic Sima on by the Romans as the foundation for if there has been no eruptive activity in 
volcanics. It is a lobe that has forced its Had&n’s wall. Again, within the U.S., you historical time. Even historic time is not 
way well beyond that into the sedimentary will have a good example in the Black sufficient. For instance in 79 A.D., your 
(or altered rock) layers that form the conti- Canyon of the Gunnison. labelled “Vesuvius”, was not even a very 
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imposing landform which was half hidden blow out suddenly through a weak spot on why anyone would choose to live with 
inside the broken remnant of the older the side of the mountain. This is what volcanos as neighbors. But if a given cone 
Monte Somma and had never erupted in happened to Mt. Pele on Martinique in can be classified conveniently as “extinct, 
the memory of human inhabitation. There 1902. Internal pressure started the cork, local residents come to love it, are inspired 
were not even any fanciful legends ofvulca- pushing it out of the vent in the form of a by its majesty, or even regard it as divine 
nism, so long ago had been its most recent high spire, but before it could wholly clear that “the mountain” could be venomous 
activity. Yet in that fateful year Pompeii the passage the side blew out. A dense and turn on its friends is unthinkable, 
was buried in a great blast of fiery ash and cloud of intensely hot gases and self-ex- until, of course, it does so. Agricultural 
Herculaneum was overrun by repeated ploding lava mist swept down the slope to people are drawn to the frequently fertile 
flows of hot mud. Then for sixteen centu- the sea, completely wiping out the town of lava soils, willing to take an unknown risk 
ries there were only ten additional major St. Pierre in an instant. to derive a known livelihood. And if the 
eruptions. But in 163 1, after 130 years of giant should cough up rejuvenating show- 
quiescence, Vesuvius began its modern, CALDERAS ers of ash periodically, so much the better. 
more frequent eruptive cycle marked by Anyway, absolute security is not a guaran- 
increased lava flows that had been of little There is yet another kind of happening tee of living anywhere. Why would anyone 
consequence earlier. So today Vesuvius is that involves the reverse of eruption, that choose to live in Earthquake country, tor- 
by any measurement active, its personality is, a sudden emptying of the magmacham- nado alley, or along hurricane coasts? The 
changed considerably from its former self; ber. When this occurs, the entire top of the law calls these “acts of God”, and God 
and if Somma is any evidence, there have mountain, lacking support, collapses and seems, in the short run, less lethal than 
been many times in the distant past when is engulfed into itself. The end result is a midtown or freeway traffic, which threat- 
Vesuvius and its precursors have sur- huge crater-like pit called a cc&era. Cra- ens you all on a daily basis. 
prised the sleepy folks along the Bay of ter Lake, Oregon, is one of these. It is not 
Naples. a true crater because glacial evidences on CLASSIFICATION BY CONE SHAPE 

The United States’own Cascade Moun- the contemporary slopes indicate that a 
tams, pimpled with 600 miles of snow- peak of over 12,000 feet must have existed The simplest classification of volcanos 
capped cones, must be regarded as merely to support full-blown glaciers. This recon- is on the basis of the shape of the cone. 
dormant. Lassen Peak, the least spectacu- strutted volcano, dating back probably Most of them fall generally into one of three 
lar of the lot, was active in 19 14- 15, but some 8000 years, has been named posthu- types that are easily recognizable, and the 
there has been a tendency to think of the mously Mt. Mazama. But volcanos can cone shape also gives some indication of 
others as “scenery”. All are very new, blow their tops-how do you know that it the type of ejecta and the eruptive habits of 
geologically speaking, scarcely mutilated collapsed rather than blew up? You can the volcano. 
by erosion, and this, of course, is why they know because the entire surrounding First, there is the cinder cone. This is 
make such outstanding scenery. But by countryside would have to have been cov- the product of a violently explosive volcano 
the same token, dear friends, they are ered with debris from the old peak and where the lava has solidified in the vent, 
more likely to be alive than dead after such there simply is none. So now you are faced forming a plug. The accumulation of steam 
a short time span. Evidences pointing to with the question, what causes the abrupt and magmatic gases gradually develops 
just such a likelihood are very modern evacuation of a magmachamber? And you sufficient pressure to blow the plug with 
cinder cones all around the base of Mt. have no certain fmite answer. such force as to shatter it into tiny frag- 
Shasta, another in Crater Lake, and re- Of more recent origin than Crater Lake ments (called cindezsand ash), and these 
cently discovered by your own geologists, is the calderaof Krakatoa, an island just off are deposited in a symmetrical pile around 
hot spots high on the slope of Mt. Rainier western Java. On August 27, 1883 there the vent, the larger particles nearest the 
and Mt. Baker, and Mt. Lassen itself. were four tremendous explosions, the last vent and the finer ones farther away. The 

of which was heard 3000 miles away in resulting cinder cone is steep sided (around 
VARIATIONS IN ERUPTION Australia. A towering dust cloud was 37 degrees, the maximum angle of repose 

thrown up, noticeable around the world for of unconsolidated material) and usually 
No two volcanos are alike in their erup- two years, and a great tidal wave drowned symmetrical (Mt. Asmara in Ethiopia). Al- 

tive habits and as you have seen from the 36,000 people. Subsequent investigation though evident in many parts of the world, 
Vesuvian example, an individual volcano revealed that a deep pit had replaced two- the cinder cone seldom achieves any great 
is often capricious. Some are spewers of thirds of the island but that despite the size, as erosion rapidly wears away what is 
ash, like Irazu in Costa Rica, which erupted dust and ash ejected, the bulk of the island essentially merely a pile of loose material. 
continuously for.almost two years (1966- had collapsed and the sea had rushed into The disappearing islands of the Pacific are 
1968), subjecting the residents of the capi- the resultant caldera. The area is still often mere cinder cones, where an erup- 
tal city, San Jose, to a seemingly endless indeed active. A new volcanic island is tion may throw up a pile of solid ejecta 
rain of thick dust. Others eject lava but building called by you, Anak Krakotoa above the ocean level to be visible for a few 
with variation: Vesuvius goes off violently (child of Krakatoa). But even the original days or months until wave action removes it. 
with loud explosions and gushes of lava Krakatoa was merely a remnant of an The second type of volcanic cone is called 
streaming down its flanks; Kilauea, the earlier, much larger island. Like Vesuvius, a shield or dome. Here a quiet flow of fairly 
Hawaiian crater, quietly spills lava over its standing in the breached calderaof Somma, fluid lava issues from the vent, forming avast 
lip with a minimum of fireworks; generations of crustal ulcers appear on low-angle cone as it cools. Mauna Loa- 
Strombolian lava, cooling and crusting over occasion to be healing but the infection Mauna Kea whose 13,000-foot tips form the 
lightly in the crater, traps gases beneath it, distressingly reassertsitselfagain and again island of Hawaii is an excellent example of 
which explode every half-hour throwing when least expected. this type of cone, and if the low angle of the 
incandescent clots high into the air. Then ,I island’s slope is traced to the sea bottom 
there are the spasmodic eruptors whose LOSS OF LIFE some five miles deep, the true size of this twin 
conduit becomes clogged with hardened cone becomes apparent. 
igneous rock between eruptions. With a On recounting the loss of human life As often as not, however, a volcano 
cork in the bottle, so to speaki it is not from volcanic disaster through the ten- passes through several stages in its history, 
uncommon for the increasing pressures to turies, one might be inclined to wonder alternating between explosive eruptions and 
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lava flows. The resulting cone develops a situation andwatch for further exampleor still in the u irztadd stage and moved into 
combination of the low-angle shield and the increased activity-in any and all direc- the ’ stZP stage from and forming additional 
high-angle cinder cone. These are compos- tions. This can allow you to begin to u ZacoZiW. The arwa at Mono Lake 
tte or strutu cones and display concave determine likelihood of damage and e ngwwe&s a batholithi@tock in a luca- 
slopes with a sharp peak. Imagine first a tent of pa-e of radioactive material tfonnotndcedd~thrPughvlsuaZiza- 
cinder cone, but before it can erode away, it from the Nevada testing site. Because of tin The lake is not ‘just getting lower from 
is overlain by lava flows. Then built on top of underlying strata, the flow will be toward depletion of water” but is also more shallow 
this another cinder cone, followed again by the Pacific Sea and will, obviously, affect from the “rising” of the lake floor. 
lava. The end product looks like Fujiyarna, theimmediate areasaroundthesiteofthe I am not here, Dharma, to argue points of 
Shasta, Rainier, or Egrnont, the world-fa- %aldera” contier and the direct fissure physical geology or geography. We have great 
mous volcanos that inspire poets and leg- network radiating to the sea. difficulty with your new names for every- 
ends. The most tell-tale concave slope devel- It would be expected then, that material thing-the entire areadescribed was once at 
opment, however, isshown by Mt. Shishaldin flowing fi-om the nuclear testing center in the bottom of the sea and my vision and 
in the Aleutians which is smoking and active Yucca Flats outside ofand north of Las Vegas instrumentations recognize no difference ex- 
today. Its classic shape is totally unScarre d would flow along fissure lines into Death cept forisolatingthe identification ofmarkers 
by any type of erosion asit continues to build. Valley and thus and so, however, this is a for you ones. 
Currently, Shishaldin towers well over 9000 false premise. A brief and general outlay of The quake in point is of little notice except 
feet above sea level and almost 40,000 feet descriptive flowfromYuccaFlats testgrounds for the massive information it should be 
above the ocean floor and growing. would be between the Spring Mountains to telling you. More important substance is 

The four formerly mentioned volcanos are the west and the Spotted Range and Sheep coming forth along the New Madrid Fault but 
considered dormant, but El Misti in Peru is Range to the east, moving through and into the toxic quality of the California tremor 
equally as impressive and still active, as is Qevil’s Hole” which I believe is one of your bears more destructive potential from that 
Mayon in the Philippines. Mayon, despite its National Monuments north of the town of aspect. 
generally low elevation and lack of pictur- Pahrump, Nevada, on the south edge of the The widespread activity is indeed impor- 
esque snowcap, is reputed to be the most AmargosaDeserteastoftheAmargosaMoun- tant but I have not the facility nor you the 
perfectly shaped of the worlds composite tain Range and scattering in all directions. understanding, to outlay it all. I just ask that 
volcanos. IL1RGEPOUTONGZ’B~M The most open and active fissure, however, you be at alert. If you can understand the 
IN POtlR A2727’UDE THAT THESE aDOR- runs on through (under) Sarcobatus Flat, functioning of your ‘Mother’s” circulatory 
~G~~coNTLNuLIIR)INDOR- between the Inyo and Toiyabe National For- system, you can better know where safety 
m THE &Xl!- 08’ THE CASCADE ests and pools in the major underground-to- can be found in order to continue service in 
CHALNISAW~NIM+. surfacecauldronsbeneathMono Lake. Mono this time of transition and upheaval. You, in 

Now, let us turn to a most important link- Lake is not formed for no reason, dear friends, contact and counsel with the Higher Ener- 
up with information regarding the current and it is quite a toxic lake in its already gies, will be given to know if you but listen. 
quake in point: pristine state. &X w b at lltf&to Lu&zl You who just desire to save your assets (of all 

Does this mean the only danger from types) willlikelynot hear and discount much 

FISSURE FLOWS radioactive material problemswouldbe along of this information-so be it for it is most 
that route, then scattering out from the Mono certainly up to your own acceptance. 

Lava, in pouring out onto the Earth’s L&e Bulge (which by the way, is underwater Thank you, Dharma, for scribing this 
surface, does not always issue tirn volcanic for the most part)? No, it means that it (the information. I realize you have neither the 
vents; it may well out of faults or fissures danger) is where the weakest surface portion time nor the interest in these matters but 
many miles in length. If the lava is highly of the landscape lies. The fissures running your service is greatly appreciated for I have 
liquid and the terrain fairly subdued, such into Southern California are much more no receiver regarding these matters in this 
frssrrn flom have been known to cover extensive but are deeper and less likely to location. Much, much focus is given to this 
thousands of square miles and build up show surface bulging. The flow, however, is areageographically, and I am greatly appre- 
extensive plateaus as in Eastern Washing- much easier with much less interference ciative of your willingness to entertain my 
ton, Eastern Oregon, Southern Idaho, and from strata mass. THE HLKBR FHm input. Iasktheblessingsofunderstandingin 
Northern California, U.S.A. The bulk of AL&END lPATTIIIE&UVA.NDREAS FALhZY behalf of you ones awakening from the con- 
peninsular India is also of this origin. In When -0~ hearr sf the ptpl~hecies cx- fusion of the sleep and I am most grateful to 
Washington the Columbia River Gorge and ~deatht?vmoznzn~exuding be of whatever service I might project. 
the Grand Coulee reveal along their sides a death- mt will be .fnnn I take leave in salute unto you of our 
banded layering of differing colors and tex- ta#Ic~,1#s,but~brbeccnrse “land-locked”fellow-man. SaalorneandSalu! 
tures, each of which represents a separate ofmdiatfontiwnfoaUshmcut-@9;rcr#rt- Soltec to clear. 
flow. On occasion, the hot lavawill be heavily m of nubur mtztdals. Hatonn returned to sign-off for this ses- 
charged with gases, and as the lava cools, the How much will surface, if it surfaces? I sion as it has grown quite lengthy-being 
escaping gases leave holes in the rock, mak- cannot answer for it depends upon pressure that Soltec has not been subjected to having 
ing it extremely porous. Water will occasion- buildup, pressure slippage vs. man-caused to reduce a chapter to a page nor a page to a 
ally flow through the permeable (sco riaoeaus) slippage and extent of flow. You can expect paragraph as has been jested upon Hatonn. 
rock as though it were a pipe. It is also deadly gasses to spring from what you call WhenwecomebackIwillcontinuewithitems 
possible that in a moderately viscous flow, Lake El&ore and on down to the Salton Sea. of@TQDAY’S WATCH” and shake you up abit 
with the surface cooling and congealing These gasses may or may not be, radioactive. with Quantum Cosmic Code. I shall at fust 
through contact with the atmosphere, the Watch the type of tremors for you can know reduce the paragraph to a sentence but as 
hot, still liquid lava underneath will run on if a quake is felt over a large area, it is a bit you might guess the subject is technical 
and out leaving an igneous cave. deeper than a little surface jolt. It means a lot indeed and may require a bit more in-depth 

of deep churning and activity in radiating projection of wordiness as we move into the 
SO WHAT, SOLTEC? fissures. subject of genetic doubles abounding upon 

Since you do not yet show surface fissures your place these days of political and techni- 
lfyoureason auefially regarding the to any great extent and very little surfacing cal chaos. So be it. Let us close this segment 

quake in point, you can determine the material at this point, you can surmise it is and take rest. Salu. 
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. . 
matters of this kind we open up a whole 

Groundwater 
(Continued from page 1) 

Pandora’s box of interrelated water prob- 
lems, for it becomes apparent immedi- 
ately that groundwater and surface wa- 
ter share a high degree of mutuality and 
complete divorce of one from the other is 
not only difficult to attain but perhaps 
not wholly desirable. Also, the student 
must be aware of the human’s role re- 

is to introduce direct contamination into information appears to be tedious, I sug- garding water resources and the signifi- 
ureas -- such as Florida @er hurricane gest you sit and effort to remember what cant interrelationships of all the Earth’s 
Andrew, or California after an upsetting I have brought forth on vulcanism and water. ’ 
earthquake -- where the water is already earthquakes, etc., and note that already I shall simply take them in the order 
potentiaZ2y compromised and thuspeople much is forgotten -if at all received. most often presented to students of Physi- 
won’t suspect purposeful fouZ play at Those, I understand, will be reprinted in cal Geology. 
work on top of the %aturuP’ disaster this CONTACT for your updating and 
problems. appreciation. [See pages 42 and 59.) HYDROLOGIC CYCLE 

As Commander Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn You are in a phase of assault by the 
said at the time of last September’s water Globalist “masters” and their stooges As a point of departure you must 
scare, “Everyone on community or utility wherein your groundwater is being de- remember that there is only so much 
wuter systems--CHECK YOUR WATER. liberately contaminated by pollutants moisture on your earth. None is lost or 
There is being carried out MASS and microbiologicorganisms. It becomes gained from outer space, but at any 
contamination of water systems and imperative that you understand from given moment some of it is in the sea, 
introduction of substances into the air whence comes your ‘faucet” water so some on the land in the form of water or 
whichgive symptoms offzu, lupus, rashes that you can take precautions. You will, ice, some in the crust itself asgroundwa- 
und other lesser symptoms such as however, find that once contaminated ter, some as suspended water droplets 
dizziness, nausea and allergy-type reczc- there is no such thing as total “clean- and gaseol1.s water vapor in the atmo- 
tions. These symptoms can be minima2 to up” by methods available in daily use for sphere. The cycle of change in both 
severe.... THIS IS BEING DONE ACROSS cleaning and reclaiming water supplies. form and place is called the hydrologic 
THE NATION.. . . Methods for true purification ARE func- cycle. 

“To explain the ease of groundwater tional BUT NOT AVAILABLE FOR USE. All of the world’s water derives from 
contamination, you must know something [That is, the Elite world-controllers keep the oceans, and most of it returns ulti- 
ubout groundwater, etc. n And that is the such effective purification or antidote mately to that source. Evaporation from 
reason for re-running the following dis- methods tightly under lock and key.] the sea provides the water vapor for rain 
cussion by geophysical Commander Ceres In the subject of “water” as a whole, and snow. If it condenses and precipi- 
Anthonious “Toniose” Soltec. And, fol- I begin with ‘ground water” because in tates over the oceans, then its return is 
lowing that, a related discussion of some ways it can be regarded as a legiti- immediate but, if it is carried over the 
drinking water by Commander Gyeorgos mate agent of gradation -along with land, a number of things may happen to 
Ceres Hatonn. streams, ice, wind, and waves. Moving it prior to finding its way back. Some of 

What can you do? To helpprotect your groundwater can pick up rock materials, the moisture falls as snow and remains 
own drinking water, read the general transport them very long distances, and on the land until the spring melt before 
discussiononpurifzcationwithfood-grade finally deposit them. When groundwater flowing back to the sea via rivers. Or it 
hydrogen peroxide on pages 66 - 68 and performs this function, it automatically may become part of a semipermanent ice 
take a look at the Gaia Resources prod- classifies as a “grader” which in this mass and be detained many hundreds or 
ucts culled Gaiandrianu and Aquugaia on subject matter refers to something such thousands of years. Much of the water 
the next-to-Iast pages because, as Corn- as a “road grader” that “moves things vapor will fall as rain, some flowing off 
mander also explained in that 9/ I5/ 92 along” as simplified definition. The fact immediately on the surface, some re- 
LIBERATOR discussion, “The way to that groundwater’s mineral load is re- maining in lakes and swamps, some 
counter the invasion is to give the body stricted to those that can be carried in evaporating directly or via plants to be 
necessary shielding throughits own natu- solution is something of a limiting fat- precipitated again, and some soaking 
ral system.) A word to the wise is suffi- tor, but wind is a certified member of the deep into the ground to percolate gradu- 
cient. .’ gradational fraternity and cannot take ally downslope to the sea or to appear at 

PLEASE read the following informa- anything into solution (nor essentially a lower level at the surface as springs 
tion as if your life could depend on it! can ice). So every agent hasits peculiar-i- and seepages. 

ties, groundwater among them. This theoretical system is not abso- 
g/11/92 #3 SOLTEC The erosive or gradational province is lutely perfect, although given time it 

8, not the only one involving groundwater. comes very close. The lag in time before 
I would introduce myself, please. I Probably of more importance to you hu- moisture is returned to the ocean can be 

am Anthonious Soltec, Geophysicist. I mans is its control of steam discharge very long so that water or ice held in 
have been asked to present some infor- and of the water level of lakes and lakes or glaciers may appear to be per- 
mation for you who have perhaps forgot- swamps, as well as a source of irrigation manently lost to the dynamics of circula- 
ten your geophysical lessons and you and potable water for a large part of the tion. But ice both melts and evaporates 
who have not yet been offered same. My ,world’s population. In this as example, and lakes are surprisingly transitory; 
intent is to always be a bit “prima@’ the groundwater level of the Mojave even the great Antarctic ice cap flows 
because I have no intent of boggling Desert has so dropped that the runways away from the pole and breaks off into 
minds or showing some type of ego ex- at Edwards Air Force Base collapse in icebergs. The closest to permanency in 
pression of expertise in boring non-un- three-or-more-foot dips or actual breaks water loss is that fraction tied up as a 
derstandable language. If the outlay of (fissures). However, when we delve into part of the chemical composition of rocks 
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and magma, or in an underground reser- ante results from escaping gases as the face stream, it discharges into the mas- 
voir completely lacking in permeability, lava congealed through cooling. ter drainage artery in the valley. The 
which has trapped ancient surface wa- Next, to understand the subject of river at the valley bottom may receive the 
ters. But even here, humans have found ‘Groundwate?, you must understand groundwater discharge directly via 
it advantageous on occasion to tap and what is meant by and importance of- springs as it intersects the water table, 
draw on these reservoirs, and vulcan- or if the river itself is slightly above the 
ism, metamorphism, chemical weather- THE WATER TABLE water table, the coarse sands and grav- 
ing, and so on can and do release water els of its bed will intercept the flow and 
through chemical reaction. This last is Assuming a considerable depth of ho- direct it down the valley under the sur- 
groundwater. mogeneous permeable material, the face waters of the river. Swamps, rivers, 

We shall take up when we next pen groundwater table is the top of the or the sea, which occupy the lowest point 
with Porosity vs. Permeability. Good saturated mclc. In a humid region this of a given region, act as regulators of the 
day. may be quite near the surface or even slope of that region’s water table. Loss of 

coinciding with it after a particularly water supply, as during an extended dry 
9113192 #2 SOLTEC heavy rain. But normally it is at least a period, will cause the water table to 

few feet down, overlain by a layer of loose flatten out and be found at an increasingly 
May we please continue on our sub- soil where water is rapidly lost through greater depth beneath the hills, but it 

ject in point beginning today with- evaporation and transpiration. Thiszone will continue to intersect the surface in 
of soil water or uadose water is gener- the valleys; as long as any gradient at all 

POROSITY VERSUS PERMEABILITY ally within the reach of plant roots and is maintained, groundwater will perco- 
reflects immediately day-to-day or even late downslope. This is most well dem- 

I treat my lectures exactly as I would hour-to-hour weather fluctuations, so onstrated in septic systems in areas 
in a classroom and therefore I must ask that characteristically it is saturated for unconnected to central sewer systems. 
that you refer to prior material so that only short periods of time and more often Wells bored below the water table will 
you might retain continuity. The intent than not holds as much air as water in produce water, but how rapidly they will 
is to give you valid information and not its pores. refill themselves after emptying is deter- 
“whiffs” of disjointed, out of sequence, Under usual conditions a water table mined by the permeability of the rock. 
metaphysical insight. The HIGHER con- will roughly approximate the contours of No matter how permeable the rock or 
sciousness and understanding comes the terrain that it underlies, higher un- how humid the climate, too many wells 
through the understanding, first, of that der the hills and declining under valleys. will lower the water table, and increas- 
which is perceived and abounds in your This fact can allow you to understand ingly deeper bores will be required to tap 
manifested experience. We are now in WHY, if the groundwater is contami- groundwater. Obviously, an inventory of 
section two of ‘GROUNDWATER and re- nated by any substance, it will contami- the groundwater resources should be 
fated problems”. nate great portions of that which is re- undertaken before uncontrolled well bor- 

How much groundwater occurs in any siding in the “water table*. The seepage ing takes place-a procedure that has 
given place and its character and move- will be basically horizontal to the layer of seldom been followed anywhere in the 
ment depend largely on two variables (1) the rock or clay ‘table” itself. If a pollut- world until the water table has been 
climate, which controls precipitation, ant or whatever is contaminating the lowered drastically and disaster is immi- 
evaporation, and vegetation and (2) pe- water supply is heavy enough it will nent. 
culiarities of the soil and subsurface lodge onto the substance of the ‘table” This information will be lost on sec- 
rock. The great bulk of ground water has itself and therefore, contamination re- ond or third generation city dwellers for, 
simply seeped down from above, but mains in a proliferating state for great to them, water simply comes ready to 
certain rocks and rock materials have a lengths of time if, for instance, the con- use from a faucet at the sink. 
much greater water-holding capacity or taminate is a heavy metal such as mer- Let us consider, because it is an ex- 
porosity than others. Loose sands and cur-y, lithium, etc. These contaminates cellent example, the Santa Clara Valley 
gravels, with their irregular particles al- would be most often (in your current in California, a region of irrigated or- 
lowing a maximum pore space, may con- daily use) from such things as toxic chards and, more recently, burgeoning 
tain up to 50 percent water, as can some wastes, pesticides and fertilizers-even urbanization. Here you have illustration 
clays. Sandstones too, although part of to excrement wastes which are resultant of the results of continued overdraft on 
their intergrain areas are filled with ce- from the body cleansing through its or- the ground water supplies. The increas- 
ment, may be highly porous. On the gans (kidneys and hepatic systems) such ing depths of wells through the years is 
other hand, dense shales and igneous poisons and toxins. Microbiologic easily demonstrated. 
rocks usually exhibit avery low porosity. contamination is, of course, through 
But an igneous rock in cooling often these same routes of passage except RESERVOIRS AS RECHARGERS 
develops fissures, joints, or cavities from when intentionally introduced as is 
escaping gases and then, although the being done to your water supplies at Groundwater levels can go both 
rock itself is dense, may be capable of the present time. Somecontaminants ways -water can be put back into the 
containing large quantities of ground- thrive for only a brief while but others ground as well as taken out-and it is 
water. I will have to give you mostly remain in various states of activity or not absolutely necessary to stand around 
“verbal” visualizing because it seems dormancy depending on environment thirsty for 40 years waiting for the natu- 
that, when we utilize diagrams or pic- and stability of host liquidity. Crys- ral rainfall to do the job for you. You 
tures available to others for your use, talline viruses, for instance, never rim- would utilize retaining reservoirs. Cli- 
our people end up in courtrooms for ply”go away n, they simply go inactive mate does not have to change dramati- 
trespass. So, therefore, effort to visual- or “dormant” until proper “life sup- tally nor suddenly have more rainfall in 
ize a piece of lava “rock substance”. You ply” is present. the case of ability to %tore” water. Nei- 
would find that a stratum of vesicular Groundwater percolates downslope ther would you have to have new and 
lava is not only porous, for instance, but and its upper margin thus assumes the exotic water brought in from somewhere 
highly permeable. The “frothy” appear- gradient of a surface stream; like a sur- else. It .becomes a matter of driving a 
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maximum of the surface water down- reservoirs and percolating beds, espe- was a virtual article of faith that natural 
ward into underground strata instead of cially those that are not to be utilized for filtration would rejuvenate any water 
letting it run back to the sea unused. recreation. Water skiersand motor boats supply no matter how badly it had been 
The special rainfall peculiarity of the are not wholly compatible with an effec- polluted. After all, wasn’t even raw sew- 
Santa Clara Valley (and much of Califor- tive film. Some reservoirs in more closely age, the epitome of effluvial pollution, 
nia in fact) is that all the rain arrives in guarded areas are simply covered with susceptible to cleansing by filtration? 
a few winter months and the long-empty various coverings and now in use in Thus the whole process of forcing sur- 
stream channels, frequently grown up widespread areas are domed covers which face waters underground to be with- 
with brush and weeds, simply cannot are most attractive as well as utilitarian. drawn via springs and wells boasted the 
handle the runoff. The result is serious 
flooding as well as the loss of extremely 

great merit of purification. But, in- 
SEA WATER INCURSION 

valuable fresh water that would have 
creasingly, the variety of chemical waste 

been so welcome the summer before. It 
products that contaminate your streams 

In regions draining to the sea the includes elements that defy the simple 
is very embarrassing to drown some win- groundwater approximation of the sur- purge of filtration. Especially notable 
ter after going bankrupt in a farming face flow delivers fresh water via springs are insidious pesticides and insecticides, 
venture the previous summer for lack of or seepages at about sea level. If well chemical detergents and a number of 
moisture, I would assume. Worse, the overdraft occurs upslope in the system, industrial wastes too lengthy to go into 
food supply for storage is cut drastically hydraulic pressure is diminished and herein. 
by poor management. salty water from the sea can invade the 

You can solve a number of these prob- 
There is the additional problem that 

porous underground strata. This means groundwater, although often less pol- 
lems through the utilization of a series of that the normally fresh-water coastal- 
impound reservoirs. plain wells will be ‘salted out”, often a 

luted than surface water, is frequently 
‘hard”. This simply means that in its 

It serves as a flood control measure, local disaster, unless a certain mini- passage through porous strata it has 
saving for beneficial use winter flood mum groundwater table can be main- 
water that would have, at best, been lost 

taken salts into solution, a part of its 
tained. 

to the sea, or at worst, drowned people 
normal function as an agent of grada- 

and destroyed property. 
Further, there is the readily observ- tion, but one which affects its utility to 

able reciprocal relationship between the humans greatly. The degree of hardness 
It provides lakes for recreational use level of lake, pond, swamp, and streams varies greatly depending on the charac- 

and it recharges the underground water and adequate groundwater. Since much ter of underground rock and the water’s 
system. of the surface water feeds the under- temperature (heat as an industrial dis- 

What of this last condition? Why ground strata, a lowered water table charge into a stream can contribute to 
worry about it? Let’s just assume use of increases the withdrawal through perco- 
the water right directly from the reser- lation, thus lowering their level. 

hard groundwater as well as destroying 
But the immediate surface ecology). Often 

voir. Water can be diverted directly from most of these surface water features, hard water merely means that soap lath- 
such a reservoir, but if the bottom of the because of their location at valley bot- ers with difficulty and moderate salt 
holding basin is at all porous, a certain toms or local terrain sags, also receive deposits build up in household plumb- 
amount of water can be added to the groundwater percolation from upslope. ing (hot water pipes are particularly sus- 
underground supply at the same time So in essence, each sustains the other. ceptible to the accumulation of deposits 
and a great deal more can be forced Farm ponds, reservoirs, and flooded per- in regions utilizing “hard” water for 
downward if it is drawn off and spread colation bedsaregenerallyrecommended household consumption), but hardness 
out in shallow percolating beds below by the regional planner as effective aids can be so severe as to attain the saltiness 
the dam placement. in stabilizing stream flow as well as lake of seawater and the water becomes to- 

levels. tally unusable for either irrigation or 
EVAPORATION FROM drinking. All of this is not to imply that 

RESERVOIRS WATER OUALITY only groundwater can be hard, but it is 
much more common than in freely mov- 

One of the beauties of storing water 
underground rather than on the surface 

Of equal if not more important than ing rivers as comparison. 
the mere availability of water is its qual- 

is to negate almost completely the loss ity. It is hard enough to keep it potable SOLVING THE WATER PROBLEM 
through evaporation. Unhappily, the on its own merit but with deliberate 
places in the world that find themselves contamination it is all but impossible And now, of course, is that 
in need of water ,storage are frequently to recover to a pure state of safety. If $164,000,000,000 (inflation considered) 
those with long hot summers and low pollutants are of heavy metals and question. How do you attempt to solve 
humidity. Under these conditions the toxic waste infiltration OR crystal- your dual-faceted water problem: (1) suf- 
effects of evaporation can be enormous. line life-forms [rtiruses], it is years, if ficient water in the right places at the 
No two reservoirs evaporate at precisely at all, in the total recovery from right time and (2) water of an acceptable 
the same rate, variations depending on contamination if known neutralizers quality for general utility? There is no 
such things as climate, dimensions of are not introduced. In your age, the question that a problem exists larger 
surface exposure, percolation, and so contamination is most often inten- than life itself, even if you were to as- 
on, but recent experiments in the North- tional and the counter-agents neces- 
ern Negev region of Israel indicated a sary for purification to drinking stan- 

sume a static world population-an un- 

loss in excess of 75 percent from evapo- 
likely situation for some time to come. 

dards are denied public access. The However, even as you have decreas- 
ration alone. Obviously, any method of point was Udestruction” in the first ina populations due to intentional 
cutting down on such a loss rate must 
receive serious consideration. 

place so “healing the cause” is not the depopulation -you are left with such 
Some intent under any circumstances as things as contaminated water supply 

interesting work with the use of nontoxic 
chemical films to inhibit evaporation 

long as the enemy is in control. Icontaminated in the direct effort to 
There is no use having water if you depopulate). If you ignore, for the mo- 

appears to hold real promise for both cannot use it. Not too many years ago it ment, the desalinization of the ocean 
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water (for our subject is “groundwater”) 
we are left with having to face the di- 
lemma head-on. Simple drinking water 
for the world’s hordes involves a huge 
volume in itself, compounded many times 
as humans agglomerate into an urban 
environment of flush toilets and green 
lawns. Agriculture dependent on the 
irrigation ditch is even more demanding 
of water on a per-acre basis than the 
housing tract, while heavy industry, al- 
ways carefully sited on a freshwater lake 
or large river, uses the most water of all. 

TRANSPORTATION 

We have already considered the prin- 
ciple of conserving wet-season surplus 
moisture in reservoirs and underground 
holding basins for use during the dry 
season. But let us apply this same kind 
of thinking on a regional basis. Now we 
have to get into the concept of transport- 
ing water from surplus to deficit regions. 
This is old stuff. The pipe was invented 
to take water out of the river and into the 
house, or to move it clear into the next 
county, or to transfer it from the wet side 
of the mountains to the dry side--as in 
the instance of the Rockies in Colorado 
under the Continental Divide to the dry 
side, or to impel it 300 miles out into the 
Australian desert to the gold mines of 
Kalgoorlie, or to transport it 1000 miles 
from Northern California to the south, or 
from one place in Hawaii to the cane 
fields. Why not transport ColumbiaRiver 
water to the arid Southwest, or Mackenzie 
River water to the Great Basin, or even 
the Ob or Yenesei River water to 
Kazakhstan (they really need it right now 
with all the trouble in their newly ac- 
quired “FREEDOM”). It seems that the 
only limit is need coupled with engineer- 
ing and cost feasibility. But Washingto- 
nians are not likely to react with great 
enthusiasm to a redirected Columbia, or 
Canadians to the use of Mackenzie water 
to irrigate the orange groves. Neither 
were Northern Californians and Mexi- 
cans particularly thrilled when their 
water went elsewhere, but standing up 
and saying so proved to be no deterrent 
to “pr0gre8sL”. The problem comes in 
agreeing on a point where local regional 
interests and human aesthetic values 
become as important as the efficient use 
of resource. You must utilize your re- 
source, but perhaps when you come to 
the point of substituting the word ‘ra- 
tion* for =efficient’@ (and then define 
rational to the satisfaction of one and 
all-not likely), you may be on the right 
track at least. 

RECYCLING OF WATER 

more efficacious use of that wondrous 
commodity you now have, and the key 
term here is ~cgcling. Water is never 
used up. If you drink it, flush it, wash in 
it or irrigate with it, the water is returned 
sooner or later somewhat changed and 
that is called “polluted”. The trick, 
therefore, is to clean it up. This opera- 
tion can be two- or even threefold in its 
benefits, at minimum. First, if you can 
eliminate all of the harmful side effects 
of pollution or contamination such as 
water-borne human disease, destruction 
of wild life, stench, and so on, it is well 
worth almost any cost involved. Second, 
the by-products might aid in cutting 
down that cost, as your Milwaukee city 
discovered years ago when its sewage 
treatment operations yielded a profit- 
able commercial fertilizer [called 
Milorganite]. There are other such by- 
products available now through ozone 
use and other methods for reclamation 
of actual soil replacement from the solid 
wastes rendered completely neutral in 
content. Do you not see, however, that 
these methods cut out massive money 
acquisition projects to the Elite blood- 
suckers of your society? Salts from 
distillation and productive use of energy 
derived from cooling hot-water pollution 
are further examples. Finally, of course, 
there is the reason behind the original 
effort: clean water to be used again. If 
drinking recycled sewage water is shock- 
ing to your sensibilities, be reassured 
that you have been doing exactly that for 
all the years of life cycles on your place. 
Most towns on rivers draw their drinking 
water from upstream and discharge their 
sewage downstream. In Texas, as hu- 
morous rivals in Dallas and Fort Worth, 
there was a saying-Dallas, flush your 
toilets, Fort Worth needs the water. 
Rather crude, but applicable to the sub- 
ject. If there were only one town per river 
this system might work, but there are 
usually great numbers of people up- 
stream and a little filtration and a dash 
of chlorine (deadly poison) is your only 
protection. Actually, carefully monitored 
recycling, operating under an enforced 
master code, ensures higher quality wa- 
ter than most of you usually take into 
your systems. Now that you have delib- 
erate contamination by harder to cleanse 
substances, the problem is epidemic in 
proportion. 

AQUIFERS 

Thus far, we have been discussing 
rock with a certain homogeneity of per- 
meability, but this is not always the 
case, for many different strata may be 
present underlying a given region, each 
with its own characteristics. An impor- 
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such as sandstone, confined between 
impervious strata and tilted so that it 
intersects the surface. Water entering 
the exposed sandstone outcrop perco- 
lates along it as if in a pipe. But normal 
groundwater will be limited to the zone 
above this confined aquifer, for the im- 
pervious layer immediately atop the sand- 
stone stops its downward movement and 
also acts as a barrier between free asso- 
ciation of the water in the aquifer and the 
groundwater. Shallow wells plumb only 
the local groundwater that is subject to 
the vagaries of seasonal rainfall and, if 
the region is arid, is easily exhausted. 
But wells tapping the deeper aquifer 
assure themselves of a more continuous 
supply, especially if the intake is in a 
better watered area. Also, since the 
permeable surface outcrop is often the 
highest point in the aquifer, wells drilled 
to this lower level are usually artestan 
because of the hydraulic pressure within 
the closed system. As long as the outlet 
is lower than the intake, water will rise in 
the well. Some will flow; others merely 
show a rise of level above that of the 
general water table. In either case the 
term ‘artesian” is applied (taken from 
the first recognized well of this type in 
the French province of Artois and since 
pushed off on you as expensive and 
exclusive drinking water). 

One of the largest artesian systems in 
the world underlies much of the interior 
Queensland and Northern New South 
Wales in Australia. Here a confined and 
highly permeable gravel bed receives 
water at its highest point in the humid 
Great Dividing Range and carries it for 
almost a thousand miles west beneath 
an arid to semiarid country where water 
is at a very high premium. Many hun- 
dreds of bores tap this aquifer, supply- 
ing life to what would otherwise be deso- 
late unusable country. But inevitably, 
too much water has been withdrawn and 
most wells that at one time flowed freely 
at the surface now must be pumped. 
And too, the quality of the water seri- 
ously deteriorates with the distance it 
moves through the aquifer so that only 
in the eastern half of the basin is salinity 
low enough for reasonable utility. Even 
here the water is too brackish for general 
irrigation and is used only for watering 
stock. 

In the Lake Eyre Basin, below sea 
level although in the heart of the conti- 
nent, the lower end of the aquifer reaches 
the surface. The highly saline water 
flows out here as artesian springs, evapo- 
rating almost as rapidly as it appears 
and depositing salts around each outlet. 
These are called IIU)U~& sprigs, build- 
ing up to a foot or two in height, and are 
a result of artesian water under great 

All of this leads to an emphasis on tant occurrence is a permeable layer, pressure, high salinity, and an extreme 
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rate of evaporation. crust, that is, the increase of heat with tacular scenery but have occasionally 
Similar artesian systems are found in increase of depth, may affect groundwa- been put to productive use. 

many other parts of the world, although 
A pioneer 

ter moving along a deeply buried aquifer. venture in the volcanic sub-Appenines 
none is as large as that in Australia. The Theoretically, there is a depth limit to of Italy was producing practical electric- 
Dakota sandstone, underlying the North- rock that can contain water, for at sev- ity from natural steam as early as 19 13, 
ern Great Plains, has its intake in the eral miles down, the pressures exerted and Luther Burbank was involved in 
Rockies and is a major source of water by overlying strata are such that rock drilling shallow steam wells at The Gey- 
for an extensive semiarid region. North pore space becomes inadequate to ac- 
of the PO River in Italy is a line of flowing commodate a liquid. 

sers near Santa Rosa, California, in the 

springs, the Fontanili. 
Water may be 1920s. These are still, under new man- 

Fed by melting present but it is chemically combined in agement of course, among the most effi- 
snows in the Alps, the underground wa- the rocks. But above this limit, suffi- cient and largest even today. In addi- 
ter moves down through an aquifer of cient heat still exists to raise the tem- tion, important projects are operative in 
coarseglacial andalluvialmaterial. Many perature of moving groundwater, and New Zealand, Japan, Iceland, Mexico 
of the North Saharan oases exist be- when it discharges, the water is in the and Chile, and experimental work is 
cause aquifers transport Atlas Mountain form of a thermal spring. This type of under way and/or operative in many 
waters a long distance out into the spring is not rare, but much more corn- other nations. 
desert to reappear as springs. mon are the hot springs, geysers and Ones who have no understanding of 

One of your U.S. most important steam vents associated with regions of the forces involved remain under the 
Aquifers is under portions of Texas recently active vulcanism. Here the heat delusion that somehow if you tap this 
and irrigates the great grain and nata- of the Earth’s interior has been brought resource you #ruinA or destroy the 
ral growing fields of Deaf Smith County well up into the crust where it is easily source. NO, you only utilize a renewable 
area, etc. Wouldn’t you guess that encountered by even very shallow resource ad infinitum. To say, for in- 
this is the area contemplated for mas- groundwater. Such well known tourist stance, that if the ‘Prophet” settlement 
rive nuclear waste disposal-in pipes attractions as Yellowstone Park, the utilized hot springs in their location that 
and containers sunk into and through Rotorua district of New Zealand, and it would destroy the Yellowstone geysers 
that aquifer? How safe do you feel Iceland are fantastic assemblages of ev- is about as absurd as you can get under 
with the “beast” in charge of your ery conceivable type of thermal phenom- any circumstance. This is the problem 
very existence? enon, and each is underlain by hot vol- with ignorance, it is so infectious as to 

If you would measure simply the total canic rocks. To be sure, cooling magma the lie perpetrated for the purpose of 
volume of water delivered per hour, per- emits hot water, steam, and other gases destroying that which would otherwise 
haps the most remarkable series of so that all of this activity is not wholly a be useful and beautiful in recycling. 
springs anywhere in the world also oc- result of heated groundwater, but sur- 
curs in the U.S. -in 

Electrical power derived from the geo- 
the Snake River face waters percolating downward to con- thermal resource is not really much dif- 

canyon of Southern Idaho. Here for 10 tact the hot rocks below are without ferent from that of a normal coal or oil- 
miles upstream from the town of doubt an important element. fired thermal plant in its basic scheme. 
Hagerman literally thousands of vigor- Hot springs originating in this man- 
ously flowing springs issue from a po- 

Coal burned under a boiler produces 
ner may achieve very high temperatures steam, which is directed to the turbine 

rous stratum exposed along the north indeed, many reaching the boiling point. blades of an electrical generator. But in 
wall of the defile. Nobody seems to be If the heat is even greater, then the water the geothermal plant, nature supplies 
absolutely certain where this huge vol- becomes steam and issues throughvents the fuel and the boiler and there is a 
ume of water originates but two bits of in the rock as jets. The termfimarole or huge theoretical cost advantage not to 
evidence point to a likely source: (1) so2fatara is usually applied if the pure mention lesser air pollution. Natural 
there are no tributaries of any kind en- steam is contaminated with magmatic steam and hot water, however, are al- 
tering the Snake from the north for a gases and emits an odor. You will find ways, to some degree, contaminated by 
200-mile stretch short of Hagerman; this many such outbreaks along the old vol- dissolved salts and gases and conse- 
despite the high Rockies and Continen- canic mountains around Mt. Shasta and quently corrosion and scaling of the 
tal Divide not too far off and (2) there are specifically notable in great numbers equipment results. For example, near 
several streams draining southward from about Mt. Lassen. Geysers, which are Southern California’s Salton Sea is an 
the Rockies, notably the sizable Lost merely intermittently eruptive thermal immense underground hot water reser- 
Rivers, which disappear abruptly into springs, are of this same origin. They voir but, up until now, its utilization has 
porous lava beds. require a long tube reaching from the been impeded by equally immense salt 

If this is indeed the source of the surface to the heated rocks below. As content. Further, hot waste water and 
Snake River springs, then you must vi- the tube fills, the superheated water at brine discharges are sometimes difficult 
sualize an aquifer, probably a buried the bottom is under too much pressure to deal with. 
=sicuZarlava sheet connecting the Lost from the above to turn into steam, but 
River sinks with canyon wall flows. Ve- when all of the water reaches the boiling TESLA PUMP 
sicular lava, when molten, is highly point and some bubbles out at the top, 
charged with gases and, as it cools and pressure is released and the water at the There is a pump/ turbine system which 
congeals, the tiny apertures created by bottom flashes into steam causing an can handle such water but you still have 
the escaping gases result in an excep- eruption. The great volume thrown out the problem of corrosion on other parts 
tionally permeable layer. The under- by many geysers indicates that an un- of the equipment. However, Tesla pro- 
ground water does not percolate sedately derground reservoir must also be present, 
through this kind of aquifer but flows interconnected with the tube. 

duced a bladeless pump which functions 
on the basis of a ‘boundary” layer and 

virtually unimpeded as in a pipe. after motion is begun no water touches 
GEOTHERMAL POWER the blade itself. This pump can be ‘re- 

HOT GROUNDWATER versed” and becomes a turbine for pro- 
Violent forces such as geysers and duction of power. This same type pump 

The heaf gmdient of. the Earth’s steam jets are not merely so,much spec- can be utilized for the pumping of every- 
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thing from potato peels to sand-laden Carlsbad and Mammoth Cave result. gradually decompose, each molecule is 
crude oil. The ones who have continued Eventually, the terrain above these caves faithfully replaced by silicon to give you 
to work on the product, however, have can be affected as the roof supports are petrified wood. Other minerals too, many 
been pushed out of business by the Elite removed and slumping and cave-ins of them valuable economically, are con- 
industrial giants who produce other types manifest themselves at the surface in centrated by this process of groundwa- 
of pumps. This same pump in propor- deep holes called sir&s or dolines. Nor- ter replacement. What causes ground- 
tionate sizing can even pump blood with ma1 surface streams may disappear into water to give up its minerals? Cooling of 
NO damage to cells-simply by sizing the such sinks only to reappear many miles hot water may account for wood deposi- 
apertures (space between the discs)- away having flowed as an underground tion; evaporation and chemical change 
because the substance never touches river through the cave. In Central Florida as new elements are taken into solution, 
the blades after motion is instigated. where the groundwater level is high, or the activity of specialized plants such 
Just another “old” Tesla device disal- these sinks become lakes. Further solu- as those that give color to some hot 
lowed perfection for your use. tion within the cave will cause increased springs are responsible elsewhere. So 

slumping until the original surface all groundwater constantly dissolves, trans- 
PHOTON BELT POWER but disappears and the landscape takes ports, and deposits and thus is deserv- 

on a fantastic lunar aspect of sharp ing of recognition as at least a moderate 
Don’t regard geothermal power as the eroded spires. Eventually, even these gradational agent alongwith wind, waves, 

universal substitute for traditional power become subdued through the activity of ice, and running water. 
(energy) sourcesanymore than you would wind and rain, erosion, and weathering. 
regard wind as such- for ultimately you Such a landscape deriving its character WHY IS THIS LESSON PERTINENT? 
will only find the sun or ‘solar” energy to from the continued expansion of solu- DELIBERATE CONTAMINATION 
fill that need. It will come from the tion caverns beneath it, is called karat, OF WATER 
photon rays which are becoming ever after the region in Yugoslavia where this 
more powerful as you enter into more type of landform was first described. It The reason it is so timely is that the 
gamma-ray and higher frequency ‘x- would be a bit easier to picture if we have first contamination of water supplies, 
rays”. These are simply light particles, fully discussed the geomorphic cycle that especially in rural areas, is going to be 
or photons, in the invisible range and karst landscapes display and I hope that through the wells and groundwater sys- 
with immensely penetrating capability. at some point we can go into that as a terns for “tampering” is harder to dis- 

subject. My great joy is in teaching and cover and usually there are less sophis- 
MINERAL SOLUTIONS IN WATER sharing, and it is most unfortunate to be ticated persons involved. In great popu- 

always so limited in ability to give as all lation areas, contamination is introduced 
The very fact that a large proportion of that I know would benefit you so greatly. in ‘substation” covered areas to hope- 

your groundwater is hard or even brack- We must, however, work with that which fully prevent original recognition of tam- 
ish is an indication that in all of its can be given and accepted in a sequence pering. Before you are done with this 
movements groundwater is taking into pertinent to happenings. game-whole cities will be shut down 
solution and removing mineral matter because of total contamination-but with 
from the rocks through which it passes. DEPOSITION OF WATER contaminates which will not be discov- 
Even perfectly clear cold water has the CONTENTS: CAVE DEPOSITS ered until their introduction is well un- 
ability to dissolve some minerals or to der way and without capability of PROV- 
combine chemically with the rock to form All ‘solution” is admittedly not see- ING deliberate contamination. 
new minerals. But groundwater is sel- nit, but it is a constant process and, over Laboratories are not geared up to 
dom clear, since it must pass through the centuries, an effective one. And if even reveal or isolate such contaminates 
overlying material as it percolates down- there is solution and removal of materi- as these new crystalline virus forms so 
ward to become groundwater. Decom- als, there must be deposition. Some- water supplies will be pronounced #safe” 
posing vegetation on the surface and the times deposition is long delayed as when when, in fact, they are not. Contamina- 
soil below it adds elements that give the the charged water finds its way to the tion itself will not usually be discovered 
water certain solvent characteristics and sea, adding its bit to the salt content or considered in most epidemics of ‘flu’, 
then, depending on the type of rock it there, and it remains for the sea to ac- etc., because the water tested is for the 
encounters, the water reacts chemically complish the deposition. Frequently, same old expected contaminates. It will 
with those rocks. If the water is heated, however, some deposition occurs along be through other happenstance that 
it frequently becomes a much more effi- the route to the sea. Course aquifers things will call attention, for where you 
cient solvent and, in the process of being become indurated, mineral layers build have one organism or substance pre- 
heated, will often pick up various new up around spring outlets, and colorful sent-other things are tattle-tale. Al- 
elements from magmatic gases. crystals develop in rock cavities. If a ways it will be that deliberate contami- 

cave is open to the atmosphere, lime- nation will be masked by already present 
KARST: WATER-DISSOLVED rich water dripping from the ceiling par- disease symptoms which delay further 

FORMATIONS tially evaporates and deposits hanging the isolation of causative organisms or 
needles (staZa&es) to be matched by substance. This is exactly what is hap- 

An excellent example of the sort of counter-needles on the floor (stalagmites) pening in this local Golden Hills area. 
solution activity in which groundwater where each drop evaporates further. You have wells and groundwater usage 
can engage is the removal of calcium from areas wherein contamination was 
carbonate by. either hot or cold water PETRIFIED WOOD easily introduced and separation is 
with a high carbon dioxide content. Per- handled at the separation lines of 
colating through the cracks in a massive Even such elements as silicon, nor- Tehachapi proper. That does not mean it 
underground limestone stratum, such mally strongly resistant to solution, may won’t creep over into the supply but 
groundwater can etch out sizable cavi- be taken up by certain types of warm some of the other water comes from 
ties in a relatively short time. Given a groundwater and redeposited. Where other resources than does the water for 
longer time, such huge caverns as organic remains such as tree trunks Golden Hills. The contamination at the 
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prison in the area, for instance, can be about the specific location of Golden ity to properly function. The seizuresare 
totally controlled and isolated-then purged 
to show no evidence of deliberate tamper- 

Hills (Tehachapi area), Calif. It is brought the most damaging and some will have 
home because I am HERE and you ones been having them under certain cir- 

ing, causing it to be accepted that Hepatitis will “listen” .to me and act. I do not yet cumstartces without realizing it. There 
is passed from person to person instead of have audience elsewhere who will act WILL BE NO MEMORY OF THE ACTUAL 
via the main water supply. quickly enough to make impact. SEIZURE ITSELF. This will manifest in 

We have gone through the entire pro- signs of falling, loss of bladder and/or 
CONFIRMATION? cess and explanation of “Groundwater” bowel control, bruising from damage 

because in THIS instance it is groundwa- during falls at onset of seizure-IN AN 
AS we sit to finish this writing, we ter which is in point but the entire water ALCOHOL-RELATED SITUATION IT WILL 

already have confirmation of my projec- supply of your nation is contaminated. OCCUR M.OST OFTEN FOLLOWING 
tions coming forth. E.J. just now delivered To understand and realize this I ask that GASTROENTERITIS AND m INTAKE OF 
an article (I believe brought in by Dr. Young) you read on and digest the entire written SUBSTANCE. 
on this subject which is headed: FEAR OF offering-NOT just personal perusal and The response of paramedics and hos- 
FA WETS -- DO our water-tmatment then toss aside if you think you live on pital attendants will be ‘withdrawal” 
#anti protect US against dungemus the “safe” side of the break-down point 
viruses in ourdhktng water? 

but in actuality the symptoms will not 

It is too lengthy to take up the subject in 
of the piping system. Tehachapi proper mimic fully withdrawal or substance sei- 
is in trouble also but no one has told you. zures. In fact, the patient will usually be 

this writing but we will present it to you at Due to drought you all have terrible considered well and be discharged within 
our next sitting. water for consumption and a whole na- avery short time if brought to emergency 

Thankyou Dharma, foryour secretarial tion is being contaminated with sub- care. 
service; it is good to be working closely stance (viruses) which cannot be ever If admitted for hospitalization, the 
again for old friendships are comfortable ‘cured”. It may seem a small issue now diagnosis will most likely be listed as 
and renewing to purpose and intent of but think what happens as the excretion Hepatitis (if organism can be isolated) or 
missions. I appreciate being asked to from sick ones produces even more con- Lupus for this virus gives symptoms and 
share from time to time and look forward to tamination for mess particular can even mimic test results found in 
more extensive insight into great geo- uiruses czre NOT KZZ&ED by Lupus. This is exactly the WAY AIDS 
physical phenomena and evolvement of arry curtent water treatment WAS INTRODUCED-BEHIND OTHER 
continents and even planets. Since I will methods. CIRCUMSTANCES, BUT IN THE U.S. IN 
probably not sit with you in the reprinting THE INOCULATIONS AGAINST HEPATI- 
of the information, I shall look forward to HEPATIC DAMAGE TIS. 
sharing again and would bid you good-day The virus introduced will, at some 
and Godspeed. I salute you ones for your Ones with hepatic damage already time shortly noted, be categorized as an 
ongoing and endless service. I do not use present are targets for death and it will AIDS-causing virus. It is already on the 
the term ‘tireless” for I witness that you never be told what was the cause of list as revised. Check first your prison 
are all totally ‘tired”. We make progress, death. This assault is planned to serve populations and then the general pub- 
however, and in the ending-THAT shall that very need-depopulation without lit-you will find Hepatitis B and C now 
make the day. SaIu. knowledge of cause of death. If you are listed as ‘epidemic” in some states, such 

Soltec to clear and relinquish frequency an abuser of drugs cleansed through the as California. 
and to you ones who are “frequency” moni- liver, a Lupus-diagnosed person with There are great interesting observa- 
tors, I do not utilize Gyeorgos Hatonn’s organ involvement (this will always in- tions to make. Check what is happen- 
circuit or frequency. We do, however, seem elude “liver”) or a simple ‘alcoholic” or ing-especially in households where 
to work it out. quite nicely. May peace frequent user to the extent of even minor there is a known alcoholic-AS THAT 
prevail. Adonai. damage to the hepatic system-YOU ARE PERSON STOPS DRINKING. THE SYMP- 

A TARGET. TOMS WILL EXACERBATE IN ALL IN- 
(Editor’s note: Remember that this fol- It IS the contaminant in the water STANCES. THEREARE NOW ADDITIVES 

lowing inform&ion was first written to ad- right now which causes immediate reac- INTO WINES AND ESPECIALLY THE 
dress the “sickening” water contamination tion to the source problem in the liver of “CLEARA ALCOHOLIC SUBSTANCES 
problems in a Tehachapi, CA suburb. The the human. The REAL culprit is that WHICH ARE INTRODUCED TO INTER- 
contamination *bugs” that Commander ad- which affects the liver and also causes ACT WITH THE VIRUS IN POINT. IT IS 
dresses below were what was - and still the various forms of Hepatitis (meaning: JUST AS A HERPES (COLD SORE) WILL 
may be - planned for larger distribution. inflammation of the liver). The pathogen BREAK FORTH UNDER GIVEN CIRCUM- 
However,thecumht aFozMlmers*deaths works in concert with the substance STANCES. THIS, JUST AS A HERPES 
would appear to be the result ofsome other already present as toxins to and in the VIRUS, IS NEVER CURED OR KILLED- 
van’ety of new and improved aengineering” liver and causes exactly what you wit- IT WILL REMAIN IN THE BODY FORTHE 
effotis by some ofthose depraved scientific ness in Hepatitis, etc. The toxins are in REST OF THE LIFESPAN, READY TO 
puppets of the Satanic Elite. the hepatic system and when stricken by BECOME ACTIVE IN GIVEN SPECIAL 

However, the basic “denial” game re- this particular type of virus there is a CIRCUMSTANCES, USUALLY ACCOM- 
mains the same and Commander Hatonn major reaction, illness and, in damaged PANIED BY SEVERE STRESS. 
does, below, finally cover the very infom- persons, full blown seizures, convulsions, In the situation wherein you have 
tive FEAR OF FAUCETS article that Soltec heart inflammation, heart/lung inflam- damage attack severe enough to affect 
briefly alluded to at the endof his writing.) mation, heart “attack”, symptoms of the nervous system you have a really 

Hepatitis and Mononucleosis (general potentially deadly setup. The same symp- 
9/ 14/92 Wl HATONN fatigue, malaise and liver damage symp- toms will be going on in affected areas, in 

toms of all kinds). There will be a reac- hundreds of households. If the person, 
You-the-people will be told that there tion to fatty foods and an inability to for instance, is an alcohol user you can 

is no virus found in the water supply break down glucose properly; this being expect the worst responses to come with 
which is contaminated. We speak here response of the mitochondria in inabil- no intake of substance. If you have 
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persons with other causes and diag- reactions of the public-GET IT OUT micro-organisms from sewage. Amsri- 
noses (i.e., Lupus) you will have myocar- THERE! YOU ONES ARE BEING SLAIN can rivers slake the thirst of, and 
dial response in all probability with or AS DELIBERATELY AS IF YOU WERE ON serve as sewers for, au enormous pop- 
without other symptoms but severe ill- THE BATTLEFIELD, WITH BULLETS AS ulation. 
ness and acute (almost instant and some- AMMUNITION AGAINST YOU, THE TAR- ‘I used to live in Bozeman, Mon- 
times ‘instant”) response to simply a GET. THIS IS AS SERIOUS AS IT GETS. tana”, says microbiologist Mark 
‘drink of water” almost as in the re- LeChevallier, who works for the Ameri- 
sponse to rabies infection. QUOTE: can Water Works Service Company near 

As the liver becomes compromised St. Louis. ‘The water they get here on 
the brain neuron interruptions result in SANFRANCISCO CHRONICLE, ‘THIS the Mississippi is the water they’ve 
seizures or heart attacks and usually the WORLD” Section, AUG. 23, 1992. flushed in Montana six months ago.” 
actual cause of symptoms is MIS- Actually it takes the water slightly 
diagnosed. FEAR Olr FAUCETS; Do OUT water- less than ONE month to make the jour- 

tiatmcnt pIants protect us agatnst ney from Montana sewage plants all the 
“YELLOW” JAUNDICE A CLUE dangerow Viruses fn oz(r dritiing way down the Missouri to St. Louis. By 

UMltW-? then the river is loaded with bacteria and 
Your major CLUE in this local con- discarded viruses from hundreds of up- 

tamination report is the printed word (Editor’s note: The authorofthis article stream sewers, animal feedlots and 
regarding symptoms wherein “jaundice” is Bryan Jay Bashin who is executive slaughterhouses. St. Louis treats that 
is one of the symptoms along with gas- director of the Center for Science water in drinking-water plants, uses it, 
trointestinal upheavals. Jaundice is Repoting, a Sacramento-based science treats it again in sewage plants, and puts 
ALWAYS resultant of a compromise in- news service. This article originally ap- it back in the Mississippi. Ten days later 
sult to the hepatic (liver)-billiary system. peared in the July/August 1992 issue of and a thousand miles downstream, 
If jaundice is present, as it was with Eating Well magazine.) they’re drinking it in New Orleans. 
persons immediately in point-the toxin Yet those in the clean-water busi- 
is already at work and the person is For years a tiny handful of scientists ness, such as LeChevallier, offer a reas- 
already in toxic response in a major way. suspected that there was something suring message. *We believe that our 
It may not be apparent but the liver is wrong with the way cities purify drinking water in the United States is well treated 
under severe attack and this is irrevers- water. Pierre Payment, however, was and safe to drink. . . . Today people don’t 
ible damage. If symptoms are allowed to not among them and, on a wager, the really have to think when they turn on 
continue there will be total nervous sys- Montreal virologist designed an experi- the tap.” 
tern response and actual brain damage ment to prove the water skeptics All Pierre Payment set out to do was 
resulting in seizures and ultimate men- WROIO. But science can turn upon prove that this common premise was 
tal incapacity. small events: Payment lost the bet and tie. He says he began his million- 

The population is TRAINED to demonstrated that our drinking water dollar experiment sure that l there were 
BLAME whatever APPEARS most obui- may not be as pure as w.e like to think it so few viruses in tap water that we could 
0~1s. That is fntentional so that no is. show water was causing no disease. What 
one notices until AFTER the damage In dispute was the significance of a we found was the reverse.” 
is done that anything is going on. The small number of viruses. Although Pay- Payment didn’t have far to look to find 
reactions will occur first in already com- ment had been finding viruses in Quebec a dirty river. Practically in his back yard 
promised systems and therefore diagno- rivers and tap water for years, conven- was a plant that treats Des Prairies River 
sis will be missed in the first complaints tional wisdom said that those viruses water and pipes it to 40,000 people in 
and, therefore, there will be no assault were not responsible for widespread dis- one part of suburban Montreal. What 
against the perpetrators until AFTER the ease. In 1985, while attending a micro- made the river ideal was that Payment 
disease is in full-blown epidemic propor- biology conference in Washington, D.C. already knew there were viruses in it- 
tion. Just as AIDS was intended for a the Canadian researcher decided to bet anywhere from 5 to 10 percent of the Des 
certain segment to miss detection in an American colleague that he could Prairies flow consisted of untreated sew- 
time to stem the process, so is this next prove, once and for all, that the conven- age. Yet no records existed that showed 
onslaught of introduced death-viruses. tional wisdom was right. Payment wa- that Montrealers suffered an unusual 
This will hit, first, the alcohol and drug gered that he and his colleagues at the amount of sewage-linked disease-the 
users and those already compromised University of Quebec’s Armand Frappier mysterious bouts of diarrhea and 24- 
by systemic dis-ease such as hepatitis Virology Research Center, who had a hour ‘bugs” that strike most house- 
and systemic lupus. .’ reputation for being tenacious virus- holds once a year or so. The 

I DON?’ KNOW HOW TO MAKE YOU hunters, could demonstrate that a few neighborhood’s tap water was locally 
SEE, CHELAS, YOU ARE UNDERGOING stray viruses were nothing to worry about. considered of good quality and regularly 
TOTAL AND DEADLY ATTACK AND FEW “We decided to find outwhat happens met government standards similar to 
ARE ABLE TO SHAKE OFF THE SHACK- to people who drink water from a state- those that govern U.S. water. 
LES OF BLIND IGNORANCE TO TAKE of-the-art plant meeting all U.S. and Payment designed perhaps the most 
ACTION IN TIME TO STOP THIS INSAN- Canadian regulations, but which draws thorough study of tap water drinkers 
ITY. upon disease-contaminated source wa- ever conducted, putting 2,400 people in 

Dharma, I ask that the items brought ter,” Payment recalls. suburban Montreal under close scru- 
as confirmation be placed herein-if I The experiment Payment devised tiny. To tease out useful data, he fitted 
cannot cause you to look at this-per- went to the heart of a truth that people half of the test families kitchens with 
haps you will SEE SOLID EVIDENCE. I who drink treated water may not want extremely efficient $800 under-the-sink 
know that you ones had no access to this to think about: Hundreds of U.S. and reverse-osmosis filters. The filters were 
information prior to my introduction of Canadian water plants routinely pro- so selective that they passed no viruses 
the matter-but please do not waste time duce tap water from water that con- or bacteria, enabling Payment to com- 
in pondering and lingering over possible tains, at least in part, pathogens and pare the health of families drinking and 
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cooking with purified water with a con- To get the data, Payment’s group de- tained plant may represent the tip of a 
trol group that took water from the tap- tided on a tedious mix of biweekly phone microbiological iceberg. After all, in one 
from the treated water of the Des Prairies checks and ongoing health question- small community in 1988-89, that single 
River. naires. The results of the phone calls water plant had spread some 8,000 cases 

Payment expected a tiny difference at were startling. ‘Almost from the first of short-term disease-and, apart from a 
best. The state-of-the-art tap water plant month, we started noticing the trend,” dogged virology team, no one noticed. 
used chlorine, ozone and a variety of says Payment. ‘Acrosseveryagegroup, How much more disease may remain yet 
filters to kill bacteria and viruses. To sex and region, people who drank tap to be measured is any epidemiologist’s 
produce telling statistics, he’d have to let water without the filter were getting sick guess, since U.S. government agencies 
the experiment run for 18 months. No more often (than the drinkers of the haven’t yet conducted a similar study 
one had studied such a large group of filtered water).” here. The U.S. Environmental Protec- 
water drinkers for that long. It was a The experiment was detailed in the tion Agency {EPA), for its part, says drink- 
costly and difficult gamble. June 199 1 American Journal of Public ing water must be so free of bacteria and 

The telltale illness Payment was look- Health. The control group of Montrealers viruses that no more than one consumer 
ing for-gastroenteritis-is a good indi- drinking unfiltered tap water had a 30 to in 10,000 will be sickened per year. [H: 
cator of tap water’s overall infection po- 35 percent greater chance of getting In a place like Golden Hills there should 
tential because any of dozens of different gastroenteritis compared with those who be “o*, ser-one. And, no more 
bacteria and viruses cause its symp- drink highly filtered tap water. Some- than one in all of Greater Tehachapi.] 
toms: vomiting, diarrhea, nausea, thing in the water was making the con- Payment’s experiment shows that not 
cramps. Gastroenteritis is also impor- trol group sick-but the use of sophisti- one but 2,000 consumers are being 
tant because researchers are linking one cated filters significantly reduced the sickened by something so preventable 
of its causes-the extremely hardy en- incidence of such illnesses. The filter that certain under-sink filters can knock 
teroviruses-to far more serious ill- reduced adult gastroenteritis by two it out. 
nesses. (See accompanying story for- cases per 10 adults per year. Children It’s not hard to find a reason why the 
lowing later on called, More Than Just under 5 had even greater reductions; effect has thus far remained undiscov- 
“Stomach” Flu.) One of the implicated four to eight fewer sicknesses yearlyper ered: The illness is relatively mild, and 
enteroviruses, the Coxsackie virus, is 10 children. its normal incidence per family is rela- 
associated with a devastating form of The dramatic reductions among the tively small, about one extra case of 
heart-muscle deterioration. Research- filtered-water drinkers would have been gastroenteritis per Montreal family every 
ers are homing in on other enteroviruses even greater if 5 percent hadn’t con- 15 months. [H: Don’t lose focus for 
that may be linked to diabetes, meningi- tracted gastroenteritis from, oddly this virologist is speaking of “regular” 
tis and problems during pregnancy. enough, the filters themselves (see story strains of viruses or bacteria-NOT 
Payment’s focus, however, was on the below, U A Filter that Breeds Bacte- what is purposely in water system8 in 
much more common and easy-to-mea- da”). the local area, for instanae. You can 
sure incidence of short-term One dismavina conclusion from the know this because one of the “symp- 
gastroenteritis. 

d 

results is that &is small, well-main- ton&’ mentioned in the paper rel&s&, 
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lists “jaundice” and that comes only 
from some type of liver involvement- 
not rimple gastroenteritis.] 

That may not sound like much-a 
miserable day in bed now and again for 
one family member or his or her neigh- 
bor-but if Payment’s results hold true 
in the United States, tap water may, 
amazingly, turn out to cause at least as 
much gastroenteritis as is caused by bad 
food. That’s a remarkable rethinking of 
the sources of staggering amounts of 
American =stomach flu”-especially in a 
decade which has seen foodborne-dis- 
ease outbreaks linked to raw eggs, 
chicken, soft cheeses, cantaloupe and 
seafood. 

Payment’s experiment revealed the 
opposite of classic “outbreak” epidemic, 
with many people succumbing within a 
short period of time. Instead, water- 
drinkers may have come to accept occa- 
sional gastroenteritis as %ormaln. 

“If you take the data we have, it isn’t 
an epidemic. In fact, the disease main- 
tains a subepidemic level.... We might, 
as a society, now accept as normal a 
large chunk of gastrointestinal sick- 
nesses which may be preventable.” 

If the Montreal subepidemic is pro- 
jected across the U.S. population, the 
tally mounts to millions, if not tens of 
millions, of excess gastrointestinal bouts, 
with an economic cost of several billion 
dollars. And if scientists find that U.S. 
water plants are also passing on excess 
gastroenteritis-even though their tap 
water may meet recentZu ded EPA 
standards-a major re-evaluation may 
be in order. 

Most probably, the preventable ill- 
nesses that Payment measured were 
caused by viruses. Payment had found 
viruses in Quebec municipal tap water 
before, roughly one human virus in each 
liter of raw Des Prairies River water. 
Were the viruses present in Montreal, 
but in numbers so low that they were not 
detectable? 

‘I sat down and thought,” recalls 
Payment. ‘If the plant produced water 
with just one virus per 1,000 liters, the 
number of resulting.diseases would be 
very close to what we saw in our study. 
And we can’t accurately measure those 
few viruses. Every time I detect one, 
there might really be 10, or 100, unde- 
tected. 

‘And even if you only have one virus 
in 1,000 liters, that means that one 
person will be infected per 1,000 per day. 
That’s why we’ve been trying to get that 
last virus.” 

That last single virus is enough to 
infect an individual; its public health 
importance is far greater than killing 
say, every last bacterium. That’s be- 
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of, say, salmonella bacteria to cause SECURE, ALSO, IN ANY SYSTEM OF 
infection, but even single viruses- more PUBLIC WATER CLEANSING APPARA- 
efficient in causing disease than bacte- TUS NOW IN USE. YOU MUST UNDER- 
ria-can infect a human. A few viruses, STAND, THE SCIENTIFIC COMMUNITY 
then, can cause sickness in water sup- HAS NOW ‘CREATED” VIRUSES FOR 
plies out of all proportion to their num- SPECIFIC PURPOSES AND DEFENSES. 
bers. THIS IS HOW THEY CAN TELL YOU 

“I think the potential is large for a THAT ALMOST 100% OF YOU WILL 
viral cause,” says Dennis Juranek, chief TEST HIV POSITIVE BY THE TURN OF 
of epidemiology at the parasitic disease THE CENTURY! IT IS A SURE THING- 
branch of Centers for Disease Control in NOT JUST SPECULATION.] 
Atlanta. “In over half of the outbreaks 
investigated, no [causal] agent is ever 9/14/92 #2 HATONN 
identified.” 

There has been no shortage of water- CONTINUATION: FEAR OF FAUCETS 
related illnesses to survey in the United 
States: From 197 1 to 1985 there were VIRUSES VS. BACTERIA 
485 clusters of dise,ase so widespread 
that the CDC has classified them as Viruses do, after all, have distinct 
“outbreaks”-each averaging 7,400 advantages over bacteria because of their 
cases of disease. The outbreaks hap- tiny size and durability. If a bacterium 
pened at diverse sites, from contami- were, say, the size of a football field, 
nated wells to city water systems, but a @pica2 utrus wouZd be only the size 
nearly everyone in the field agrees that of a footbaZ2. The ordinary sand fir- 
those numbers represent just a fraction ters that most water-treatmentpZants 
of 1 percent of the true number of water- use reZiabZy stop Zarger bacteria, but 
borne infections. as many as 5 percent of the viruses 

But to say that viruses may be the pass right through. To truly reduce 
cause and that water-treatment meth- viral numbers, the EPA requires water 
ods may be to blame is not to say that companies to use a multiple-step pro- 
proving Payment’s theory will be easy. cess. 
“Virtually nobody has the lab capability The EPA rules tell the nation’s 
and resources to do [necessary] large- 54 000 uratet su 
scale investigations for viruses,” Juranek S OKI reduce the mun er 0 U - 
explains. 

Water scientists are at a loss to ex- ~; 
plain how state-of-the-art treatment Concentr&iOn. 
plants like the one in suburban Montreal mandUte-zOCatl planti fFWSt Pfe- 
could pass on so much illness. A visit to Cisehf feduCe the nunrbets of 
most North American municipal plants- somethimu thm neuet ~zcWU~& 
from which 83 percent of Americans get meQs1uB. 
their water-is reassuring to a casual 
observer. Sparkling-clean water passes [Editor’s note: Go back and 
through mazes of increasingly cleaner read that last statement again. 
channels; the sharp and satisfying anti- THIS is what science and engi- 
septic smell of chlorine permeates the neering have deteriorated into 
air. Whirring pumps, white-coated tech- and why I - Ed Young - have 
nicians, authoritative banks of gauges- gotten out of such conceited de- 
it’s a perfect setting for a Mr. Clean pragty to hopefilly do some 
commercial. As river water gets chlori- good through other routes of 
nated, sedimentated, inoculated, coagu- spending time and energy.] 
lated, filtered and ozonated, might an 
occasional virus be able to get through? The EPA’s 1989 Surface Water Treat- 

[H: Indeed, indeed. The virus now ment Rule exempts plants from having 
under point is one which is NOT to test or count viruses in any way. 
KILLED OR TOTALLY FILTERED BY Instead, plant operators spend $75 mil- 
ANY KNOWN OPERATING SYSTEM TO lion yearly assiduously counting an old 
100%. THE VIRUS IN POINT HAS A standby bacterium called coliform, in 
COVERING “SHELL” WHICH IS NOT larger systems sometimes hourly. The 
PENETRATED BY AVERAGE USAFEm problem is, coliform bacteria are next- 
AMOUNTS OF CHLORINE (REMEMBER to-useless indicators of waterborne vi- 
THAT CHLORINE IS A DEADLY POI- ruses. 
SON). THE VIRUS, LIKE THE HIV The theory has long been that al- 
VIRUS, MOVES RIGHT THROUGH AL- though fecal coliform bacteria usually 
MOST ALL SAVE THE MOST INTACT don’t cause disease, they often show up 
MEMBRANE FILTERS JUST AS THE when disease-causing sewage bacteria 
HIV PASSES EASILY THROUGH A has leaked into water. So utilities dump ._ _ 

cause it can take hundredsor thousands CONDOM. MOREOVER, THE HIV IS chlorine into the input water and the 
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coliforms vanish. By doing so, utilities Southern California (via the State Water [Editor’s note: Wonder why?!] 
meet the EPA’s microbe-destroying re- Project) a maze of local water plants Before any war against viruses can be 
quirement. Day in and day out, bored depend upon theoretical estimates of the launched, water scientists insist the 
water technicians keep testing chlori- effectiveness of filtering viruses out of Montreal experiment must be redone in 
nated water to find fecal coliform. What that delta water. other cities. The new experiments are 
about viruses? From New Orleans to “In the literature, people have written necessary to resolve several criticisms of 
Newark no water company technician that water plants should reduce viruses Payment’s study, particularly that the 
tests for them, so there is no record of (to 1 billionth of the original number),” Montreal source water-which contains 
any “problems” . notes Payment. “So you should have no untreated sewage-was much more con- 

viruses left. That is theoretical. In taminated than U.S. water. 
SHABBY REGULATIONS AND practice, the filtration plant is imper- But was the Quebec River water that 

PHONY ARITHMETIC feet.” much dirtier than U.S. water? The num- 
LEAVE WATER IMPURE Payment knows this firsthand be- bers say Nd. There were 57,000 colif- 

cause, in the jargon of researchers, he’s arms/liter in Montreal, but 44,000 last 
To meet the letter of the law-l/ 10,000 done the wet work. In 1985, he found year in Cincinnati, and 30,000 to 50,000 

the virus numbers originally in the source seven Quebec water-treatment plants just above New Orleans. Montreal’s wa- 
water-EPA rules allow water utilities to passing about one virus per every 1,000 ter is dirty, all right, but not much dirtier 
choose from a sampler of technologies liters of treated drinking water. Some than thousands of miles of U.S. rivers. 
which-on paper-should reduce virus tap-water samples had not one, but 10 to “Clearly, I think the virus and coliform 
numbers adequately. Filter your water, 20 viruses. in Montreal [rivers] are probably some- 
the EPA says, and they’ll credit utilities Jack DeMarco, superintendent of the thing you could find in Missouri and 
with reducing viruses a lOO-fold. Disin- Water Quality and Research Division for Mississippi and some of our larger wa- 
feet the water and we’ll assume water Cincinnati’s W.ater Works, says that terways,” agrees Joan Rose, avirologist 
viruses are reduced another loo-fold. smaller systems may inevitably fail to in the University of South Florida. 
Multiply these two reductions together follow rigorous technical standards in Back at the Institute of Virology in 
and, voila, utilities can claim they’ve caring for sand filters. ‘Sometimes,” he Montreal, Pierre Payment is planning 
reduced viruses by 10,000 times-a says, “small systems misoperate by im- the decisive experiment. He would mea- 
mathematically-derived 99.00 percent proper cleaning.” sure illnesses in two matched cities, one 
reduction. And no technician ever need One seemtnalv obvious solution ts with high numbers of viruses known to 
raise a test-tube to be sure the system’s simpZ-u to ktZZ viruses b-u pouri~ in be in river water, the other with few or no 
working. stiZ2 more disinfectants like chZorine. viruses. If he can show that there is the 

Of course, the dirtier the source, the But when chZorine is added to raw same incidence of disease in both cities, 
more trouble treatment plants have pro- water containha or.uanic matter, it then the problem is not caused by vi- 
ducing uncontaminated drinking water, forms tinlr amounts of a .famiZg of ruses. “Right now,” he says ruefully, 
but right now the EPA doesn’t require potenttaZZu cancer-tiausinq bv-prod- =I’m trying to get the money to do the 
cities using even the filthiest river water study.” ucts. Utilities and the EPA won’t permit 
to add extra disinfectant or filtration-in still-higher chlorine concentrations. ‘I think we have to validate the re- 
fact, no more is required of those cities’ Utilities that hope to counteract viruses search that Payment has produced,” says 
plants than from, say, mountain springs. in their source water must begin think- Alfred Dufour, director of the EPA’s Mi- 

‘We recognize that the minimum re- ing of novel-and sometimes-experimen- crobiology Research Division in Cincin- 
quired under the rule would probably tal-disinfection technologies. Cost of nati. “If it’s repeated, with similar re- 
not be adequate for systems with heavy these new technologies varies, but in sults, then I think we have to be con- 
fecal contamination,” says Stig Regli, general it’s just a few percent of the cerned that there’s something in our 
regulation manager at the EPA’s Office of billions of dollars cities spend to operate treatment process that isn’t catching 
Groundwater and Drinking Water. “One waterworks. these pathogens, whatever they are.” 
thing that we’re considering at the EPA is And it’s not as if river water has been Defour’s group at the EPA’s Environ- 
developing an eventual amendment to getting filthier and filthier. Mississippi mental Monitoring Systems Laboratory 
the Surface Water Treatment Rule which water, for example, has far fewer of those in Cincinnati may be the first to repro- 
would require higher levels of total treat- indicator-bacteria, fecal coliform, than duce Payment’s experiments, if it can 
ment with poor quality source water.” years ago, thanks largely to the 1974 cobble together enough money fromvari- 

The smart money says that it won’t be Clean Water Act, which forced U.S. cities ous agencies. It may be 1994 before an 
earlier than the mid- 1990s before the to treat their sewage before discharging experiment is under way and the slow 
EPA’s ponderous ’ process of hearings, it into rivers and lakes. What is new is pace of the EPA research irritates some 
re-hearings and legal paperwork can fix virologists’ awareness that sewage in the research community. [Editor’s 
the present law-if the next administra- treatment plants aren’t nearly as good note: For the rest of us, it only 
tion makes it a priority. at virus killing as once believed. confirms that purposeful foul 

California water supplies, on the “What I find the most difficult about play is afoot.] 
whole, are far less polluted with human sewage,” says Betty Olson, a professor “The EPA has tables of research on 
waste than many U.S. rivers. San Fran- and chair of Environmental Analysis and toxics, on pesticides, but right now, we 
cisco, with its aqueduct drawing from Design at the University of California at have just one table on coliforms, which 
the Sierra’s Hetch Hetchy reservoir, faces Irvine, “is that a few studies were done tells us nothing about what harmful or- 
negligible-human waste disinfection prob- back in 1974 and showed there were no ganisms are in water and what the risk 
lems. On the other hand, many cities viruses in [sewage plant] secondary ef- is,” says Rose, who blames poor support 
along the Sacramento and San Joaquin fluent-and the EPA put the matter to for research from the Reagan and Bush 
River systems-like Fresno, Sacramento rest. Now we have tests that are five administration. Under Reagan the EPA 
and Redding-dump their treated waste times more sensitive than they had- cited cost when it dropped out from 
into waters that eventually wind up in and yet we have blinders on which don’t funding half of Payment’s Montreal ex- 
the delta. From Contra Costa County to encourage us to test for viruses today. periment. 
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“The EPA has a water-research bud- with the pushing of antacids you have 
get for water”, says Betty Olson of UC provided a nice comfortable rest-bed 
Irvine. “They put $775,000 into proto- for the little varmints, removing all 
zoa, viruses and bacteria-and $20 MIL- difficulty in survival and allowing pas- 
LION into chemicals. We may be spend- sage undaunted right on out through 
ing millions of dollars going after mice the intestinal system and directly back 
and letting the elephants get through.” into your drinking water after a nice 

Privately, scientists who study drink- vacation journey-unless of course, 
ing water are aghast at the poverty of they have to stop and multiply and 
funds for water research-the United divide in some loving host body-then 
States still hasn’t been able to fund $1 bunches more are provided into the 
million to repeat Payment’s experiment- water supply of loving friends and 
and wealth of private spending for house- neighbors every time you “flush”.] 
hold water systems. Each year, they These survivor viruses, however, are 
point out, private citizens spend $640 worrvingenidemiolonists because thev’re 
million for in-home water treatment- increasinglv linked to serious, disabling 
fully a third more than the EPA’ entire human diseases. 
national drinking water budget. As a group they’re known as enterovi- 

Since Payment published his re- ruses and they can cause disease from 
search-focusing late-20th-century sci- mild queasiness to killing heart failure. 
ence on 19th century water-treatment Because the outer coat they evolved to 
technology-a few water engineers have protect themselves from stomach acid 
begun wondering how to redesign plants, also helps protect them against chlorine, 
a few epidemiologists have started to the most common chemical used to dis- 
talk about follow-up studies, and a few infect tap water, enteroviruses are a sig- 
Washington regulators are beginning to nificant source of waterborne disease. 
pay more attention to viruses. “Cer- To finish off some enteroviruses may 
tainly a study like Payment’s is eye- take hundreds, even thousands of times 
opening,” sums up the EPA’s Stig Regli. more chlorine, and much more time than 
‘There’s a revolution going on with mi- it takes to kill ordinary bacteria. 
crobiological risk assessment right now. These hardy enteroviruses may be the 
. . . It’s changing our perception of what most dangerous life forms survivingmod- 
may be in the water.” ern water treatment. That’s disturbing, 

because current research is linking some 
END OF QUOTING ARTICLE, FEAR of the 73 known human enteroviruses 

OF FAUCETS. (Poliovirus, Coxsackie virus, Calicivirus, 
*** Echovirus, Rotavirus, Norwalk virus, 

Good luck citizens-the plan is to Hepatitis) to long-term, serious illnesses. 
have the world depopulated down to not The most compelling evidence implicates 
more than 550 million people Lfrom Coxsackie virus, linked to a devastating 
almost 7 Billion now] by the turn of form of heart disease in which the heart 
the century. That comes from the Elite becomes enlarged, flabby and weak- 
LIPS of one George Bush of the New ened-dilatedcardiomyopathy, currently 
World Order. Indeed, good luck-most the chief cause of heart transplantation. 
of you will be quite DEAD by the time the The virus seems to trigger a post-infec- 
government acts -for they are the ones tious autoimmune disease that can even- 
who have done it TO YOU. tually result in heart damage and death. 

Please stay tuned and read the next These findings aren’t just impor- 
articles relative to this subject-and by tant to ivory-tower researchers: Mote 
the way, do have a good day, IF you live than haZf of aZZpeopZerecefving heart 
through it. transpzantatton originaZZy became 

sickened bu viral infection of Cox- 

More Than Just sackie vi& 
“For some of these viruses, years may 

9tomach FltP pass between initial exposure and symp- 
toms,D said Rose. That long duration 
makes it easy to understand why it’s 

(Editor’s note: This is the first of two been extremely difficult for scientists to 
uuxiliary articles to the main FEAR OF link, say a flu-like illness one day with 
FAUCETS story on water contamination.) serious disease months or years later. 

The true frequency and origins of many 
QUOTING: enterovirus infections, masked until now, 

In order for the viruses in tap water to remain to be discovered. 
sicken water-drinkers, they must pass Consumers concerned about possible 
through the stomach’s corrosive acid microbial contamination of their drink- 
environment. Only a few dozen intrepid ing water have a number of options. 

are effective against viruses. / 
* Have your water tested. Many inde- 

pendent laboratories will test for toxins 
and bacteria. 

* If you have a carbon filter, change 
the carbon at least as frequently as the 
manufacturer suggests. 

* In the morning run the water for at 
least half a minute before taking a drink. 

* Be certain that all faucets to which 
garden hoses are attached are fitted with 
an anti-siphon device to prevent a re- 
verse flow from hose to indoor plumbing. 

* Call the local water utility and get a 
free copy of its latest water quality re- 
port. The report will list levels of coliform 
bacteria and chemical pollutants found 
in tap-water samples. The utility engi- 
neers may also be able to provide you 
with a rough idea of the coliform count in 
source water. If the number is above 
about 10,000 total coliforms per liter, 
the source water is roughly ,as contami- 
nated as that in Payment’s experiments. 

l If you decide to buy a home water- 
treatment unit, an excellent reference is 
the January 1990 Consumer Reports 
magazine Fit to Drink article. 

* Don’t confuse distilled water with 
sterile water. Distilled water is not chlo- 
rinated and has been shown to be fre- 
quently contaminated with bacteria. 

* Bottled water may be purer than tap 
water, but some city-manufactured 
bottled waters may contain more bacte- 
ria than plain tap water. Other bottled 
waters may be a better bet-if you can 
determine your local brand’s water 
source. 

* For additional information, consult 
the EPA’s Safe Drinking Water Hotline at 
(800) 426-479 1, from 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
EST. 

.A Filter That 
Breeds Bacteria 

(Editor’s note: The following is the sec- 
ond of two auxiliary articles to the main 
FEAR OF FAUCETS story on water con- 
tamination.) 

Consumers who have bought or who 
have been considering buying reverse 
osmosis filters might want to know that 
Pierre Payment recently discovered an 
unexpected bacterial problem with many 
of them. Designed to remove bacteria 
from tap water, they can also breed it- 
in staggering quantities. 

Under-the-sink reverse-osmosis fil- 
ters usually pass water first through a _ _ 

viruses have evolved that have the abil- [Editor’s note: Pku.se appreciate carbon filter to remove chlorine and other 
ity to survive the journey. [H: Of course how NONE of these suggestions chemicals and then through a mem- 
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brane that excludes everything but pure filter every six months, and that’s it.” 
water. Since the membrane filters water at The $100 million home reverse-osmo- 

posed of toxic materials. Water Quality 

a rate of one gallon every three to six hours, 
Association literature-while stressing that 

sis filter industry has more than doubled 
the water is usually stored in a two-gallon 

these units can filter tap water bacteria- 
since 1985. 

holding tank under the sink until it’s 
never mention that the filters often pro- 

‘We’ve seen research that the human 
needed. That’s the problem. 

duce water containing up to 100,000 times 
body is fully capable of tolerating higher more bacteria than the incoming tap wa- 

The water in the tank has been stripped amounts of bacteria,” counter Peter ter. 
of the residual chlorine that water plants Censky, executive director of the Chicago- 
add to stop bacterial growth in pipes. Sit- based Water Quality Association, repre- 

Payment’s 199 1 research paper on the 
filters concluded: “These observations raise 

ting stagnate at room temperature often senting 2,600 manufacturers/services of concerns for the possibility of increased 
for days in the tank is an ideal breeding water treatment devices. “Empirically, disease associated with certain point-of- 
ground for bacteria. And breed they do. you consume much more bacteria from use treatment devices for domestic use 
Payment measured an average of 10,000 your table, your face, your skin. But the when high levels of bacterial growth oc- 
bacteria per milliliter of tank water-20 question is still open because we don’t cur.” 
times more than average tap water, some know enough about the physiologyofdrink- ‘We want to repeat Pierre’s study,A 
units breed up to 10 million bacteria per ing water.” said microbiologist Marc LeChevallier, se- 
milliliter. Those consumers were drink- Last December, Congress’ General AC- nior research microbiologist with the 
ing water that contained more bacteria counting Office was far more critical of industry’s American Water Works Service 
than milk,” says Payment. home water treatment units. “No single Company. “Reverse-osmosis is a good 

“I was surprised,” the Canadian virolo- authority,” the GAO reported, ‘exists to system-just the way it’s implemented may 
gist remembered. He discovered that once ensure that units perform as sales agents need to be modified. You’ve got to 
a filter grows bacteria, it would continue claim.” w: Now, if you believe the GAO recirculate that water to keep it from sit- 
growing them in about the same numbers would “help” you by more regulations ting stagnant.” 
for months. He published his findings in then I do have another bridge to sell you 
the April 199 1 issue of Applied and Enti- in New York.] Calling federal regulation of END OF QUOTING 
ronmental Microbiology. the units “fragmented and incomplete”, 

“The bacteria growing in the filter the GAO recommended that the Consumer l ** 

weren’t ones we see too often,” he says. Product Safety Commission, the Federal I am quite sure we will again be blasted 
His team grew the bacteria in the lab, and Trade Commission, the EPA and industry with “you fear mongers’ and other nasty 
watched as beige, yellow and sometimes coordinate a strategy to regulate the effec- attacks. I, too, sometimes do not know 
pinkish splotches spread across their petri tiveness and safety of the home units. [H: why we and this crew ‘bother”, but here it 
dishes. The main species-psatdomoruxs Oh boy, that should insure that no one is. I ask that you take it or leave it, call if 
acinetobacter, fiauobacterium, alcaligenes ever gets safe water again in a metime. our staff can assist you but spare us your 
monucella-were known to other research- Certainly units like the one used in politics and religious put-down. You as a 
ers and presumed harmless. Quebec are in dire need of regulation. whole are in dire circumstances and what 

Payment’s statistics suggested other- Though about 600 manufacturers make you do with this information is solely up to 
wise. People drinking water from filters home water treatment units, only 54 to you. This is purely and simply offered as a 
contaminated with fewer than 1,000 bat- date have gotten around to having the public service in information. Shouting 
teria per milliliter are known to be coming Water Quality Association certify their denials at our paper crew will merit you 
down with gastroenteritis-about what you units. Ironically, even that certification nothing but embarrassment asTHETRUTH 
would expect from the normal population. (the “Prestigious Gold Seal” in association projects itself. You have aiders and abet- 
But a third of the filters grew microbe- literature) fails to test reverse-osmosis units ters of the NEW WORLD ORDER in your 
laden water with 100,000 or more bacteria for bacterial contamination. midst-knowing or unknowing-and I be- 
per milliliter. People who drank that wa- Instead, the Gold Seal is earned if the lieve it istimeyou people openyourdreamy 
ter, Payment found, averaged five bouts of unit merely ftiters out dissolved solids, eyes and look around you, for your time is 
gastroenteritis each year-10 times what doesn’t leak under pressure and isn’t corn- running out quickly. Salu. 
people drinking unftitered tap water expe- 
rienced. Their $l,OlWfilter had &en 
them diarrhea mates like those in the 
Third World. 

If it weren’t for these extra filter-bred 
illnesses, Paymeqt’s Montreal experi- 
ment might hatie shown euerz _meatet 
differences in illness between the N- 
tered and unfiltered groups-more like 
35 or 40 percent. If he can ever conduct 
a repeat test with biologically pure water- 
a technical challenge-he may be able to 
pin down the exact level of sickness that 
tap water can produce. 

The Quebec researchers have stumbled 
onto a major regulatory oversight-home 
water treatment devices are barely regu- 
lated by the government. “The major 
problem is that nobody tests the filters 
microbiologically once they are installed,” 
says Payment. They’re installed and then 
forgotten. The salesman says, ‘change the 
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Our Amazing Mother Earth: 
Further Lessons On Volcanos 

S/29/93 SOLTEC 

Toniose Soltec present. I come with 
the Host of God, and in the Light and 
Love of God of Creation, during this time 
of Transition Earth-Shan. We take this 
time and space to bring, unto you ones of 
Earth, information regarding that which 
is taking place within and upon your 
planet regarding what has come to be 
known as Earth Changes. These changes 
come in many forms, yet all is intercon- 
nected and interrelated; therefore, noth- 
ing which takes place within the con- 
fines of your world can be omitted when 
dealing with this subject matter. 

It is difficult to put into words, given 
your limited expression of language, the 
full impact of that which is taking place 
with your world and there are so very 
many aspects to tie in together that, 

_ without writing entire volumes of text, 
you have received but a mere smattering 
of the facts thus far. Keep in mind, also, 
that our main focus is to info,rm you 
ones, on a timely basis, of those events 
which affect your world on a day-to-day 
basis, and of those things which have 
been presented in misinformation, be it 
by purpose or by ignorance, and to bring 
basic education about your world to those 
who lack same. Either way, we must at 
all times remember first the purpose of 
this Mission, and that is to get a remnant 
through all the upheaval of politics, eco- 
nomics and geologic changes that are 
upon you ones of Earth-Shan. 

The best defense that you ones have 
at this time is to be informed and armed 
with the TRUTH, which has become a 
very precious commodity in your world. 
Yet, this TRUTH is the only chance you 
ones have for survival. For without it, 
you too would be following all the other 
lost lambs unto the slaughter which the 
Adversary has planned for your world. 

You are in the final counting of time 
as you perceive such and the Adversary 
understands this fact quite fully. It is 
because of this that the battle has grown 
so fierce of late and you ones are experi- 
encing attacks from all sides. For you 
see, if the Adversary can cause you ones 
to become fragmented in your purpose 
and cause you to become side-tracked, 
then you can be defeated. Yet,‘if you 

stand united, stay on course, keep your- 
selves right with God and one in your 
purpose, armed with the TRUTH, noth- 
inn can defeat you. For as soon as you 
take your sights off God, the Adversary 
will slip in so quickly that you will not 
even be aware. This is no small enemy 
that you ones are dealing with and not 
one to be taken lightly and, for Heaven’s 
sake, it is not one to be taken on without 
the Shield of God about you1 

Ones become tired of our badgering to 
continually clear space, yet it is of abso- 
lute necessity during these times. You 
ones are here for lessons and you shall 
have many opportunities for learning, 
for it is the reason that you CHOSE to 
participate in this mission. This current 
mission is the greatest opportunity you 
ones shall have in your present dimen- 
sional expression to learn. 

Yes, the lessons may seem difficult 
and many times you may perceive that 
you have failed, but believe me when I 
tell you that each one of you are making 
giant strides in your own development 
and it is only through such adversity as 
has been experienced that you ones ex- 
perience the most growth. So, when you 
reach a point of wanting to giBe up and 
not participate any further, keep in mind 
that you are never given more than you 
are able to handle. And, the more you 
are given, the more you have grown. So 
look upon each obstacle with joy and 
understanding of what it represents. 

We understand that you grow weary, 
but you are never alone so long as you 
request our presence about you and, 
should you stumble along the way, pick 
yourself up, dust yourself off and go on, 
and learn from the stumbling for in the 
learning you will have grown stronger. 

In our writing of last week, we dis- 
cussed volcanic activity upon your world 
and, during this writing, I shall continue 
this discussion. Commander Hatonn 
has requested that my dissertation on 
volcanism, which was scribed by Dharma 
previously, be rerun in this edition of the 
CONTACT, as it is a very good primer for 
the information I have been giving forth 
of late. I would, therefore, urge each of 
you to read that article prior to delving 
into this article, for it lays agood founda- 
tion. [See pages 42 - 45 for the earlier 

lecture by aPp#‘essorB Soltec on volcan- 
ism and “Mother’s” circuZatory system. ] 

PHYSICS ON A PLANETARY SCALE 

Your Earth is constructed of several 
different layers, or strata. They are: the 
continental crust, oceanic crust, upper- 
most mantle, asthenosphere, mantle, 
outer core and the inner core. The crust 
and uppermost part of the mantle are 
relatively rigid. Collectively, they make 
up the lithosphere. The upper mantle 
underlying the lithosphere behaves plas- 
tically (a semi-fluid state), and is known 
as the asthenosphere. Convection takes 
place within the asthenosphere, as well 
as within the lower mantle. The lithos- 
phere is moving, as a result of the under- 
lying mantle convection, and the inter- 
nal processes of the crust are significant 
to understanding geology. 

The tectonic forces are those gener- 
ated from within the Earth and cause 
deformation of rock, as well as vertical 
and horizontal movement of portions of 
your planet’s crust. Mountain ranges 
are created by tectonic forces stronger 
than the gravitational forces. Mountain 
ranges are built over long periods of time 
as portions of the planet’s crust are 
compressed and raised. Most of these 
tectonic forces are mechanical in nature 
and some of the energy is put to work 
deforming rock, bending and breaking it 
and raising these mountain ranges. This 
mechanical energy may be stored or con- 
verted to heat energy. An Earthquake is 
a sudden release of thisStored mechani- 
cal energy, while melting rock, resulting 
in volcanic eruptions, is another type of 
release of this same stored energy. By 
your scientific definition, the machinery 
of the Earth works by what is called 
“Plate Tectonics”. 

Volcanic activity is directly related to 
Plate Tectonics and most active volca- 
noes are located near plate junctions, 
where magma is produced as spreading 
or sinking lithospheric plates interact 
with other Earth materials. Approxi- 
mately 80 percent of all active volcanoes 
are located in the Pacific Ring of Fire, 
which circumscribes the Pacific Ocean. 
This area essentially corresponds to the 
Pacific Plate. In the United Sates, sev- 
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eral volcanoes in Hawaii, Alaska and the Valley in California (known as the Long 
Cascade Mountain Range are consid- Valley Caldera). 
ered, by your scientists, as active. 

The Hawaiian volcanoes are of inter- 
The main explosive eruptions are over 

very quickly-within a few days or a few 
est due to their location, well within the weeks, but intermittent and lesser mag- 
Pacific Plate, rather than near a plate nitude volcanic activity can linger on for 
boundary. Below the Pacific Plate, where millions of years. 
magma is generated, are what are known 

In Yellowstone, the 

as ‘hot spots”. 
original event left the result of hot springs 

Magma pushes upward and geysers. The Owens Valley event 
through the fissures and fractures in the 
plate and vents to the surface, produc- 

(Long Valley Caldera) is still producing 
volcanic and seismic potential hazards. 

ing a volcano on the bottom of the sea Both the Yellowstone and Long Valley 
floor, that eventually may become an sites are still capable of producing fu- 
island. ture volcanic activity because magma is 

At the Hawaiian Islands, the Pacific still present at variable depths beneath 
Plate is moving in a northwest direction the caldera floors. Both are what your 
and passing over one of these so-called 
‘hot spots”, and so a chain of volcanoes 

scientists refer to as resurgent calderas, 
because the floors of the calderas have 

has formed. The island of Hawaii is, at slowly domed upward since the explo- 
this point, near one of these ‘hot spots” sive eruptions that originally formed 
and is presently experiencing active’vol- them. 
canism and land mass formation from 
the active volcanoes. 

The concern, however, with the Long 
Other islands to Valley Caldera, as I have written on be- 

the northwest are off this “hot spot” and 
volcanoes on these islands are no longer 

fore, is that the rate of uplift has been 
accelerating and there have been swarms 

active. In time, the larger island of of Earthquakes in the area with magni- 
Hawaii will also pass from over this “hot 
spot” and its volcanic activity will also 

tudes of 5 to 6, which became harmonic, 

move into a quiet or inactive stage. 
and this is symptomatic of magma mov- 
ing closer to the surface. It was consid- 

Magma, which becomes lava if it ered, by your own scientists, enough of a 
reaches the surface, forms locally within 
the outer 100 kilometers (approximately 

potential hazard that a notice of poten- 
tial volcanic hazard was issued in 1982. 

62 miles) of the Earth’s surface. Pockets At present, the notice has been lifted, 
of magma form from the melting of rock but the future situation there is still 
within the crust or uppermost part of the deemed “uncertain” by your scientists 
mantle. so they are continually keeping a watch- 

ful eye on this place. With the recent 
LONG VALLEY CALDERA renewed Earthquake activity in this area, 

you can rest assured that they are once 
We have been discussing the area in again taking a very close look at this 

California known to you ones as the Long area. 
Valley Caldera, a volcano that erupted 
some 700,000 years ago, and one that is 

When a volcano, such as the Long 
Valley Caldera, erupts, it is the explosive 

exhibiting signs of renewed activity in type of eruption which spreads ash for 
recent years. Let me first give explana- literally hundreds of miles in all direc- 
tion of a caldera for you who may be tions, and produces an ash cloud that 
unaware of this term. A caldera, or can spread for thousands of miles. In a 
crater, is a large volcanic depression normal eruption, in addition to the ash 
formed by the explosive disruption of a itself, various gases are also released. 
volcanic cone or by the collapse of a These gases include: water vapor, car- 
volcanic crater floor. The explosive erup- bon dioxide, carbon monoxide, sulfur 
tions are rather rare, but usually ex- dioxide and hydrogen sulfide. Even some 
tremely violent. .’ thought-to-be-dormant volcanoes emit 

A large caldera-forming eruption may gases for very long periods following erup- 
explosively extrude 1000 cubic kilonie- tions. 
ters of pyroclastic [“pyre” = hot, “elastic” 
= broken; meaning small rock chunks and DEADLY RADIOACTIVE GASES 
other rocky fragments formed during the 
cooling down into solid matetial afler be- Although these natural escaped gases 
ing hurled as hot “liquid” from the vol- produce some hazard, the greater haz- 
cane] debris, mostly ash. This would be ard in the Long Valley Caldera scenario 
about 100.0 times that which was ejected is that of vudioactiuegases, which would 
by the eruption of Mount St. Helens in be released if this old giant should come 
1980. The most recent caldera forming to life. 
eruptions on the North American Conti- These radioactive gases present are 
nent occurred between 600,000 and due to all the fissures and fractures that 
700,000 years ago in Yellowstone Na- extend over into the State of Nevada 
tional Park in Wyoming and in the Owens (where shaking has been felt as far awav 
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as Las Vegas in the recent series of 
Earthquakes associated with this situa- 
tion) . All areas of land mass have a 
certain amount of natural fissures and 
fractures created by the continual mov- 
ing, grinding, folding and separating 
actions of the Tectonic Plates. 

Nevada, however, has experienced a 
tremendous amount of tampering by 
man-because of all the underground 
nuclear testing that has taken place there 
over the years. So, here in this place you 
have natural fractures and fissures, but 
these have been enlarged by man’s inter- 
ference, and new fractures and fissures 
have been created by the same man- 
caused interference. There are also 
underground storage areas of haz- 
ardous waste of the most insidious 
kinds~neticallyalte~d lifeforms, 
mdioactive waste and the like. Yet, 
your new President has given the go- 
ahead to continue, for a limited time, 
the ridiculous practice of under- 
ground testing. 

These underground storage facilities 
are of grave concern at this point due to 
all the seismic and potential volcanic 
activity from that Long Valley Caldera 
area. If that volcano goes, there will be 
even more new fissures and fractures 
and you can bet that all those nice little 
surprises stored below ground will end 
up in the atmosphere and spread world- 
wide. That is in addition to the mass 
destruction that would take place from 
the resultant volcanic ash that would be 
naturally produced by this sleeping gi- 
ant. 

Let me take a few lines to summarize 
the different types of volcanoes you will 
find on your planet. Shield Volcanoes, 
by far are the largest volcanoes and are 
characterized by relatively non-explo- 
sive activity, resulting from the low silica 
content of the magma. They are broad, 
gently sloping cone-shaped and are built 
up almost entirely from solidified lava 
flows. During eruptions, the lava spreads 
widely and thinly due to its low viscosity. 
Because the lava flows from a central 
vent, without much lava build-up around 
the vent, the slopes are usually in the 
shape of a flattened dome or shield. 

The Hawaiian Islands are essentially 
a series of shield volcanoes, built up- 
ward from the ocean floor by intermit- 
tent eruptions over millions of years. 
They are spectacular to observe and the 
eruptions are relatively non-violent be- 
cause the lava is generally fluid (less 
viscous). The Hawaiian Islands, then, 
are composed of a series of layers of 
basalt (low in silica and relatively high in 
iron, magnesium and calcium oxides). 

Cinder Cones are volcanoes con- 
structed of loose rock fragments which 
have been ejected from a central vent. In 
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contrast to the gentle sloping sides of Cascade Mountain Range, and (2) the is the Juan de Fuca Plate, whose spread- 
shieldvolcanoes, cinder cones commonly Mediterranean Belt, which is home to ing center is in the Pacific just a little 
have steep-sided slopes (approximately the legendary Mt. Vesuvius. Several west of the Washington and Oregon coast- 
30 degrees). Most of the ejected material composite volcanoes are in Mexico, line. This plate moves eastward and is 
lands near the vent during an eruption among which is El Chichon, which subducting beneath the North American 
and builds up the cone to a peak. The erupted in 1982. The towns near this Plate, which is moving westward. 
steepness of slopes of accumulating loose volcano were buried by the heavy ash As this Juan de Fuca Plate descends, 
material is limited by gravity to approxi- and ash flows, leaving thousands dead it is the upper portion of the Plate which, 
mately 33 degrees. Cinder cones tend to in the small towns and villages. of course, tilts forward as it is going 
be much smaller than shield volcanoes. Volcanic domes are steep-sided, dome downward, and thus that “leading” sur- 
Most cinder cones are in the area of 1500 or spine-shaped masses of volcanic rock face of the Plate comes into contact with 
feet in height. formed from viscous lava that solidifies increasingly hotter material. Once it has 

The fragments ofvolcanic rock ejected in or immediately above a volcanic vent. slid beneath the continental lithosphere, 
from cinder cones range in size from 1.5 A volcanic dome grew within the caldera it continues under the asthenosphere. 
to 13 inches. Dust and ash are the finest of Mount St. Helens after the climactic At that point, temperatures are high 
particles emitted. When solid rock has eruption in 1980. Mt. Lassen in North- enough to cause partial melting of the 
been blasted apart by volcanic explo- eastern California is a good example of a upper portion of the descending plate. 
sion, the fragments are angular and have volcanic dome. One previous eruption of The magma, being less dense than the 
no rounded edges or corners. If lava is this volcano blew out horizontally and surrounding rocks, then rises toward 
ejected into the air, a molten blob be- destroyed a very large area. A group of the surface, eventually erupting and 
comes streamlined during flight, solidi- volcanic domes, known as the Chaos building these composite volcanic domes 
fies and falls to the ground in a.spindle 
or lens shape. Local concentrations of 
gas in magmacause eruptions that build 
cinder cones. They are not necessarily 
related to the silica content of the 
extrusive rock lava. Some cinder cones 
are found in Hawaii, on the flanks of 
much larger shield volcanoes. The life 
span of an active cinder cone tends to be 
short as the local concentration of gas is 
depleted rather quickly during the pe- 
ri,od of eruption. 

Composite Volcanoes are con- 
structed of alternating layers of 
pyroclastics and rock solidified from lava 
flows. They are known for their cone 
shapes and are associated with a magma 
of intermediate silica content, which is 
more viscous than the low-silica magma 
of shield volcanoes. 

Volcanic activity characteristic with 
this type of volcano is a mixture of explo- 
sive activity and lava flow. Composite 
volcanoes are built up over long time 
spans. Eruption is intermittent, with 
hundreds or even thousands of years 
between eruptions. 

During the quiet intervals, composite 
volcanoes may be eroded by running 
water, landslides or glaciers. These pro- 
cesses tend to alter the surface, shape 
and form of the cone, but due to their 
long lives and relative resistance to ero- 
sion, composite cones can become ex- 
tremely large. Also, because of the some- 
times long periods of quiet between erup- 
tions, populations tend to ignore their 
potential hazards. They are normally 
quite beautiful and majestic-looking 
mountains, and this can tend to deceive 
people. 

Mount St. Helens and Mount Rainier 
are examples of Composite Volcanoes. 
Nearly all the larger and better known 
volcanoes of the world are composite 
volcanoes and tend to align along (1) the 
Pacific Ring of Fire, which includes the 

Crags, are located just north of Lassen 
Peak. These domes have a recent history 
of explosive activity and large rockfall 
debris avalanches. 

The alignment of composite volcanoes 
along the circum-Pacific Belt is due to 
subduction at converging plate bound- 
aries. For example, the source of magma 
for Mount St. Helens and Mount Rainier 

of the Cascade Mountain Range. 
Let us draw this writing to a close, as 

we have given quite a lesson on volca- 
noes and volcanic events. Thank you for 
your attention, and we shall continue 
this lesson in basic geology. 

As always, you are held in the Light of 
God and with our blessings. 

Toniose to standby. Salu. 

PUBLIC NOTICE FROM 
GAIA RESOURCES, LTD. 

Due to the recent attacks by 
George Green et al. against the Phoe- 
nix Institute, the Institute may no 
longer assist in subsidizing Gaia’s 
operations. 

Through rumor, innuendo, and 
replaced, contaminated product sent 
to various agencies for scrutiny and 
examination, the Gaiandriana and 
Aquagaia p&ducts are now under 
direct threat from the FDA. These 
attacks against our products are forc- 
ing Gaia Resources, Ltd. literally 
into bankruptcy. We are, therefore, 
forced to restructure the organiza- 
tion at this time. 

Gaia Resources is in the position 
of now replacing all Gaiandriana 
purchased since April lst, thus de- 

pleting Gaia Resources remaining 
assets. 

We at Gaia Resources are deeply 
saddened at this on-going assault 
against the Phoenix Institute for Re- 
search and Education. The 
Gaiandriana has aided many people. 
We must now inform you that we 
will make every effort to continue to 
have product available for your use. 
The restructuring of Gaia Resources 
is painful, to say the least. 

We appreciate the kindness and 
support which have been received. 
For those of you who have been 
helped by the Gaia products, we 
would appreciate any communica- 
tion you may care to share with us. 
Thank you. 
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A Warm And Sincere 
THANK YOU From Dharma 

S/30/93 #l DHARMA think they are wonderful. Since ‘one size identification logo (in the masthead of 
fits all” does not cater to the “equality” of CONTAC7) on the handmade sweatshirts 

I am so embarrassed to admit my life is “all” and I am a bit more “equal” than the from “Clayton Creations” (Chuck, Susan 
in such confusion that I lose addresses Soltec shirt-I shall send it to Kali for and Philip and sister) you would want 
within ten minutes of putting them ‘where whom it was probably intended at any rate some too. 
I can’t possibly misplace them”. However, and I shall give the “Sananda” to Thomas. 

May we just print their address 

it happens continually so please David and 
please? [They can be reached at: 1007 West 

Susan c. - thank you for “Dharma”. 
I apologize for this method of “thank Fourth Street, Huntington, WV25701.] 

I’m you” but as time has run on I find my face Also, from THE LUCKY TURTLE COM- 
sure the produ ts were NOT made for me too red to let this go another day. 
exclusively but it caused me to consider my 

PANY came the ‘Dharma” shirt and they 
To all of you readers I can only say that make all sorts of wonderful “practice 

name a bit more carefully. I thank you so I appreciate your forbearance for I truly AM makes perfect” things. I don’t know if 
much FOR the thoughtfulness and it shall just a human secretary who even forgot her 
remain a constant reminder of our mission 

EVERYTHING comeswith pictures of David 
own phone number, in a LEGAL deposition 

here. 
and Susan and handpainted cards from 

yet! I assume God knows what He-She is her mother-but the personal thoughts 
To Rosa Marie-there aren’t words for doing because I feel myself to be a most are beautiful. 

the abundance of love shown in hand- weak link in this chain of service. 
painted shirts and sets you sent. Perhaps 

The Lucky Turtle Company, 93 1 College 
I also realize CONTACT doesn’t take Blvd. Suite 907-327, West Palm Beach, 

YOU don’t think them “professional” - I advertising but I think if you saw the Florida, U.S.A. 33409. They, of course, 
offer Tibetan *things”. 

As for Rosa Marie, I shall protect your 
information for I realize your gifts were 
straight from your heart through your 
hands to a friend. Since it’s alI I, too, have 
to offer, I just ‘thank you”. 

I am blessed beyond anyone I know and 
we here will ‘hang in there” as long as God 
sees tit to use us. From a human receiver 
standpoint - WE ARE GOING TO GET 
THIS JOB DONE RIGHT AS WE ARE EVEN 
BEING SHOWN A WAY TO TURN OUR 
NATION AROUND UNDER OUR OLD CON- 
STITUTION- IF WE GET WITH THE PLAN 
NOW! 

TOACCOMPLISHA 

THINGS. R/GHTNO W 

IAMSOFARBEHIND 

I WM. NEVER DIE. 
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Update And Witness 
To Rav Renick Arrest 

S/31/93 Wl CERES ‘ATONN 

REGARDING RAY RENICK 

If we refuse to help our brother, then 
how can life be worth the living? 

The following cry for help comes from 
one who gives no name and no address- 
obviously fearful for his/her own secu- 
rity. It is a petition for help for Ray 
Renick. 

We are doing all that we can in order 
to assist Ray. As an update, a legal 
counsel is coming to assist Ray, from 
“back East”. Ray has asked that his 
arraignment be postponed until his ar- 
rivaland some consideration given to the 
case by this attorney and the Constitu- 
tional Law Center. Our reports, from 
Ray, are that he is being treated well but 
he ‘sure wants outl” 

This letter is from a “witness” to 
Ray’s arrest and is also a petition for 
support for Ray during this miserable 
time of uncertainty: 

QUOTING: 

To CONTACT (Rec’d May 27, 1993) 

I thought you would like to know that 
your friend Ray Renick of Los Osos, CA 
has been arrested by the sheriff) depart- 
ment in Los 0~0s. They came to his house 
and got him 5-20-93 at about 1 :OOp.m. on 
Thursday. I live XXXXXXX . . . . and 
looked out and saw acop go by-fast- 
towards his house, so I ran out and 
jumped in my car and went down there 
quick. Within me= minutes they had 
poor Ray down and handcuffed and 
in the car. He was yelling real badfor 
help from his neighbors. I turned 
around and left as I was very scared 
they would come and get me for some 
reason. Within less than 30 minutes 
they had an enotmous amount of cops 
at his house, sheriffs, The Bomb 
Squads, Coroner’s Lab UnM, A.T.F., 
F.B.I., TVNewsandafullSWATteam. 

They blocked off the entttrr area 
and evacuated the whole entire area 

and wouldn’t let anyone come back to Thank you, friend, for caring 
their homes until 8:00 o’clock that and we shall protect your identity 
night. and location. Which, I hasten to 

Would _vou people please HELP Ray add, is quite easy since there is no 
as he needs .vour help so bad-he identification on the letter-of any 
loves Mour newspaper so much and kind. 
thinks the world of Hou. Hatonn. He This is what your America has 
tells everuone in Los Osos how _uood become, citizens. Even a nearby 
you people are. citizen who simply comes to ob- 

serve is terrified of being arrested 
Your Friend from Los Osos also. Do you actually think it re- 

quires all those TROOPS to appre- 
P. S. San Luis Obispo County Jail hend one now elderly man of about 

phone number: (805) 881-4600 5’ 8” who is “outside” his own 
home speaking with a friend about 

ShetifJ Los 0~0s: (805) 528-6083 an automobile?? 
YOU CAN CHANGETHIS IFYOU 

PLEASE help him if you can and WANT TO-WE HAVE THE ‘WAY” 
send a letter to him [See address below.] AND WE HAVE THE “MAN* TO 

LEAD! STAY TUNED PLEASE!! 
END OF QUOTING [Story in next week’s CONTACT! ] 

Maynard Campbell Update & 
Weaver-Harris, Renick Addresses 

For those of you wondering if we have 
forgotten about Maynard Campbell, no we 
have not. Maynard was scheduled for sen- 
tencing earlier this month. The sentencing was 
continued and has been rescheduled for June 
22 in Judge Garcia’s Federal District Court in 
Sacramento, California. 

For those of you who continually ask, 
‘What can I do,” here is one way for you to 
help. Writing to those who have been incar- 
cerated is not only personally rewarding but 
means a great deal to those on the receiving 
end. Now is a good time to let it be known that 
many eyes are watching the Campbell situa- 
tion, before the final strike of the gavel. 

By writing to these people keep in mind 
that you aren’t necessarily endorsing their 
actions but rather remembering them as human 
beings. 

Once again we will list the addresses of 
ones we have written about: 

Maynard Campbell 
c/o: Sacramento County Jail 
650 “I” St. 
Sacramento, CA 958 14 

Randy Weaver 
c/o: Boise County Jail 
7200 Barrister Drive 
Boise, ID 83704 

Kevin Harris 
c/o: Boise County Jail 
7200 Barrister Drive 
Boise, ID 83704 

Ray Renick 
c/o: San Luis Obispo County Jail 
P. 0. Box 15409 
San Luis Obispo, CA 93406 
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Waco “Justice” & Call For Help 
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From- Gary Hwnt at tha &#I& 4 %XdOh in Waoo Texas 
Date: May 30,1993 Phone: (817) 766-6029 

FOR IMMEDIATE REDISTRIBUTION 

This Wednesday, June 2, a number of Branch Davldians will be standlng before 
Judge Walter S, Smith, Jr,, for a determlnatlon 8s to whether they will be allowed to live 
with family or mends until the trlals In July and August. These people are not charged with 
a crime, they re Material Witnesses detalned because they may have been wlfness ta 

b certain crime :-They are detalned wlthout any of the rfghts we take for granted on a dally 
bases ($4) of ou* f ~-(r#4N@z%bI+ !). 

This alone warrants our concern, but there Is one case In particular that warrant8 out 
concern, and out action, RIQHT NOW1 

Misty Ferguson came out of the fire on April 19. She was burned severely and, as a 
result of those burn8, has had part8 of all of her fingers amputated. Her burns were 60 
severe that she has been moved from Parkland Hospital, in Dallae, to the Shrinefs HospM 
rn Crncmnati, Ohio for treatment. While she was in Dallas, her mother, Rita Riddle, who IS 
betng held ds a material witness, was allowed to visit her for 15 minutes. The judge had 
Authorized a one hour vlalt, but the escort that took her from McLennan County to Dallas 
had soma personal business that reduced the amount of time mother and daughter had 
together. That wa$ the only time since the fire that they have been together. 

The mother will be before the Judge this Wednesday to see If she will be allowed to 
leave the Salvation Army Half Way House to live wlth friends or relatives until she Is called 
8s a wltnem. The PrM?lal Dlvlsion of the Federal Dlstrlct Court Is ttylng to have her 
seleased only to her parents who live In North Carolina. Ml&y wlil be wlth her father In 
Wrida. The Prosecuting Attorney Is trying to deny the mother access to her daughter In 
FlorIda by not bllowlng the mother to be released to her ex-husband rnd Ml&y’s father. 

The mother, Rita Riddle, Is aekkq your help. Please write, Fax or Call Judge Smith 
or Wipe Reyna In Pre-Trial $ervlces rnd ask for their humanltarlan COn8lderafb of the 
right of a mother to be with her daughter through the long healing process ahead. They can 
be.reacf\ed at the numbers and addresses below: 

Judge Walter 6. Smith’, Jr. 
Federal District Court 
WC0 Oivision 
800 Fmnklin Avenue 
Waco, Texas 76703 
(81 t) 7574392 

Felipe Reyna 
Pre-Trial Services Office 
800 Franklin Avenue 
Waco, Texas 76703 
(817) 757-6255 

Call respective office8 for Fax numbers. 

Time is of the essence, Let’s flood these people with our feelings for fairness, humanity and 
justice Please, don’t delay - write, call or Fax today! 
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Latest Tax Shenanigans 
Hoodwinking the Public 

BY 
Richard Blanchette 

Publisher/Editor 
Citizen's Alert News Network 

P.0, Box 889, Clifton, Colorado 81520 
Fax (303) 434-6801 

Clinton's higher taxes for the"wealthy:' will include taxpayers making 
between $10,000 and $30,000 a year, This is a well kept secret to keep the 
Tax Writing Committee and the public deceived so Clinton can bring in more 
money to give him a means to finance more and bigger government, something we 
do not need, 

The Administration can accopmlish this by using a bureaucratic 
(US Treasury) interpretation with a misleading title called the Famil Economic 
Income (FEI), The FE1 was designed for the sole purpose of deceiving i t e public. 
This is used instead of the Adjusted Gross Income (AGI), which is normal1 used 

r to calculate income tax. By using the FE1 they can include many non-taxab e 
items such as fringe benefits and the imputed rental value of owner-occupied 
housing. 

Clinton measures income using the FE1 system as follows: A taxpayer 
with an adjusted income of $20,000 could be counted as having earned $30,000. 
This is derived by imputing the amount of money he or she could have earned by 
leasing the dwelling they live in and counting that as taxable income. If your 
home could be rented for $500 a month and if you had $2000 in employer-paid 
health plan with a like amount in a pension contribution program, By adding 
these non-income items like they were income he is can increase your 
taxable income from $20,000 to $30,000. 

Defacto Treasury Secretary Lloyd Bentsen is said to be so mortified by 
how deeply Clinton's tax proposals reach into lower income pockets that he 
refuses to provide the Finance Committee with tables showing the impact of 
Clinton's tax proposals on an AGI basis. Bentsen's refusal to release this 
information should tell the Finance Committee all it needs to know, The 
conmGttee,cannot report the president's tax bill to the Senate floor for a vote 
without participating in the GRAND DECEPTION. These same Senators know that 
waylaying Volunteer taxpayers to pay higher taxes by making them believe that 
this is a tax for the rich only is a farce, there are not enough of the rich to 
make a dent in tax increases. Professional women should be aware that their 
income can increase up to 10,percentage points, 

Clinton wants to use these taxes to enlarge the number of those 
classified as poor, poor people are more dependent on big government then any 
other class. This allows him to spend more mone to help the poor thereby 
creating a bigger and bigger government. This a T so provides him with more 
control over the masses, If you add to that a known fact that immoral people need 
more government then people with morals, you can see the plans for total 
control. Clinton is for big government, the bigger the better and cares not who 
this hurts, he feels the end justifies the means. 

This tax bill has passed the house by very slim margin it can be 
easily defeated. We "ALL" need to send copies of this fax to your two Senators 
and later when it goes back to the House, to your Congressmen also. 
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Hydrogen Peroxide Use For 
Purification Of Y3tuff3’ 

Editor’s note: We cLr-e re-running Gaiandriana or Aquagaia bottle. Re- 
this important information on the member to scale down the number of 
purification uses of Hydrogen H202 drops utilized for the smaller 16- 
Peroxide not only because of its ounce and 8-ounce product bottles. The 
bearing on the Gaia Resources Gaiandriana or Aquagaia will continue 
products (on the next-to-k&pages) to thrive and the unwanted bacteria and- 
during these warmer summer or any virus will be destroyed and then 
months, but also because of the actually removed by ingestion by the 
water contamination problems we Gaiandriana or Aquagaia activity. 
address in the Front Page story. The ‘tea” (MO-Gu) is a very different 

matter. You are making a very sweet 
4127193 Wl CERES ‘ATONN growing medium for the membrane and 

in addition you are growing it in a warm 
NECESSARY INSTRUCTIONS: condition (necessary) and further you 
GAIANDRIANA AND OTHER are setting it for a couple of weeks or so, 

‘PRODUCTS” give or take a bit. What do I suggest? 
Well, I suggest that probably you won’t 

As we sit to pen this information I am want to ship much ‘tea’ during the hot 
at a loss as to how to keep you from months because of lack of refrigeration 
thinking me idiot-material. However, in route. But, you CAN purify the water 
you who already have past information, used in making the tea with the general 
say, regarding Hydrogen Peroxide and rule-of-thumb water-purification formula 
its antiseptic-antibiotic properties, please of 7- 10 drops of 35% food-grade H202 
be patient while we offer information to per gallon of water-which will addition- 
those who have not received same. Fur- ally help enhance the membrane growth. 
ther, Summer is upon you and such as Then, later on, as you process or 
Gaiandriana and the MO-Gu starters and- ‘harvest” the finished MO-Gu tea prod- 
or tea need updated care instructions. uct, and store it in the refrigerator, add 
[See next-tohst pages for the Gaia Re- another 7 to 10 drops (say, for a gallon 
sources products being referred to here.] storage container of MO-Gu, with scaled 

We have gotten back from ONE who down number of drops for smaller stor- 
said he had the “stuff tested and found age containers) of the 35% food-grade 
a few bacteria, avirus or two and some E. H202. Again, first dilute the H202 in 
Coli in the test-run. If it were the some water before adding to the MO-Gu. 
Gaiandriana I question that result very, You will not taste it and neither will it 
very much. It is imp,ortant for you to hamper the value. 
know that in the culture medium uti- I always suggest, in adding any 35% 
lized there is a combination of items food-grade H202 to anything, that it be 
which CREATE AND PRODUCE HY- DILUTED FIRST. Just as you must 
DROGEN PEROXIDE iti the Gaiandriana NEVER drop concentrated anything into 

slimy goo in the bottom of the bottle of 
Gaiandriana or Aquagaia if left out of 
refrigeration? GOOD GOO! I suggest 
you now go get some FOOD-PROCESSED 
ALOE VERA LIQUID. Take a half cup or 
so of it (some of it is even orange or 
lemon-lime flavored, etc.) and dump in 
the =gooR and last portion of a 
Gaiandriana or Aquagaia bottle. Or, 
strain the ‘goo” out of its original bottle 
and place it into the new aloe vera 
‘home”. Leave set for a couple of days 
and you will have a concentrated batch 
of Gaiandriana or Aquagaia product 
which will be an addition to the original 
bottle. 

This is NOT a replacement for the 
original batch you get for it will not 
contain all you need. However, in ones 
who intake products which tend to kill 
off a portion of the Gaiandriana in the 
body (like caffeine in coffee)-this will 
enhance the potency-even if you just 
drink a little. Remember, Aloe Vera itself 
has a tendency to make some people feel 
“quea@’ so DO NOT OVERDO how much 
of this you drink!! However, a full-blown 
AIDS victim could take ten times a ‘nor- 
mal” amount and only improve-for per- 
haps “feeling good” is a very relative 
state of being. 

Some people are going to run fevers 
and have ‘crisis” symptoms as healing 
takes place. If this goes on for very long, 
look to other health problems for the 
cause. First, treat the “liquid batch” 
with hydrogen peroxide as above de- 
scribed. THEN start on a regimen of 
hydrogen peroxide according to the in- 
structions given again herein [chart on -__ _ 

transformation. This will purify the the mouth (for it would damage living following page at bottom]. 
liquid. This does not mean that you cellular structures), neither do you dump I happen to know that you do not need 
cannot contaminate the bottle in some it full-strength into living culture me- to work up to any 25 drops as the in- 
manner. However, since intake de- dium. Dilute it in a bit (say, an ounce) of structions ~oZZowing] claim UNLESS you 
creases, usually, let us consider the ‘set- water first and STIR rapidly whatever it are suffering from flu, infection, or other 
ting” bottle, etc. Of course it is recom- is you are dumping the diluted H202 maladies. If you are “well” and ‘any- 
mended that you store the larger quan- into for purification purposes. Natu- thing” makes you feel bad-either stop it 
tity in refrigeration facilities. rally, if just purifying a gallon of water, or, certainly, decrease the amount. USE 

HOWEVER, if you have no refrigera- there is no need for active stirring, though YOUR REASONING MIND!1 Like any- 
tion facilities, etc. Place the equivalent a little closed-container agitation (a few thing of this nature-TOO MUCH WILL 
of 10 drops of food-grade (35%) hydro- shakes) won’t hurt. MAKE YOU SICK OR BE DETRIMEN- 
gen peroxide (H202) in a small quantity TAL-EXCEPT WITH GAIANDRIANA- 
(approximately an ounce) of water (to GETTING “SLIMED” AND THEN EVEN THOUGH YOU MIGHT 
first dilute the H202) and then add this NOT FEEL GOOD (BECAUSE OF THE 
diluted H202 to the 32-ounce Another question: What about that OVERDOSE OF ALOE FROM THE CUL- 
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TURE MEDIUM), YOU WON’T HURT of the body: skin, lungs, kidneys and that YOU ADD, however, will only en- 
YOURSELF. bowels. hance-not damage. 

Some reactions to the cleansing effect 
HYDROGEN PEROXIDE - H202 could include skin eruptions, nausea, OTHER PRODUCTS 

(35% Food Grade) headaches, sleepiness, unusual fatigue, 
diarrhea, head or chest cold, ear infec- We have tried to make available other 

Purchase a small eye dropper bottle tions, boils or any other ways the body products to use in conjunction with the 
at the drug store. Fill your small dropper uses to loosen toxins. This is a natural Gaiandriana. USEYOUR REASON HERE 
bottle from the large bottle as needed. cleansing of the body and should be of a ALSO!! If something makes you feel 
The large bottle may be stored in the short duration as you continue to main- bad-don’t use it!, cut back on amount 
refrigerator or in the freezer inside an- tain your program. or forget it altogether. These are all 
other plastic container. The small eye Formula to make a 3% solution of natural substances so remember, if you 
dropper bottle should also be kept in the hvdronen peroxide. Put 1 oz. of 35% are eating anything that makes you feel 
refrigerator. Always use caution when hydrogen peroxide in a pint jar. Add 11 bad-you quit eating it, right? Just 
handling 35% hydrogen peroxide! oz. of distilled water. This will give you continue the Gaiandriana-I promise 

DO NOT use with carrot juice, car- 12 oz. of 3% H 0,. Use also for brushing you -it is not making you ill. If you are 
bonated drinks or alcohol. For best teeth and applying to skin sores. reacting, then it may be due to the “base” 
results, take on an empty stomach 1 Do not use 35% H,O, if you have had or “combining” substance in tableting, 
hour before a meal or 3 hours after a transplant. etc. 
meals. 

Formula: Mix the number of drops of TO THOSE OF YOU WAITING CHLORELLA 
35% hydrogen peroxide into at least 6 oz. FOR NEW STRENGTH OF PRODUCT 
of distilled water, juice or milk and stir We get complaints about chlorella 
vigorously, then drink the mixture. Some Because I have mentioned that work causing indigestion, etc. Chew the tab- 
people eat l/4 to l/ 2 of a banana imme- is being done on strengthening the lets or dissolve in a bit of liquid before 
diately after drinking the solution. You Gaiandriana, some ofyou are backing off intake. 
may prefer something else to eat. and waiting. Please don’t do that for Now again, use reason. Are you still 

If your stomach gets upset at any research is being done and it will be a eating in addition to the chlorella? Well, 
level, stay at that level or go back one while. In addition, one of the items in the perhaps you will wish to reduce the in- 
level. Then proceed to increase your medium is being removed in order to take. It is better for you than food but 
daily dosage again. enhance the strength. This will mean you DON’T NEED EVERYTHING. We are 

that you can get the same basic result by efforting to show you what you could 
When free of complaints you may taper adding some food-processed aloe vera to take with NO food in survival situation 

off by taking: the initial product which will allow a AND STILL BE ABUNDANTLY HEALTHY. 
25 drops once every other day for 1 week, higher level of Gaiandriana presence. Adjust your intake accordingly. If you 
25 drops once every 3rd day for 2 weeks, Gaiandriana will only grow to its level of are caught in an emergency and need 
25 drops once every 4th day for 3 weeks. fuel (food) available-so just treat the survival sustenance-now you know 

product accordingly. what to take for health needs. 
A good maintenance could be 5-15 I am, further, requesting that all fur- You can subsist on chlorella and wa- 

drops per week, or whatever makes you ther product be receiving hydrogen per- ter alone. Add MO-Gu tea, a bit of spelt 
feel good. oxide for purification purposes. Any bread and some lentils (preferably red) 

If-you get the 35% hydrogen peroxide 
on your skin rinse it under running 
water for several minutes. 

Soak feet: l-1/2 oz. 35% to 1 gal. of 
water. 

16 oz. 35% to a tub of water to Bath: 
detoxify. 

Colonic: l/2 pt. of 3% per 5 gal. of 
water. 

Douche: 6 tablespoons of 3% per qt. 
of water. 

Candidiasis: 1 drop of 35% 3 times a 
day; then increase schedule. 

For the more serious complaints, stay 
at 25 drops 3 times per day for 1 to 3 
weeks. Then graduate down to 25 drops 
two times per day until your problem is 
taken care of. This may be from 1 to 6 
months. 

If you have a weak stomach you may 
experience nausea similar to that in preg- 
nancy. Also as dead bacteria or various 
forms of poisons are released you will 
experience a cleansinrr effect as they are 
released through the elimination organs 

MY # INUMBER TIMES __,_____ _-._--. --. -- 
IOF DROPS PER DAY 

I- !- - -- _- - -_ .--. ___. 

1 

3- 3- --. -- 
2, - x- - --‘- 3- 

3: I. -- 5:. - .-’ iv- 
4” 

---_- - 
6- -- -- 3- _ ._- - _- 

_ _ 5 _ .- -- -.,.- --- 3- 
- _. _- _ ---- - -.-.. 
6- 0- 3- -. - -- __ -_. .__ -.. - 
7- - 9- 

- 
3- _ ___ ,- __-. _ --_ __ .- .-- - --- 

8- lo- 3- - - __L._-.__-_. .-- .- ..-- .- - 
_-- . . -. 

9- 12- 3- - _- _- --.. _._ ..-.___. - ----..- - --- 
lo- 14 - 3- - -- -_-- 
ii- 16- - -3--- - -._ _. _--.--..---...---- -.- ~ -- 
12- 18- 3- --..__ .____ - .__-__.. --.-- -- 

- _ _..-- -_-~.. ___-.-. - .- 
13 - 20 - 3- 
14 - 22 - 3- - -. _ _-_--_ ~--. --- ..__ - 
15- 24 - 3- 

16-2i- - 
--- . ---.----. -.-- 

25 - 3- 

_-- -.- --m 

Adding 7 drops 35% h20270 ._ _____ .- _- _. - . . ..- _ .._.. ..- .- - 
1 gallon drinking water _ __- .__ ._ _ 
purifies it. Shake well. . _ _. _ _ .__ ._ ____-. -. _ 

_ _- - --_ __... -- -.-...- 

_ _ ._ _ ._ ____ ---- 

__ .-. - _,_ _.._ ..- 

.-._- -. -- _ --._ 

_ .- .- .- -- ._.. -.. 
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and you can live healthily ever after-in especially if non-refrigerated, after open- fine. It will bleach so rinse anything that 
other words, it would not be malnutri- ing. This will decontaminate any pos- gets spattered-in water. It is simply one 
tion that would “getcha”. AND ALWAYS sible ‘unwanted visitors” and not dam- of those substances which needs to be 
KEEP FOOD-GRADE HYDROGEN PER- age the product. handled properly. Peroxide offers so 
OXIDE AVAILABLE TO PURIFY EVERY- many ‘cleaning” uses that I won’t even 
THING. REMEMBER, 7 DROPS OF 35% WATER effort to list them-but you will find it 
FOOD GRADE HYDROGEN PEROXIDE about the most useful item around your 
TO A GALLON OF WATER WILL PURIFY I cannot urge you often enough to kitchen, bath, etc. You can find informa- 
IT AND THE WATER WILL PICK UP A TREAT your faucet water. Even if you tion at health food stores and vitamin 
MUCH IMPROVED ‘FLAVOR” OF have a reverse-osmosis unit-treat that supply outlets. 
FRESHNESS-UNDER MOST CIRCUM- water with proper amounts of hydrogen Our people may also be able to direct 
STANCES NOT EVEN NOTED AT ALL. peroxide for YOU DO NOT KNOW WHAT you or help you with product or informa- 

THIS is why one of the first items IS IN THAT WATER. IT WONT HELP tion; I do not attend those things unless 
confiscated from health food stores, labs, CONTAMINATION BY TOXINS BUT IT brought to my attention. We offer these 
and so on-IS HYDROGEN PEROXIDE WILL TAKE CARE OF THE VIRAL OR things as a service rather than a major 
IN FOOD GRADE. I remind you readers BACTERIAL CONTAMINATES. IT IS business so we are perhaps remiss in 
of long standing: the best treatment for CHEAP AND NON-TOXIC IN PURIFICA- full-range material. We can do better 
arthritis and other seemingly “incur- TION AMOUNTS. The best mouthwash when the full load eases a bit. Thank you 
able” diseases is hydrogen peroxide ther- and gum enhancer is a mouthwash of for your patience and loving support of 
apy in accompanying regimen of several drops of hydrogen peroxide in a the ones who have taken this load on in 
Gaiandriana which moves in and re- fourth cup of water (or so) and cleanse addition to their other tasks-ever with- 
stores the cellular restructuring of self. mouth after brushing (or just do it sev- out complaint and ever wishing to help 

eral times a day as convenient). If the and please. At present they are trying to 
CRYSTAL LIFE solution is *light” just swallow the build refrigeration facilities to bring you 

wash-it can only help you unless you exceptional product as the months heat 
That is an exceptional product but have an active mouth infection. More- up and yet do so with very, very limited 

has become almost out of sight expen- over I suggest keeping some hydrogen resources-so we do thank you for your 
sive. However, the best results with peroxide near and handy to drop a few patience. With George Green’s attackon 
Gaiandriana are being reported with con- drops of undiluted peroxide on your the Institute a lot of things have had to 
tinued, even if remarkably decreased toothbrush a couple of times a week-or wait or be actually closed down until the 
amounts, of Crystal Life continued right daily-whatever. You will have a steril- audits are over and the reclamation can 
along in conjunction with the ized brush and stop spreading germs begin. As you might realize, the impact 
Gaiandriana-mixed or otherwise. About and recontamination. has been great on all entities in these 
8 to 10 drops mixed or separate under projects. It is fine-rewards will be in 
the tongue three times a day is excellent. SPILLING like measure to that which is given forth. 
In illness, however, increase within rea- I ask that this message be both run in 
son. If I did not already state it prior to If you spill full strength (35%) perox- the paper and sent in addition to all 
this-add 7- 10 drops of hydrogen perox- ide on your skin-it will burn you. Rinse packings in mailings of product. 
ide per quart to the Crystal Life alse immediately under water and it will be Thank you. 

.’ 

“The report isn’t all bad. They say that, eaten with 
warm milk, the box could provide some nutrition.” 
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Gaia Resources 
New Products 

GAIANDRIANA supply of healthy mitochondria - like Yiesh 
l3attdes” tbr the body’s cells. 

Gaiandriana is a non-alcoholic health tonic The better our cells kmction, the greater is 
which provides basic ‘foods” to help cells, the stamina returned to our internal defense 
weakened by the stresses of modern life, to systems, and the better we can counter the 
retumtoastateofheslth. amstantonslaughtofbiologicalandvimlinvad- 

The better our cells function, the greater is ers. The end result is a feeling of well-being by, 
the stamina returned to our internal defense of course, beingwell. 
systems, and the better we can counter the 
constant onslaught of biological and viral invad- 2111193 #2 HATONN 

ers.Theendresultisafeelingofwell-beingby,of 
mu-se, being well! GAIANDRIANA AND AOUAGAIA: 

aresimplyreportinginanefforttoexplai.nWHAT 
takes place within the cellular structures of 
livirlgorganisms. Ifyou Idlywant to witness 
nmarkablegmwth in plants and good stamina 
andhealthinpetsandotheranimals-txyalittle 
of these additives as you would vitamins or 
fertikem. Usei.namildlyvitaminCbased 
solution on same. At transplant time forgarden 
plants and houseplanu+soak their littie mot 
systems in this natural and mild solution. Just 
addatablespoonof~afewdmpsof 
liquidvitaminCorC-c@alstoaquartofwater 
andletsetfor48hours-thenitisreadyforuse. 
Itwillnotnegativelyinteractwithanythingother 
thanperhapsharboredvirusesanddisease 
SpOreSandOrganisms. 

NOTE 

IfanypItxluctyou receivehasanunpleasant 
odorit is from the !Ini&ing culture process. 
Leavethebottleopentoairanditwillquicldy 
dissipate. Then, depending on taste and prefer- 
ena+n$igerateafkropeningandmclosmg 

The Gikndriana(commonlyreferred to as IMPORTANT: Do not mix the two, 
khondxiana” in the Biological litemture) ate To help in understanding the workings of OatandrianaandAQrragaia,~~ for 
capable of intelligent, organked attack against these organic *-men” you must realize that &aaxkge as the s (- k 
cellular invaders like viruses. Think of it as a thereisaproteincoveringkap~onviruses. The ~andbeg&sto~ef&Yhe~ 
m-man~operationofsorts. However,beyond pmteincapiscxntemdonachargedzincatom fafud Theygoabautthe&appadntdtasb 
that,theGaiandrianaarecapableofstimulating andisthepartofthevirusthat wand ~iugested,butinbattlepli#wr,tkyare 
cellularstructumlrepairsduetodama&cauSxd binds to DNkin turn allowing the virus to e partkukb annpatibk~ B the avail- 
by, for instance, fke mdicals and cumulative reproduce. ablefael~pplyis~~ Juices- 
kelsofso-called~undYad&ionin Aquagaia, in conjunction with the euaAIemtto~~~~h~~~d~~ 
our modem environment. Healthy DNA and Gaiandriana,lmockoutthezincatom(asimple themitochomdrfa 
RNAwithinthenucleiofource.llsthenleadto ‘charge”change),whichrendemthepmtein &omsame,themorta&&ivejuia~~ 
properly formed and concentrated enzymes, ineffective.Thisisabreakdowno~parts”ofthe &omthettDpicaf~~~ m-is 
upon which healthy cellular function depends. Gaiandrianamale/femaleDNAstructurewhich fine, hOWt3WX,dtSllOStpI!tWUlttOill~ 

Gaiandrianaliquidismadeentirelyfrom mkasemanyworkingvariantsbutfkesthe Diabedb8houId~wha~~uxe 
wholesome natuml ingredients. GaiandrionettesorQill~totalreoutthat2inc -on~foodpIautokeeprrithipthe 

a.tomandpassrightintotheafkctedcell. With- de~f~~andothmrrsprrfrs- 
AQUAGAIA out the ‘cap”, the virus cannot reproduce and me&s. 

infect more ce&-fu&er, the damaged virus Themoatipnocrurruandsaryintake 
Complementary to the Gaiandriana prod- feeds the Gaiandriana unified cells and the availableissimplyaf~drop8nnder~ 

uct, Aquagaia is al= a non-alcoholic health cku&ingmitochondria tongtqbothproductstakenatthe8ame 
tonicwhichpmvidesbasic=fbods”to helpcells, Healthy cells a~ not afktd because they theoaratdi@bentt&heday.Oncethe 
weakened by the stresses of modern life, to lacktheainc-centemdpmteincaponthevirus. U3nit381~~t~and~ 
return to a state of healthy function. These %aW compounds have an effect on isf~cdddythedrop8~ths 

Aquagaiaamtains~ Theseare cancercellsbecausetheystopanenzymeonthe tonguearetheIeastCb3U@ngtO~~ 
the major biochemical energy ‘pmcessox3 cancer cells fmrn producing a ‘messenge? re@men. 
withincellularmetabolism. Fkst,enzymesmoleculethatblocksasxondenzymefkzn 
begin the breakdown process of organic nutri- attacking the cancer d’s DNA. The corn- A-C-E ANTI-OXIDANT FORMULA 
ents (like fats, carbohydmtes and proteins) to pounds (Gaia) have been seen to actually take- 
intermediate substan~ such asamino and out leukemia, breast, brain and colon cancer There is growing evidence that essentially 
pyruvic acids. Then, in the next “bucket bri- cells. Wehavenoclaimtoanythingotherthan evayoneinourt3xietyis~to~radi- 
gade” step, these various acid molecules are stating that people utilizing these simple and cak,nowmomthanever. Whilefbxzadicalsare 
pmcessed within the mitochondria to release natural substances do show improved well- normal pmducts of our cells and have certain 
chemicalenergymcognkdasadenosinetriphos being and do reportfeelinggenerallyand, often benekial mks in the body, increased levels of 
phate (ATP). mnarbbly, improved as to state of health, fmemdicalsinourbodytissuescanbedetri- 

About 95% of the energy needed to “run the thought processes and stamina mental to our health. 
machinery” that keeps each cell going and The obvious conclusion is that there might Free radicals are highly unstable substances 
healthyispmducedinthemitochondria Unfor- well be good reports of better health and faster produced in the body through, among other 
tunately,themitochondriaamparticularlydam- recovery following infection by other viruses mutes,themetabolismofoxygen. Fkeradicals 
agedbyfkemdicalsandcumulativelevelsofs+ thanthosementionedabove. Allvirusesknown multiplyth.mughaseriesofchainmactionsand 
called ‘backgmund’ radiation in our modern react in genemlly the same manner. canattackthepolyunsatumted~ttyacidsofcell 
environment. These compnxnised mitochon- It is known that many dkeases am due to membranes. Unless excess ~I?3dkdS~ 
dxia, like halfdead batteries, then lead to im- mtmviml DNA and these ate the most afkcted neutmlized, they can cause considerable dam- 
p&xi cellular functioning and health. Thus is viruses by the Gaiachondrianas (living crystal age to the structure and iunction of cell mem- 
theimportanceofAquagaia,withits~le forms). We, sgain, makenomedicalclaims+ve branes, and thus the cells themselves. The 
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products from free radical reactions are impli- usually harvested from trees grown on planta- CHLORELLA 
cated in the pmgtessive accumulation of delete- tions in South Korea, Japan and Fmnce. 
rious cellular changes over time, which may Ginkgo is reported to have anatuml afEn@ Chlomllaisasingle-celled,f&h-wateralgae. 
eventually result in recognizable disease. Free for the nervous system. It also seems to stimu- Believed to be the first form of life with a true 
I-adimddamageisimplicatedintheinitiatonand latethevascularandendouinesysternsthat,in nucleus,chlorelladatesbackapproximately2.5 
promotion of many cancers, as well as harden- turn, stmngly affect the function of the nervous billion years, making itprecambtian Through 
ing of the arteries. system, possibly incmasing the capacity for the process of photodynthesis chlomlla cells 

One area of Aging Reseat& suggests that normalphysicalactivity,andtheflowofbloodto reproducethemselvesbycelldivisionattherate 
fke mdicals damage body cells and cause the the brain. Some research indicates the possible of four new cells every 17-24 hours. It was not 
pathological changes associated with aging. e&ctiveness of Ginkgo in the treatment of until the 1890s that chlorella was identified 
Besides being byproducts of the metabolism of Ak!&mfzfs disease. under the micxmcope. In naming it, the prefix 
oxygen, such as during strenuous exercise, we Duetoitsp harmacolo&alproperCies,Ginkgo &was selected to signify green, while the 
also genemte signiiicant levels of free radicals is now widely used throughout Europe for sufIixeZ@indicatessmalL Chlorellaisthemost 
tirn the envimnrnen~ such as from so-called tiealing many forms of vascular disease. In a mseaml&algaeintheworldandremainsthe 
?sackgmund~ levels of ionizing radiation. survey of packaging information of European mostpopularwithmillionsofamsumersworld- 

Cooperative defense systems that can pm products, Ginkgo has been recommended for wide. 
tect the body tirn ftee mdical damage include such ailments as headaches, vertigo, inner-ear c!ldm?&isantdrihbnalty-whole 
certainenzymesandtheantiox&ntvitaminsA, disturbances, dimini&ed intellectual capacity foodandcontrr’butestothehealthandgrawthof 
C, and E and beta-carotene, which protect cell and alertness as a result of insuflicient circula- human cells like no single vitamin or mineral 
membmnesf?omoxWivedamage. VitaminE, tion to the brain, anxiety, and depression, to possibly can. 
one of the fat-soluble vitamins, is present in the name a few. CYdodlais~highinpd(WA) 
bloodasd-Alps-~phemlldiswell~ted GinkgoBilobaExtmct(24%)isconcenttated and contains more than 20 vitamins and min- 
as the major antioxidant in lipid body tissues. &om the leaves of the Ginkgo Biloba tree. The emls, 19 of the 22 essential and non+xsential 
Vitamin E is considered the first line of defense highly speci&ed extra&on process yields a amino acids, enzymes and chlorella gmwth 
against cell-membrane damage due to 5O:l concentrate from the leaves (50 grams of f&or. ItisoneoftherichestsourcesofRNAand 
peryidation. VitaminEscavengesfreeradicals, leafproduce 1 gram of extmct). The extract is DNA known and has twenty times as much 
termmatingchainmactionsandcominingdam- thenfurtlxr&ndanWdtocontain24%ofthe chlomphyllaca&lfh, 1Otimesmorethanother 
agetolimitedamasofthemembmne. Selenium active Ginkgo Fla.es. edible algae including spirulina, and 10 times 
ax&inedintheenzymeglytathionepemxidase morethanbarleygfass. 
is the second line of defense that destroys MO-GU ELIXIR (Z3dadhisativaalltyenhanaet. The 
peroxides before they can damage cdl mem- vitamins found in chlomlla cells include: Vita- 
bran-. BetaaMene, a pmcumo r ofVitamin The lht rtxorded use of MoGu Elixir was min C, pmvitamin A, B-camtene, chlorophyll a, 
A,alsotmpst?eeradicals. Vitaminciswater duringtheChineseTsin-Dynastyin221B.C. It chlorophyll b, thiamine (Bl), xibotlavin (B2), 
soluble and serves to neutralize free radicals in wasref&redtoas“ l7teRemedgfbrhmorta@j’ pyridoxine (B6), niacin (EU), pantothenic acid, 
aqueous !iyst.ems. or”~DitilWx?. , folic acid, vitamin B12, biotin, choline, vitamin 

The antioxidants show promise as cancer- Ithasbeenwelld ocumented that thm are K, PABA, lipoic acid, inositol and para-amino 
prevention agents, alone and in combination. certainpeoplewholivetobewellpastahundred berm&acid. Theminemlsinclude: phospho 

years of age. These people live in such areas as r-us, potassium, iodine, magnesium, sulphur, 
GINKGO BILOBA themountai.nousCaucasus,YakutiainSi&eria, iron, calcium, manganese, copper, zinc and 

(Ginkgo Biloba extract 24%) the IWaya District of the Me, Tii and cobalt. 
SpainThereisanamainRussiacalled~k The amino acids include: lysine, histidine, 

‘IheGinkgoBiloba,orMaidenhairtme,isone where the people ate a dairy- and vegetable- arginine, aspartic acid, threoinine, Seine, @u- 
oftheoldestlivingspeciesonthisplanet. Ginkgo eating populace. centenarians are common tamic acid, pmline, glycine, alanine, cystine, 
has flourished almost unchanged for 150 rail- amongthesepeople. Theyattributetheirlongev- valine, methionine, isoleucine, leucine, @mine, 
lion years, and its ancestors can be traced back itytotheYeastEnzymeTea(MoGuElixir)which phenylalanine, omithine, tryptophan. 
250 million years. It is because of this antiquity has been in their diet for hundreds of years. It is The suggested dailyconsumptionis3 grams 
that the Ginkgo Biloba tme is called u the tim said that MoGu and yak butter am staples per day. 
fossil. Individual trees are believed capable of among the dwellers of the high Himalayas. 
living2OOOto4OOOy. Duringthelasticeage, Mo-Guhasbeenusedthroughouthistoryin ECHINACEA GOLD PLUS 
Ginkgos nearly became extinct. These trees China, Japan, Russia, Korea, and India It has with American Ginseng 
suxvived only in China and other parts of Asia, been said to promote a feeling ofwell-being and 
where they stayed until ,appmxjmately 1,000 overall physical restoration. It has been known In recent years few medicinal plants have 
years ago. At that time, Ginkgo treeswere also by many names, some of which are: Fungus garnered as much attention as Echinacea 
planted around monasteries in Japan, where Japonicus, Fungojapon Kolabucha, Pichia (Wncxza~arad~~~~. 
they still live today. Fermentans, Cembuya Grientalis, combuchu The genus name is derived from the Greek 

The name ~T@I may come from the Chi- Tschambucco, Volga-Spring, Champ&non de ectrinos, (hedgehogorseaumhin) refeningtothe 
nese Sankyoor Y&(YinGuo), meaning“hill LongueVie,Teekwass,Kwassan,andKargasok pricklyscalesofthedriedseedhead. Echinacea 
apricoi?or”silvertIuit”. Theword bilobameans The Mo-Gu fungus constructs in a mem- was widely used medicinally among Native 
“two lobes” and describes the young leaves. brane form and is a symbiosis ofyeast cells and Americans, particularly in the Plains. It is a 
Although modern medical nzxarch focuses different bacteria. Among these bacteria are: product which is now used widely throughout 
mainlyonthelcavesofGinkgo,theGinkgofiuits Bacterium Xylinum, Bacterium Gluconicum, United States and Europe. 
and nuts have been used in China since time AcetobacterKetogenum,andpichiaFermentans. Echinaceais anon-specific stimulant to the 
immemorial as a delicacy and tonic food. An- The Mo-Gu fungus needs to live in a solution immune system. Claims for Echinaceainclude: 
cient Chinese texts record Ginkgo’s use as a composed of common (black) tea and sugar. In stitnulation of leukocytes, mild antibiotic activ- 
medicinal agent as far back as five thousand the proper temperature environment they mul- ity, anti-inflamatory activity, stimulation of the 
-vears ago- tiply constantly. They do not build spores as adrenal cortex, stimulation of the properdin/ 

The Ginkgo Biloba extract is a complex yeast normally does, but instead multiply by a, complement system, interferon-like activity, 
compound. The green leaves of the tree am process ofbranching. stimulation of geneml cellular immunity, and 
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antiviralactivity. Intemalpmpamtionsaxesaidto 
assistinalleviatingcoldandflusymptoms,respi- 
mtmy infections, and arthritis, to name a few. 

Goldenseal (Hz&&is canadensis) is gen- 
erally placed in the buttercup family. The 
name Goldenseal was adopted in 1880, pm- 
viously having been known as Yellow Root. 
Goldenseal was widely used among the Na- 
tive American population, particularly among 
those in the East. The Cherokee used the 
roots as a wash for local inflammations, for 
general debility, dyspepsia and to improve 
appetite. The Iroquois used it for whooping 
cough, diarrhea, liver trouble, fever, sour 
stomach, flatulence, and pneumonia Ben- 
jamin Smith Barton first referred to the useof 
Goldenseal for rattlesnake bites as early as 
1793. Clinical recognition of the use of 
Goldenseal came in the early 1850s and has 
continued to this very day. 

Goldensealisamongthemostpopularherbs 
in the American health food market. Uses are 
numerous, includingbut not limited to: antisep 
tic, hemostatic, diuretic, laxative, and tonic/ 
anti-imlamatory for the mucous membmnes, 
hemorrhoids,na&congestion, mouthandgum 
sores and eye atIlictions. 

Ginseng can be literally translated fmm 
Chinese as “the essence of man’ or ’ m- 
shapedpeious mot.’ Few medicinal plants 
in the world possess Ginseng’s near-legend- 
ary status. Dating back thousands of years, 
its history of use in the Orient records them- 
peutic properties so wide ranging that it was 
firstdismissedbyWestemdoctorsasa’pana- 
tea”. When fatigued, Ginseng reportedly 
restores both physical and mental functions 
to peak efficiency and, with regular use, 
improves resistance to disease and stress. 
American Ginseng’s genus name is l%uuzx 
QLcinquefdius. 

Over 40,000 species of mushrooms exist, 
many of which are used as medicines. Of 
particular note are such remedies as penicil- 
lin- and ergot-based extracts used in mi- 
graine treatment, to name a few. Extensive 
research has been done with one mushroom 
in particular, namely, Reishi. This mush- 
room is now considered a tried and true 
immune system fortifier. 

References to the use of Reishi in the 
treatment of a variety of complaints date 
back as far as 2700 B.C. in Chinese litera- 
ture. It is referred to by a number of 
names, including the “ten thousand year 
mushroom”. The rarity of this particular 
mushroom has increased its value. The 
Chinese emperor Shih Huang Ti (250-2 10 
B.C.) mounted expeditions of hundreds, 
even thousands of men to find the Reishi. 
Recently techniques have been developed 
for the cultivation and harvesting of the 
Reishi Mycelium. Writings about Reishi 
place it in the category of *‘& zhen# herbs 
and claim it is a medicine that improves 
the ability of the body to maintain balance 
by strengthening natural resistance and 
generally improving health. 
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P. 0. BOX 281 b0 

LAS VEGAS, NEVADA 89126 

For credit card orders, call (805) 823-1644 

We accept Discover, Visa or Master Card. 
Please make all checks and money orders payable to: CAIA RESOURCES, LTD. 

(NAME) 

(ADDRESS--PLEASE GIVE STREET ADDRESS FOR UPS DELIVERY.) 

(STATE) (ZIP CODE) (TELEPHONE) 

EXP. 

CREDIT CARD (Visa, Master Card or Discover) 

I TOTAL 

SIGNATURE 

CAIANDRIANA 
8 oz. LIQUID (no discount) 

CAIANDRIANA 
16 oz. LIQUID (no discount) 

SUB-TOTAL I 

SHIPPING (ALL ORDERS) I 

TOTAL I 
I 

**PLEASE USE THE SHIPPING RATE CHART BELOW WHEN CALCULATING SHIPrjlNC 
FOR ALL CAIA RESOURCES PRODUCTS. 

SHIPPING RATES: NOTE: 
ORDER UPS UPS 2ND DAY AIR **For UPS 2nd day to Rural Alaska, please 

GROUND STATES ALASKA/HAWAII call for rates. 

:’ loupe 
55.25 $11.00 $16.75 **For Priority Mail to any location, please 
$5.75 $13.00 s 19.00 call for rates. 

S 201-300 56.25 $16.50 $22.50 
I 301-400 $7.00 s 19.00 $25.00 

**All Foreign orders, please, contact our 

s 401-500 $7.50 $21.25 s30.50 0fKe in writing for speclflc rates as 
S Sol-600 $8.00 $24.50 $33.50 rates vary greatly. 

DUE TO PRODUCT SUPPLY AND DEMAND, PLEASE ALLOW 4-6 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY. 
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